
2016 Joint Summits on Translational Bioinformatics Welcome Letter 
 
On behalf of AMIA and the TBI and CRI Scientific Program Committees, we are pleased to welcome you to 
the seventh annual Joint Summits on Translational Science!  
 
The Joint Summits serve as the primary forum to connect with leaders in the field of informatics who are 
advancing translational science at the nexus of bioinformatics and clinical research. The theme of the 2016 
Joint Summits is driving discovery and dissemination of precision medicine to improve patient and 
population health outcomes. 
 
The meeting brings together translational scientists, data scientists, informatics researchers and 
practitioners from academia, industry, government and non-profit sectors to share knowledge and best 
practices, and to forge collaborations across boundaries. 
 
Equally emphasizing discovery and impact, the Joint Summits welcomed submission on the innovation, 
evaluation, and implementation of transformative concepts, methods, and technologies to accelerate 
translational science and precision medicine. It includes contributions to foundational concepts and 
methodologies as well as applications with public health impact. The TBI Summit focuses on innovative 
methods and novel discoveries that advance understanding of human disease and enable personalized and 
precision medicine, while the CRI Summit highlights translational research from bench to bedside, practice, 
and communities. 
 
The following types of submissions were submitted: 
 

• Papers 
• Student Papers 
• Podium Abstract Presentations 
• Posters 
• Panels 

 
 
Moreover, the following awards were presented: 
 

• Marco Ramoni Distinguished Paper Award for Translational Bioinformatics 
• Clinical Research Informatics (CRI) Distinguished Paper Award (sponsored by the Ohio State University) 
• TBI Student Paper Award 
• CRI Student Paper Award 

 
We thank you for your contribution and participation! 
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Precision Medicine: Leveraging genomics in diverse indications 
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Abstract 

 

Precision medicine holds tremendous potential to improve health outcomes in many 

different disease areas across broad socioeconomic strata. By continually expanding our 

understanding of the molecular and other determinants of disease, diagnoses will become 

more accurate and prevention and treatment strategies more targeted toward the 

mechanisms driving disease in different individuals. This panel focuses on nucleic acid 

sequence-based precision medicine advances, covering diverse approaches and diverse 

disease indications. Panelists will address the use of computational approaches, 

employing existing large data sets, for drug repositioning, for comparative analyses that 

enable discovery of clinical leads based on tumor genomics and for rapid and accurate 

identification of pathogens.  They will also highlight how molecular characterization and 

stratification of patient populations has the potential to improve clinical management of 

debilitating diseases. In addition, panelists will discuss the challenges associated with 

integrating large and diverse data sets and how outcomes research is an integral part of 

advancing precision medicine into clinical practice.  

 

Panel Overview 

 

Molecular insights into biology and disease have long played a role in developing 

therapies that target the drivers of illness. With advances in sequencing technologies, 

accumulation and storage of very large amounts of molecular data, and innovations in 

computational methods, the molecular approach to targeted therapies is now shifting from 

pursuing specific genes or pathways to employing unbiased queries of big data to gain 

new understanding of disease and to design therapeutic interventions. This paradigm shift 

is further enabled by the ease of obtaining extensive molecular data on human samples, 

and also on microbes (microbiome, pathogens) that either synergize with or antagonize 

human well-being.  

 

As one important component of precision medicine, which aims to integrate and analyze 

diverse data types with relevance to human health and disease, this panel will explore the 

use of nucleic acid sequencing and sequence data in therapeutic discovery and 

implementation. Atul Butte will describe the use of big data to reposition drugs in a 

disease-agnostic manner, while other speakers will cover advances in specific indications.  

Dermot McGovern will address stratification of patients with inflammatory bowel disease 
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through an understanding of the underlying genetic architecture associated with sub-types 

of disease defined by clinical, immunological, and other parameters; Olena Morozova 

will describe the use of bioinformatic analyses to compare tumor genomes and 

transcriptomes of individual pediatric patients to those of thousands of pediatric and adult 

tumors to identify new clinical leads, and Charles Chiu will discuss the use of unbiased 

metagenomic next-generation sequencing to rapidly and accurately diagnose acute 

infections in critically ill patients. 

 

The objectives of this panel will be to: 

! highlight genomics-based approaches in diverse disease indications 

! illustrate how advances in genomics-based discovery and medicine exploit 

existing big data 

! describe challenges associated with interoperability of and access to diverse data 

sources and how to overcome them 

! discuss the importance of global sharing and integration of genomic data for the 

next leap in precision medicine 

! address the importance of comparative effectiveness and economic value analyses 

in advancing precision medicine 

 

With a vision toward accelerating precision medicine efforts into clinical practice, 

California’s Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine, a state-supported public-private 

partnership, is funding the work of Olena Morozova (PI David Haussler) and Charles 

Chiu (PI). These two demonstration projects comprise large collaborations and have the 

potential to provide tangible benefit to patients within a short timeframe.    

 

Atul Butte – Moderator & speaker 

Atul Butte, MD, PhD is the Director of the Institute of Computational Health Sciences 

(ICHS) at the University of California (UC), San Francisco, the Executive Director of 

Clinical Informatics for UC Health Sciences and Services, which has the goal of 

implementing a UC-wide data warehouse and analytic platform, and the PI for the 

California Initiative to Advance Precision Medicine, a state-supported public-private 

partnership. In 2013, the White House named him a Champion of Change in Open 

Science, recognizing his work reusing publically available large data sets. Versed in 

computer science, medicine and biology, Dr. Butte’s laboratory develops and applies 

computational methods to integrate, leverage, and reason over genomic, genetic, 

phenotypic, and other sources of molecular data to discover new drugs, diagnostics, and 

new insights into disease and population health. Dr. Butte will describe his work on drug 

repositioning. 

 

 

Dermot McGovern – Speaker 

Dermot McGovern, MD, PhD, FRCP(Lon) is the Director of Translational Medicine at 

the Inflammatory Bowel and Immunobiology Research Institute and Director of the 

Precision Health Initiative at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. His research is focused on the 

role of genetic variation in the natural history of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), in 

susceptibility to the disease and response to therapy. With the goal of translating basic 
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science advances to the clinic, he is pursuing the use of genetic variants for diagnosis, 

risk stratification, and pharmacogenetics studies in IBD, and for understanding the 

relationship between host genetics and the microbiome. His work with the Very Early 

Onset IBD (VEOIBD) consortium has led to the recommendation that whole exome 

sequencing be performed as standard of care in these individuals who often present with 

refractory disease before the age of 2 years. Dr. McGovern will address stratification of 

patients with IBD into clinical subphenotypes based on distinct genetic risk categories, 

and its impact on disease management.  

 

 

Olena Morozova – Speaker 

Olena Morozova, PhD, is a post-doctoral scholar in David Haussler’s group at the 

University of California, Santa Cruz. Her research focuses on developing and applying 

integrative genomic approaches to identifying actionable molecular defects that drive 

childhood cancers in each patient.  Initial sequencing studies demonstrated that recurrent 

mutations are rare in pediatric tumors, suggesting that we must look beyond these types 

of aberrations to identify driving events in each child’s tumor. Studies in adults 

conducted as part of the TCGA Pan-Cancer initiative showed that analyzing multiple 

tumor types together may reveal new insights into individual diseases. Morozova’s work 

makes use of the Treehouse Childhood Cancer Project (treehouse.ucsc.edu), an initiative 

that unites global pediatric and adult cancer datasets under the same informatics platform. 

Integrating pediatric and adult cancer genomic datasets may improve the detection of 

driving events in each pediatric cancer patient, and may suggest new treatment avenues, 

not apparent from single-patient analysis. California Kids Cancer Comparison aims to 

provide a demonstration of this concept in a prospective clinical setting for children with 

difficult-to-treat cancers in California. 

 

 

Charles, Chiu – Speaker 

Charles Chiu, MD, PhD, is a board-certified infectious diseases physician at University 

of California, San Francisco (UCSF) and associate director of the CLIA-licensed Clinical 

Microbiology Laboratory at UCSF.  Dr. Chiu heads a translational research laboratory 

focusing on the use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) to investigate the biological 

and clinical relevance of emerging pathogens and develop new genomic assays for 

infectious disease diagnosis.  His laboratory has pioneered the use of unbiased 

metagenomics NGS for pathogen detection in clinical samples, and previously developed 

an automated bioinformatics pipeline (SURPI, “sequence-based ultrarapid pathogen 

identification”) for detection of microbial signatures in large and complex sequencing 

datasets.  He will describe progress in developing a metagenomics NGS test as a 

validated clinical assay for informing management and treatment in hospitalized patients 

with critical infections of unknown etiology. 

 

 

Affirmation  

This is to affirm that all proposed members have agreed to participate in this panel.  
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Mark Musen, Stanford University 
Jessie Tenenbaum, Duke University 

Melissa Haednel, Oregon Health and Science University 

J. Michael Cherry, Stanford University 
 

About BD2K: 

In June 2012, a Working Group of the Advisory Committee to the NIH Director (ACD) on Data and 
Informatics delivered a report1 that addressed the rapid growth in biomedical data. The report 

contained a series of recommendations for bringing NIH and its total investigator community into 

the era of Big Data. The NIH Director Francis Collins accepted the recommendations and initiated 

the Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) extramural program under the leadership of Dr. Phil Bourne 
who was appointed as Associate Director of Data Science in early 2014. 

 

The vision for the BD2K program has four components2: 
 

1. Establish and provide evidence of a more sustainable, efficient and productive data 

science ecosystem, both internal and external to NIH. 
2. Enable major scientific discovery through the BD2K initiative and across NIH that would 

not have been possible otherwise. 

3. Establish and provide evidence of a well-trained and diverse workforce able to use and 

develop biomedical data science tools and methods. 
4. Build upon NIH’s leadership and reputation in data science. 

 

In this panel, we highlight four BD2K funded initiative that demonstrate the use of computational 
methods, tools and framework to drive clinical genomic discovery in the era of rapidly 

accumulating big data. These initiatives are described briefly below: 

1. CEDAR: 

The Center for Expanded Data Annotation and Retrieval (CEDAR) is one of eleven centers of 
excellence supported by the BD2K initiative.  A collaboration involving investigators at Stanford, 

Oxford, Yale, and Northrup-Grumman, CEDAR is studying new ways to improve the authoring of 

biomedical metadata.  The CEDAR investigators are convinced that the finding, accessing, and 
reusing online experimental data resources will be very difficult without improving the metadata 

that describe what online data sets are about.  Using a library of templates derived from 

community-based metadata standards, CEDAR provides mechanisms that ease the specification 
of metadata through the use of access to the numerous ontologies stored in the BioPortal 

resource and through predictive entry of metadata supported by a local repository of all CEDAR-

authored metadata.  The initial deployment of CEDAR technology is taking place in the context of 

the Human Immunology Project Consortium and its public data repository, ImmPort. 
2. BD2K Standards Coordinating Center: 

Standards are important for clinical genomics discovery. Standards are also painful, complex and 

dynamic. They are difficult to use, expensive and time consuming. The BD2K program established 
the SCC to lower the barrier to entry to embrace and adopt biomedical data standards. The 

primary goal of the SCC is to educate the data producers and consumers on how to employ 

standards to help them achieve their research objectives. The SCC will help users navigate 
standards-related resources for the BD2K program. 
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3. Monarch Initiative: Semantic phenotyping for disease diagnosis and discovery 

Attempts at correlating phenotypic aspects of disease with causal genetic influences are often 

confounded by the challenges of interpreting diverse data distributed across numerous resources. 
New approaches to data modeling, integration, tooling, and community practices are needed to 

make efficient use of these data. The Monarch Initiative is an international consortium working on 

the development of shared data, tools, and standards to enable direct translation of integrated 

genotype, phenotype, and environmental data from human and model organisms to enhance our 
understanding of human disease. We utilize sophisticated semantic mapping techniques across a 

diverse set of standardized ontologies to deeply integrate data across species, sources, and 

modalities. Using phenotype similarity matching algorithms across these data enables disorder 
prediction, variant prioritization, and patient matching against known diseases and model 

organisms. These similarity algorithms form the core of several innovative tools. The Exomiser, 

which enables exome variant prioritization by combining pathogenicity, frequency, inheritance, 

protein interaction, and cross-species phenotype data. Our Phenotype Sufficiency tool provides 
clinicians the ability to compare patient phenotypic profiles using the Human Phenotype Ontology 

to determine uniqueness and specificity in support of variant prioritization. The PhenoGrid 

visualization widget illustrates phenotype similarity between patients, known diseases, and model 
organisms. Monarch develops models in collaboration with the community in support of the 

burgeoning genotype-phenotype disease research community. We have successfully used 

Exomiser to solve a number of undiagnosed patient cases in collaboration with the NIH 
Undiagnosed Disease Program. Ongoing development in coordination with the Global Alliance for 

Genetic Health (GA4GH) and other groups will catalyze the realization of our goal of a vital 

translational community focused on the collaborative application of integrated genotype, 

phenotype, and environmental data to human disease. 
 

4. ClinGen 

ClinGen is a National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded resource dedicated to harnessing both 
research data and data from the hundreds of thousands of clinical genetic tests being performed 

each year, as well as supporting expert curation to determine which variants are most relevant to 

patient care. This talk will discuss the ClinGen curation tool and a public web interface to access 
the ClinGen Portal (clinicalgenome.org). The curation tool will pull together all of the clinically-

relevant gene and variant data from many sources to facilitate curation by ClinGen curators and 

then review by the ClinGen disease-domain experts, while the public web interface will allow 

users to access, search and download this highly valuable, evidence-based dataset. 
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Funding Opportunities and Government-Funded Initiatives in the Areas of Translational 
Bioinformatics and Clinical Research Data Infrastructure 

J. Skipper, ONC/HHS; J. Lee, NCI/NIH; E. Collier, NCATS/NIH; J. Larking, ADDS/NIH; 
J. Rutter, NIDA/NIH; M. Rocca, FDA 

 

This panel will bring leaders across the Department of Health and Human Services to discuss key funding 
opportunities and government-funded initiatives in the areas of translational bioinformatics and clinical 
research data infrastructure.  These government efforts will include:   

NCATS at NIH  

The National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS), one of the 27 Institutes and Centers 
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), was established to transform and accelerate the translational 
process.  The end objective is impacting health of individuals and populations more efficiently and 
rapidly. NCATS has a number of programs that support innovation in informatics to address this 
mission.  These cover the spectrum of tools and models in the pre-clinical space to address development 
and screening of novel agents. The Clinical and Translational Science Award (CTSA) Program supports 
informatics approaches to improve the methods and processes of clinical and translational research 
broadly.  NCATS has a robust small business research program and collaborates closely with academic 
and industry partners on informatics tools and resources. The issues in the rare disease space are a focus 
of novel informatics projects with potential for generalizability.  https://ncats.nih.gov/  

BISTI and BD2K at NIH  

In addition to focused investments and programs developed by individual NIH Institutes and Centers, 
NIH supports a number of multi-IC research funding opportunities in data science and informatics.  Two 
of the primary resources for these are BISTI and BD2K.  BISTI (Biomedical Information Science and 
Technology Initiative, https://www.bisti.nih.gov) supports a variety of multi-IC Funding 
Opportunities for investigator-initiated R01, SBIR, and STTR opportunities. The BISTI web site also 
provides links to IC-specific funding opportunities, as well as tips for submitting informatics and 
computational grants to NIH. The NIH Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K, https://datascience.nih.gov) 
program is supported and implemented by all NIH Institutes and Centers and issues FAOs periodically on 
targeted programs to support data science training and workforce development, new data science research 
in specific areas of high need, centers of excellence, and research activities and programs associated with 
development of the commons, including activities in resource (data and software) indexing, standards, 
metadata, and more.  BD2K works with other funders (in the US and abroad) to organize workshops, 
funding activities, and challenges.  The NIH Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI, 
https://www.nih.gov/precision-medicine-initiative-cohort-program) released its first set of funding 
opportunities to develop the PMI Cohort Program.  
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PCORTF Data Capacity Projects at ONC and FDA  

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 created the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research 
Trust Fund (PCORTF) of which 4% of this fund has been set aside for the Office of the Secretary (OS) of 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to build data capacity for patient-centered 
outcomes research (PCOR).  These funds are managed by Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning 
and Evaluation (ASPE).   

The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) has received portions 
of this PCORTF data capacity set aside to carry out efforts in the following five areas: 

 Patient Matching, Aggregating and Linking:  This new project will identify attributes for 
matching patient data across multiple data sets, identify algorithms to perform matches in these 
contexts, and develop privacy and security specifications that enable real-time matching, linking, 
and aggregation of patients with associated claims and clinical data.  

 Patient-Generated Health Data:  This new project will develop a policy framework that 
identifies best practices, gaps, and opportunities for progress in the collection and use of patient 
generated health data (PGHD) for research and care delivery through the year 2024. The policy 
framework will be tested in organizations piloting use of PGHD. 

 Privacy and Security Framework for PCOR: This new project will develop a framework to 
address legal and privacy and security-related policy issues affecting use of this data for research. 
It will also identify, refine, harmonize, validate, recommend, and pilot standards to support 
individuals’ consent preferences for different research scenarios.  

 Structured Data Capture: This project, launched in 2013, aims to identify and develop the 
functional and technical specifications necessary to enable EHR systems to retrieve, display, & 
fill a structured form or template and store/submit the completed form to a patient record or 
external repository. http://wiki.siframework.org/Structured+Data+Capture+Initiative  

 Data Access Framework:  This project, launched in 2013, aims to establish the functionality to 
get data out of an EHR in a consistent and reproducible way from within an organization’s EHR, 
from an external organizations EHRs, or from EHRs across multiple organizations.  
http://wiki.siframework.org/Data+Access+Framework+Phase+3  

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) leverages the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS), Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) Patient-Centered Outcomes Research 
Trust Fund (PCORTF) investment opportunity to advance regulatory science and receive standardized 
clinical research data that have improved reliability, quality, integrity, and traceability.   This portion 
of the presentation will also provide an overview to the ongoing FDA initiatives aiming at enabling a 
comprehensive, interoperable, and sustainable data network infrastructure to collect, link, and analyze 
data from multiple sources to facilitate patient centered outcomes research (PCOR). 

CSSI at NIH  

The National Cancer Institute Center for Strategic Scientific Initiatives (CSSI, http://cssi.cancer.gov) 
launched in 2006 two projects to provide the research community real-time omic characterization data of 
primary untreated tumors through its Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium (CPTAC, 
http://proteomics.cancer.gov) and The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, http://cancergenome.nih.gov).  To 
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realize the full potential of these data generation efforts, the NCI’s Center for Biomedical Informatics and 
Information Technology (CBIIT, http://cbiit.nci.nih.gov) developed and launched several bioinformatics 
efforts under its National Cancer Informatics Program (NCIP) that include the Cancer Genomics Cloud 
Pilots (http://cbiit.nci.nih.gov/ncip/nci-cancer-genomics-cloud-pilots/nci-cloud-initiative) and Informatics 
Technology for Cancer Research (ITCR, http://itcr.nci.nih.gov/).  This presentation will highlight various 
NCI data characterization and data analysis programs and describe future directions and potential 
opportunities for informatics in advancing preclinical cancer research. 

Precision Medicine at NIH  

In his State of the Union Address on January 20, 2015, President Obama announced his intention to 
launch the Precision Medicine Initiative® (PMI) “to bring us closer to curing diseases like cancer and 
diabetes, and to give all of us access to the personalized information we need to keep ourselves and our 
families healthier.” In order to achieve the President’s ambitious plan, the PMI Cohort Program will build 
a national research cohort of one million or more U.S. volunteers that will provide the platform for 
expanding knowledge of precision medicine approaches and that will benefit the nation for many years to 
come.  

On September 17, 2015, the Precision Medicine Initiative Working Group of the Advisory Committee to 
the Director (ACD) presented a detailed design framework for building this national research participant 
group in a report, The Precision Medicine Initiative Cohort Program – Building a Research Foundation 
for 21st Century Medicine. This report was endorsed unanimously by the ACD and subsequently 
accepted by Dr. Collins.   

The primary objective of the PMI Cohort Program will be to enroll one million or more volunteers into a 
cohort that broadly reflects the diversity of the U.S. population, and to follow their health and clinical 
outcomes over time. The PMI Cohort Program will provide an ongoing venue for testing new hypotheses, 
as well as for determining whether results from smaller cohorts generalize to the broader U.S. population. 
Through the design and implementation of the PMI Cohort Program, there will be opportunities to 
explore the interoperability of electronic health records (EHRs) and mobile health (mHealth) 
technologies, such as sensors, smartphone apps, and wearable devices. The PMI Cohort Program will also 
provide a transformative framework for exploring the utility of “omics” technologies and data, and for 
learning best approaches for facilitating individuals’ access to their own health data. 
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Career Opportunities for the Many Paths to Informatics 
 

Laura Wiley, MS1, Casey Overby, PhD2, Leon Rosenblit JD, PhD3, Marina Sirota, PhD4 
1Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, 2University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD,  

3Prometheus Research LLC, New Haven, CT, 4University of California, San Francisco, CA 
 
Abstract 
Translational Bioinformatics (TBI) and Clinical Research Informatics (CRI) are young, diverse 
fields with increasing workforce demands. However due to the youth and breadth of the fields, 
the diversity of career opportunities are not always clear. Following the successful tradition of 
AMIA Student Working Group organized “career panels” at the Fall Symposium, we propose a 
TBI/CRI focused career panel to offer perspectives and advice for students on career 
opportunities and professional development. This year, the panelists include an interdisciplinary 
academician with work in both the TBI and CRI space, an CRI entrepreneur and a TBI 
academician who has also spent significant time in the pharmaceutical industry. They will share 
their career and educational experiences and discuss upcoming trends in informatics careers. 
This panel will help future and current TBI and CRI students and other early-career 
professionals to better prepare for and develop their careers.  
 
General Description 
The Student Working Group (ST-WG) of the American Medical Informatics Association 
(AMIA) annually organizes a career oriented panel at the AMIA Fall Symposium to provide 
students with important perspectives and advice on career opportunities in informatics. These 
panels are routinely well attended and serve as a highlight for student attendees. Although this 
panel has been in place at the Fall Symposium since 2002, we have never held a panel at the 
Joint Summits meeting. Here we propose a panel to address the unmet need of students to 
discuss the wide variety of career opportunities in the translational bioinformatics (TBI) and 
clinical research informatics (CRI) space.     

Career opportunities for informaticians in TBI/CRI are growing exponentially. Given the relative 
youth of these fields, it’s not always clear the number of different types of careers that are 
possible in this domain. Given these fields are highly interdisciplinary, and often have a service 
role, there are unique challenges to even well-known academic careers. Further, this space offers 
tremendous opportunities for entrepreneurship and working in the start-up space. Finally, 
industries typically unassociated with informatics, like the pharmaceutical industry, have 
responded to market pressures by increasingly hiring individuals with experience in the TBI and 
CRI fields. This panel will feature speakers with diverse career and informatics training 
experiences to give both current and prospective students insight into career opportunities across 
the TBI and CRI spectrum. 

In response to the large number of questions typically received at this event, we plan to follow an 
interactive panel format. Each of the panelists will have 5 minutes to introduce their educational 
and career background. The remainder of the session time will be allotted to audience and 
moderator driven discussion questions. Potential topics for discussion include: 

(a) How has your educational training prepared you for your career? 
(b) What influenced your decision to enter the TBI/CRI fields? 
(c) How should students prepare themselves for the coming career opportunities and trends? 
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(d) How should early career informatics graduates continue to improve their skills and be 
successful in their careers?  

Given the different career experience and education background of the panelists, this panel will 
provide valuable perspectives for professional, PhD and master students, as well as those just 
entering the field and determining which educational path is best for their informatics career. 
 
Organizers 

AMIA Student Working Group  
Julie W. Doberne, PhD, Chair 
Katharine Fultz Hollis, MS, Chair-Elect 
Laura K. Wiley, MS, Immediate Past Chair & Student Representative to the AMIA Board 
 
Panel Participants 

Academics 
Casey Lynnette Overby, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine 
Program for Personalized and Genomic Medicine (PPGM) 
Center for Health-related Informatics and Bioimaging (CHIB) 
University of Maryland School of Medicine 
Adjunct Investigator I, Genomic Medicine Institute, Geisinger Health System 

Start-Up/Entrepreneur 
Leon Rosenblit, JD, PhD 
President and CEO 
Prometheus Research, LLC, New Haven, CT 

Pharma/Industry 
Marina Sirota, PhD 
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics  
Institute of Computational Health Sciences 
University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA 

Moderator 
Laura Wiley, MS 
Past Chair, AMIA Student Working Group 
Vanderbilt Genetics Institute and Department of Biomedical Informatics 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 
 
Statement 
I, Laura Wiley, confirm that all panelists listed in this proposal have agreed to participate in this 
panel. Panelists are aware that there are no travel or registration funds available. Panelists are 
also aware that the Student Working Group is unable to reimburse their registration costs. 
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A Use Case to Support Precision Medicine for Frequently Hospitalized Older 
Adults with Polypharmacy 

Manuel Cabrera, MD, Joseph Finkelstein, MD, PhD  
Columbia University, New York 

Abstract 

Polypharmacy in older adults results in multiple negative clinical consequences including increased risk of hospital 
readmissions. Precision medicine may provide tools to optimize complex medication regimens however its potential 
in older adults with polypharmacy is unknown. We carried out pharmacogenetic testing in an older adult with 
multiple chronic conditions and polypharmacy who was concerned about frequent readmissions despite receiving 
guideline-concordant care and being adherent to medication regimen. The testing identified patients’ CYP2D6 
rapid metabolizer status. This may have resulted in decreased exposure to Carvedilol which was primary drug for 
CHF management in this patient. Additional nine drug-drug interactions were identified during personalized drug 
regimen review. We concluded that, though precision medicine has enormous potential in older adults with 
polypharmacy, the complexity of pharmacogenetic information requires innovative informatics solutions to support 
optimal workflows, decision support, and medication optimization and management in order to fully utilize its 
potential in routine clinical care. 

 

Introduction 

Multiple epidemiological studies clearly demonstrated that polypharmacy is highly prevalent in older adults1. Based 
on the 2005-2006 survey study, over 36% of people 75 and 85 years of age are taking at least five prescription 
medications2. A strong relationship between polypharmacy and negative clinical consequences has been described in 
previous research3. In older adults polypharmacy has been associated with increased health care costs, adverse drug 
reactions, drug interaction, medication non-adherence, impaired functional and cognitive status, falls, urinary 
incontinence, and malnutrition3. Not surprisingly, polypharmacy and potentially inappropriate medication use was 
shown to be a significant precipitating factor in frequent hospital admissions4.  

Precision medicine provides tools allowing personalize medication regimens based on individual genetic variations 
and information about potential drug interactions obtained from comprehensive bioinformatics repositories. 
Pharmacogenomics is the study of how a person’s unique genetic makeup influences their response to drugs. It is the 
cornerstone in the concept of personalized medicine in which the use of drugs and drug combinations can be 
expected to be tailored to patient’s unique genetic profile. The availability of genomic testing has grown but its 
clinical application is still in the early stages. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) now require submission 
of pharmacogenomics data to be included in the labeling of drugs5. This has the expectation that this information 
may improve drug safety, identify optimal dosing, improve targeting to disease and reduce adverse drug reactions.  

Particular attention in pharmacogenomics has been devoted to cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes involved in 
metabolism of over 60-70% of all prescribed drugs. The most important cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes involved 
in drug metabolism are CYP2D6, CYP2C19, CYP2C9, CYP2D6, CYP3A4 and CYP3A56. With these enzymes 
there may be many spectrums of genotypes resulting in poor metabolizer (patients with little to no functional activity) 
to ultra-rapid metabolizers (patients with increased metabolic activity)7. For example, the P450 cytochrome enzyme 
CYP2C9 along with VKORC1 is the primary enzymes for metabolism of Warfarin8. This is already being applied to 
use of Warfarin and Clopidogrel with 64% of cardiologists having reported using genomic testing9. A known allele 
variant has been shown to result in an 80% decrease in enzyme activity in the patients then would be expected to be 
very sensitive to the anticoagulants effect of Warfarin indicating need for use of lower dosing9. Clopidogrel is 
activated via CYP2C19 and variants affecting function are well known9. All known pharmacogenomics variants are 
readily available on the PharmGKB website10. 

However, for the physicians and healthcare professionals in practice the clinical utility and integration in patient care 
remains uncertain and mostly unexplored. There are many issues regarding genetic testing from simple ones on how 
and where can testing be done to more complex issues as to which patients to test, how to interpret the results of 
testing and then how to apply the findings to decision making that may benefit  the patient11.  Can the use of genetic 
testing data be used in older adults to tailor drug treatments, reduce adverse drug effects, reduce polypharmacy and 
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eventually improve disease outcome? Whether precision medicine has potential in providing effective means to 
ameliorate detrimental impact of polypharmacy in older adults is currently unknown. In this article we present a case 
of a frequently hospitalized older adult with polypharmacy that can provide instructive insight on potential of 
precision medicine in this rapidly growing population.   

 

Method 

An older adult with polypharmacy suffering from multiple chronic conditions and concerned about frequent hospital 
admissions was offered by a treating physician to undergo pharmacogenetic testing. Though the patient has been 
receiving a guideline-concordant therapy, the goal of the pharmacogenetic testing was to identify ways to further 
personalize the patient medication regimen. After obtaining written consent, a buccal swab was sent via overnight 
express mail to a CLIA-certified facility to detect common variants in genes which may affect individual response to 
medications (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. Pharmacogenetic panel to detect genetic cytochrome P450 variants with known clinical significance. 

 
The results of the testing were provided by the testing facility via an online portal a week after submission of the 
buccal swab. The portal contained a detailed report with results of the genetic testing as well as interpretation of 
findings. The portal also provided basic education materials explaining general principles of pharmacogenetic 
testing. 

 

Results 

Figure2. Patient medication list. 

Pharmacogenetic testing was performed with consented patient with 
polypharmacy in attempt to optimize medical management. The patient 
was a 78 year old Puerto Rican man with history of multiple medical 
problems prominent of which is congestive heart failure and chronic 
obstructive lung disease. The patient has had 23 hospitalizations over the 
past five years. Most of his hospitalizations were due to decompensated 
heart failure. Several of the hospitalizations were for COPD exacerbations 
with wheezing as the presenting symptom. Many hospitalizations were 
deemed by his medical team to be due to exacerbation of both heart and 
lung disease. The patient had systolic heart failure with Left Ventricle size 
mildly increased. The left ventricular systolic function was moderate to 
severely decreased with a left ventricular ejection fraction of 30 to 35%. 
There was global hypokinesis with regional variations. The right 
ventricular size was mildly increased with right ventricular systolic 
function preserved. The patient also suffered from Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease with FEV1 of 52% predicted. He was an approximate 
50 pack/year smoker. In addition, he suffered from Atrial Fibrillation, 
Chronic Kidney Disease (Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate of 23), 
Hyperlipidemia, Gout, BPH and Gastritis. The patient medication regimen 
is presented in Figure 2. 
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The results of pharmacogenetics testing are presented in Figure 3. The major pharmacogenetic finding was that the 
patient had a well described genetic polymorphism for cytochrome P450 enzyme responsible for Carvedilol 
metabolism – CYP2D6. Carvedilol is a major substrate of CYP2D6. Given patient’s CYPD6 Rapid Metabolizer 
status, patient may have decreased exposure to carvedilol. Carvedilol is main medication used to control CHF in this 
patient. Potentially compromised Carvedilol metabolism may affect efficacy of this drug in the patient and overall 
care of CHF. 
 
Figure 3. Genotype/phenotype results. 

 
 
Additional findings included three drug-drug interactions based on cytochrome P450-mediated metabolism of 
moderate severity (Table 1) and seven non-CYP drug-drug interactions three of which had major severity (Table 2).  

 

Discussion 
We performed pharmacogenomics testing on an arbitrarily selected patient with multiple medical problems that was 
on many medications and who was seeking answers to polypharmacy and reasons for frequent hospital admissions. 
The first step was to search for the appropriate laboratory that could perform the genetic testing. The first lab 
contacted could not be utilized because it was not licensed in the State of New York. That became the first question 
in seeking a lab for genetic studies. Performing the test was simple. The lab provides the educational material, 
consent form and buccal swab. After consent two buccal swabs are obtained, placed in the envelope provided and 
returned via overnight FedEx. Results were returned within 1 week via a dedicated web portal. The report included 
not only pharmacogenetic test results but also a list of potential drug-drug interactions with short explanations. 

The patient genotype analysis is notable for “rapid metabolizer” polymorphism for the CYP2D6 enzyme. His 
medication Carvedilol is a primary drug in his management of congestive heart failure and a major substrate for the 
CYP2D6 enzyme. Rapid metabolism of the Carvedilol may be expected affect efficacy but the clinical significance 
is unknown. Would this polymorphism have any negative impact on the survival benefit of b-blockers in congestive 
heart failure? His clinical course was notable for difficulty in rate control of his atrial fibrillation requiring the use of 
b-blocker (which may be expected to be less effective due to “rapid metabolizer” polymorphism) and use of a 
calcium channel blocker Diltiazem in addition. Diltiazem is not metabolized via the CYP2D6 enzyme but is a 
moderate inhibitor of the CYP3A4/CYP3A5 enzymes so may be expected to impact metabolism of other CYP2D6 
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drugs and increase their serum levels. In this patient other affected drugs included Atorvastatin, Montelukast, 
Tamsulosin, Fluticasone/Vilanterol and Esomeprazole Magnesium. 

The tested patient had both cardiovascular disease and other concomitant chronic conditions including chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease.  We recognize that cardiovascular and pulmonary airways disease often coexists as 
they are known to share risk factors such as age, smoking and low grade chronic inflammation12. We accept that 
polypharmacy is a fundamental feature in the management of cardiovascular and pulmonary airways disease. 
Currently, the management of cardiovascular heart disease usually requires use of b-blockers, antiplatelets agents, 
diuretics, statins, and ACE inhibitors or ARBs. Treatment of airways obstruction often requires use of combinations 
of b-agonists (short and long acting), corticosteroids, anticholinergics and Leukotriene blockers. Coexistence of both 
heart and airways disease is known to sometimes create therapeutic dilemmas, such as weighing the benefits of b-
blockers versus the fear of exacerbating coexistent airways obstruction as well as weighing the potential increase 
risk of death with the use of long acting b-agonists. Even with properly prescribed medications, genetic 
polymorphisms of the metabolizing CYP enzymes may affect a drug’s efficacy or adverse effect potential. The use 
combinations of drugs may also affect the clearance via inhibition or induction of certain cytochrome metabolizing 
enzymes i.e. gene/drug interaction. Even in hospitalized patients there are adverse drug events that are not readily 
explained and raises issue if polymorphism of CYP metabolizing enzymes may be in play. 

Table 1. Drug-drug interactions based on cytochrome P450-mediated metabolism. 
Drug/Drug Interaction Severity Action Mechanism 
CARVEDILOL /  
LOSARTAN POTASSIUM 

Moderate Monitor 
therapy 

CYP2C9 Inhibitors (Moderate) may increase the 
serum concentration of Carvedilol. 

DILTIAZEM HCL / 
FLUTICASONE&VILANTEROL 

Moderate Monitor 
therapy 

CYP3A4 Inhibitors (Moderate) may decrease 
the metabolism of CYP3A4 Substrates. 

LOSARTAN POTASSIUM / 
WARFARIN SODIUM 

Moderate Monitor 
therapy 

CYP2C9 Inhibitors (Moderate) may decrease the 
metabolism of CYP2C9 Substrates. 

 
 
Table 2. Non-CYP drug-drug interactions. 
Drug/Drug Interaction Severity Action Mechanism 
ALBUTEROL SULFATE / 
CARVEDILOL 

Major Avoid 
combination 

Beta-Blockers may diminish the bronchodilatory 
effect of Beta2-Agonists. 

CARVEDILOL / 
FLUTICASONE&VILANTEROL 

Major Avoid 
combination 

Beta-Blockers may diminish the bronchodilatory 
effect of Beta2-Agonists. 

ALLOPURINOL /  
WARFARIN SODIUM 

Moderate Consider 
modification 

Allopurinol may enhance the anticoagulant 
effect of Vitamin K Antagonists. 

ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM / 
DILTIAZEM HCL 
(AC/DHCL) 

Major Consider 
modification 

DHCL may increase the serum concentration of 
AC. AC may increase the serum concentration 
of DHCL. 

CARVEDILOL / 
TAMSULOSIN HCL 

Moderate Consider 
modification 

Beta-Blockers may enhance the orthostatic 
hypotensive effect of Alpha1-Blockers 

FUROSEMIDE / NAPROXEN Moderate Consider 
modification 

Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Agents may 
diminish the diuretic effect of Loop Diuretics 

NAPROXEN / 
WARFARIN SODIUM 

Moderate Consider 
modification 

NSAID (Nonselective) may enhance the 
anticoagulant effect of Vitamin K Antagonists 

 

Pharmacogenomic data are currently provided in about 10% for US FDA approved medications. There is a great 
resource: the Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base (PharmGKB) provides the effects of genetic variations on drug 
action, mechanism of drug action, dosing guidelines, information regarding available laboratories performing 
genetic tests and references. However use of this information may be overwhelming and its complexity may limit 
applicability in routine clinical care. The optimal workflows, interpretation and evidence-based follow-up for this 
potentially very promising approach are yet to be established. Biomedical informatics technologies have enormous 
potential in developing point-of-care decision support which would bring these new exciting technologies to daily 
clinical practice.  
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Majority of clinicians currently lack comprehensive skills to take full advantage of the potential of pharmacogenetic 
testing13. They are unsure how to carry out testing, where process samples, and how to follow-up on testing results14. 
Development of effective tools assisting providers in the use and interpretation of pharmacogenetic tests should be a 
high priority for biomedical informatics researchers. Such tools may provide support for multiple aspects pertinent 
to optimal use of pharmacogenetic testing. Since limited information is available on certified facilities for 
pharmacogenetic testing and type of services they provide, creation of a comprehensive online public resource of 
certified facilities which is maintained and curated by designated academic centers and industry may be warranted. 
To address lack of provider knowledge, introduction of online CME courses and training tools may facilitate 
diffusion of pharmacogenetics into routine clinical practice. Due to inherent complexity of this new methodology, 
introduction of evidence-based clinical pathways may promote best practices in pharmacogenetic applications15. 
Electronic health records have to include functionality supporting storage, exchange, and presentation of 
pharmacogenetic results coupled with intelligent decision support allowing account simultaneously for multiple 
drug-gene and drug-drug interactions and assist in medication regimen optimization16. Finally, development of 
interactive apps to educate patients about pharmacogenetic testing and to engage them in medication management 
based on genetic test results will facilitate patient-provider communication and ensure patient acceptance of 
pharmacogenetic testing as an opportunity to personalize their medication regimen and improve their quality of 
life17. 

 

Conclusion 

Precision medicine has enormous potential in optimizing medication regimen in frequently hospitalized older adults 
with polypharmacy. However to uncover this potential innovative biomedical informatics technologies are urgently 
needed to support optimal workflows, decision support, and medication optimization and management. 
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Abstract 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is a chronic and relapsing disorder, which affects millions people worldwide. 

Current drug options cannot cure the disease and may cause severe side effects. We developed a systematic 

framework to identify novel IBD drugs exploiting millions of genomic signatures for chemical compounds. 

Specifically, we searched all FDA-approved drugs for candidates that share similar genomic profiles with IBD. In 

the evaluation experiments, our approach ranked approved IBD drugs averagely within top 26% among 858 

candidates, significantly outperforming a state-of-art genomics-based drug repositioning method (p-value < e-8). 

Our approach also achieved significantly higher average precision than the state-of-art approach in predicting 

potential IBD drugs from clinical trials (0.072 vs. 0.043, p<0.1) and off-label IBD drugs (0.198 vs. 0.138, p<0.1). 

Furthermore, we found evidences supporting the therapeutic potential of the top-ranked drugs, such as Naloxone, in 

literature and through analyzing target genes and pathways.  

Introduction 

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a group of chronic and relapsing inflammatory conditions in the intestinal 

tract
1-4

. It affects 3.6 million people in the USA and Europe, and has an increasing incidence around world in recent 

years
5
. IBD is currently not medically curable. Available drug options, such as corticosteroids, aminosalicylates and 

targeted drugs, focus on remitting the inflammation and are only effective for a subset of the patients
1-4

. In addition, 

these drugs may cause severe side effects, such as an increased rate of malignancies or infectious diseases
6
. 

Traditional drug development experiments have identified novel targeted drugs, such as TNF-alpha blockers, which 

showed a promising efficacy in treating IBD. However, recent clinical researches show that a large number of 

patients do not respond to these drugs
2,
 
6
. Therefore, discovering new drug treatment for IBD is of compelling need.  

Computational drug repositioning approaches predict new indications for existing drugs, which have passed a 

number of toxicity and other tests, thus may lead to rapid and cost-effective drug discovery. Existing drug 

repositioning strategies can be classified into three categories: drug-based, disease-based and profile-based (Figure 

1). Drug-based approaches (Figure 1 (a)) assume that similar drugs can be used to treat the same disease. They 

leverage chemical structure
7, 8

, side-effects
9
, and other drug characteristics to determine the drug similarity. Disease-

based approaches (Figure1 (b)) predict new drug indications exploiting disease-disease similarity based on disease 

phenotypes
10

, genetic and genomic signatures
11

. Recently, profile-based drug repositioning approaches (Figure1(c)) 

have been developed to identify drug candidates for small-cell lung cancer
12

, Parkinson’ disease
13

, as well as IBD
14

. 

Unlike the drug-based and disease-based strategy, profile-based approaches do not depend on existing drug-

treatment knowledge and may have increased ability to discover new drug-disease associations. Early profile-based 

approaches match the drug target genes with the disease-associated genes obtained from GWAS
15, 16

, OMIM
17 

and 

network-based disease-gene predictions
13, 18-20

. Several recent studies also investigate the similarity in phenotype 

profiles between diseases and drugs
21, 22

.  

Most current profile-based drug repositioning approaches exploit the well-studied drug targets to match genetic and 

phenotypic profiles of the drugs and diseases
15-17

. However, the interactions between chemical compounds and 

human proteins are complex, and the off-targets of existing drugs may provide a unique path to link diseases with 

new potential treatments
14, 23

. For example, Connectivity Map (CMap) is the first database that provides the genomic 

signatures associated with perturbations of small molecular compounds
23

, and has facilitated the drug discovery for 

IBD
14

. Recently, The Library of Integrated Network-based Cellular Signatures (LINCS) offers more comprehensive 

drug-gene interaction data through significantly extending the experiments in the first version of CMap on much 

more cell lines (from 4 to 18) with more perturbagens (from 164 to 20413 chemical perturbagens) using more 

signatures (from 564 to millions) 
23, 24

. Only several recent studies have used LINCS for drug discovery
25, 26

 through 
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calculating drug-drug similarities based on gene expression profiles. In this study, we developed methods to mine 

genomic profiles for approved drugs from vast amounts of data in LINCS and matched profiles between IBD and 

the drugs. We demonstrated the improved performance of IBD drug prediction comparing with the state-of-art 

approach based on CMap
14

, and show several valuable new drug candidates. Our framework can be easily extended 

to predicting drugs for other diseases with the LINCS data. 
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Figure 1. Computational drug repositioning strategies: (a) disease-based methods, (b) drug-based methods, and (c) 

profile-based methods 

 

!
Figure 2. Workflow of our drug repositioning approach based on LINCS L1000 data 

Methods 

Our drug repositioning framework contains three steps (Figure 2): (i) generating genomic profiles for approved 

drugs from the LINCS data; (ii) constructing gene expression profile for IBD based on GEO; (iii) ranking all the 

candidate drugs based on the genomic similarity to IBD. The following sections describe the three steps as well as 

the evaluation method in detail. 

A. Identify genomic profiles for approved drugs from the LINCS data 

The Library of Integrated Network-based Cellular Signatures (LINCS) dataset is a catalog of gene-expression data 

collected from human cells treated with chemical compounds and genetic reagents. The LINCS L1000 dataset 

contains gene expression-profiling assays for 20413 small-molecular compound perturbagens and 22268 genes
24

. 

The expression profiles are generated for 1171 landmark transcripts while the rest of the transcriptome, 
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approximately 22 000 genes, are estimated by a model built from computational processing of thousands of gene 

expression datasets from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
27

. Several recent studies
25, 26

 computed transcriptional 

similarity based on landmark genes. Here, we explored the methods to integrate the complete data in LINCS L1000 

and gain more prediction power in drug repositioning.  

Gene expression data are available at different levels in the LINCS L1000 database (http://www.lincscloud.org/). 

We downloaded the differential expression level data, which consist of Z-scores representing the significance of the 

associations between genes and chemical perturbations. The data are stored in a 110GB GCTX file, which is a 

binary format file that allows for high-performance access. We extracted a large gene expression matrix from the 

file. The 22268 rows of the matrix represent probe sets (corresponding to genes) and the columns are millions of 

signatures, which represent replicated experiments for each chemical perturbation on all the genes. We obtained a 

list of 1761 FDA-approved drugs from DrugBank
28

 and mapped them to 858 identical drugs in the L1000 database. 

Then we extracted the sub-matrix for the 858 approved drugs through the programmatic access to the dataset. The 

sub-matrix consists of 22268 rows and 100041 columns (each column represents one signature, and one drug 

corresponds to multiple signatures), and the Z-score stored in it was used to identify genomic profiles for the 

approved drugs.  

In the sub-matrix of gene expression data for the 858 approved drugs, each gene may correspond to multiple probe 

sets (rows) and each drug is mapped to multiple signatures (columns). As a result, a drug-gene link is represented by 

a multiple-to-multiple relationship in the matrix. To represent the strength of a drug-gene association, we counted 

the number of genes that are over and under-expressed and constructed a sign score vector for each drug. 

Specifically, we determined the genes as over-expressed if the Z-score was greater than 2 and under-expressed if the 

Z-score was less than -2 following the previous study
25

 (Figure 3(a)). For example, in figure 3, we marked the over-

expressed genes as red and the under-expressed genes as blue in the Z-score matrix. Then we represented the gene-

drug relationship by extracting corresponding probe sets (rows) and relative signatures (columns) into a small matrix 

(Figure 3(c)). Last, we computed a sign score (Ssign) for the drug-gene pair: 

    (1) 

Given a drug, a sign score was calculated for each of the 12716 genes, and vector consisting of 12716 sign scores 

was constructed to represent the genomic profile for the drug: 

   (2) 

 

!
Figure 3. The schematic representation of workflow to construct drug-gene profile: (a) Representation of 

determining over- and under-expression, (b) Z-score matrix of gene expression level profile in LINCS can be 

painted using our schema, (c) Relationship between gene and drug in LINCS  

!

!
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B. Identify the genomic profile for IBD from GEO 

We downloaded the study GSE6731 and identified the significant differentially expressed genes for IBD. A total of 

36 samples assembled as gene expression patterns of active and inactive areas of IBD, infectious colitis and healthy 

controls from human colonoscopy biopsy. For a fair comparison, we selected the same study as the CMap-based 

method used. We used the GEO2R software
29

 to detect the significant genes. Then, we converted P-values generated 

from GEO2R to Z-scores and set the threshold of 2/-2 (the same one in Method A) to identify significant genes for 

disease genomic profiles.  

C. Calculate genomic similarity between IBD and drugs 

We computed the cosine similarity between drug and disease genomic profiles to estimate the potential of each drug 

in treating IBD. The similarity is defined as: 

    (3), 

in which A and B are sign score vectors (represented as in equation(2)) of drug and disease, respectively. Then we 

ranked the candidate drugs based on this genomic similarity.    

D. Compare with an existing baseline method  

We compared our approach with a state-of-art drug repositioning method for IBD, which exploited the CMap data to 

identify the genomic profiles for drugs
14

. Our method and the CMap-based approach used the same GEO dataset to 

identify significant genes for IBD. They provided a ranked list of 79 drugs for IBD, and considered the rest of the 

164 drugs irrelevant to IBD. We simulated the full rank of CMap-based approach by randomizing the irrelevant 

drugs for 100 times for the purpose of fair comparison. Then we constructed evaluation sets containing approved 

IBD drugs and novel IBD drugs respectively, and compared the two methods in prioritizing the evaluation drugs.   

In our recent studies, a large-scale drug-disease treatment knowledge base was constructed based on multiple 

resources
30, 31, 32

. The databases include 9,216 drug-disease treatment pairs extracted from FDA drug labels, 34,306 

pairs extracted from 22 million published biomedical literature abstracts, 69,724 disease-treatment pairs extracted 

from clinical trials and 111862 pairs from the FDA post marking surveillance system. 

a. Evaluation on FDA-approved IBD drugs  

We extracted 25 FDA-approved IBD drugs from FDA drug labels in this knowledge base, and found 10 of them 

appear in the LINCS dataset. The intersected approved drug set consists of 8 corticosteroids and 2 aminosalicylates. 

We plotted the number of approved IBD drugs that fell into 10 ranking ranges to estimate their distribution. Mean 

and median of the ranks for the approved IBD drugs were computed and compared with the CMap-based method. 

We also evaluated whether the two methods generated significantly different ranks for the approved IBD drugs.  

b. Evaluation on novel IBD drugs 

Based on this knowledge base, we constructed two evaluation sets as the proxy of novel IBD drugs. The first sets 

contain 58 potential IBD drugs that have been tested in clinical trials. The second one contains 238 off-label IBD 

drugs collected from the FDA post marking surveillance system. FDA-approved IBD drugs are removed from both 

sets. We used the histogram plot to estimate the distribution of drug ranks in two evaluation sets, respectively. We 

also calculated the precision-recall curve and the mean average precision to evaluate the ranking of the two methods.  

Results 

A. Our system prioritized the FDA-approved IBD drugs and outperformed the CMap-based method 

Figure 4 show that our approach prioritized most approved IBD drugs. In particular, our method ranked 5 out of 10 

approved IBD drugs within top 10% among 858 drugs. The average rank of 10 FDA-approved IBD drugs among 

858 drugs is 26% (significantly higher than the random rankings, p-value < e-8, T test). The median rank is 19.5%, 

which is also significantly lower than random case (p-value < e-8, Wilcoxon signed sum test). Together, the results 

show that our ranking prioritized most of the approved IBD drugs and performed significantly better than random 

ranking. These results also support that our methods of processing the LINCS data and calculating the disease-drug 

profile similarity are reasonable. We noticed that two approved drugs, Methylprednisolone and Balsalazide, were 

ranked a bit lower than 50%. This might be due to small sample size for the two drugs: most of the chemical 
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compounds in LINCS have several hundreds of replicated signatures, while the sample size of Methylprednisolone 

and Balsalazide is only 10% comparing to the average.  

We also compared with the CMap-based method
 
in predicting approved IBD drugs. Because of their smaller search 

scope (only three approved IBD drugs appear in the data), the CMap-based system only identified one approved 

IBD drug as the significant candidates (within top 79). The average rank of all the approved IBD drugs in the 

simulated ranks generated by the CMap-based method is 34%, which is significantly lower than ours average rank 

(p-value < e-8, T test).  
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Figure 4. Distribution of FDA-approved IBD drugs 

B. Our system identified novel IBD drugs and performed significantly better than the CMap-based method 

In the two evaluation sets of novel IBD drugs, 24 drugs from the clinical trials and 141 from the post marketing 

surveillance system appear in our drug repositioning system. We ranked 7 drugs from the clinical trials within top 

10%, and 13 within 30%. In addition, 23 off-label IBD drugs from the post marketing surveillance system were 

ranked within top 10% and 88 of them (58%) were ranked above 50%. We plot the distribution of the evaluation 

drugs among all ranked list in figure 5(a)-(b), and found an increasing trend for the number of positive drugs when 

the rank moves from the bottom to the top. In contrast, the off-label drugs spread evenly over different ranks in the 

result of the CMap-based approach (figure 5(d)). The evaluation drugs from the clinical trials are even likely to be 

ranked in the bottom by the CMap-based approach (figure 5(c)). The comparison of precision-recall curves between 

the two methods (figure 6) suggests the same result: our approach achieved a mean average precision of 0.072 and 

0.198 for the two evaluation sets respectively, which are significantly better than 0.043 (p<0.1) and 0.138 (p<0.1) 

obtained by the CMap-based approach.  

We noticed that in predicting drugs from clinical trials, the precisions at different cutoffs of recall are relatively low 

for both two methods. This mainly dependents on the size of gold standard set, as CMap-based approach intersected 

only 7 drugs from clinical trials and 24 potential drugs from clinical trials appeared in our approach. This precision 

recall curve and corresponding mean average precision value do not represent the true predictive power of two 

methods. We evaluated precision recall here only for comparison of rankings of two methods. 
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Figure 5. Our approach: (a) Distribution of count of drugs from clinical trials. (b) Distribution of count of drugs 

from FDA post marking surveillance system. CMap-based approach: (c) Distribution of count of drugs from clinical 

trials. (d) Distribution of count of drugs from FDA post marking surveillance system. 
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Figure 6. Precision-recall curves in ranking novel drugs from clinical trials (left); Precision-recall curve in ranking 

novel drugs from FDA post marking surveillance system (right)  
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C. Top-ranked predicted drugs show promise in treating IBD 

Among the top-ranked drugs, we found Naloxone, which was ranked in top one, and Naltrexone in top seven have 

the potential in treating IBD.  Both of them are opioid antagonists and have similar effects
33, 34

. Low-dose naltrexone 

(LDN) has been demonstrated as a novel anti-inflammatory treatment for chronic pain conditions, such as 

fibromyalgia, Crohn’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and complex regional pain syndrome
33

. Naloxone is traditionally 

approved for complete or partial reversal of narcotic depression. We further extracted the significantly differentially 

expressed genes induced by Naloxone from LINCS, and found many common drug-interacting genes are closely 

associated with IBD pathways (Table 1). For example, the target gene CXCL1 is over-expressed in Naloxone and 

influences the pathway of Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, which regulates the innate as well as adaptive 

inflammatory host defenses. IL18 and STAT1 are over-expressed in Naloxone, and contained in the pathway 

directly associated with IBD. We ranked the pathways related to Naloxone and IBD respectively based on the gene-

pathway associations and found that top six pathways are consistent between the drug and the disease (Table 2). The 

pathway analysis results support the therapeutic potential of Naloxone for IBD. 

In addition, previous researches show that severity of IBD varies during pregnancy, menopause, or oral 

contraceptives use, and gonadal sex hormones may be involved in the IBD pathogenesis
35

. Interestingly, Estradiol 

and Estriol, which are ranked in the second and fourth by our approach, are two female sex hormones. An earlier 

Estrogen study shows that female sex hormones may result in less severed IBD and this correlates with decreased 

pro-inflammatory mediators levels
35

. Scopolamine, a secondary metabolite from Solanaceae family, is atropine 

alkaloid drug with muscarinic antagonist effects
36 

and has been used to control gastric peristalsis in bowel diseases
37

. 

The 6th in the rank list is Doxepin, which is quite interesting as it’s depression drug while shown Anti-ulcer effect
38

. 

Anti-ulcer effect shows relevance for treating IBD
39

. In the 10th of the list is Nafcillin, which is a narrow-

spectrum antibiotics of the penicillin class, and it is interestingly found to enhance innate immune-mediated killing 

of Staphylococcus aureus
40

. 

Table 1. Common target genes that are significantly differentially expressed and related 

pathway of top-ranked drug Naloxone and IBD 

Gene symbol Pathway 

HLA-DMA Reactome immune system 

RELB Pid_IL12_2pathway 

CXCL1 Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction 

IL18, STAT1 Inflammatory bowel disease 

IL6 Jak-STAT signaling pathway 

Table 2. Comparison of pathway ranks between top-ranked drug Naloxone and the disease IBD 

Rank Naloxone IBD 

1 REACTOME_GPCR_LIGAND_BINDING REACTOME_GPCR_LIGAND_BINDING 

2 REACTOME_CYTOKINE_SIGNALING 

_IN_IMMUNE_SYSTEM 

REACTOME_CYTOKINE_SIGNALING_IN 

_IMMUNE_SYSTEM 

3 REACTOME_PLATELET_ACTIVATION_SIG

NALING_AND_AGGREGATION 

REACTOME_PLATELET_ACTIVATION_SIG

NALING_AND_AGGREGATION 

4 REACTOME_METABOLISM_OF_LIPIDS_AN

D_LIPOPROTEINS 

REACTOME_METABOLISM_OF_LIPIDS_AN

D_LIPOPROTEINS 

5 REACTOME_ADAPTIVE_IMMUNE_SYSTEM REACTOME_ADAPTIVE_IMMUNE_SYSTEM 

6 REACTOME_HEMOSTASIS REACTOME_HEMOSTASIS 

7 REACTOME_METABOLISM_OF_CARBOHYDR

ATES 

REACTOME_ANTIGEN_PROCESSING_UBIQUI

TINATION_PROTEASOME_DEGRADATION 

8 REACTOME_NONSENSE_MEDIATED_DECAY_

ENHANCED_BY_THE_EXON_JUNCTION_COMP

LEX 

REACTOME_PI3K_CASCADE 

9 REACTOME_ANTIGEN_PROCESSING_UBIQUI

TINATION_PROTEASOME_DEGRADATION 

REACTOME_SIGNALING_BY_FGFR 

10 REACTOME_METABOLISM_OF_PROTEINS REACTOME_METABOLISM_OF_CARBOHYD

RATES 
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Discussion  

In this study, we developed a drug repositioning framework based on genomic profile matching between drugs and 

diseases. We leveraged the data of differentially expressed genes induced by drugs from the most recent 

pharmacological database called LINCS. Our work has several limitations that can be improved in the future studies. 

First, the evaluation of FDA-approved drugs shows that the prediction power is affected by the sample size of drug 

expression signature. When the sample size of signatures of a drug is much smaller than the average size of 

replicates of signatures, the rank of it is relatively low as a result. In the future, we plan to experiment on adding 

weights to normalize the sample size in the sign score for drug-gene pairs and balance the low rank of minority 

caused by small sample size.   

In addition, we currently focus on investigating the genomic profile similarity between drugs and diseases, and treat 

the over- and under-expression equally in calculating the similarity. In the future, we will consider the direction of 

the gene expression level and only match the significant genes with opposite directions between drugs and diseases. 

We also plan to incorporate higher-level phenotype profiles in evaluating the relationships between drugs and 

diseases
13

. 

Finally, we currently detected significantly expressed genes for IBD from one GEO study, primarily in order to 

make a fair comparison with the CMap-based approach.  Since the gene expression studies in GEO are highly noisy, 

we will integrate the results based on multiple studies later when applying our system in predicting new drugs for 

IBD and other disorders.  

Conclusion 

We have developed a novel drug prediction framework leveraging drug-induced gene expression profiles in LINCS. 

We demonstrated that our approach identifies approved and novel IBD drugs and achieved significantly better 

performance comparing with a state-of-art drug repositioning approach based on an early pharmacological database 

called CMap. Literature-review and pathway analysis show that the top-ranked predicted drugs have the potential in 

treating IBD. 
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Abstract 
 

Responsiveness to drugs is an important concern in designing personalized treatment for cancer 
patients. Currently genetic markers are often used to guide targeted therapy. However, deeper 
understanding of the molecular basis for drug responses and discovery of new predictive 
biomarkers for drug sensitivity are much needed. In this paper, we present a workflow for 
identifying condition-specific gene co-expression networks associated with responses to the 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor, Erlotinib, in lung adenocarcinoma cell lines using data from the Cancer 
Cell Line Encyclopedia by combining network mining and statistical analysis. Particularly, we 
have identified multiple gene modules specifically co-expressed in the drug responsive cell lines 
but not in the unresponsive group. Interestingly, most of these modules are enriched on specific 
cytobands, suggesting potential copy number variation events on these loci. Our results therefore 
imply that there are multiple genetic loci with copy number variations associated with the Erlotinib 
responses. The existence of CNVs in these loci is also confirmed in lung cancer tissue samples 
using the TCGA data. Since these structural variations are inferred from functional genomics data, 
these CNVs are functional variations. These results suggest the condition specific gene co-
expression network mining approach is an effective approach in predicting candidate biomarkers 
for drug responses. 

 

Introduction 
 

Cancer patients are highly heterogeneous1,2. Even patients with the same type of cancers often 
present different responses to drugs and therapeutic schemes3,4. Therefore, understanding and 
predicting the drug responses in cancer patients is critical to enable personalized treatment. 
Current methods to model drug effectiveness and resistance are limited to in vitro systems such as 
body-on-a-chip pharmacokinetic models5, tissue scaffolds6, or engineered tumor 
microenvironments7-10; animal models such as genetically engineered murine systems11,12 have 
also shown promise. While these methods are effective at predicting general drug responsiveness 
to human cell lines, they fail to incorporate specific patient variability in a high-throughput 
manner. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are often used as measures of variance within a 
population and have proven invaluable for the development of personalized medicine13-16. The 
problem with using SNP arrays as a basis for drug screening is that these microarrays often 
encompass all polymorphisms, including non-functional variations, between subjects. As non-
functional polymorphisms do not directly correspond to genes, they are irrelevant to the 
determination of drug responsiveness17. Using gene expression data alleviates this issue by only 
surveying functional genomic data. One of the major efforts in understanding the molecular basis 
for drug responses in cancer is the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) project in which a  
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large number (> 900) different cancer cell lines are treated with 26 different drugs including both 
chemotherapy drugs and targeted drugs18. The responses of the cancer cell lines to the drugs were 
recorded and the genome-wide gene expression profiles for these cancer cell lines before drug 
treatment were also generated. This dataset has hence become a valuable resource for 
characterizing the molecular basis of drug responses. In this paper, we take a systems biology 
approach to studying the CCLE by characterizing the gene co-expression networks (GCNs) 
specific to drug-responsive or unresponsive groups. 

 

Gene co-expression is the phenomena wherein two or more genes tend to be expressed 
simultaneously across a large population19. Thus, in any one subject, two co-expressed genes  
will either both be highly or both lowly expressed comparing to other subjects in a cohort. There 
are multiple possible biological mechanisms leading to gene co-expression. For instance, genes co-
regulated by the same set of transcription factors are often co-expressed. These co-expressed genes 
are often functionally related20-25. In addition, genes located on the same cytoband may co-express 
in a cohort in which some of the patients have copy number variations (CNVs) on this 
cytoband26,27.  Therefore co-expression analysis can reveal important structural and regulatory 
relationships in biological systems among a cohort. 

 

Using high throughput gene expression algorithms, gene co-expression data is often measured by 
calculating the correlation between expression profiles of the two genes20,28. When co- expression 
analysis is expanded to all the genes in the genome, a network model called a gene co-
expression network (GCN) is often adopted where genes are represented nodes29,30. For an 
unweighted GCN, the correlation coefficient value between two genes is used to determine if the 
two genes (nodes) are connected (often based on some threshold). For a weighted GCN, the 
correlation coefficient of its transformation is used as the weight for the edge linking the two 
genes28-31. Gene co-expression network analysis (GCNA) can reveal functionally or genetically 
related gene clusters, which can subsequently lead to discovery of new gene functions and 
regulatory relationships19-21,26. Such discoveries can bring to light new understandings of disease 
progression and therapy, as well as predicting new gene functions and even discovering new 
disease biomarkers. Compared to previously developed clustering algorithms, GCNA allows 
overlap between the modules; this overlap is particularly useful to visualize since genes can 
involve in multiple biological functions. 

 

In this paper, we carry out weighted GCN (WGCN) analysis to identify highly co-expressed 
gene network modules in different groups of lung cancers. Specifically we compare the modules 
identified from lung cancer cell lines that are responsive to Erlotinib versus the ones identified 
from lung cancer cell lines that are not responsive to the drug. Erlotinib is a targeted cancer drug; 
specifically it is an ATP-competitive, tyrosine kinase inhibitor acting on EGFR, that blocks 
signaling cascades3. While it was originally used for lung cancers, not all patients are responsive to 
the drug4,32,33. Therefore, it is of great interest to identify the potential genetic factors associated 
with the drug response. 

 

From our WGCN analysis, we have identified 73 gene modules for the drug responsive group 
and 51 gene modules for the unresponsive group. Interestingly, several of the condition-specific 
gene modules are highly enriched on specific cytobands, suggesting potential roles of the copy 
number alterations in drug responses.  The existence of CNVs on these loci was further confirmed 
using cBioPortal (http://www.cbioportal.org). While further validation of the roles of the drug 
resistance of these loci requires experimental validation, our workflow nevertheless led to new 
hypotheses regarding the genetic basis for cancer drug resistance. While our focus is on the effects 
of Erlotinib on non-small cell lung cancer, specifically lung adenocarcinoma, our approach can 
nonetheless be applied to all other cancers and drugs. 
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Methods 
 

Datasets 
 

The gene expression dataset used for all analysis was downloaded from the Broad-Novartis’s 
database, the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE). The file, “CCLE_Expression_Entrez_2012-
09-29.gct” contains gene-centric RMA-normalized mRNA expression data for 1037 cancer cell 
lines and 18987 genes. The file was converted to a Tab-Delimited-Text file in order to be 
read and processed by MATLAB.  The genes and corresponding expression data were doubly 
filtered by low-value and low-variance MATLAB filters to limit the data to the top 10000 gene 
probes. 

 

The drug responsiveness dataset used, ‘CCLE_GNF_data_090613.xls’, was also converted to a 
Tab-Delimited-Text file and the IC50 values from the data were used in order to determine 
responsiveness for 203 cancer cell lines to each of 26 drugs. 

 

Workflow 
 

As shown in Figure 1, our workflow contains multiple steps. The first three steps are data 
preprocessing steps and the following three steps are WGCN analysis steps. Below we describe 
each step in details. 

 

 
Figure 1. The workflow for our analysis. 

 

Filter CCLE gene expression data: After the gene expression and drug response files were 
downloaded from the CCLE database and converted to‘.txt’ formats, the first step was to 
identify the common cell lines to both datasets and isolate the lung cancer cell lines. Within the 
gene expression dataset, the genes and corresponding expression data were doubly filtered by low-
value and low-variance MATLAB filters to limit the data to the top 10000 unique genes. For this 
study, the lung cancer drug Erlotinib was chosen and the drug data was limited accordingly. 

 

Isolate common lung cancer cell lines: The intersection between the two datasets described in the 
previous section yielded 195 common cancer cell lines. As the primary site of cancer was recorded 
along with the cell lines in each file, a simple search and comparison algorithm was conducted in 
MATLAB to isolate the 38 lung cancer cell lines of interest. These 38 lung cancer cell lines and 
their corresponding gene expression and drug responsiveness data were used for this study’s 
subsequent analysis. 
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Separate by drug responsiveness: Two threshold IC50 values were set to deem each cell line 
responsive or unresponsive to Erlotinib. As IC50 values determine the dosage concentration 
needed for 50% inhibition (in this case, of cancer cells), higher IC50 values correspond with less 
effective drugs or more resistant cells. For IC50 ≤ 5, the cell line and its corresponding gene 
expression data were sorted into the responsive data matrix. For IC50 ≥ 10, the cell line and its 
corresponding gene expression data were sorted into the unresponsive data matrix. The upper 
threshold value of 10 was chosen to reflect the spread of the data from 0≤IC50≤20 and thus term 
the upper half unresponsive. The responsive data was also limited by the lower threshold value 
of 5 in order to exclude cell lines that were neither responsive nor unresponsive to Erlotinib. 

 

Correlation matrix per group:  For both the unresponsive and responsive expression data, 
correlation matrices were created to quantify the co-expression between each pair of genes by 
calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the two expression profiles. 

 

WGCN mining of each group: Both correlation matrices were then passed through a weight 
network quasi-clique mining algorithm in order to mine through the network and identify modules 
of strongly co-expressed genes. Here, we applied our recently-developed local maximal quasi-
clique merging (lmQCM) algorithm27. This algorithm was specifically designed to mine weighted 
graphs. Unlike the well-known WGCNA R-package developed by the Horvath group that uses 
hierarchical clustering algorithm to identify gene modules28, this algorithm takes a graph mining 
approach and thus allows overlap between gene modules. In addition, it uses an adaptive module 
density threshold instead of a global distance threshold, as in hierarchical clustering. The density of 
gene modules is guaranteed to be above a lower bound determined by the parameters. One of the 
key parameters of the algorithm is that defines the ratio between the weight of the first edge of a 
module and the maximal edge weight in the graph. The larger the value of , the more stringent it 
is to start a new module and the less number of modules will be identified. In this study we 
tested multiple values of ranging from 0.85 to 0.95. We finally chose 0.86 in order to 
constrain the maximum module to 50-500 genes and the number of modules to 10-100. These 
ranges were chosen to ensure that only highly co-expressed genes were clustered and limit the 
possibility of clustering genes together with only marginal correlation. Additionally the parameter 
of minimum cluster size determined the fewest number of co-expressed genes that could 
represent a gene module; this value was set at 10 genes. 

 

Cluster intersection and hypergeometric tests: Every pair of responsive and unresponsive gene 
modules were compared to determine the intersection and union between the two gene lists. 
Using this information, the Jaccard Index ( ) and Altered Jaccard Index ( ) were calculated 
based on the following equations: 

 

  [1] 

  [2] 

 
where ‘size’ indicates the number of clusters in each intersection or union, respectively. In 
addition, the statistical significance for the intersection was determined using a hypergeometric 
test. Since we are interested in the modules that are unique in each responsiveness condition, we 
selected the modules that do not have significant intersections with any modules in the other 
group. In order to be more stringent in this selection, we used a p-value cutoff as 0.05, instead of 
any lower threshold from multiple test compensation. Essentially, a module is selected if the 
hypergeometric test p-values between it and all modules in the opposite group is larger than 0.05. 
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Gene enrichment analysis: Cluster intersections and set differences larger than 5 genes with a 
Jaccard Index > 0.03 were analyzed using the website ToppGene’s functional annotation software, 
ToppFun, for gene enrichment analysis (https://toppgene.cchmc.org/enrichment.jsp).  For each 
inputted gene list, information regarding the common biological processes, transcription factor 
binding sites, cytoband (chromosome band locus), molecular functions, and interactions that the 
genes are involved in were recorded along with p-values. In addition, information was collected on 
drugs that act to target these genes and diseases the genes are known to play roles in. 

 

 
 
Results 

 

After passing both unresponsive and responsive matrices through the clustering algorithm at the 
gamma value of choice, we obtained 73 gene modules for the Erlotinib responsive group and 51 
modules for the unresponsive group. The Jaccard and adjusted Jaccard distances between every 
pair of responsive-unresponsive modules were calculated. In addition, hypergeometric tests were 
conducted to calculate the statistical significance of the intersections between the modules. Since 
our goal is to identify the conditional specific gene modules, we focused on the genes modules 
that had no significant intersection with any modules in the other group. Table 1 shows the lists 
of conditional specific modules and their sizes. 

 

Table 1. Condition specific modules and the lowest hypergeometric test p-values. N/I means that 
the module has no intersection with any module in the other group. 

 

 

R
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G
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Module # 16 25 29 37 62 66 67 68 69 72 

Module size 46 27 26 24 22 21 21 21 21 21 

Lowest 
p-value 

0.1012 0.0589 0.0568 N/I N/I 0.2787 N/I 0.0960 0.3714 N/I 

 

U
nr

es
po

ns
iv

e 
G

ro
up

 

Module # 11 12 31 32 35 48     
Module 

size 18 17 11 11 11 10     

Lowest 
p-value 

0.0563 0.0852 0.3106 0.3106 N/I N/I     

 
 
We then further carried out gene enrichment analysis for these gene modules and the highly 
enriched terms for both groups. The analysis for the responsive group-specific modules is 
shown in Table 2 while the analysis for the unresponsive group-specific modules are shown in 
Table 3. 

 

From Table 2, it is clear that many of the responsive group specific modules are enriched on 
different cytobands. While the trend for the unresponsive group is not clear, at least one module 
(# 48) is entirely on a single cytoband. This suggests potential involvement of copy number 
variations (CNVs) in the drug responses. While understanding roles of CNVs on these regions in 
drug responses requires further experimental study beyond the scope of this paper, we examined 
if CNVs on these regions were indeed present in the CCLE data and possibly other cancer data 
using cBioPortal. As shown in Table 4, the prevalence of CNVs in the modules with highly 
enriched cytobands in CCLE and lung cancer TCGA data are listed. An example of the patients 
with adenocarcinoma is shown in Figure 2. Specifically, among the 27 genes from module 25 of 
the responsive group, 10 are known to be on cytobands 8q21-24. Interestingly, among the 10 
genes, seven show consistent amplification/gain in patients while the other three show consistent 
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deletion/loss and the two types of alterations are mutually exclusive in patients. In addition, the 
expression levels of the genes with CNVs are indeed correlated with the copy number variance 
levels (Figure 3 shows an example). Furthermore, the genes with consistent CNV often co- 
express (two examples are shown in Figure 4). 

 

Table 2. Highly enriched biological terms for gene modules specific to the responsive group. If a 
category contains no significantly enriched terms, it is left blank. 

 
 

Module # 
 

Gene Ontology term 
 

Cytoband Transcription 
factor 

 
16 

BP: GO:0006310 DNA 
recombination 

(p=4.171E-8, 8 genes) 

 

19p13.3 (p=6.935E-7, 7 
genes) 

 

E2F (p=1.280E-
5, 6 genes) 

 

25 
 

- 8q24.3 (p=2.414E-6, 4 
genes),10 genes on 8q21-24 

 

- 

 
29 

BP: GO:0006479 protein 
methylation (p=2.636E-5, 

4 genes) 

17q11.2 (p=4.093E-17, 9 
genes); 16p13.3 (p=8.009E-7, 

5 genes) 

 
- 

 

37 
 

- 3q27.2 (p=2.769E-5, 2 
genes), 8 genes on 3q21-

 

- 

 
62 

BP: GO:1903047, mitotic 
cell cycle process 

(p=1.387E-5, 7 genes) 

 

12p13 (p=8.557E-6), 7 
genes on 12p13 

 
- 

66 - - - 
 
 

67 

BP: GO:0009057, 
macromolecule catabolic 
process (p=5.022E-6, 8 

genes) 

 

15q24 (p=6.533E-5, 2 genes), 
12 genes on 15q13-24 

 
 

- 

 
68 

MF: GO0003723, RNA 
binding (p=1.005E-5, 9 

genes) 

 

6q13-q14.3 (p=5.773E-4), 5 
genes on 6q11-26 

 
- 

 
69 

 
- 

17q22 (p=3.224E-4, 2 
genes), 4 genes on 

17q21-23 

 
- 

 
72 

MF: GO:0044822, poly(A) 
RNA binding (p=1.405E-6, 

9 genes) 

 

6p21.3 (p=4.184E-4, 3 
genes) 

 
- 

 
 
Table 3. Highly enriched biological terms for gene modules specific to the unresponsive group. 
If a category contains no significantly enriched terms, it is left blank. 

 

 

Module # 
 

Gene Ontology term 
 

Cytoband 
Transcription factor 

binding site 
11 - 3 genes on 12q24 - 

 
12 

GO: BP:GO0045333, 
cellular respiration 

(p=3.831E-9, 6 genes); CC: 
GO0044429, mitochondrial 
part (p=1.397E-8, 9 genes) 

- - 
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31 - 3 genes on 2q24-33 - 
32 - - - 
35 - 3 genes on 2p11-13 - 

48 - 
19q13.43 (p=8.438E-9, 4 

genes), 10 genes on 
19q13.4 

- 

 
 
Table 4. Prevalence of CNVs of the genes in the modules in CCLE and lung adenocarcinoma 
samples from TCGA 

 

 Responsive Group Unresponsive Group 
Module # 16 25 29 37 62 67 68 72 48 
% in CCLE 

(995 cell lines) 51.9 53.4 22.8 41.7 27.5 28.7 41.4 39.7 5.6 

% in Lung 
cancer TCGA 
(LUAD, 230 

cases) 

32.2 32.6 14.3 27.0 15.7 28.3 33.5 23.5 0.9 

 
 

Discussion 
 

In this project, we implemented a novel workflow for identifying condition-specific gene co- 
expression networks associated to drug response in lung cancer. Instead of taking the traditional 
approach on inferring phenotype-associated differentially expressed genes, the condition-specific 
network approach fills in a gap between gene and functional levels. Most interesting about our 
findings is the prevalence of gene modules enriched on multiple cytobands in the Erlotinib 
responsive group. These results predict the potential functional roles of the structural variants in 
drug response and thus provide new hypotheses of biomarkers for personalized treatment in 
cancers. 

 

Our approach has two major advantages. First, while traditionally CNVs are detected using 
genetic approaches or microarrays (e.g., SNP array), it is often unclear if the detected CNVs are 
functional. Since the potential CNVs loci we detected are based on functional genomics data (ie., 
gene expression), they are clearly functional variations. Secondly, the direct connection to 
functions can help to elucidate drive genes in cancer. While currently single nucleotide variations 
and indels are widely used for personalized targeted cancer treatment, robust CNVs have been 
recently proposed to be potential biomarkers and our study supports such potentials4,32,34. 

 

Future work will include detailed bioinformatics analyses at the network and systems level to 
delineate potential drive mutations from the co-expressed modules. In addition, we plan to 
expand the  study  to  other  targeted  drugs  in  CCLE,  as  well  as  other  cancer  types.  The 
commonality between different cancer types may also suggest possible drug repurposing options. 
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Figure 2. OncoPrint for the CNV events of the 26 genes (the 27th gene could not be found in the 
database)  in  gene  module  25  of  the  responsive  group  in  230  TCGA  lung  adenocarcinoma 
patients generated by cBioPortal. 
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Figure 3. Relationship between expression levels and CNV measurements for C8ORF33. 

 

Left: the x-axis indicates patients with different status of CNVs. Right: The scatterplot between 
the expression levels and the CNV measurements. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.669. 
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Figure 4. Relationship between different gene pairs identified on the same cytobands. 

 

Left: C8ORF33 versus GPAA1, the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.502. Right: AGO2 versus 
SCRIB. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.573. 
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Abstract 

Background 

Computational modeling of biological cascades is of great interest to quantitative biologists. Biomedical text has 

been a rich source for quantitative information. Gathering quantitative parameters and values from biomedical text 

is one significant challenge in the early steps of computational modeling as it involves huge manual effort. While 

automatically extracting such quantitative information from bio-medical text may offer some relief, lack of 

ontological representation for a subdomain serves as impedance in normalizing textual extractions to a standard 

representation. This may render textual extractions less meaningful to the domain experts. 

Methods 

In this work, we propose a rule-based approach to automatically extract relations involving quantitative data from 

biomedical text describing ion channel electrophysiology. We further translated the quantitative assertions extracted 

through text mining to a formal representation that may help in constructing ontology for ion channel events using a 

rule based approach. We have developed Ion Channel ElectroPhysiology Ontology (ICEPO) by integrating the 

information represented in closely related ontologies such as, Cell Physiology Ontology (CPO), and Cardiac 

Electro Physiology Ontology (CPEO) and the knowledge provided by domain experts.  

Results 

The rule-based system achieved an overall F-measure of 68.93% in extracting the quantitative data assertions 

system on an independently annotated blind data set. We further made an initial attempt in formalizing the 

quantitative data assertions extracted from the biomedical text into a formal representation that offers potential to 

facilitate the integration of text mining into ontological workflow, a novel aspect of this study.  

Conclusions 

This work is a case study where we created a platform that provides formal interaction between ontology 

development and text mining. We have achieved partial success in extracting quantitative assertions from the 

biomedical text and formalizing them in ontological framework. Availability: The ICEPO ontology is available for 

download at http://openbionlp.org/mutd/supplementarydata/ICEPO/ICEPO.owl  

Introduction 

Driven by sudden surge in data, thanks to the recent spurt in the usage of high throughput technologies in research, 

scientists have shifted their focus from single gene studies to systems level approaches to understand biology. This 

has been potentiated by factors such as increased focus on studying the significance of quantitative measure in 

modeling biological pathways. Scientific literature has been a significant source of ever-growing repository of both 

qualitative and quantitative knowledge pertaining to biological pathways. On the other hand, biomedical ontologies 

have been popular in organizing biomedical knowledge from diverse resources including biomedical literature.  

However, it takes enormous time and manual effort in curating such knowledge resources. Text mining has the 

potential to bridge the gap between the knowledge resources and scientific literature.  

Existing text mining studies are geared towards extracting the qualitative aspects of the biological events such as 

relationships between biological concepts and events. Recently there is a paradigm shift in biology from qualitative 

analysis to a more quantitative approach, as evident from emergence of the new discipline of quantitative systems 

biology. Obtaining kinetic parameters and their associated values directly from the literature for computational 

modeling is labor intensive, which involves huge manual effort and time. It has been a source of impedance in 

modeling cellular process. There have been considerable efforts to automatically extract quantitative data (e.g. units 

and their corresponding parameters) from the literature though largely in a limited context. Hakenberg et al., 2004 

[1] proposed a support vector machine (SVM) based classifier to identify whether a full-text article contains kinetic 

data or not. However, their work did not include extracting the quantitative parameters (e.g. Kd, Vmax, IC50) and 

their corresponding values from the literature. On the other hand, KiPar [2], KID [3] and KIND [4] addressed the 

problem of kinetic data extraction from the literature in the context of enzymatic reactions and yeast metabolic 

networks. In a recent effort, Schomburg et al. 2013 [5] as part of BRENDA [6] database has extracted the enzymatic 
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kinetic parameters and its associated values through text mining for the complete PubMed database. There have 

been recent studies [7] to extract pharmacokinetic data in the context of drug-drug interactions from biomedical 

literature. Notable among them are the works of Wang et al., 2009 [8] and Wu et al., 2014 [9]. The authors besides 

developing an annotated corpus have developed a text mining to extract pharmacokinetic data from biomedical text 

and formalized the concepts into PK ontology. This system was further extended to extract pharmacokinetic data 

from full-text articles. This work serves as motivation of the current work for ion channel subdomain in biology. 

Extracting quantitative information from the biological literature related to ion channel physiology is the main focus 

of the current work. Extracting quantitative data assertions from bio-medical text also offers certain natural language 

processing’s challenges such as extracting information beyond clausal boundaries. While entity and event anaphora 

has been one kind of challenge, which been addressed extensively in earlier works [10-14], tailoring co-reference 

resolution to ion channel physiology sub-domain in addition to heuristic extra-clausal pairing of quantitative values, 

has been addressed in the current work. Besides, formalizing the electrophysiological concepts related to ion-

channel physiology into a well-organized ontology is another aspect that is addressed in the current work. The 

biomedical domain has been leading the efforts in formalizing the intricacies of domain knowledge through the 

development of various resources such as semantic networks, terminologies, and ontologies [15].  In the past 

decade, there has been a serious effort to centralize and share the ontological resources. While, National Center for 

Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) [16] (http://bioontology.org) is an ideal platform for sharing biomedical ontologies it 

does not make any explicit recommendations for standards. The Open Biological and Biomedical ontologies (OBO) 

[17] foundry that provides a collaborative platform for developing ontologies in bio-medical domain do recommend 

certain standards to enable ontology more interoperable. Web-Protégé [18] is yet another recent effort in building 

ontologies in a collaborative framework. In parallel, there is an increase in recent efforts in building standards for 

representing quantitative biological knowledge such as Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [19], Systems 

Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) [20] and Systems Biology Ontology (SBO) [21]. Hoehndorf et al., 2011 [22] 

has summarized the features of all the ontologies that exist in systems biology domain. There are few prior efforts to 

formalize the electrophysiological concepts of ion channel. CelO [23], SBO [21] and Gene ontology [24] have very 

preliminary representation of ion channel concepts in their ontologies. These resources do not cover the complete 

physiological landscape of the ion channels. Cardiac ElectroPhysiology ontology (CEPO) [25] and Cell physiology 

ontology (CPO) [26] partially attempts to represent the physiological processes related to ion channels. However, 

the relations defined by the concepts in these ontologies are far simpler than that exists in this domain. Hence, it is 

imperative to understand the electrophysiological concepts of ion channels and formalize them into a standard 

representation. Ion channel electrophysiology is centered on three important component namely, time, voltage and 

current. The relationships between the three are complex, which is not effectively reflected in the above-mentioned 

ontologies. Besides, the lag in the update of new concepts defined in the scientific literature has been a limiting 

factor in manual ontology development driven by domain experts. In this work, we attempt to overcome all the 

above-mentioned shortcoming by exploring a hybrid approach between manual and text-mining driven ontology 

development and curation.  

In this study, we address three important issues:  

1. Extract quantitative parameters and their associated values describing ion channel physiology from the 

biomedical literature using a rule based approach.  

2. Provide a platform for interaction between text mining and ontology development by formalizing the 

quantitative assertions in ion channel electrophysiological events extracted from the literature into 

hierarchical relationships. 

3. Define, create and integrate information from other ontology resources such as Cell Physiology Ontology 

(CPO) [26], Cardiac ElectroPhysiology Ontology (CEPO) [25] and Unit Ontology (UO)  [27] that are 

relevant to ion channel electrophysiology. 

Methods 

Text Mining 

Figure 1 outlines the system architecture of the text mining system that we have implemented in the current study. 

We developed a rule-based method approach [28] to extract relations between quantitative parameters, values, and 

their associated molecules and events from the literature related to ion channel electrophysiology subdomain. As a 

first step, we extract biological events and entities described in the biomedical text as described in Ravikumar et al., 

2014 [10]. The following section briefly describes our approach for extracting the relations involving quantitative 

data.  
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Figure 1. System architecture 

Detection of quantitative parameters and values 

We used dictionary lookup (e.g. conductance, membrane potential) and regular expressions (e.g., Kd, Ki) to identify 

electrophysiological parameters and detect their values (with units, e.g., 20 pS, -80 mV) as they occur in the text. 

While detection of units such as pS, mV, etc. is predominantly dictionary based, we use regular expressions to detect 

values along with units (e.g. [0-9]+ (pS|mV)). All the patterns for extracting relations involving quantitative data 

from biomedical abstracts are implemented in Perl. Consider the following sentences:  

Example1: a) Measurement of the conductance of the sodium channel from current fluctuations at the node of 

Ranvier (Parameter=conductance, Protein=sodium channel, Tissue=node of Ranvier). 

Example2: b) The average gamma from twelve measurements at depolarizations of 8-40 mV was 7-9 +/- 0-9 pS 

(S.E. of mean). (Parameter=average gamma, Parameter=depolarizations, Value=8-40 mV and Value=7-9 +/- 0-9 

pS). The phrases that are italicized in the above two sentences were identified as entities and classified into 

respective categories as shown in paranthesis. 

Extraction of relations involving quantitative data 

The extraction of biological relations involving quantitative data includes extraction the relations i) within a single 

clause using patterns and ii) beyond clausal boundaries through compatible parameter-value pairing.  

Pattern templates within a single clause - We use predefined template-filling model to extract relations involving 

quantitative data. Below, we briefly describe some of the template rules designed to extract kinetic parameters 

pertaining to channels and their associated values. The rules operate on a shallow parsed text where entities are 

already tagged and classified. 

Pattern 1: Parameter (PRP NP)* [be VP] [Value NP]: the VP is headed by “be” verbs such as is, was, are, and 

were. PRP NP represents a prepositional phrase, which may occur zero or more times (as denoted by *). This pattern 

matches the sentence shown in Example2, to extract the relation between average gamma and 7-9 +/- 0-9 pS as 

parameter and value respectively. 

Pattern2: [Parameter NP] around/of [Value NP]:  This pattern matches the sentence: “Noise power spectral 

densities were calculated in the frequency range of 6-6-6757 Hz” and pair frequency range with 6-6-6757 Hz.  

(Example3) 

Pattern3: [Parameter NP] = [Value NP]: matches the sentence: “Increases in sweat rate (DeltaSR) were also 

significantly lower in grafted skin (DeltaSR = 0.08 +/- 0.08 mg/cm/min)” where the association between DeltaSR 

(Parameter) and  0.08 +/- 0.08 mg/cm/min (Value) are extracted. (Example4) 

 Pattern4: “[Value Chemical NP]” matches the sentence “External application of 150 nM tetrodotoxin (TTX) and 

10 mM tetraethylammonium (TEA) ion.” (Example5) and extracts <tetrodotoxin (TTX), 150nM> and 

<tetraethylammonium (TEA), 10mM> as chemical value pairs. 
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Table 1. Example of compatible parameter-unit filters for Parameter value association 

S.No Parameter Compatible units 

1 Conductance pico Siemens, pS 

2 Current Amperes, pA, pA/pF 

3 Chemical nM, mM, micro M 

4 Potential/Voltage mV, milli volts 

5 Hill, Open probability Constant (without units) 

Compatible pairing rules beyond clause boundaries - The patterns that we described in the previous section extract 

relations only within a single clause. For example, in the following sentence “The single channel conductance for 

this channel was approximately 20 pS with 140 mM Na(+) , K(+) , or Cs(+) in the patch pipettes and was 

approximately 13 pS with 100 mM Ca(2+) or Ba(2+) in the patch pipettes.”, the parameter single channel 

conductance takes two values, one within the clause (20pS) and one beyond the clause (13 pS). While Pattern 1 

associates the first value “20pS” with “single channel conductance”, we use rules to pair “single channel 

conductance” with “13 pS” that occur beyond the co-ordination clause (“and”). The rules are further constrained by 

compatibility assessment between the pairs. Table 1 gives some of the compatible parameter-value units that are 

allowed in extra-clausal pairing. If more than one association is possible, then the closest compatible pair is selected. 

We also use compatibility rules to validate the associations extracted by the patterns described in an earlier section 

in order to filter incorrect associations.  

Extraction of quantitative assertions as hierarchical relationships from biomedical text 

Finally, we express the relations involving quantitative data extracted by the system in a way that can potentially 

lead to extraction of ontological relationships conveyed in a single abstract or article. Laurila et al., 2010 [29] has 

addressed this problem in a very limited context of extracting mutation impact from biomedical text. In this study, 

we summarize the relations across sentences from the biomedical abstracts into semantic assertions. For example, 

consider the two sentences from the abstract (PMID-10482751 shown in Figure 2). The semantic parser rule 

“[Protein NP] [VP-PASS] [Parameter/Activity] of [Value]” captures the assertive relation between the three 

entities “BK channels” (Protein) “conductance” (Parameter) and “223pS” (Unit-Value) in the first sentence. The 

system formalizes the extractions into three statements namely (“BK channels” hasProperty “Conductance”) 

(“Conductance” hasUnit “pS”) (Conductance hasValue “223”). The semantic constraints on the entity type in these 

rules help identify such assertions. In the second sentence while the parameter/activity (“potassium permeability 

(PK)”) is associated with the value (“2.3 x 10(-13) cm(3) s(-1)”) through simple rule “[Parameter/Activity NP] 

(was/is/are/were)? [Value NP]”, the association of parameter (potassium permeability (PK)) with the “These 

channels” through extra clausal pairing. The anaphoric phrase “These channels” is resolved to “BK channels” based 

on the head noun “channels” and the semantic type of both entities. Hence, a clear relation between the protein (“BK 

channels”), parameter (“potassium permeability (PK)”) and value (“2.3 x 10(-13) cm(3) s(-1)”). Multiple assertions 

derived from the two sentences (shown in Figure 2) have a common node “BK channels”. These assertions are 

subsequently rendered as hierarchical relation as shown in Figure 2.  

Building Ion channel electrophysiology ontology (ICEPO) 

The ion channel electrophysiology ontology is an outcome based on three approaches: 1) anecdotal and domain 

knowledge of the authors, 2) relations extracted from the biomedical text both abstracts and full-text articles, and 3) 

integration of vocabularies from other existing ontologies such as CEPO, CPO and Unit Ontology. We used Protégé 

Version 5.1 [30] to create the ontology. As a first step, we created top-level classes as instances of “Thing” shown in 

Table3. The descendants of these top-level classes contain concepts that have “is-a” relationship with their 

ancestors. Subsequently we defined the relationships between various class elements. Our approach to build ICEPO 

was a top down where we first outlined the most general nodes and subsequently added the descendant nodes. While 

the organization of the seed ontology consisting of high-level classes was based more on domain knowledge, some 

of the terms belonging to the leaf nodes were identified through text annotation and literature mining system. 

Moreover, the relations between the channels, its properties such as conductance, open probability and the technique 

used to characterize them were organized based on relations extracted by the text mining system. We followed the 

broad principles of OBO Foundry to better facilitate interoperability between other ontologies. We imported terms 
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from existing closely related ontologies namely CPO, CEPO, and Unit Ontology (UO). We used OntoFox [31] to 

extract selective classes and its instances of CPO, CEPO and UO, which we imported into ICEPO in Protégé.  

 

Figure 2. Mapping textual extraction to hierarchical representation 

Results and Discussion 

Text Mining 

Data set 

In order to the rules for entity and relation extraction, we manually annotated a development corpus for relations 

involving quantitative data, consisting of 180 biomedical abstracts and 5 journal articles related to ion channel 

electrophysiology. To evaluate the performance of our system, we used the CheQK corpus [32] as the blind test set, 

which consists of 105 Medline abstracts predominantly describing events related to channel proteins from the 

inward rectifying potassium channel (Kir) family. The annotation guidelines of the CheQK corpus were different 

from the one followed in the annotation of the development corpus the theme of annotation between them are 

common (relations involving quantitative data of ion channels). The development corpus contained 1,687 relations 

in total out of which 856 are relations involving quantitative data accounting for nearly 45% of the relations. The 

CheQK corpus consists of 1187 events in total out of which 755 are quantitative in nature. The CheQK corpus 

contains 5 different types of relations involving quantitative data namely, Reaction Parameters (ReactionP), 

Activity, Property, PhysProp and Comparison. We used the standard metrics of precision, recall and F-measure for 

the evaluation. While precision is a measure of accuracy (Total Correct/Total Extracted), recall is a measure of 

sensitivity of the system (Total correct/Total annotated). F-measure is harmonic mean of precision and recall.  

Evaluation 

Table 2 shows the performance of the relation extraction system against test corpus. In this study, we evaluated only 

the ability to extract the relations involving quantitative data. 

The corpus had 154 ReactionP, 540 Activity, 44 Property, 4 PhysProp and 13 Comparison relations. The system 

extracted 687 relations involving quantitative data across all categories out of which only 497 were found to be 

correct leading to an overall precision, recall and F-measure to be 72.34%, 65.83% and 68.93% respectively. The 
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system achieved the highest performance (F-measure 71.60%) in the “Property” relation type and the lowest in 

PhysProp relations. This may also be partially due to very low number of “PhysProp” relations in the gold standard. 

The property is the simplest type of relations among the relations involving quantitative data, which may be due to 

the reason behind the high performance of the system. The performance in the “Activity” relations particularly the 

recall was very low despite they being very simple relations. 

Table 2. Evaluation of relations involving quantitative data extraction on a blind data set 

Relation Type Total Total Extracted 

(Total Correct) 

Precision  

(%) 

Recall  

(%) 

F-Measure  

(%) 

ReactionP 154 132 (93) 70.45 60.39 65.03 

Activity 540 497 (364) 73.24 67.41 70.20 

Property 44 37 (29) 78.38 65.91 71.60 

PhysProp 4 3 (2) 66.67 50.00 57.14 

Comparison 13 18 (9) 50.00 69.23 58.06 

Total 755 687 (497) 72.34 65.83 68.93 

Ion Channel Electro Physiology Ontology (ICEPO) 

Ontology structure and content 

Figure 3 gives the overall structure of ICEPO. The terms in ICEPO are distributed in 6 orthogonal classes described 

below. 

We briefly discuss the classes and the relations between instances in our ontology. We have 19 simple relations in 

total, which are general to any other entity classes and certain relations that are very specific to ion channel events 

such as “hasPermeant”, “hasGating” and “hasNoise”. We also have certain relations such as “is inhibitor of” which 

are common to other sub-domains in biology. 

1) Molecular entities: This class consists of three subclasses described below. 

a. Channel proteins are broadly categorized based on the ions that flow through them and subsequently sub-

categorized based on their gating. The terms in ICEPO has been integrated with CEPO. CEPO had 

“IonChannel” as an instance of Biomolecule, which include other categories such as “IonTransporter”, Gene 

etc. However CEPO do not have “InterCellular channels” such as “Connexins” and neutral channels like 

“Aquaporins”. Besides the Ion channels were not further categorized based on the type of the charge and the 

valence of the ions. We introduced a new sub-class “Channel_protein” under Biomolecule and made 

“IonChannel” of CPO as its child and “Neutral channel” and “Intercellular_channel” as its siblings. Under 

“IonChannel” we introduced new sub-classes to classify ion channels also based on the ion charge type and 

the valence of the ions it allows to permeate through them.  

b. Small molecules – This category includes terms from category such as ions, small molecules that are used to 

block ion channels. PermeantIon listed as a subclass of Permeant is integrated from CEPO. However the 

individual ions are placed under new sub-classes namely Anion and “Cation” in ICEPO. However our list of 

inhibitors is very little and hence didn’t consider integration with external standard resources such as ChEBI. 

In future, we plan to have additional terms of class drugs and inhibitors, in ICEPO through integration with 

ChEBI. 

c. Cell – We have very limited category of cell types. Our Concept of ‘Cell” is too preliminary and restricted to 

only four types of cells in the human body. We plan to extend the scope of concept “cell” through integration 

of well-known ontologies such as Cell Type Ontology (CTO) [33].  

2) Parameter/Property – This class includes many sub-classes pertaining to properties/parameter of cell, 

properties/parameter of molecular entities (channel proteins), general properties common to both cell and molecular 

entities such as dimension, parameters pertaining to channel events such as inhibition constant, thermodynamic 

variables. Among these classes concentration and currents carried by individual channels (an instance of “Single 

channel current”) are imported from Cell physiology ontology. Parameters often play a critical role while modeling 

ion channel electro-physiology. The various types of single channel current provide an ideal platform for integration 

with Cell physiology ontology. The “current by ion channel“ class of CPO has been linked to respective classes 

under “Single channel current” class of ICEPO. The only difference being “ICEPO” attempts to categorize ion 

channels based on the ion that flows through the channel.  

3) Unit - Terms related to units associated with parameters/properties of channels/molecular entities/cell are 

imported from Unit Ontology (UO). 
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4) Process - This class predominantly consists of terms involving processes such as gating, transport, state 

transitions etc. related to ion channel physiology, besides having terms related to experimental techniques such as 

patch clamping. In this category, all the experimental techniques related terms were imported from CEPO.  

a. Gating – Gating refers to various physical states of ion channels during their activation, deactivation and 

inactivation. 

b. State transitions – State transitions refers to the transition between two different states of ion channels. 

Typically in a two stage transition models we have two configurations of ion channels namely open and 

closed states. 

c. Transport – This concept involve the different types of movement of ions and other Permeant molecules 

across cell membrane due to ion channels. 

d. Techniques – It includes all experimental techniques employed in electrophysiological studies to characterize 

the function of ion channels. This category includes various sub-categories such as voltage-clamp, current 

clamp techniques including the configuration of the patch. All the terms described under this category are 

imported from CEPO. 

e. Binding – Binding refers to a process of binding of a ligand, ion or small molecule to binding sites in ion 

channel to facilitate or block the activity of an ion channel. 

f. Permeation – Process that allows transport of ions through the ion channels. 

g. Activation is a process through which ion channels are activated, which may be due to the conformational 

change thereby allowing ions to pass through the channel. 

h. Inactivation refers to the closing/inactivation of ion channels, i.e. the conformational change that prevents the 

passage of ions through them. 

i. Reactivation – Process by which the ion channels returns to an activated state from the inactivation state. 

j. Transport is the various mechanisms of transport of ions/molecules across cell membrane. 

5) Noise – Class that contains terms that describe the random fluctuations while recording the signals of ion channel 

events. They fall into three broad categories: i) Channel configuration noise ii) Current noise and iii) Conductance 

noise 

6) Mathematical representation - This class consists of various mathematical expressions that are used to model ion 

channel events. Mathematical expression is categorized as a separate class. Mathematical representation consists of 

two categories. 

i) Equations – That are used to calculate parameters/properties of ion channels 

a. Boltzmann equation is used to calculate the equilibrium potential of an ion species that permeates through 

channel membranes. 

b. Chord conductance equation is used to calculate the cell membrane potential during the relative 

conductance due to the flow of all the ions across cell membrane. 

c. GHK flux equation also known as "Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz flux equation" describes the flux due to flow 

of ions as a function of trans-membrane potential. 

d. Goldman equation also known as "Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz voltage equation" determines the reversal 

potential due to flow of ions. 

e. Langevin equation also known as "Schrodinger-Langevin equation" can be constructed for the case of ionic 

diffusion along potassium ion channels. 

f. Nernst equation describes the balance between the two gradients namely "electrical" and "concentration" in 

electrically excitable cells. 

ii) Mathematical models – Models that define the behavior of the function of ion channels. The major classes 

under this category 

a. Morris–Lecar model describes the oscillatory behavior in neurons. 

b. FitzHugh–Nagumo model also describe oscillatory behavior of electrically excitable cells. 

c. Hindmarsh–Rose model describes the spike behavior in action potential in neurons. 

Hybrid approach to building ontology 

Our approach to building ontology for ion channel physiology is a hybrid one. The quantitative assertions that we 

extracted from the text are individual instances (e.g. “BK Channels,  “Conductance”) of ontology. However the 

relationship between the instances represent a generic relationship between two nodes in a typical ontology. Figure 2 

represents only very simple assertive relation and not a complex one. It is crucial to make abstractions from the 

individual instances to infer more generic relationships. Such inferences will transform textual extractions such as 
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(“BK Channels” hasProperty “Conductance”) to “(“Potassium channel” hasProperty “Conductance”) since “BK 

channel is a sub-type of “Potassium channel”, which can be further generalized to (“Ion channel” hasProperty 

“Conductance”). This is achieved by taking advantage of the “is a” relationship outlined by the expert knowledge. 

While text-mining systems can be used to populate ontologies with instances (usually leaf nodes) and object 

relationships between them, the domain experts may focus in verifying the organization of ontology. Supplementing 

the efforts of domain experts with text mining will further drive inference by effectively combining the two 

approaches. This study is a humble beginning in that direction. We used clues from the quantitative data assertions 

during our ontology development stage, which helped significantly in defining object relationships during formal 

representation of ion channel electrophysiology relations. Complete integration of text-mining system into an 

ontological workflow is possible only when text-mining system extractions mature and their representation 

standards are capable enough to make complex layers of generalizations. However, we wish to say that knowledge 

of domain expert has played a dominant role and text mining has played only a limited role in the development of 

ICEPO ontology.  

 

 

Figure 3. Graph of Ion channel ElectroPhysiology Ontology (ICEPO) 

Conclusions 

In this work, we focused on three important aspects 1) Extraction of quantitative information (parameters and their 

associated values) and formalized quantitative data assertions, which reflect our ICEPO ontological definitions from 

the literature on ion channel electrophysiology. 2) Formalizing all the concepts in ion channel electrophysiology into 

ontology (ICEPO) modeled as per the OWL definitions. 3) Integration of the ontological definitions in known 

existing ontologies such as CEPO and Unit Ontology with ICEPO. 
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The rule-based approach to extract parameter-value pairs both within the clause and beyond clausal boundaries has 

yielded the state of the art results in this domain. While there is no novel contribution to text mining in terms of 

methodology, tailoring the existing approaches to achieve good performance for quantitative assertion extraction for 

this sub-domain is a very important and needed one. The results point to the fact that while our pattern templates are 

extremely precise in extracting quantitative assertions within the clause, the rules for extra-clausal pairing and co-

reference resolution play a significant role in boosting the recall. We have also improved upon the state of the art of 

text mining by formalizing the textual extractions into semantically meaningful assertions that may eventually help 

in formalizing them as ontological structures. We attempted to link the assertions from multiple into a hierarchical 

relation from a single biomedical abstract.  

Formalization of electrophysiological concepts of ion channels in an ontological framework is one of the significant 

contributions of this work. The role of text mining system in the identification of certain leaf nodes and relationships 

between the classes further allow interaction of text mining with ontology development. The design of the basic 

framework of ICEPO ontology facilitated the smooth integration of other relevant ontological resources such as 

CPO, CEPO and UO. Integration of related ontologies in this sub-domain is another contribution to this work. We 

believe that the basic ontological framework that we proposed in this study can be generalized further to integrate 

other related ontologies and knowledge sources such as SBO and BioModels [34] and Reactome [35] databases.  

Limitations and Future Work 

One of the limitations of the current work is its focus on a narrow domain of ion channel physiology. From text 

mining perspective, we envisage the following as its limitation: 1) approach that we used to extract quantitative 

assertions from the bio-medical text is rule-based. 2) The blind data set that we used for evaluation in this study 

consists of only biomedical abstracts and not full-text articles. 3) Full-text articles are known to contain more 

quantitative data assertions than biomedical abstracts. 4) Another limitation of our text mining system is the scope of 

its extraction boundary to a single document. 5) We did not formally evaluate the utility of the quantitative 

assertions that we extracted from the text in the ontology development. The ontology that we have developed takes 

diversified scientific articles in this domain into consideration. The ICEPO ontology reflects synthesis of knowledge 

from multiple articles manually and other closely related ontologies. From ontology perspective, the structure of 

ICEPO may require further organization in order to facilitate its integration with other ontologies such as SBML, 

CellML and Gene Ontology. 

We plan to address some of the limitations in the near future. Though, the scope of ICEPO is very limited to ion 

channel electrophysiology, care has been taken while designing ICEPO to ensure smooth integration with widely 

related bio-medical ontologies. We plan to integrate ICEPO with other related ontologies such as SBO, SBML, 

CellML and other generic ontologies such as Gene Ontology, ChEBI, Cell Ontology once the scope of ICEPO 

widens. We plan to extend the text mining solution for processing full-text articles.  

Supplementary information: All the supplementary information related to the work is available at 

http://openbionlp.org/mutd/supplementarydata/ICEPO/ 
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Abstract 

Breast cancer affects one in eight women in America and is a leading cause of death from cancer worldwide. In the 
current study, four types of Omics data including copy number variation, gene expression, proteome and 
phosphoproteome were collected from seventy-seven breast cancer patients. Individual types of Omics data were 
used to separately construct predictive models to predict ten-year survival, an important clinical hallmark. The 
predictive models constructed with proteome data achieved decent predictivity (mean AUC = 0.725) and 
outperforms the models constructed with other types of Omics data. This indicates that high quality, large scale 
protein data is more effective for survival prediction compared to other types of omics data. Further, we 
experimented with ten different data fusion techniques (generic and Multi-kernel learning based) to test whether 
combining multi-Omics data can result in improved predictive performance. None of the data fusion techniques 
tested in the current study outperforms the predictive models built with the proteome data.   

Introduction 

Breast cancer affects one in eight women in America, and is a leading cause of death from cancer worldwide (1). 
Extensive genomic characterization of breast cancer has been conducted in the last ten years, leading to clinically 
relevant molecular subtyping (2), increased accuracy in prognostication (3-5), and success in targeted therapy (6, 7). 
One missing link in our knowledge is how genomic changes translate into changes in proteome and 
phosphoproteome which in turn execute the phenotypic characteristics of the disease. Since the proteome and 
phosphoproteome are more proximal to the manifestation of the disease, it is likely that they contain more predictive 
information regarding the clinical outcomes of the disease and could lead to the development of more accurate 
prognostic technologies. While proteomic characterization was performed in the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 
breast cancer study using reversed phase protein arrays (8), only 171 cancer-related proteins and phosphoproteins 
were quantified. To provide greater depth of proteomics characterization, the NCI Clinical Proteomic Tumor 
Analysis Consortium (CPTAC) (9) analyzed the global proteomes of genomically annotated TCGA breast tumor 
specimens.       

In the current study, we utilized machine learning method to predict ten-year survival, an important clinical 
hallmark, of breast cancer patients. First, we constructed predictive models with four different types Omics data, 
including copy number variation, gene expression, proteome, and phosphoproteome, to determine which type of 
Omics data is the most predictive regarding ten-year survival. Then, different data fusion techniques were employed 
to combine the above mentioned four types of Omics data, as an effort to improve the predictive performance 
obtained from the models based on a single type of Omics data. Data fusion for data coming from difference sources 
has been an active area of research in machine learning. Data fusion techniques have been applied to solve problems 
in various domains, including robotics, market research and medicine (10-13). However, to the best of our 
knowledge, the current study is one of the first to benchmark the efficacy of different data fusion technique on 
genome-scale multi-Omics data, since global proteome data has only recently became available.  

Identifying the type of Omics data or the combination of multi-Omics data that lead to the best predictive 
performance is critical in the following ways. First, it could serve as a guide for experimentalists and clinicians, such 
that more experimental resource can be dedicated to the identified Omics data domain and generate new data for 
mechanistically relevant discovery and hypothesis testing. Second, the mathematical predictive models constructed 
with the most informative Omics data type(s) could be readily translated into prognostic technologies and used in a 
clinical setting.   

Methods 
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Data 

Copy number variation, gene expression, proteome and phosphoproteome data for 77 breast cancer tumors 
characterized by the TCGA were utilized to predict the ten-year survival of the patients. 11 out of the 77 patients did 
not survive longer than ten-years. For copy number variation and gene expression data, the original characterization 
from TCGA were used, and the proteome and phosphoproteome data was generated by the Broad Institute as a part 
of the CPTAC Consortium (14).Tumor samples were analyzed by high-resolution, accurate mass tandem mass 
spectrometry that included extensive peptide fractionation by high pH reversed phase chromatography and 
phosphopeptide enrichment by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). An isobaric peptide labeling 
approach (iTRAQ) was employed to quantify protein and phosphosite levels across samples, with 37 iTRAQ 4-
plexes analyzed in total. Each 4-plex contained 3 samples from different subtypes and a common reference that was 
created by pooling material from 40 tumors (with equal representation by weight of the 4 subtypes of breast tumors). 
24,174 features of copy number variation, 16,525 features of gene expression, 12,553 features of proteome, and 
32,939 features of phosphoproteome characterizing the global molecular profile of the breast tumors were used in 
the present study. 

Predictive Models 

All analytical experiments conducted in this study are summarized in table 1. 

To assess which set of Omics data is the most informative in predicting ten-year survival, predictive models were 
built with each type of Omics data, i.e. copy number variation, gene expression, proteome, and phosphoproteome 
respectively.For individual type of Omics data, we trained the following five classification models: (A) support 
vector machine (SVM) with linear kernel, (B) SVM with polynomial kernel, (C) SVM with rbf kernel (15), (D) 
Bayesian logistic regression (16), and (E) random forest (17). For the SVM models and Bayesian logistic regression, 
hyperparameters were selected via nested cross validation. Three feature selection strategies were explored: (a) no 
feature selection: all features were used; (b) univariate association: all features that are associated with the target 
univariately were selected; (c) SVM RFE: features were selected via recursive elimination process based on the 
predictive performance of a linear SVM model (18).  

To assess whether combining different types of Omics data can improve the predictive performance over predictive 
models built with a single type of Omics data, we explored the following data fusion techniques (summarized in 
Figure 1): (i) All Omics concatenated: features from individual Omics data concatenated. (ii) All Omics 
concatenated with feature selection: features from individual Omics data concatenated with feature selection 
employed on the concatenated features. (iii) Selected features concatenated: features were selected first for 
individual types of Omics data by some feature selection method. The selected features were then concatenated.(19) 
(iv) Multi-kernel learning (MKL): 8 kernel matrices (using linear kernel; polynomial kernel with degree 1, 2, and 3; 
and rbf kernels with sigma (10-6, 10-4, 10-2, and 10-1) were computed for individual types of Omics data, and MKL 
was applied for classification. (v) Selected features MKL: feature selection was conducted on individual type of 
Omics data. Then, 8 kernel matrices were computed for the selected features for individual type of Omics data. 
MKL was applied for classification (20, 21). It is worth noting that, different from the previous two data fusion 
techniques, which only takes care of combining data from different sources, the MKL also learns the decision 
boundary for the classification. The above five data fusion techniques were used to combine two sets of Omics data: 
the first set comprised of data types including copy number variation, gene expression, proteome, and 
phosphoproteome. We denote data fusion strategies resulting from this set with “_4”; the second set comprised of 
data types including proteome and phosphoproteome. We denote data fusion strategies resulting from this set with 
“_2”As a result,  ten data fusion strategies were obtained: (i)_4 All Omics concateneated_4, (ii)_4 All Omics 
concatenated with feature selection_4, (iii)_4 Selected features concatenated_4, (iv)_4 MKL_4, (v)_4 Selected 
features MKL_4, (i)_2 All Omics concateneated_2, (ii)_2 All Omics concatenated with feature selection_2, (iii)_2 
Selected features concatenated_2, (iv)_2 MKL_2, and (v)_2 Selected features MKL_2. The rationale of combining 
proteome and phosphoproteome is that these two type of Omics data results in better predictive performance when 
used to build predictive models individually. Figure 1 gives a graphical illustration of the above mentioned ten data 
fusion strategies.  

For data fusion strategy (i)-(iii), we trained the following five classification models: support vector machine (SVM) 
with linear kernel, SVM with polynomial kernel, SVM with rbf kernel, Bayesian logistic regression, and random 
forest. For data fusion strategies (iv) and (v), MKL were used as the classifier. For the SVM models, Bayesian 
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logistic regression and MKL, hyperparameters were selected via nested cross validation. Two feature selection 
strategies were explored for data fusion strategies (ii), (iii), (v),  univariate association and SVM RFE. 

The SVM models were constructed with LibSVM software (22). The Bayesian logistic regression models were 
constructed with the BBR software (23). And the random forest models were constructed with the random forest 
package in R (24). The SKMsmo software was used for MKL (20, 21). 

Performance Estimation and Statistical Comparison 

For performance estimation, 4 fold cross validation were implemented with 10 stratified (on ten year survival) 
random splits, resulting in 40 performance estimates for each model. Area under the ROC curve was used as the 
performance estimation metric. Paired sample t test were used to compare the performance between pairs of models. 
p-values were FDR adjusted to correct for multiple comparisons (25).  

 
Figure 1: Data fusion strategies employed in the present study. 
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Results 

Proteomics Data is the most Informative in Predicting Ten-year Survival 

Among the predictive models constructed with a single type of Omics data, models constructed with proteomics data 
achieved better predictive performance (as measured by AUC) for all classification models except random forest. 
The random forest classifier did not perform well in general in the current study. The best performance of the 
random forest results in a AUC of 0.634±0.157 using copy number data modality and univariate feature selection 
method. Feature selection using univariate association improved the predictive performance compared to when 
feature selection was not employed, whereas feature selection by SVM-RFE did not improve the predictive 
performance in most of the cases (Table 2). Figure 2 shows the average AUC of the models trained with SVM rbf 
using univariate association as the feature selection method. The predictive performance for the model trained with 
the proteomics data (0.725±0.222, Mean±Std) is significantly better (p-values<0.05) compared with the models 
trained with phosphoproteome (0.671±0.234), gene expression (0.547±0.207), and copy number variation 
(0.463±0.218). The predictive performance of models constructed with features from a single type of Omics data 
with SVM rbf as the classifier and three different feature selection methods were shown in Table 2. The predictive 
performance of the other classification methods follows a similar pattern as the SVM rbf (see online appendix table 
1 at sisima.net/breast_cancer_study/index.html). 

 

 Figure 2: The AUCs for predictive models built with one type of Omics data with SVM rbf and univariate association for feature selection. 
Models built with proteome data out performs models built with other data modules. 

Table 1: Classification models and feature selection methods used for  4 individual Omics data and data fusion strategies used 
to combine 4 individual Omics data/ 2 individual Omics data. For some data fusion strategies, not all feature selection methods 
were explored, to avoid repetition. For example (i)_4 with univariate association is the same as (ii)_4 with univariate 
association.  
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Combining Multi-Omics Data did not Improve Predictive Performance in the Current Experimental Setting 
To examine whether combining multi-Omics data could improve the predictive performance of the models 
constructed with data from a single type of Omics data, five different data fusion strategies were employed. The five 
different methods were used to combine two sets of Omics data: (i) all four types of Omics data available, (ii) 
proteome and phosphoproteome. Ten data fusion strategies were obtained from the above process. None of the ten 
data fusion strategies tested in the current study resulted in significantly better predictive performance compared to 
the model constructed with the proteome data alone (Figure 3 and Table 2). When using the SVM rbf classifier the 
best data fusion strategy is (vii) All Omics concatenated with feature selection_2 with univariate association as the 
feature selection method. This strategy achieved a predictive performance of 0.676±0.234 and is not significantly 
different from the model built with proteome data (0.725±0.222). It is worth noting that strategy (ii) and strategy 
(iii), as well as strategy (vii) and strategy (viii), are equivalent when univariate association was applied as the feature 
selection method, since the order of applying data concatenation and applying univariate association as feature 
selection does not affect what features would be selected. The predictive performance of the other classification 
methods follows a similar pattern as the SVM rbf (see online appendix table 1 at 
sisima.net/breast_cancer_study/index.html). 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 

The primary contribution of this study is to show that the global/system level proteome data have superior predictive 
value for predicting ten-year survival for breast cancer patients. The predictive signal in the proteome data is 
significantly greater compared to that in the copy number variation data and the gene expression data. This is likely 
due to the fact that changes on the gene level need to manifest in alternations on the proteome level to drive 
phenotypical, functional and pathological changes. Examining the most predictive proteins for ten-year survival can 

No Feature 
Selection

Univariate 
Association

SVM RFE

Copy Number Variation SVM rbf 0.551(0.187) 0.463(0.218) 0.546(0.244)
Gene Expression SVM rbf 0.431(0.152) 0.547(0.207) 0.431(0.276)

Proteome SVM rbf 0.557(0.263) 0.725(0.222) 0.536(0.262)
Phosphoproteome SVM rbf 0.516(0.257) 0.671(0.234) 0.582(0.219)

(i)_4:All Omics concatenated_4 SVM rbf 0.482(0.216)
(ii)_4:All Omics concatenated with feature selection_4 SVM rbf 0.607(0.217) 0.517(0.219)

(iii)_4:Selected features concatenated_4 SVM rbf 0.607(0.217) 0.476(0.259)
(iv)_4:MKL_4 MKL 0.469(0.118)

(v)_4:Selected features MKL_4 MKL 0.561(0.170) 0.504(0.268)
(i)_2:All Omics concatenated_2 SVM rbf 0.495(0.235)

(ii)_2:All Omics concatenated with feature selection_2 SVM rbf 0.676(0.235) 0.566(0.222)
(iii)_2:Selected features concatenated_2 SVM rbf 0.676(0.235) 0.557(0.253)

(iv)_2:MKL_2 MKL 0.494(0.109)
(v)_2:Selected features MKL_2 MKL 0.588(0.190) 0.530(0.233)

Single Omics Data

Combination of 4 
types of Omics Data

Combination of 2 
types of Omics Data

Feature Selection MethodData Used for 
Modeling

Feature Set/Data Fusion Stratergy Name Classifier

Table 2: Predictive Performance of models constructed with a single type Omics data vs. that with multi-Omics Data. Results 
are shown for SMV rbf classifier and MKL. Different feature selection methods were applied when applicable. Results are 
shown in the form of mean AUC with standard deviations inside a pair of Parentheses. 

Figure 3: Predictive performance for model built with proteome data vs. that with data fusion methods. Figures shows predictive 
performance of models built with SVM rbf with univariate association as feature selection methods when applicable. 
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help identify the biological and/or pathological pathways leading to resilience/vulnerability of breast cancer death. 
Molecular treatment targets might be discovered from these pathways.   

This work can be extended and validated by examining a larger population of breast cancer patients. The current 
sample size (N=77) is limited by the availability of proteome data and phosphoproteome data. The superior 
predictive value of the proteome for ten-year survival identified in this study warrants the collection of 
global/system level proteome data from more breast tumors and other types of tumors, in order to systematically 
assess the value of proteome data in cancer outcome prediction. Moreover, of the 77 breast cancer samples, 18 of 
them were Basal-like type; 12 of them HER2; 23 of them were Luminal A; 24 of them were Luminal B type. In 
terms of anatomic stages, 7 patients were determined to be Stage I; 50 patients were Stage II; 19 patients were at 
Stage III; the rest of the patients were at Stage IV. Surveying more breast cancer samples of different molecular 
subtype and stages and examining their multi-Omics profile could provide more insight into the different pathology 
of different types of breast tumor and potentially result in tumor type specific prognostic models and treatment 
strategies.   

Furthermore, recent study has indicated that integrating mammography features and selected GWAS data can 
improve breast cancer diagnosis (26). Similarly, prognostics of breast cancer might be improved by combining 
molecular profile of the patients (e.g. proteome) with other clinical data sources, such as family history, imaging 
data, life style information, previous treatment information, medication and various laboratory test results. 

Another area for extending the current work is by exploring additional data fusion techniques. In the current study, 
we explored generic data fusion methods (concatenation, concatenation with feature selection and feature selection 
prior to concatenation) and data fusion methods based on MKL. None of these methods improved predictivity 
compared to model built with proteome data. However, other data fusion methods might be more effective. 
Ensemble methods that build separate predictive models on different types of Omics data and obtain the final 
prediction through an ensemble classifier might be a viable candidate (27, 28). In addition, data driven feature 
construction/feature reduction techniques can be examined. Examples of these techniques include principle 
component analysis (PCA) based feature reduction, kernel PCA based feature reduction(29), and genetic 
algorithm(30). Moreover, domain knowledge based feature selection and feature construction methods could be 
beneficial as well. One potential feature construction strategy is to combine proteome data phosphoproteome data by 
computing the ratio between the quantities of a particular phosphoprotein and its corresponding protein, since this 
ratio reflects the activation of a particular protein. Ritchie et. al. has provided a comprehensive review of data fusion 
methods in multi-Omics data fusion including concatenation based methods, transformation based methods, model 
based methods and knowledge based methods (31). The field will benefit from a comprehensive benchmark study 
evaluating those data fusion techniques. 

Conclusion 

The current study examined global/system scale multi-Omics data, and identified proteome data as the most 
informative data modality for breast cancer prognosis prediction. Various data fusion strategies were implemented 
for combining global/system scale multi-Omics data, however, these strategies did not result in better predictive 
performance. It is our hope that future development of data driven and domain knowledge based data fusion 
methods could lead to improvement in predictive tasks in biomedicine.   
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Abstract 

Clinical decision support (CDS) within the electronic health record represents a promising mechanism to provide 

important genomic findings within clinical workflows. To better understand the current and possible future costs of 

genomic CDS, we leveraged our local CDS experience to assemble a simple model with inputs such as initial cost 

and numbers of patients, rules, and institutions. Our model assumed efficiencies of scale and allowed us to perform 

a one-way sensitivity analysis of the impact of each model input. The number of patients with genomic results per 

institution was the only single variable that could decrease the cost of CDS per useful alert below projected genomic 

sequencing costs. Because of the prohibitive upfront cost of sequencing large numbers of individuals, increasing the 

number of institutions using genomic CDS and improving the efficiency of sharing CDS infrastructure represent the 

most promising paths to making genomic CDS cost-effective. 

Introduction 

Genomic information has potential to dramatically increase the complexity of test result delivery.   For optimal 

!"#$%"&'()*(+&",$-$).(medicine, physicians will need to be aware of genetic results from testing performed years 

earlier.  Specific genomic variants may alter clinical care for only a small fraction of patients, and long-term 

awareness of genomic sequencing results could put an enormous burden on physicians unless /0"(,1&&"./(2)!"()*(

,#$.$,3# genetic information delivery is altered.  Current an electronic health record (EHR) systems are designed for 

communication of on-demand laboratory results, yet many important results are not acted upon by clinicians for a 

variety of reasons, including failure to retrieve results and incorrect interpretation of results1.  Furthermore, a 

majority of institutions in one recent survey indicated that at least a subset of genomic information in their EHRs is 

only available in unstructured formats2. Therefore, active clinical decision support (CDS) alerts coupled with 

structured genomic result information within EHRs have been proposed as an ideal mechanism to alert clinicians of 

pertinent genomic findings by incorporating genomic data into clinical workflows3.  

 

As a component of the New Exome Technology in Medicine study, CDS rules for genomic results were designed 

and implemented in one of our institution’s EHRs4. After completing this work, we noted there was limited existing 
literature exploring the costs of effectively communicating genomic information over long periods of time. Recent 

work has demonstrated that reporting incidental findings can be cost effective in several situations, but assumed that 

the costs of sequencing were $500 and did not factor in expenses associated with just-in-time result delivery and 

CDS5. Because the costs of EHR configuration for genomic result display and CDS have not been previously 

described, we modeled potential costs of design, implementation, and maintenance of CDS for genomic medicine 

under a variety of scenarios.  

Methods 

To estimate the costs of employing genomic CDS, we performed a one-way sensitivity analysis using cost per useful 

CDS alert as the primary evaluation metric and made a number of assumptions based on literature and experience 

designing and implementing genomic CDS at our institution. We modeled the effect of 8 different parameters, each 

of which was varied while fixing the other 7 to our estimates for the current state for our institution, assuming that 
the cost of developing each subsequent CDS rule after the first is a fixed proportion of the previous rule, until a 

minimum cost is reached, to allow for efficiency of scale. The same efficiency assumption is applied to distributing 

rules between institutions, with the recognition that the current state of distinct EHR builds makes it difficult to 

share rules. The following equation was used to model the impact of each variable (abbreviations listed in Table 1): 
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where t indicates the average amount of time before a useful alert is triggered, floorrule refers to the minimum 

proportion of initial rule cost that a subsequent rule may cost, and floorinst refers to the minimum proportion of initial 

rule cost that a separate institution would have to spend to develop a rule. 

 

At our institution we built 8 CDS rules into our EHR as part of a clinical sequencing exploratory research grant and 

used this experience to develop ranges of inputs for the current state of genomic CDS. By accounting for time and 

labor spent developing our CDS rules locally, we estimated that the costs of designing, building, and implementing a 
single genetic CDS rule at a single institution would be between $4000 and $7500 of effort divided between EHR 

decision support architects, laboratory information specialists, and institutional genetics committees. CDS rules must 

be maintained over this time, and since the IT industry often accounts for a maintenance cost of 20% of the initial 

cost per year, we assumed maintenance would be 10-25% of implementation costs per year for 30 years, which 

would be the average time before a rule is used.  Because events that require genomic information can occur 

anytime during a patient’s lifetime, the lifetime costs of maintaining CDS rules for a population of patients, or 

regularly rebuilding rules as EHR and laboratory systems change, will reasonably be 3 to 7.5 times the cost of initial 

rule implementation. 

 

The CDS rules were put in place at our institution for an initial cohort of 500 patients, and we modeled a range of 

200 patients to 41,250 patients per institution, deriving the high estimate from 75% of the average patient population 

of 55,000 per institution being screened with genomic testing.  We have implemented 8 distinct CDS rules at our 
institution and reasoned that at a maximum there may be a few hundred genomic variants that would warrant 

genomic CDS rules. A survey of Clinical Sequencing Exploratory Research sites revealed 2 sites with structured 

genomic CDS6, but we assumed that additional sites have likely implemented this since that time and thus used 10 

sites as the current state for number of institutions. From known allele and disease frequency, we estimated that the 

average rule might benefit approximately 1% of patients, reasoning that although any actionable pharmacogenomic 

variant may be observed in >90% of patients7, only a small proportion of patients with each specific variant would 

be prescribed a relevant drug in their lifetime.  

 

Our experience implementing rules indicated that adding additional CDS rules required less work than the first rule, 

and we estimated that each rule took about 80% of the effort of the previous rule but modeled a relatively narrow 

range of rule efficiencies (70-85%) since some of the effort in implementing rules, such as testing, is unlikely to be 
avoided.  We modeled a slightly larger efficiency range for collaborating institutions (70-100%), but assumed that 

the current state efficiency between institutions is 99% since rules cannot currently be easily translated between 

different EHR builds. We made relatively optimistic assumptions about the efficiency floor for increasing the 

number of rules: the minimum cost for a rule is 10% of the cost of the initial rule. We made a similarly optimistic 

assumption for sharing rules between institutions: the minimum cost for a new institution for a shared rule is at least 

5% of the cost of the initial CDS rule. 

 

Table 1.  Variables modeled in one-way sensitivity analysis, with ranges for inputs and resulting projected costs per 

useful alert. 

  Input Variables 

Variable Low Current High 

Initial cost for single CDS rule development 
and implementation C 

4000 6600 7500 

Number of CDS rules nrules 3 8 300 

Number of institutions ninst 2 10 500 

Average probability each rule will benefit a 

patient Pbenefit 
0.0025 0.01 0.02 

Patients with sequence per institution npatients 200 500 41250 

Rule maintenance rate per year (as a proportion 

of development costs) M 
0.1 0.2 0.25 

Efficiency gained for multiple CDS rules Effrule 0.7 0.8 0.85 

Efficiency gained by collaborating institutions 

Effinst 
0.7 0.99 1 
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By integrating current state assumptions with the total cost for developing the 8 CDS rules implemented at our 

institution, our best estimate of our initial rule creation and testing cost was approximately $6600, which we used in 

our model as the current state estimate of initial CDS rule cost. 

 

Results 

After applying our current state inputs for each of the variables, we calculate the lifetime cost of communicating 

genomic information to a physician at the point of care to be $4600 per genomic decision support event for 8 

scenarios currently covered by CDS rules. This estimate assumes that rules are maintained for the lifetime of the 

patients tested and the duration before an alert is triggered is 30 years. 

 

Figure 1 presents the results for our one-way sensitivity analysis, illustrating the variables that most influenced 

model outcomes.  The average probability a rule would benefit each patient (range: 0.25-2%), the number of patients 

with genomic sequence stored at an institution (range: 200-41250), the number of institutions sharing CDS rules 

(range: 2-500), the number of CDS rules built (range: 3-300), and the potential efficiency gained by collaborations 

to build CDS that are usable across institutions (range: 70-100% cost of previous rule for each successive rule) all 

showed potential to significantly decrease the cost of CDS. However, only having a large number of patients with 

genomic sequences at each institution decreased costs per alert below $1000. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Results of one-way sensitivity analysis characterizing the effects of different ranges of inputs on the cost 
of CDS per useful event. 

 

Discussion 

To better understand the costs of implementing genomic CDS, we developed a simple model to gauge the relative 

importance of 8 variables on the cost per useful CDS alert. Because of the limited literature on genomic CDS costs, 

we made assumptions for reasonable inputs based on our local experience developing CDS. Our model relies on the 

leveraging efficiencies of scale in implementing CDS, both within an institution and between institutions. Based on 

our assessment of the current state at our institution, we estimate that the cost per useful genomic CDS alert is 

$4600, which is almost an order of magnitude greater than the cost of genomic sequencing used in current cost-

benefit analyses. Some of these variables we evaluated are closely related.  The probability that a rule will benefit a 

patient is inversely correlated with the number of CDS rules; after clearly useful rules are built for common variants 

and common situations, then additional rules will necessarily be for less common events.  CDS rules for rare 
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variants benefit fewer individuals, but have similar development and maintenance costs.  Several different strategies 

to efficiently implement and maintain multiple CDS rules could decrease CDS costs per patient receiving benefit.  

Our analysis shows that efficiencies of scale gained from sharing CDS rule implementation across many institutions 

or implementation of genomic testing in a greater proportion of patients would substantially reduce per patient 

genomic CDS costs.   

 
The only single factor that could reduce the cost of CDS per useful event to below several hundred dollars was 

increasing the number of patients with genomic results to over 75% of the population, which would take an 

extraordinary initial cost and effort.  Another option to reduce the per-event cost of CDS to a manageable level is to 

address multiple variables simultaneously, such as increasing cooperation between institutions for building CDS 

rules, increasing the number of meaningful CDS rules, and improving the ease and efficiency of the process to build 

genomic decision support in current EHR systems.  For example, increasing efficiency to reduce the cost of sharing 

between institutions to 70% of initial costs for every additional institution sharing CDS rules in addition to sharing 

between 500 institutions together could drive cost costs per alert to less than $300. Such an approach requires broad 

agreement and distribution of useful CDS rules, and emphasizes the importance of the Agency for Healthcare 

Research and Quality Patient Centered Outcomes Research CDS initiative8 and the efforts of the Institute of 

Medicine Displaying and Integrating Genetic Information Through the EHR (DIGITizE) working group9.  

Additionally, accepted CDS rules must be combined with data exchange standards and true interoperability of 
genomic data in order to lower costs and increase efficiency, which the Office of the National Coordinator for 

Health Information Technology has strongly encouraged but will likely require considerable effort from the 

government, vendors, and institutions to make a reality. The Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standard 

offers a promising solution to tackle the problem of interoperability, and applications using genomic data have 

already been demonstrated using this standard10. However, considerable further effort will be required to apply this 

technology across diverse settings. 

 

The primary limitation of our study is our reliance on model inputs derived from our local experience implementing 

genomic CDS. It is unclear whether our experience is representative of other institutions. However, given the lack of 

interoperability between EHRs, the general processes of genomic result formatting and rule creation and testing are 

unlikely to be dramatically different between institutions and EHRs. Another limitation of our study is that our 
model relies on efficiencies of scale within and between institutions. To our knowledge, there are no detailed studies 

exploring the scalability of genomic CDS to date, so we built our model with relatively optimistic assumptions about 

scalability. For example, we set the minimum cost of any additional rule added to 5% of the cost of the original rule. 

In reality, the effort of testing alone would likely exceed this cost, yet the model demonstrates that, even with 

optimistic inputs, decreasing the cost per alert may be challenging. 

 

Although the costs of performing genomic sequencing have decreased dramatically, our modeling indicates that the 

cost of effectively communicating genomic information to clinicians with current reporting systems is substantial 

and should be factored into any discussion of cost-effectiveness.  President Obama's Precision Medicine Initiative 

proposes extensive work to improve our understanding of the genomic underpinnings of disease, yet only 2% of this 

effort is proposed for information technology work, which will be critical to integrate precision medicine with 

existing healthcare delivery systems.  Additional inter-institutional efforts to build efficient, scalable systems for 
communicating genetic test results and actionable interpretations at the point of care are needed to decrease 

implementation costs of decision support to effectively communicate pertinent genomic information at the point of 

care. 

Conclusion 

Using the local experience of building genomic CDS at our institution, we demonstrate a straightforward model for 

assessing the costs of CDS per useful alert. Our data suggests that building genomic CDS locally with current EHR 

infrastructure incurs per alert costs that are higher than anticipated costs of genomic sequencing. While sequencing 

large numbers of patients could decrease the cost to less than $100 per alert, the upfront cost of doing so would be 

tremendous. Either increasing the number of institutions with genomic CDS or improving the efficiency of sharing 

CDS in isolation could decrease costs per alert, but combining these approaches likely offers the most efficient path 

to building alerts cost-effectively. 
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Abstract 

Hundreds of biological and biomedical ontologies have been developed to support data standardization, integration 

and analysis. Although ontologies are typically developed for community usage, community efforts in ontology 

development are limited. To support ontology visualization, distribution, and community-based annotation and 

development, we have developed Ontokiwi, an ontology extension to the MediaWiki software. Ontokiwi displays 

hierarchical classes and ontological axioms. Ontology classes and axioms can be edited and added using Ontokiwi 

form or MediaWiki source editor. Ontokiwi also inherits MediaWiki features such as Wikitext editing and version 

control. Based on the Ontokiwi/MediaWiki software package, we have developed Ontobedia, which targets to 

support community-based development and annotations of biological and biomedical ontologies. As demonstrations, 

we have loaded the Ontology of Adverse Events (OAE) and the Cell Line Ontology (CLO) into Ontobedia. Our 

studies showed that Ontobedia was able to achieve expected Ontokiwi features.  

Introduction 

A formal ontology is a set of terms and relations that represent entities in a specific domain and how they relate to 

each other. Hundreds of ontologies have been developed and have played a critical role in biomedical data and 

knowledge representation, integration, sharing and analysis. For example, the Gene Ontology (GO) [1] has been 

proven valuable in genome annotation and high throughput data analysis. The Ontology for Biomedical 

Investigations (OBI) has been used for representation of a wide range of investigations [2]. The Ontology of 

Adverse Events (OAE) has ontologically represented various adverse events (AEs) used in clinical vaccine and drug 

AE report and analysis [3]. The Cell Line Ontology (CLO) represents a large number of cell line cell types that are 

widely used in biological and biomedical research [4].  

Community-based ontologies are typically designed for maximal community usages, and it would be beneficial to 

have wide community involvements in the entire ontology development process. For example, as a community-

based ontology, the OAE is developed by following the best practice of the Open Biological and Biomedical 

Ontologies (OBO) development principles, such as openness, collaboration, and common format [3, 5]. Compared 

to the classical AE classification terminologies, such as the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) 

[6], OAE has many advantages including its textual and logical definitions of various AEs, enhanced capability in 

robust AE classifications, and semantic framework in linking AEs and patients’ health backgrounds [3, 7-9]. 

However, one drawback of OAE is its low coverage of reported AEs. While MedDRA has over 65,000 classes, 

OAE only contains approximately 5,000 AE terms as of the end of 2015. It is time consuming to expand OAE while 

keeping its high quality standard. One possible strategy in future OAE development is to involve wide community 

support. Additionally, the development of CLO provides another example of the critical need of community 

involvements. CLO includes over 35,000 cell lines. In order to make CLO better serve the community, each of these 

cell lines in CLO requires more annotations and verifications. Such a goal is hardly achievable without a large 

voluntary community effort. To support community-based ontology development, efficient tools with community-

editing, discussion, and version control are required.  

While different software programs have been created to support community-based ontology development efforts, 

these programs either do not attract wide community participation or fail to provide critical ontological features. 

Wikipedia is a successful system that has attracted active community participation. Wikipedia is developed based on 

the MediaWiki software package. However, Wikipedia mainly uses free text editing, and does not support semantic 

definitions. To solve this problem, Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) is developed to extend the capability of MediaWiki 

to semantically annotate wiki pages and support semantic data storage and query [10]. SMW has been used in many 

applications, including LexWiki [11, 12] and SNPedia [13]. OntoWiki is  another open-source semantic wiki 

application developed to present different views on instance data [14]. Both SMW and OntoWiki are not designed to 

support ontology development since they treat normal pages as instances and do not display ontology classes as 

normal pages. SMW and OntoWiki also do not support logical ontological axiom definitions. WebProtégé uses the 

Google Web Toolkit for the user interface and Protégé for ontology supporting service [15]. WebProtégé provides 
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many good features to support ontology development and social discussion. However, its usage does not support 

non-ontological annotations, requires professional training,  and does not attract wide domain expert and public 

involvements in comparison to Wikipedia.  

Ontobee is an ontology browser and a linked ontology data server for dereferencing ontology terms [16]. To date, 

there are over 100 ontologies listed on Ontobee. Ontobee loads individual page for each class, property, or 

individual term in an ontology. All related information of a single term, such as label, definition, synonyms, 

superclass hierarchy, logical axioms, and term usage by other ontologies is displayed. Ontobee provides ontology 

term search and SPARQL query service supported by the He group Virtuoso RDF triple store
1
. Ontobee is a de facto 

linked ontology term server for most OBO Foundry [5] library ontologies. As a linked server for released ontology 

terms, Ontobee is not designed for wide community users to edit and update ontologies.  

In this report, we represent our development of Ontokiwi, a new extension of MediaWiki that also incorporates 

many Ontobee-like features, with an aim to support community-wide ontology annotations and development. 

Ontokiwi integrates popular features from MediaWiki, Ontobee, and SPARQL-enabled semantic technologies, and 

generates new ontology development features unseen in SMW and other programs. Based on the Ontokiwi 

technology, we developed the Ontobedia web program for the community-wide biological and biomedical ontology 

development. Ontobedia has now included the OAE and CLO. In this manuscript, we demonstrate the features of 

Ontokiwi and Ontobedia primarily using the examples of community-based OAE development. 

Methods 

Development of Ontokiwi: 

Ontokiwi is developed as an extension of MediaWiki. Since MediaWiki is developed with PHP, we have also 

chosen PHP as our default programming language for Ontokiwi development. Ontology modification is achieved by 

editing the Wikitext source of the corresponding page. The MediaWiki magic word and Wikitext parsing system is 

utilized and extended to support update ontology into MySQL and RDF triple store. The general Wikitext data is 

stored in MySQL by MediaWiki build-in system. The parsed ontology data from Wikitext is stored in a RDF triple 

store through SPARQL queries. For the RDF triple store development, we have used Virtuoso Open source version
2
 

for our testing and evaluations. SPARQL is used as the database query language to query and update data stored 

within the RDF triple store.  

Development of Ontobedia: 

Developed by deploying MediaWiki with Ontokiwi extension, the Ontobedia web server provides a platform 

supporting community development of biological and biomedical ontologies. Ontobedia uses Two HP ProLiant 

DL380 G6 servers each with quad core Intel Xeon CPUs and 3 TB hard drives. Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 

release 6.7 is used as the server operating system. The MySQL database version 5.1 is used to store the default 

MediaWiki data and Ontokiwi-specific local data. The Ontobedia ontologies are stored in a RDF triple store 

generated using Virtuoso open source version 7.2.0. The default SPARQL program in the Virtuoso system was used 

for data access, query, and processing.  

OAE and CLO loading to Ontobedia: 

To provide the first demonstration of Ontobedia, the most recent versions of OAE and CLO were stored in a 

Virtuoso triple store generated in the Ontobedia server. The OAE and CLO ontologies were then loaded to 

Ontobedia by using Ontokiwi importing function. Features of Ontokiwi were tested and evaluated by the loaded 

OAE within Ontobedia. 

Ontokiwi license and download: 

The Ontokiwi source code is stored in the Github repository: https://github.com/e4ong1031/Ontokiwi. Its usage 

follows the open Apache License Version 2.0.  

 

 

                                                           
1 http://sparql.hegroup.org/sparql/ 
2 https://github.com/openlink/virtuoso-opensource 
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Results 

Overall Ontokiwi system design 

Fig. 1 illustrates how Ontokiwi is designed and integrated with the existing MediaWiki. Ontokiwi is the core 

technology we developed. The Ontokiwi system (enclosed in blue box in Fig. 1) extends the MediaWiki setup, 

language system, and parsing/rendering programs. In addition to the MediaWiki’s MySQL relational database, 

Ontokiwi includes a new Virtuoso RDF triple store that stores the ontology RDF triples including ontology classes, 

object and annotation properties, and ontological axioms. The ontology RDF triples are queried through SPARQL to 

support different programs including OWL ontology import and export. The information from both MySQL and 

RDF triple store can be queried and displayed in the Ontokiwi browser. A user can also edit the ontology contents 

using an Ontokiwi form or the source editing function. The edited results will be saved back to the Ontokiwi RDF 

triple store as well as the MediaWiki MySQL database. 

Similar to the MediaWiki system being used in Wikipedia, the Ontokiwi/MediaWiki software package is used to 

develop Ontobedia (http://ontobedia.hegroup.org), a community-driven system for ontology annotation and 

development. Below we will use the examples found in Ontobedia to demonstrate how Ontokiwi works.  
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MySQL Wiki text 
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MediaWiki

Apache Web Server

- Ontology classes

- Object properties

- Annotation properties

- Ontology axioms

Ontokiwi System
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SPARQL
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Fig. 1. Overall Ontokiwi software system design. See the text for details. 

Unique Ontokiwi features with demonstrations in Ontobedia  

In this section, we will introduce representative Ontokiwi-specific features that are not implemented in the original 

MediaWiki. These features will be explained with the OAE represented in Ontobedia. 

(1) Ontology storage in RDF triple store and import to Ontobedia  

The new Ontokiwi feature “import pages from ontology” provides a convenient way to easily import an ontology 

from an existing RDF triple store to an Ontokiwi-based web system (e.g., Ontobedia). As shown in Fig. 2, this 

program requests related ontology information, and then processes the information based on a backend program.  

 

Fig. 2. Ontokiwi automatic generation of wiki pages by importing ontology data from existing RDF triple store. 

Note that many items of information, including the term creation digit of 7, are requested in order for Ontokiwi to 

generate new ontology IDs for user-added ontology terms. 
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(2) Ontokiwi page display of ontology class information 

For each ontology term page, we use the naming strategy of:  

{current ontology namespace}:{ontology term ID} 

For example, for the OAE term OAE_0000003 (label: causal adverse event) and Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) term 

BFO_0000001 (entity) displayed in the Ontobedia OAE system, the following web URL naming strategy is 

provided for these terms: OAE:OAE_0000003 and OAE: BFO_0000001.    

Ontokiwi represents each ontology term using Ontobee-like style (Fig. 3). Specifically, Ontokiwi first lays out the 

label, the Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI), and the type of an ontology term. In the section of Annotation, 

Ontokiwi provides the detailed annotation information based on the annotation properties. Ontokiwi lays out the 

class hierarchy in the right side of the page as an embedded section (Fig. 3A).  

Fig. 3. Display hierarchy, axioms, and annotations. (A) Display of ontology term information including label, IRI, 

type, annotations, class hierarchy, and axiom definitions. The bottom part shows the text information not represented 

in OAE. (B) The source of the ontology term page. 

(3) Ontokiwi ontology term and axiom editing using source text or online forms 

Ontokiwi provides convenient access for users to edit existing ontology terms. Fig. 3B shows the Wikitext source of 

the ontology term ‘causal adverse event’ (OAE_0000003). The Wikitext in original MediaWiki system is a markup 

language without any support for ontology editing. Therefore, we have embedded some specifically designed 

formats on top of the original syntax in Ontokiwi Wikitext parser. For example, we used the text “label =”, 

“subclassof =” and “equivalent =” to represent the type of information that is provided after the sign of “=”. If the 

text following “=” sign is expected to be an ontology term, the information is automatically validated and re-

formatted using the data queried from the RDF triple store.  

In addition to ontology related information, the ontology term can also have text descriptions or annotations that are 

not linked to the ontology annotations and axiom definitions. Users can add these texts using the original MediaWiki 

Wikitext format (Fig. 3B). Since the newly added information is unrelated to ontology, they will be only stored in 

MediaWiki MySQL relational database.  

In addition to the Wikitext editor, a user can edit the ontology term information using a form-based Ontokiwi editing 

system, which includes four major sections (Fig. 4): 

(i) General information: This section includes labels, IRI and the type of current ontology term (Fig. 4A). Note that 

the editing of IRI and term type is restricted to a user with an administrative privilege because improper 

modification of these properties may introduce ontological conflicts.  
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(ii) Hierarchical definition: This section defines the parent term of current ontology term with the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) RDF standard sub-class-of property ‘http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf’ 

(http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/#subClassOf-def) (Fig. 4B).  

(iii) Annotation information: Annotation text can be added/edited with pre-defined annotation properties (Fig. 4C).  

(iv) Axiom definition: This section allows a user to define ontological axioms (Fig. 4D). Using the form, a user can 

first specify one of the two W3C RDF standard logical axiom types: sub-class-of property (see above), or 

equivalent property ‘http://www.w3org/2002/07/owl#equivalentClass’ (http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-

ref/#equivalentClass-def). Next, a logical axiom definition can be generated using the W3C Manchester format 

(http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-manchester-syntax/).   

Fig. 4. Edit an existing ontology term and create a new term using Ontokiwi forms. (A) General term editing 

interface for editing the term ‘causal adverse event’ (OAE_0000003). (B) Hierarchical parent term definition. This 

form provides a way for users to define a parent term for existing term. (C) Axiom editing form. This form allows a 

user to generate ontological axioms. (D) Annotation editing form. A user can identify an annotation property and 

provide annotation text under the specific annotation property. 

(4) Ontology export 

The original MediaWiki export function only exports the page content as XML and does not contain ontology data. 

To overcome this shortcoming, Ontokiwi introduces a unique function to export the ontology data in the RDF/XML 

format, which correctly represents logical ontological definitions and axioms (Fig. 5). The Ontokiwi ontology data 

export feature is achieved through querying the backend RDF triple store through SPARQL. The queried results are 

then transformed to RDF/XML format. The exported ontology data can be either a whole ontology or a subset of 

ontology terms. The output file can be visualized in any ontology editor such as the Protégé (Fig. 5C). In 

comparison, SMW can also export page results to RDF/XML format. However, the SMW’s regular pages are 

instance data even for ontology class terms, as demonstrated by the exported instance information shown in Protégé 

(Fig. 5D-E). 
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Fig. 5. Ontokiwi ontology export and its comparison with SMW export. (B) The Ontobedia wiki page of a term to 

be exported. (B) Ontokiwi page export web interface. The top part allows the export of a whole ontology. The 

bottom part allows the export of pages as an ontology subset. In this example, three OAE terms were targeted for 

export. (C) A Protégé display of the source file, which correctly represents OAE_0000003 (i.e., ‘causal adverse 

event’) as an ontology class, related annotations and axioms, and its parent class OAE_0000001 (i.e., ‘adverse 

event’). Note that this program currently does not export other ontology terms semantically associated with these 

three designated classes. (D) the SMW demo page of Berlin. (E) Protégé display of an exported file from the SMW 

Berlin demo page. In this case, the ‘Demo:Berlin’ is an instance of ‘Subject’ and three other types of categories. 

Inheritance of MediaWiki features to Ontokiwi for ontology community development  

In addition to the new Ontokiwi-specific features, since Ontokiwi extends MediaWiki, the whole 

Ontokiwi/MediaWiki package also incorporates all the original MediaWiki features.  

One basic MediaWiki feature frequently used in Ontokiwi is the Wikitext format, which is a predefined text format 

that shows the source of the web page (Fig. 3B). In addition to the traditional Wikitext usage, we have embedded 

our Ontokiwi-specific styles in Ontokiwi as demonstrated in Fig. 3B and explained in previous Ontokiwi specific 

feature section (3).  

Wiki page version control is an important feature in MediaWiki. As an example, Fig. 6 shows how the 

Ontokiwi/MediaWiki package is able to support history checking and version control. After we make any text 

changes, the history of the changes is stored in the MediaWiki MySQL database and the information can be 

displayed in a user-friendly fashion. A user can also select two time points and compare the text differences between 

the two time points (Fig. 6B). In addition to the internal checking of version differences, ontology term pages can 

also be exported as a RDF/XML file, and compared with the original ontology document in another software 

program, for example, the Protégé OWL editor (Fig. 6C).  

MediaWiki provides very good features to support social editing and discussion. Such social discussion features are 

available in Ontokiwi for the community to discuss the ontology terms in different areas with various opinions.  

Furthermore, the MediaWiki Template mechanism can be used to generate different templates for saving duplicating 

work already done. Such templates (e.g., RefList for reference formatting) can be obtained from another wiki system 

such as Wikipedia. Such a feature enables Ontokiwi-based programs (e.g., Ontobedia) to easily integrate reusable 

templates to improve performance.      
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(A)

(B)

(C)  

Fig. 6. Ontobedia supported version control. (A) Revision history page of an edited term. (B) The detailed difference 

comparison between two versions. (C) Newly edited term information can be exported to a RDF/XML file, and 

displayed and compared with the original OAE file in Protégé.  

Ontobedia development and features  

Ontobedia (http://ontobedia.hegroup.org) is an Ontokiwi-based web application targeted to support community-

based biological and biomedical ontology development, non-ontological annotations, and discussions.  

As the first demonstration, we have uploaded OAE in Ontobedia. OAE defines ‘adverse event’ (AE) as a 

pathological bodily process that occurs after a medical intervention (e.g., vaccination) [3]. OAE has been used in 

different applications, for example, the OAE AE classification system has been used to classify and analyze the AEs 

associated with live attenuated and killed inactivated influenza vaccines using the clinically reported VAERS 

vaccine AE data [8]. OAE has also been used to classify and analyze tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) cardiovascular 

AEs associated with TKI chemical drugs [17]. In addition, OAE is reused in development of other ontologies. For 

example, The OAE and the Vaccine Ontology [18] have been extended to generate the Ontology of Vaccine 

Adverse Events (OVAE) [9] as a knowledge base of AEs induced by licensed vaccines. An extension of the OAE 

and the Drug Ontology (DrON) [19] has been implemented to generate the Ontology of Drug Neuropathy Adverse 

Events (ODNAE) as a knowledge base of neuropathy adverse events induced by chemical drugs [20]. The Drug-

drug Interactions Ontology (DINTO) (http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jcim.5b00119) and eNanoMapper 

project [21] also use OAE to represent AEs in their domains of representations. With the popular usage of OAE and 

the importance of studying AEs to advance drug and vaccine safety, it is a good option to use OAE as our first 

ontology to evaluate in Ontobedia.   

The features of Ontobedia were evaluated using the OAE use case. First of all, Ontobedia was  able to import all the 

OAE ontology terms. Currently, Ontobedia holds 5,027 OAE ontology classes and their corresponding WikiPages, 

and supports 111 ontology annotation properties, and 158 object properties. It is noted that OAE [3] imports many 

terms from other reliable ontologies, for example, BFO [22], UBERON [23], and OBI [2]. Ontobedia is able to 

correctly display these terms dynamically by querying the Ontobedia RDF triple store. In our evaluation, we 

randomly selected 50 Ontobedia web pages, each corresponding to one ontology term available in OAE. By 

manually comparing the ontology display information in Ontobedia and the information shown up using the 

Ontobee (http://www.ontobee.org/ontology/OAE) and Protégé OWL-editor, we found that Ontobedia is able to 

display all the information of selected OAE ontology terms as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. Furthermore, we have 

demonstrated in Fig. 4 that Ontobedia can be used to edit an existing ontology term and create a new term using 
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Ontokiwi forms. As shown in Fig. 6A, Ontobedia was able to list all the revision history of term editing. The 

difference between edited version and the original version can be easily compared using the Ontobedia comparison 

feature (Fig. 6B) or using the Protégé OWL editor after the Ontobedia output and display in Protégé (Fig. 6C).        

To ensure the Ontobedia can be used for more than one ontology, we also uploaded the Cell Line Ontology (CLO) 

[4] to Ontobedia. CLO contains over 35,000 classes of specific cell line cells derived from over 200 in vivo cell 

types from various organisms. Our investigation shows that Ontobedia was also able to fully import CLO, and the 

community members can freely edit and discuss CLO terms using the Ontobedia platform (Data not shown).   

Discussion 

The major contributions of the paper include: (1) The first time introduction of Ontokiwi, a MediaWiki extension 

that supports community-based ontology development and annotations. (2) Description of new features of Ontokiwi 

and features inherited from MediaWiki. (3) The first time introduction of the Ontokiwi-based Ontobedia system that 

now includes OAE and CLO. Ontobedia provides a feasible decentralized mechanism and platform for possibly 

wide community involvements in ontology development, annotations, and discussions.  

Since ontologies are typically consensus based and target for wide community usages, it is critical to involve more 

community efforts to know, edit, and discuss ontology details. However, currently most ontologies are developed by 

a small group of experienced developers. How to get more community involvements in ontology development has 

become a big challenge. Ontokiwi is developed with the purpose to support wide community-based ontology 

development. In addition to ontology development, the wiki features embedded in Ontokiwi allow users to provide 

additional Wikipedia-like annotations that would support better understanding and usage of individual ontology 

terms. Therefore, Ontokiwi also supports ontology annotation and distributions.  

The Ontokiwi/Ontobedia aims to target wide range of users. Ontokiwi works as an integrative platform  in the way 

that it simultaneously provides features for ontology experts/developers, domain experts who are unfamiliar with 

ontology development, and regular users who are just interested in searching for more information. For ontology 

experts and professional ontology developers, they can use the form editing function and benefit from the version 

control and discussion features. For those domain experts who know little about ontology but would like to 

contribute to ontology development, they can use the Wikitext editing features (same as those in regular Wikipedia) 

to edit the ontology or add annotations. For web users who are neither ontology experts nor domain experts, they can 

search for the interested terms and useful information using the Ontokiwi/Ontobedia platform, in the way similar to 

the regular Wikipedia usage. In addition to the support of collaborative community ontology development, the 

Ontokiwi tool can be installed on a private server to support close teamwork on private ontology development.   

As briefly introduced in the Introduction section, Ontokiwi differs from other related tools, such as OntoWiki [14], 

SMW [10], and WebProtégé [15], in many different ways. Table 1 provides more specific comparison among these 

tools. Specifically, Ontokiwi is similar to SMW in that both tools extend MediaWiki. The main difference between 

these two is that Ontokiwi focuses on displaying ontology classes as normal pages where SMW focuses on 

displaying instances under semantic structure. Due to such a main difference, Ontokiwi emphasizes ontological 

hierarchy and axioms. Unlike Ontokiwi, OntoWiki does not extend MediaWiki and focuses on different views of 

instance data [14]. Ontokiwi and WebProtégé both focus on ontology community development. WebProtégé 

incorporates features from the installable Protégé OWL editor. Ontokiwi extends MediaWiki and also incorporates 

features from Ontobee and SPARQL-enabled semantics technologies. Due to the extension of MediaWiki, Ontokiwi 

obtains many wiki-based community involvement features (e.g., Wikitext editing, version control, social discussion, 

and web query). With the popularity of Wikipedia, these wiki features become more familiar to the public users.  

Unlike WebProtégé, Ontokiwi supports non-ontological annotations of ontology terms. For example, for the OAE 

term ‘causal adverse event’, in addition to ontology representation, we can also add annotation information that is 

not represented in OAE (see the bottom part of Fig. 3A). Such a Wikipedia-like feature supports free expression of 

information related to the ontology term, and the information can be searched and distributed on line by the public. 

Currently Ontokiwi does not support the editing of object and annotation properties. SMW, OntoWiki, and 

WebProtégé all include this function. For example, a SMW can add an object property “Capital of” in a sentence: 

'''Berlin''' is the capital of [[Capital of::Germany]]. However, SMW does not allow users to specify a unique 

identifier for any property, and any SMW page editor can generate a user-defined property like “Capital of” without 

the obligation of providing a definition. The reason why Ontokiwi does not provide the function now is that in the 

OBO ontology development community, instead of generating new properties, it is recommended to reuse object 
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and annotation properties in existing ontologies. However, we will consider adding such a feature in the future to 

meet the occasional community needs to generate new properties.   

Table 1. Comparison of Ontokiwi, OntoWiki, Semantic MediaWiki (SMW), and WebProtégé  

Feature Ontokiwi SMW OntoWiki WebProtégé 

Main program language PHP PHP PHP Java 

MediaWiki based yes yes no no 

Ten 
Normal page saved as original 

ontology type 

(e.g., class) 

instance instance original 

ontology type 

(e.g., class) Hierarchical display 

Stu 

yes no no yes 

Ten 
Axioms with annotation properties yes yes yes yes 

Axioms with object property yes no no yes 

Ten 
Object/Annotation property editing no yes yes yes 

Version history yes yes yes yes 

Ten Version comparison yes yes no no 

Social discussion yes yes no yes 

Ten Editing Type Syntax, Form Syntax, Form Form Form 

Demo web site ontobedia.hegr

oup.org  

semantic-

mediawiki.org 

3ba.se webprotege.stan

ford.edu 

It is important to understand the relations among Ontokiwi, Ontobedia and Ontobee. Ontokiwi is the technology 

used to generate Ontobedia. Since Ontokiwi is open source, users can download Ontokiwi and customize it for other 

ontology-related applications including private installation and local ontology teamwork. Ontobedia is our first 

application of Ontokiwi. We have first tested Ontobedia for OAE community development. Ontobedia is also our 

testing case for Ontokiwi feature evaluation. It is noted that the Ontobedia RDF triple store is not the same as the 

Ontobee RDF triple store. The data contained in the Ontobee RDF triple store will not be changed by Ontobedia 

editorial manipulations. The difference between the updated ontology information and the official released version 

of the ontology stored in the Ontobee RDF triple store can be easily compared (Fig. 6). After expert scrutiny, the 

results out of Ontobedia can also be officially added to the ontology and then released to Ontobee. New software 

programs can be later developed to facilitate such ontology version comparison and updating. 

We will continuously develop the Ontokiwi tool and the Ontokiwi-based Ontobedia system. Since we are the 

primary group developing the OAE and CLO, we plan to invite internal and external OAE/CLO ontology developers 

to test the Ontobedia system for community-wide OAE/CLO ontology development. We will also advertise the 

Ontobedia to the public and encourage public users to search and test Ontobedia. More ontologies, especially OBO 

Foundry library ontologies, are expected to be included in Ontobedia. For example, we plan to add the Human 

Interaction Network Ontology (HINO) [24] to Ontobedia with an aim to represent non-redundant and integrated 

human interactions and pathways. Through more case studies with Ontobedia, more requests will be identified, new 

features on Ontowiki/Ontobedia will be added, and more benchmark analyses will be generated and reported 

correspondingly. Meanwhile, we also expect to collaborate with any interesting parties on the further development 

of the Ontokiwi tool to better serve the ontology society.  

Conclusion 

Ontokiwi is a MediaWiki extension that targets to support community-wide ontology term annotation and ontology 

development. Ontokiwi has many unique features to support ontology hierarchy structure display, term annotation, 

and axiom editing. Ontokiwi also incorporates many MediaWiki features such as Wikitext editing, version control, 

and social discussion. Ontobedia deploys Ontokiwi to upload the OAE and CLO ontologies and demonstrates the 

features of Ontokiwi. Differing from other related tools in different aspects, Ontokiwi provides a new platform for 

community-based ontology development, annotations, and distribution.    
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Abstract 

Accurate patient population stratification is a key requirement for a personalized medicine and more precise 

biomarkers are expected to be obtained by better exploiting the available data. We introduce a novel computational 

framework that exploits both the information from gene expression data and histopathology images for constructing 

a tissue-based biomarker, which can be used for identifying a high-risk patient population. Its utility is 

demonstrated in the context of colorectal cancer data and we show that the resulting biomarker can be used as a 

proxy for a prognostic gene expression signature. These results are important for both the computational discovery 

of new biomarkers and clinical practice, as they demonstrate a possible approach for multimodal biomedical data 

mining and since the new tissue-based biomarker could easily be implemented in the routine pathology practice. 

Introduction 

Tumor heterogeneity is a major hurdle on the path to a personalized medicine and many molecular biomarkers have 

been proposed for stratifying the patient population and predicting the (non) response to treatments. This 

heterogeneity is obvious both at tissue level, in histopathology images, and at molecular level, with various gene and 

protein profiling studies proposing systems for subtyping the cancers. With the recent technological developments, it 

is now possible to interrogate the same underlying biological reality from different perspectives and at various 

resolutions, from sequencing of the whole genome of an individual cell to magnetic resonance imaging of an 

organism. The combination of these diverse modalities is not only natural, but also necessary if we are to advance 

our understanding of the biological processes and to fully exploit the available data. Some combinations are more 

amenable to a common representation, thus facilitating the interpretation and inference – for example methylation 

and expression data or computer tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. In other situations, it is not clear if, 

how and to what extent some modalities can be combined. This is the case for microscopy imaging and gene 

expression (or other similar molecular data) – a combination of primary importance since it would allow 

establishing direct genotype-phenotype correlations, where tissue architecture and heterogeneity could be linked to 

some molecular signals. In the particular case of oncology, such correspondence may open new directions for 

identifying gene responsible for certain pathological phenotypes or, the primary goal of the present study, for 

identifying tissue biomarkers that can be used as proxies for genomic signatures. 

Some recent results indicate the potential of this approach. For example, in the case of breast cancer a few genomic-

phenotypic correlations are known, such as the association of lobular phenotype with deletions in the CDH1 gene 

(encoding for E-cadherin)
1
 or the predictive utility of mesenchymal/metaplastic features in the case of AR-positive 

triple negative breast cancers
2
. In the case of colorectal cancer (CRC) it is well known the association of 

mucinous/serrated carcinomas with BRAF mutations and we have shown that such association can be extended to a 

larger group of “BRAF mutated-like” tumors, characterized by a specific genomic signature
3
. Similarly, connections 

between nuclear morphometry and molecular data have been identified in glioblastoma
4,5

 and exploited in a 

multimodal prognostic signature in breast cancer
6
. These observations all support the idea that genomic and 

phenotypic traits can be put in correspondence and, by consequence, that some phenotypic features could potentially 

be used as proxies for genomic markers. 

In the present work we propose a computational framework for jointly mining the genomic and imaging data. The 

gene expression data is supposed to be obtained from the same (or adjacent) tumor section as the histopathology 

whole-slide image. The key point of our approach resides in a convenient re-coding of the imaging data that makes 

it usable by the standard data mining methods. In usual tissue-based gene expression profiling experiments, the 

DNA (or RNA) is extracted from a pool of cells, either micro- or macro-dissected from a designated tissue region. In 

the end, the value associated with a gene (or probeset) and considered to represent its expression level can be seen as 

an average signal over all the extracted region/cells
*
. On the other hand, a whole-slide pathology image has a 

number of pixels in the order of . Clearly, using raw pixel values (color or simply intensity) to find 

                                                             
*
 Single cell profiling or sequencing is possible

7
, but not yet feasible for every cell in a whole region of interest and 

the utility of such an approach for large studies remains to be demonstrated.   
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connections with the molecular data is nonsensical since isolated pixels do not bear enough information. Thus we 

are looking for a representation of image data in terms of features that capture local aspects of the image, ideally in a 

multi-scale and rotation invariant fashion, and which can be aggregated to give a global characterization of the tissue 

region of interest. This is a typical problem in content-based image retrieval applications and, inspired by them, we 

adapted here one of solutions proposed in this context – the bag-of-features method.  

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework, we explore whether the image-based features can be used 

– and to what extent – to predict a classification based on a genomic signature, namely the BRAF mutant-like (BL, 

hereinafter) signature
3
. This gene expression signature has been shown to identify a high-risk group of CRC 

patients
3
 constituting a well-defined subpopulation

8
 for which targeted therapies could eventually be developed

9
. 

The group of BL tumors (which includes about a third of all KRAS mutants), while being BRAF V600E wild-type, 

share a number of clinicopathologic characteristics with the true mutants, including poor overall and after relapse 

survival, higher frequencies of mucinous histology, high grade tumors, and microsatellite instability. The gold 

standard for identifying this subpopulation is given by the genomic signature, which involves computing a score as a 

linear combination of 64 genes
3
 (a difference of means of two groups of genes), with a positive score indicating a 

BL sample and a negative score a non-BL sample, respectively. The BL patient population in described in Popovici 

et al.
3
. 

 

Methods 

An overview of the computational framework is given in Figure 1. There are three distinct phases: learning a 

suitable image representation (codebook learning), image re-coding and multimodal data mining/analysis. Once the 

image representation is fixed and all images are recoded, we learn a binary classifier to predict gene expression-

based labels. All modeling (learning the image representation and the classifier) is performed on a modeling set, 

 
Figure 1. A schematic overview of the main steps of the computational framework: From a set of training 

images the corresponding tumor regions are extracted (following the annotation) and the local descriptors 

are computed (colored regions in the image). Using k-means clustering, a codebook is constructed. A new 

image follows the same image preprocessing steps up to local descriptor extraction. Then, based on the 

codebook, the local descriptors are assigned to codeblocks whose occurrence frequencies are saved as the 

image coding. With the images recoded, joint image and molecular data mining may proceed as usual. 
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independent on the validation set. We discuss the details of this framework and the statistical methods used for 

analysis in the following sections. 

 

Data 

The data collection used consisted of  samples for which both histopathology whole-slide images and clinical 

data were available, along with corresponding BL genomic scores
3
 (computed from gene expression data measured 

from a nearby tumor section). These samples are a subset of those described in Popovici et al.
3
. 

All samples were BRAF V600E wild-type, stage III, microsatellite-stable, CRC tumors. The collection was split in 

two sets for modeling ( ) and testing ( ). In the modeling set the two groups of BL (positive BL 

score) and non-BL (nBL – negative BL score) were equally sized, while in the validation set  were BL. 

For each sample, a whole-slide scan was obtained at  magnification (Hamamatsu scanner, typically of the order 

of  pixels) and, for practical reasons, was computationally downscaled to an equivalent  

magnification.  

 

Image preprocessing 

Since the gene expression was measured only from the tumor regions in each section, the image analysis was 

confined to the same regions (marked in the slides by an expert pathologist before DNA extraction). Hence, the first 

preprocessing step was to crop down the images to the bounding box of the tumor regions and to remove the normal 

tissue region, followed by a denoising step (Gaussian filtering). The images represented standard pathology slides, 

stained with haematoxylin (binding to chromatin-rich regions such as nuclei) and eosin (as contrast), from which 

only the haematoxylin was used in subsequent analyses. The intensity of the haematoxylin signal was obtained by 

color deconvolution
10

.  

 

Feature extraction and image re-coding 

As discussed in the Introduction section, the gene expression “signal” can be seen as an average over all cells from 

the micro-dissected tissue region (tumors, in our case). The chosen image representation is somehow similar: the 

bag-of-features
11

 represents the image in terms of frequencies of some basic image blocks. This method produces a 

sparse representation of an image and is an adaptation of the bag-of-words technique from text categorization and 

retrieval applications. It relies on the construction of a representative codebook, followed by the re-coding of the 

images in terms of ”words” (codeblocks) from this codebook
11

. Typically, the construction of the codebook begins 

with the computation of a number of feature vectors that represent some characteristics of the images over small 

local neighborhoods. The selection of these neighborhoods may be systematic (all the patches in a given region of 

interest), random or may rely on some points-of-interest detector. Once a representative collection of feature vectors 

has been obtained, a codebook is constructed by −means clustering of the vectors, with  being a user-supplied 

parameter. The resulting  cluster centroids (called codeblocks), , form the basis of the image re-

coding: a given image is re-coded by assigning all extracted local neighborhoods to one of the  clusters (nearest 

centroid classification) and building a vector of codeblock occurrence frequencies (Figure 2). Thus, each image is 

represented in terms of a vector from . Once the codebook has been constructed, for any new image a similar 

-value vector is obtained by following the same steps as before, with the exception that the codebook is fixed. This 

is a standard vector quantization method in signal and image processing, used initially for signal compression
12

. The 

choice of clustering algorithm ( −means) is justified by its probability density modeling properties and its 

scalability to very large data sets, as is the case in image processing. 

In the present work, this general framework has been modified in two key aspects: (i) we introduce a codebook size 

optimization step and (ii) we allow for uncertainties in image recoding. The codebook size optimization is aimed at 

improving the image recoding with respect to the binary classification problem to be solved. The small sample size 

( ) drastically reduces the design choices and possibilities of parameter optimization, while increasing the 

chances of overfitting. We have chosen to use a diagonal linear discriminant (DLDA) built on the top 10 (the size of 

the smallest codebook) features selected by two sample t-test, with the side note that a larger modeling set would 

allow a finer model selection and parameter optimization. The size of the codebook ( ) was selected to maximize 
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the classification accuracy of this model, estimated by 5-fold cross validation (over the training set). Basically, this 

implied repeatedly constructing a number of codebooks (with ), re-coding the images and 

estimating the performance of the classifier trained to distinguish BL from nBL.  

The second modification we introduced is based on the observation that the selection of training images might not 

cover the whole variability necessary to build a representative codebook. Thus, when re-coding images in the test 

set, we allowed a certain degree of uncertainty in the codebook by introducing a pseudo-cluster (labeled ) to 

which all local neighborhoods that were too far from any centroid of the codebook were assigned. When 

constructing the codebook, the average distances  and standard deviations  were recorded for each cluster . 

Then, for a new test image, any local neighborhood further than  from any centroid  was assigned to 

cluster . This pseudo-cluster was not part of the model, it merely indicated discarded/not assigned regions. We 

also tested the classical approach, with no pseudo-cluster, and we assessed the impact of using this strategy on the 

classification results. 

For the extraction of local neighborhoods image descriptors we opted for using Speeded-Up Robust Features 

(SURF)
13

 technique, which combines a key point detector with a local image descriptor to achieve a fast multi-

resolution detection and characterization of regions of interest. The descriptor is both rotation and scale invariant, 

both of which are required properties in our application. We used the implementation provided by the OpenCV 

library
†
 and we set the sensitivity threshold for the detection of key points (Hessian threshold) to 7500 throughout all 

the experiments. The resulting local descriptor vectors had 64 real values and described local neighborhoods of 

various sizes (since SURF is adapting to the local image content). 

 

Image classification 

Once the codebook size has been fixed and the final version obtained from the modeling set, all images have been 

re-coded as a set of  -vectors. These vectors were used to construct a DLDA-based classifier to distinguish 

between BL and nBL classes. Prior to training the classifier, the data was normalized to zero mean and unit standard 

deviation, in each of the  variables, and normalization parameters saved as part of the model. A simple, t-test based 

feature ranking procedure was used and only the top  variables retained in the model. In contrast to codebook 

learning, when the number of variables was kept fixed, here we optimized  over the training set by estimating (5-

fold cross-validation) the performance for  and selecting the value yielding the highest accuracy.  

 

Statistical analyses 

To test for association between the image features and BRAF score we used a two-sided test based on Pearson’s 

product moment correlation coefficient. To test the association between image features and binary variables (BRAF 

mutant-like and mucinous status) we used two-sided t-test. The  confidence intervals (CI) for the classification 

accuracy were obtained using Agresti-Coull method
14

. Finally, to test the differences in survival between two groups 

of patients, we used the Gehan-Breslow generalized Wilcoxon test for crossing survival curves, with a significance 

level of . No adjustment for multiple testing was applied. All statistical analyses were carried out in R statistical 

computing environment version 3.2.2 with survival package 2.38-3. 

                                                             
†
 Available from http://www.opencv.org  
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Results 

Codebook 

Using the described procedure, we established that a codebook with  was optimal for our training set. The 

codebook contained feature vectors corresponding to local neighborhoods of sizes varying from  to . 

The original local neighborhoods (before color deconvolution) are shown in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

Correlations between image features and genomic score 

Each image from the testing set was re-coded in terms of the frequencies of the codeblocks, resulting in a vector of 

 variables. Of these  variables,  were significantly associated with the BRAF mutant-like status and score (t-

test and correlation test p-values , respectively) with one additional variable being marginally associated 

with the score only. Not surprising, the same  variables were associated with the mucinous status. No association 

was found between the pseudo-variable corresponding the cluster  and the tested clinical variables. 

These initial results showed that the codebook was able to capture, at least partially, the essential features for 

identifying BL tumors. However, they also showed that none of the feature was strong enough to act as a BL-marker 

alone, justifying the plan for building a multivariate classifier. 

 
 

Figure 2. The 50 local neighborhoods whose feature vectors were 

selected as centroids (codeblocks) of the codebook. 
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Tissue-based proxy biomarker 

We built a DLDA-based classifier to distinguish between the BL and nBL classes, on the re-coded images based on 

the 50-codeblock codebook. The estimated (by cross-validation, on the modeling set) optimal number of variables 

was  and led to a model with an accuracy of  ( ) (sensitivity: 93.75%, 

specificity: 90.24%) on the independent test set (6 misclassified samples out of 73). In order to assess the quality of 

the strategy for estimating the optimal number of variables in the classifier ( ), several alternative classifiers were 

built on the modeling set, with the number of variables varying between  and  (with increments of ). They 

have been used to classify the test images that were coded with and without the use of the pseudo-cluster . It was 

apparent (see Figure 3) that employing a pseudo-cluster led to marginally improved classification accuracy, because 

the assignment to the 50 codeblocks was stricter. A larger test set would be required to eventually achieve a 

statistically significant difference between the two scenarios. 

 

Population stratification by tissue and genomic biomarkers 

The genomic biomarker has been shown to be a strong prognostic indicator for survival after relapse, hence it was 

hoped that the tissue-based biomarker would have the same property. The tissue-based biomarker misclassified 6 

patients (with respect to the genomic signature) and this had a negative impact on the stratification (Figure 4). The 

stratification obtained by genomic biomarker was statistically significant (p-value=0.02; HR=2.22), while the 

stratification by tissue-based biomarker showed only a trend towards significance (p-value=0.06; HR=1.62). The 

image-based classifier had a better sensitivity than specificity so most of the higher risk patients were similarly 

predicted by both biomarkers (30 out of 32). 

 
Figure 3. Classification accuracy on the test set for two series of DLDA classifiers: 

built on codebooks with (red) and without (blue) the pseudo-cluster . For clarity, the 

confidence interval is shown only for the model selected based on the modeling data. 
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On the other hand, the image-based classifier could have been optimized to improve its sensitivity, such that most 

(or all) of the high risk BL patients to be correctly identified. Such an optimization, while feasible, would require a 

larger cohort with more events. 

 

Discussion 

Combining gene expression (or other molecular) data with imaging data may lead to a different perspective on the 

biological processes. The imaging dimension brings information about phenotypic properties of the sample, whereas 

the molecular machinery is partially captured by the gene expression data. The main problem in combining such 

data stems from the difficulty to summarize the images into a reasonably sized set of meaningful (for the task at 

hand) variables. Indeed, for image data there are a myriad of characteristics that could be measured. One option is to 

use expert guidance for defining the feature of interest (e.g. nuclear morphometry) and then to build methods able to 

extract it. The advantage is that such a feature is justified by prior biological knowledge, leading to a model that is 

easier to interpret. Unfortunately, these features usually require expert-labeled images, which can be quite difficult 

to obtain and subject to inter-expert variability. Also, being based on previously established results, this approach 

may limit the ability of making new discoveries. A second option for summarizing the images is using statistics on 

local descriptors that could be linked in a later stage to some underlying biology. This approach is not confined to 

prior biological knowledge and may be applied on images that were not previously segmented by an expert. 

However, it still relies on the data analyst to define the proper local descriptors and is a high risk-high gain 

approach: there is a higher risk of failure, but also higher chance to establish novel connections. 

The work presented here took the second approach and relied on robust local image features that were scale and 

rotation invariant, making them ideal candidates. Once the images were re-coded based on a codebook adapted to 

the data, we proceeded to establish connections with gene expression data – here a genomic signature. Several 

image-based variables were found to be correlated with the “BRAF-mutated-like” status and formed the basis of an 

image- (tissue-) based biomarker. We call this a “proxy biomarker” since it allows to mimic (to a certain degree) the 

predictions that the genomic biomarker would make. 

The error rate of the image-based biomarker, while encouraging, indicates that there is room for improvement. For 

example, an improved sensitivity would make the biomarker an interesting screening test, since the patients would 

be prioritized for genomic testing as well (with strong indications of a possible deregulation of EGFR and/or MAPK 

pathways
8
).  
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Figure 4. Population stratification by genomic (left) and image-based (right) biomarkers. The 6 

misclassified patients have a negative impact on the stratification by the image-based biomarker, 

but still the stratification remains close to statistical significance (for the a priori chosen 

significance level). 
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Our approach used the bag-of-features technique with a modification: in the test images, we allowed for some to be 

assigned an “unknown” code (denoted  indicating that they were too far from any examples seen in the 

modeling step. The test results indicated that there is a marginal gain in using this approach (within the confidence 

interval, for the relatively small test set), which comes with basically no extra costs, thus being worthwhile. 

Having such a tissue-based biomarker has direct practical consequences. First, it can lead to a test that can easily be 

applied, without interfering with the routine pathology workflow, since it only relies on standard images. The 

pathologist can use the test as an additional source of information, complementing the standard procedures. 

Alternatively, the test can be applied retrospectively on archive pathology images when searching for cases for 

expression profiling. 

One direction that is not pursued here pertains to the analysis of the identified image features from a pathologist 

perspective. It would be interesting to see if any of the computationally derived image features can be linked to 

known morpho-pathology features, validating the approach from a biological interpretation perspective as well. This 

is left for a follow-up work. 

Conclusions 

We have presented a novel framework for building tissue-based biomarkers starting from a genomic signature and 

we applied it to the problem of finding a biomarker able to predict the “BRAF mutated-like”
4
 status. This problem 

has a clear practical importance in the diagnostic and prognostic of colorectal cancer. The samples on which we 

applied our method were relatively homogeneous (all microsatellite-stable, stage III) hence having a biomarker able 

to stratify this population is of clinical interest. 

We have demonstrated that it is possible to extract, in a data-driven manner, meaningful image features that may be 

related to genomic data. While this approach would probably not work in all scenarios, it opens the avenue for large-

scale automatic data mining, which could lead to the identification of new biomarkers (either tissue-based or 

multimodal). 

As a final remark, the proxy biomarker presented here represents but a first step towards a full-fledged test of 

clinical relevance. Many more tests and larger sample sizes are required before it would become useful. 
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Abstract 

The impact of ethnobotanical data from surveys of traditional medicinal uses of plants can be enhanced through the 

validation of biomedical knowledge that may be embedded in literature. This study aimed to explore the use of 

informatics approaches, including natural language processing and terminology resources, for extracting and 

comparing ethnobotanical leads from biomedical literature indexed in MEDLINE. Using ethnobotanical data for 

plant species described in Primary Health Care Manuals of the Micronesian islands of Palau and Pohnpei, the 

results of this study were done relative to disease concepts from the “Mental, Behavioral And Neurodevelopmental 

Disorders” ICD-9-CM category. The results from this feasibility study suggest that informatics methods can be used 

to extract and prioritize relevant ethnobotanical information from biomedical knowledge literature.  

Introduction 

Understanding the use of plants by cultures around the world, the science of ethnobotany, has been shown as a 

potential source for the identification of new therapies (1, 2). Depending on the disease state being studied, searches 

for bioactive components that are driven by ethnobotanical knowledge are more effective than random selection of 

plant species (3); however, the process of cataloguing putative medicinal uses of plants, such as those that are 

compiled in field surveys, often depends on a labor intensive analysis of previous related ethnobotanical 

explorations and biomedical literature (4). Extensive searches of biomedical literature are also an essential aspect of 

the ethnobotanical pipeline for documenting and evaluating the pharmacological relevance of collected indigenous 

information. The extraction of meaningful information from ethnobotanical and biomedical texts thus remains an 

essential task in the cataloguing of plants with potential medicinal properties (5).  

Ethnobotanical research focuses on organizing information, including therapeutic applications, about the historical 

and contemporary interactions between plants and traditional societies (6). Ethnobotanists aim to capture traditional 

botanical knowledge by interacting with people who are knowledgeable about plant uses, often but not limited to 

indigenous populations. Various qualitative and quantitative methods are employed to gather useful evidence 

pertaining to plant use patterns. Plant voucher specimens are also collected and taxonomic studies conducted for 

correct identification and nomenclature of plant species (7). Subsequent validation of potential plants with 

therapeutic properties is accomplished through a combination of systematic searches of literature, existing 

collections of herbaria (collections of preserved plant specimens), and ethnobotanical surveys (8). The study of the 

diversity of plants and their uses across various cultures may reveal essential patterns that provide insights to 

potential therapies. For example, a cross-cultural ethnomedicinal evaluation revealed similar uses of 

phylogenetically related plant species (9). However, to date, the adoption of informatics approaches have been slow 

in their application in the field of ethnobotany (10).    

There have been significant advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and techniques for addressing the 

issues of variability, ambiguity, and context-dependent interpretation (11). Tools like MetaMap (12) and the 

National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) Annotator (13) have been shown to be effective in identifying 

biomedical concepts from free text (14, 15), including the extraction and ranking of key associations between 

biomedical entities from biomedical corpora (16-19). Several approaches have been developed for automating the 

extraction of entity relations and inferring new or hidden relations from biomedical text. Co-occurrence statistics 

based methods are commonly used to extract relations among biomedical entities (20). This approach relies on the 

assumption that two biomedical entities co-occur within the scope of a given text are likely to be related (21). In 

addition to the co-occurrence based methods, rule-based, statistical, machine learning and NLP based methods have 

also been used to extract relations from biomedical literature (22-26). For example, systems like BioMedLEE (27) 

and SemRep (28) have been developed for extracting relations between entities using syntactic and linguistic 
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analysis. Use of such systems for integrating semantic relations with co-occurrence have also been explored (29). 

Methods commonly used for extracting entity relations from text has been reviewed by Zweigenbaum, et al. (30).  

This preliminary study aimed to demonstrate the potential to leverage existing NLP approaches for extracting and 

ranking disease associations for plants that have been the focus of ethnobotanical surveys of the Micronesian islands 

of Palau and Pohnpei and compiled in Primary Health Care Manuals (32, 33). The plants from these Micronesian 

islands are known for botanical endemism, and are the focus of an NIH-funded project to develop computational 

methods for identifying and validating potential therapeutic knowledge about plants. A co-occurrence based metric 

was use to rank the plant-associated disease concepts from both MEDLINE and the Primary Health Care Manuals 

for Palau and Pohnpei. The identified associations from these two sources were compared to highlight known 

ethnobotanical uses that have been evaluated in indexed biomedical literature as well as uses that may be unique. 

The evaluation for this study focused on potential therapeutic uses of plants for the ICD-9-CM Mental, Behavioral 

and Neurodevelopmental Disorders category. This specific focus was chosen as such conditions may be related to 

stress-related suicide, for which Micronesia has amongst the highest rates in the world (Department of Public Health 

and Social Security) (32). The results, which included the identification of several putative therapeutic uses of plant 

species, reveal the applicability of informatics approaches for supporting large-scale comparative analysis of 

ethnobotanical knowledge within biomedical literature. The results also suggest that indigenous knowledge may be 

used to guide the identification of bioactive plant species within a western medicinal context.  

Methods 

The goal of this study was to identify disease associations of plants identified within the Primary Health Care 

Manuals (PHCMs) of Palau and Pohnpei (32, 33). Processing articles related to these plants as identified from 

MEDLINE using PubMed provided the basis for comparison of identified associations from the Primary Health 

Care Manuals. A general overview of the process developed for this study is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Study Overview. MEDLINE citations accessed from PubMed containing plants from the Primary Health 

Care Manuals (PHCMs) for Palau and Pohnpei and corresponding descriptions in the PHCMs were processed using 

MetaMap. Plant associations with UMLS identified concepts were scored and filtered by the “Disorders” UMLS 

Semantic Group. Manual evaluation focused on disease concepts that could be mapped to the ICD-9-CM category 

“Mental, Behavioral And Neurodevelopmental Disorders (290-319).” 

 

Biomedical concept association with plants from Micronesia. A list of plants was attained from the Primary Health 

Care Manuals (PHCMs) of Palau (32) and Pohnpei (33), which were the result of ethnobotanical explorations 

carried out in the Micronesian Islands of Palau and Pohnpei. A Ruby script that leveraged Entrez e-utils was used to 

query MEDLINE from PubMed with each plant’s scientific name. The titles and abstracts of the resulting set of 

identified MEDLINE citations were extracted using e-utils, and processed using the MetaMap Java API (34). The 

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) concepts identified by MetaMap were parsed from the machine output 

and the association scores between a given plant and UMLS concept calculated using the following equation: 
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where, !! is the frequency of concept ‘c’ co-occurring with plant ‘p’, N is the total number of plants and np is the 

number of plants co-occurring with the given concept ‘c’. These scores were then normalized using the following 

formula: 

!" !! !! ! !
!"#$% !!!!

!"#!!!"#$%!!!!!!
 (2) 

where, ! !! !!  is the score of a given plant-concept association 

and max(Score(p,c)) is the maximum score among all the 

concepts associated with a given plant p.  

The descriptions from the PHCMs, which consisted of one plant 

per document, were processed using MetaMap and the resulting 

plant-concept associations were scored as with MEDLINE articles 

using Equations 1 and 2.  

Mapping to ICD-9-CM categories. Concepts were filtered based 

on those that belonged to the “Disorders” UMLS Semantic Group 

and mapped to corresponding ICD-9-CM codes by querying the 

UMLS MRCONSO table (these were referred to as “direct 

mappings”). If no direct mapping was possible for a given 

concept, related concepts were retrieved from UMLS MRREL table (including all relationship types) and then 

mapped to ICD-9-CM (these were referred to as “inferred mappings”).  

Evaluation. The validity of the results focused on those plant associations with concepts that belonged the ICD-9-

CM category “Mental, Behavioral And Neurodevelopmental Disorders (290-319).” The evaluation involved 

manually comparing the MetaMap-identified top scoring plant-concept associations from MEDLINE with those 

identified from the PHCMs. 

Results 

Plant-concept associations. From the PHCMs a total of 180 unique plants were identified, for which 129 could be 

identified in MEDLINE. In total there were 19,798 citations identified from MEDLINE that had at least one mention 

of a plant from the PHCMs, out of which 18,322 contained associated UMLS concepts. A total of 22,425 and 

310,155 plant-concept co-occurrences were identified from the PHCMs and MEDLINE datasets, respectively, with 

7,521 associations in common. The organizing and filtering of associations based on the semantic group ‘Disorders’ 

resulted in 2,106 and 24,517 associations for PHCMs and MEDLINE datasets, respectively, with 537 associations in 

common  (Figure 2). Comparative statistics of plant-wise associations across different semantic types belonging to 

the semantic group ‘Disorders’ is presented in Supplemental Table 1. The score comparison of plant-concept 

associations across different semantic types of semantic group ‘Disorders’ is presented in Supplemental Table 2. 

Similar statistics for the ICD-9-CM categories are provided in Supplemental Table 3 and 4. 

Distribution across ICD-9-CM disease categories. The plant-associated disorder concepts were mapped into 17 

ICD-9-CM categories (Table 1). Out of total 526 concepts from the PHCMs dataset, 337 (64%) were mapped to 

ICD-9-CM codes (103 direct and 234 inferred). A total of 3,189 out of 5,393 concepts (59%) from the MEDLINE 

dataset were mapped to ICD-9-CM codes (786 direct and 2403 inferred). Associations from the MEDLINE dataset 

were represented in all 17 categories, while those from PHCMs dataset were represented in 16 categories (all except 

“Certain Conditions Originating In The Perinatal Period” [760-779]). 

Evaluation. There were 27 disorder concept associations for 22 plants identified from the PHCMs dataset belonging 

to ICD-9-CM category “Mental, Behavioral And Neurodevelopmental Disorders (290-319),” comprised of seven 

unique UMLS concepts: Stress (C0038435), Acute Psychosis (C0281774), Hand Rubbing (C0239846), Stupor 

(C0085628), Depression (C0011570), Depressive disorder (C0011581), and Anxiety disorder (C0003469). By 

contrast, there were 635 disease concept associations from MEDLINE belonging to the same ICD-9-CM category 

comprised of 145 UMLS concepts. Table 2 summarizes the number of associations manually identified as correct. 

For the selected set of plants, there were eight true associations out of 14 top scoring associations from MEDLINE 

dataset across all disease categories. Sixteen out of the 22 top scoring associations from PHCM dataset were also 

deemed to be valid across all disease categories. Seven out of 11 and 10 out of 22 top scoring associations from the 

“290-319” category were true for MEDLINE and PHCM dataset, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the manual 

evaluation of the top scoring predicted therapeutic use for MetaMap identified disease concepts from the PHCMs 

 
Figure 2: Identified plant and “Disorder” 

UMLS Semantic Group concept associations.  
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and MEDLINE. Within the chosen ICD-9-CM category, six plants were only identified in the PHCMs with 

therapeutic use but not in MEDLINE: Glochidion ramiflorum, Horsfieldia irya, Phaleria nisidai, Calophyllum 

innophyllum, and Phyllanthus palauensis. There were 111 plants identified in MEDLINE in categories that did not 

have corresponding PHCM association for the chosen ICD-9-CM category. 

Table 1: Distribution of Plant-Human Disease Concept Associations Across ICD-9-CM Categories. The 

disease concept counts include all associations that could be mapped to ICD-9-CM codes (either through 

direct or inferred mapping).  

Code Category MEDLINE Both PHCM 

001-139 Infectious and parasitic diseases 1321 22 109 

140-239 Neoplasms 1676 26 110 

240-279 
Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases, and immunity 

disorders 
1126 2 19 

280-289 Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs 353 4 34 

290-319 Mental, behavioral and neurodevelopmental disorders 635 3 27 

320-389 Diseases of the nervous system and sense organs 1193 23 109 

390-459 Diseases of the circulatory system 651 8 32 

460-519 Diseases of the respiratory system 259 2 21 

520-579 Diseases of the digestive system 993 25 81 

580-629 Diseases of the genitourinary system 506 6 30 

630-679 Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium 124 0 4 

680-709 Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue 463 10 80 

710-739 Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue 226 1 27 

740-759 Congenital anomalies 507 1 8 

760-779 Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period 92 0 0 

780-799 Symptoms, signs, and ill-defined conditions 1811 69 294 

800-999 Injury and poisoning 809 65 200 

 

Discussion 

Along with continued progress of ethnobotanical surveys of indigenous and other populations around the globe, 

there are increasing efforts to digitize historical texts (35) and other documentation of traditional knowledge that 

may include descriptions of therapeutic applications of plant species (36). Informatics methodologies may be used to 

connect such cultural knowledge that has remained historically isolated from contemporary biomedical knowledge 

sources, such as biomedical literature. Information regarding the historical use of plants may potentially reflect the 

efficacy and safety of their use. The current regulatory guidelines established by the Center for Drug Evaluation and 

Research (CDER) for botanicals encourages submission of documentation of prior human experience for 

preliminary safety assessments (37). Such information may also provide relevant background for conducting search 

for chemical drugs as well as in designing appropriate clinical studies for evaluation (38). This study aimed to 

develop an informatics approach for enabling comparison and evaluation of potential therapeutic information 

documented in PHCMs of Palau and Pohnpei in light of potentially supporting evidence within MEDLINE. 

 

Table 2: Counts of True Associations Identified from MEDLINE and PHCMs 

 All ICD-9-CM 

Disease Categories 

ICD-9-CM  

290-319 Category 

MEDLINE 8/14 7/11 

PHCMs 16/22 10/22 
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Table 3: Manual Assessment of Top Identified Disease Concept Associations for 22 Plants from the PHCMs and MEDLINE the ICD-9-CM category 

“Mental, Behavioral And Neurodevelopmental Disorders (290-319).” Shown for each top hit are the Disease Concept, UMLS CUI, ICD Category (only for 

associations across All ICD-9-CM Categories), Rank Score, and Manual Evaluation (True/False) along with citation used for evaluation. 

 MEDLINE
1
 PHCM

2
 

 All ICD-9-CM Categories 290-319 ICD-9-CM Category All ICD-9-CM Categories 290-319 ICD-9-CM Category 

Ageratum conyzoides L. Vein Disorder (C0235522)  

(390-459) Score: 0.0833  

False [PMID: 10544139] 

Impotence (C0242350)  

Score: 0.0130 

False [PMID: 17362507] 

Pallor (C0030232)  

(780-799) Score: 0.5531 

False [Pl:pp 37] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.1225 

False [Pl:pp 37] 

Allophylus timoriensis (DC.) 

Blume 

No association identified No association identified Precursor T-Cell Lymphoblastic 

Leukemia-Lymphoma 

(C1961099) 

(280-289) Score: 0.3559 

False [Ph:pp 32] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0063 

True [Ph:pp 106] 

Areca catechu L. Fibroses, Oral Submucous 

(C0029172) 

(520-579) Score: 0.0909 

False [PMID: 26336810] 

Schizophrenias (C0036341) 

Score: 0.0682 

True [PMID 19748131] 

Rubor (C0332575) 

(780-799) Score: 0.6111 

False [Ph:pp 121] 

Acute Psychosis (C0281774) 

Score: 0.0208 

False [Ph:pp 121] 

Calophyllum innophyllum L. No association identified No association identified Carcinogenesis (C0596263)                        

(140-239) Score: 0.8182 

True [Pl:pp 103] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0221 

True [Pl:pp 103] 

Centella asiatica (L.) Urb. Oxidative Stress (C0242606) 

(760-779) Score: 0.0544 

True [PMID: 25633675] 

Anxiety Disorder (C0003469) 

Score: 0.0259 

True [PMID: 22841896] 

Dysentery (C0013369) 

(001-139) Score: 0.8811 

True [Ph:pp 30] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.1006 

False [Ph:pp 30] 

Citrus limon (L.) Burm. f. Facial dysmorphism, 

immunodeficiency, livedo, and 

short stature (C3554576) 

(240-279) Score: 0.0521 

False [PMID: 12231681] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0159 

True [PMID 26050208] 

Tachycardia (C0039231) 

(780-799) Score: 0.1539 

True [Ph:pp 117] 

Stupor (C0085628) 

Score: 0.0769 

True [Ph:pp 117] 

Clerodendrum inerme (L.) 

Gaertn 

Tic Dis Motor (C0751554)  

(290-319) Score: 0.1231 

True [PMID: 19617461] 

Tic Dis Motor (C0751554) 

Score: 0.1231 

True [PMID: 19617461] 

Asthma (C0004096) 

(460-519) Score: 1.0000 

True [Ph:pp 99] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0210 

True [Ph:pp 99] 

Cyathula prostrata (L.) Blume Ascites (C0003962) 

(780-799) Score: 0.27017 

True [PMID: 23870465] 

No association identified Thin hair (C0423867) 

(680-709) Score: 0.3428 

False [Ph:pp 10] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.0571 

False [Ph:pp 70] 

Glochidion ramiflorum J. R. 

Forst. & G. Forst. 

No association identified No association identified Joint Pain Adverse Event 

(C1963066) 

(710-739) Score: 0.2338  

Arthralgia (C0003862) 

(710-739) Score: 0.2338 

True [Ph:pp 150] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0284 

True [Ph:pp 102] 

Hibiscus tiliaceus L. Disorder, Puerperal (C0034040)  

(580-629) Score: 0.0608 

True [PMID: 22494845] 

Disease, Seitelberger's 

(C0270724) 

Score: 0.0308 

False [PMID: 16701930] 

Diarrhea (C0011991)  

(780-799) Score: 0.1961 

True Ph:pp 27 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.1218 

True [Ph:pp 99] 
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Horsfieldia irya (Gaertn.) Warb No association identified No association identified Fainting (C0039070) 

(780-799) Score: 0.2802 

True [Pl:pp 104] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0682 

True [Pl:pp 104] 

Ipomoea littoralis Blume No association identified No association identified Staphylococcus aureus infections 

(C1318973)  

(001-139) Score: 0.2498 

True [Ph:pp 45] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.0555 

False [Ph:pp 142] 

Ipomoea mauritiana Jacq. Diastasis (C0036679) 

(320-389) Score: 0.1155 

False [PMID: 25050305] 

No association identified Muscle Cramps (C0026821) 

(320-389) Score: 0.5835 

True [Ph:pp 133] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.1110 

False [Ph:pp 133] 

Ixora casei Hance Drug Tolerance (C0013220) 

(290-319) Score: 0.3393 

False [PMID: 19283052] 

Drug Tolerance (C0013220) 

Score: 0.3393 

False [PMID: 19283052] 

Dysmenorrhea (C0013390) 

(580-629) Score: 0.1805 

True [Pl:pp 135] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.0333 

False [Ph:pp 39] 

Kyllinga brevifolia Rottb Catatonia (C0007398) 

(780-799) Score: 0.2500 

True [PMID: 10473172] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0509 

True [PMID: 10473172] 

Viral infection (C0042769) 

(780-799) Score: 1.0000 

True [Ph:pp 49] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.0238 

False [Ph:pp 69] 

Nephrolepis obliterata (R. Br.) J. 

Sm. 

NA NA C0013369: Dysentery 

(001-139) Score: 0.3231 

True Ph:pp 31 

C0239846: Hand Rubbing 

Score: 0.0369 

False [Ph:pp 30] 

Paraderris elliptica (Wall.) 

Adema 

IGS (C1306856) 

(520-579) Score: 0.6688 

False [PMID: 23144360] 

No association identified Conjunctivitides (C0009763) 

(320-389) Score: 0.8182 

True [Pl:pp 62] 

Depressions (C0011570) 

Score: 0.0584 

False [Pl:pp 62] 

Phaleria nisidai Kanehira Fallot Tetralogy (C0039685) 

(740-759) Score: 0.19448 

False [PMID: 23144360] 

No association identified Tumor Mass (C3273930)                                      

(140-239) Score: 0.7007 

True [Pl:pp 105] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0284 

True [Pl:pp 105] 

Phyllanthus palauensis Hosok. No association identified No association identified Flushing (C0016382) 

(780-799) Score: 0.5000 

False [Pl:pp 105] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0406 

True [Pl:pp 105] 

Piper methysticum G. Forst. Anxiety Disorder (C0003469) 

(290-319) Score: 0.1796 

True [PMID: 23635869] 

Anxiety Disorder (C0003469) 

Score: 0.1796 

True [PMID: 23635869] 

Skin Discoloration (C0151907) 

(680-709) Score: 0.1250 

True Ph:pp 105 [toxicity] 

Anxiety Disorder (C0003469) 

Score: 0.0417 

True [Ph:pp 105] 

Premna serratifolia L. Myopathy (C0026848) 

(320-389) Score: 0.1114 

True [PMID: 23407688] 

Stress (C0038435) 

Score: 0.0339 

True [PMID: 23244417] 

Nodule (C0028259) 

(140-239) Score: 0.4927 

False [Ph:pp 51] 

Hand Rubbing (C0239846) 

Score: 0.0035 

False [Ph:pp 51] 

Solenostemon scutellarioides 

(L.) 

Prostration (C0277794) 

(320-389) Score: 0.1175 

False [PMID: 18603655] 

Stress (C0038435) 

(290-319) Score: 0.0239 

False [PMID: 2586264] 

Rash (C0015230) 

(780-799) Score: 1.0000 

True [Ph:pp 55] 

Depressions (C0011570) 

Score: 0.1922 

False [Ph:pp 55] 
1
Evaluation based on PHCMs, page numbers in brackets (Pl = PHCM of Palau; Ph = PHCM of Pohnpei); 

2
Evalation based on biomedical literature, PubMed identifier in brackets 
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From this study, several potentially interesting therapeutic applications were highlighted based on the scoring metric 

(Supplemental Tables 1-4). This scoring metric was inspired by the tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document 

frequency) metric. An advantage of using the tf-idf weighing strategy is that it is able to highlight rare interactions 

and filter noisy datasets by deprioritizing trivial relationships. Future work may involve additional statistical 

comparisons of additional scoring metrics (e.g., Mutual Information Measure, Association rules). The identified 

concepts were organized according to the UMLS Semantic Network, which reduces the more than 1 million 

concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus into 133 semantic types (39) that are further grouped into 15 semantic groups 

(40). Using the UMLS Semantic Network helped focus the study by grossly filtering identified associations into a 

single semantic group, “Disorders.” It is important to note, however, that it is often challenging to correlate the 

diagnosis descriptions from indigenous or historical sources into canonical medical concepts (37). For example, 

within the Herbarium Ambionense (41), a compilation published in 1741 about plants from Amboina (a geographic 

region within modern day Indonesia) gonorrhea is described as “fire-piss.” 

The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) provides a set of standardized codes for describing diagnosis 

maintained by World Health Organization (42). ICD-9 Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) is the adaptation of the 

ninth revision of ICD created by the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), Center for Disease Control 

(CDC) (43). By mapping disease concepts to the ICD classification, a broader picture of potential therapeutic 

applications of plants was possible in this study. For the purposes of this feasibility study, the evaluation of 

identified potential therapies was limited to the ICD-9-CM category “Mental, Behavioral And Neurodevelopmental 

Disorders (290-319).” Six out of 22 plant species from Palau and Pohnpei showed promising medicinal applications 

for the ICD-9-CM evaluation category based on MEDLINE indexed literature beyond the original applications 

described in the Primary Health Care Manuals. Association between Areca catechu (betel nut) and schizophrenia or 

schizoaffective disorder was highlighted by the approach implemented in this study. Published evidence has shown 

that high-consumption of betel nuts had significantly milder positive symptoms of schizophrenia in males (44, 45). 

Such a therapeutic role of betel nut has been attributed to arecoline, a partial muscarinic agonist (46). Its potential 

use in medication-induced movement disorders (46) and role in enhancing cognitive ability and social activity in 

schizophrenia patients have also been explored (47). The use of Citrus limon essential oil has been evaluated and has 

shown positive effects for anxiety (48-50). The possibility of action on benzodiazepine-type receptors is implicated 

for such anxiolytic activity (48). Clerodendrum inerme, traditionally used to reduce stress, has been successfully 

tested for use against motor tics (Tic disorder) (51). The therapeutic role of hispidulin, a flavonoid isolated from C. 

inerme has been proposed in hyper-dopaminergic disorders (52). The role of Kyllinga brevifolia in alleviating stress 

has been implicated by interaction with benzodiazepine receptors (53). Premna serratifolia has been shown to play a 

role in stress resistance. An iridoid, 10-O-trans-p-Coumaroylcatalpol, from P. serratifolia decreased the aggregation 

of Parkinson’s disease associated protein (alpha synuclein) in a transgenic Caenorhabditis elegans model, as well as 

promoting longevity (54). The anxiolytic effect of Centella asiatica extract has been demonstrated in mice, with 

activity attributed to madecassoside and asiaticoside (55). Additionally, has been shown to attenuate amyloid-beta 

induced oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction contributing towards its neuroprotective action (56). In 

addition to the role of identified plants species discussed here for the ICD-9-CM category “Mental, Behavioral And 

Neurodevelopmental Disorders (290-319),” several other potential therapeutic roles were identified (Table 2). The 

ability to identify such potential uses of plants that have been identified from study of indigenous populations may 

provide the basis for designing appropriate subsequent clinical studies to understand the efficacy of these plant 

species.  

This study aimed to extract and prioritize the associations between plants and biomedical concepts based on co-

occurrence statistics. A major weakness of the current co-occurrence approach is that cannot robustly distinguish 

between correlation and causation relationships. Thus, while the developed approach did highlight some potentially 

useful therapeutic associations, it did not distinguish between therapeutic and toxicity associations. For example, in 

addition to the above mentioned potential therapeutic roles, Areca catechu is also known to cause Oral Submucous 

Fibrosis (57) and oral cancer (58). Further confounding this issue is the fact that plant toxicity profiles may 

sometimes be used to identify additional therapeutic roles. For example, the toxic plant Atropa belladonna has been 

shown to be a potential analgesic (59). A major area of future emphasis of this work will thus be enhancement of the 

approaches demonstrated in this study for distinguishing between toxicity and therapeutic roles. An immediate area 

of emphasis will be to focus on mining associations within context such as within defined scopes of text (e.g., 

sentence, phrase, or utterance). It will be essential to implement such enhancements before considering the general 

utility of informatics to support the ethnobotany workflow towards identification of possible plant-based therapies. 

Nonetheless, the results of this feasibility study demonstrate the potential to enhance the current workflow in 

identifying previously described therapeutic uses for plants. 
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Conclusion 

The adoption of informatics for identifying ethnobotanical knowledge within the increasing stores of electronic has 

been slow. This feasibility study demonstrates the potential to leverage existing natural language processing, along 

with terminological resources, to mine medicinal plant knowledge from biomedical literature as indexed in 

MEDLINE. The developed approach was able to identify potential new therapeutic applications for plants 

previously described in ethnobotanical surveys from the Micronesian islands of Palau and Pohnpei. Building on this 

feasibility study, future work is needed to increase overall specificity of identified correlations (e.g., distinguish 

between reported therapeutic versus toxic effects) before computational approaches be used for potentially 

impacting the ability to identify new plant based remedies inspired by ethnobotanical surveys.  

Supplementary information referenced in this study is available at: 

https://sites.google.com/a/brown.edu/phytokb/tbi2016 
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Abstract 

Platinum-based chemotherapies are first-line treatments for ovarian cancer (OC) patients. Although chemotherapy 

has a high initial response rate, some patients exhibit inherent chemo-resistance. With advancements of molecular 

and genomic profiling, it is of high interest to identify molecular and genomic signatures predictive of chemo-

sensitivity priori to treatment initiation in order to better personalize care decisions. Previous efforts have made use 

of mRNA expression levels of selected genes responsible for repairing DNA damage, under the hypothesis that 

chemo efficacy is associated with their proficiency. However, the resulting scores have been difficult to interpret. In 

this study, we designed a single-sample based approach known as eCARD to investigate chemo-sensitivity in 

ovarian cancer patients from The Cancer Genome Atlas. We demonstrated that the proposed single-sample based 

approach can lead to a molecular-based chemo-sensitivity score predictive of prognosis, which validates in 5 

independent cohorts, and associates with increasing mutation burden and likelihood of BRCA1/2 mutation.   

Introduction 

Ovarian cancer (OC) is one of leading causes of cancer mortality among women in the United States. About 70% of 
patients present at diagnosis with advanced-stage and high-grade serous ovarian cancer (1).  Platinum-based 
chemotherapy is a standard treatment following a cytoreductive surgery. Approximately 25% of patients develop 
platinum-resistance within six months and almost all patients with recurrent disease ultimately develop platinum 
resistance (2, 3). In addition, partly due to the lack of successful treatment strategies, the overall five-year survival 
rate for high-grade serous ovarian cancer is only 31%. Although several mechanisms have been revealed to 
contribute to chemotherapy response (4-6), there are no valid clinical or molecular markers that effectively predict 
chemotherapy response.  The cancer research community is compiling cancer genomic information, with the goal 
that new therapeutic options will be indicated, leading to tailored treatment for individual patients according to their 
personal tumor genome. A notable example is The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) research network (1, 7, 8). TCGA 
has released an ovarian cancer dataset containing a large (for genomics) sample size with comprehensive genomic 
profiles and clinical outcome information (1). The dataset has been utilized to analyze chemotherapeutic response in 
ovarian cancers in several previous studies (8-12).  

Since the major antineoplastic mechanism of platinum-based chemotherapy is to induce DNA damage in tumor 
cells, leading to apoptosis, chemo-resistance is believed to be associated with proficiency of DNA-damage repair 
pathways, such as ataxia-telangiectasia-mutated (ATM), Fanconi anemia (FA) and Nucleotide excision repair (NER) 
(13-15). Such prior biological knowledge of DNA repair pathways and the genes they contain, has led to hypothesis-
driven molecular analysis to develop molecular scores associated with OC patient’s prognosis (9). However, we 
have found that the resulting scores lacked interpretability of their genomic basis (high scores indicate greater repair 
activation being associated with improved survival) (12, 16) and did not exhibit ideal reproducibility for different 
expression platforms applied to the same OC patient subjects.  

In the present study, our goal was to develop a simple yet robust molecular score known as eCARD (expression 
CDF trAnsform of Rank Distribution) that is able to predict a single patient’s chemo-sensitivity, and link the score 
to an interpretable genomic basis. We first developed our single-sample based expression scoring scheme by 
restricting our attentions to expression of a set of DNA repair genes. Next, robustness of our score with respect to 
assay platform was analyzed. We then performed associations between molecular scores vs. BRCA1/2 mutation 
status and global mutation burdens in OC patients with whole Exome sequencing measurements. We found that 
eCARD exhibits only a modest association with BRCA1/2 mutation status, as well as global mutation burden. Thus, 
expression-based scores are not proxies for these known prognostic features. Further, using Cox regression, we 
conducted univariate and multivariate survival analysis to investigate if our proposed molecular score predicts 
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patient outcomes. Finally, we confirmed associations of our chemo-sensitivity score within five independent cohorts 
where expression, clinical annotation, and follow-up data were provided. 

Methods 

TCGA expression 

Three expression datasets from TCGA were downloaded through the curatedOvarianData version 1.3.5 (17)  
package for R (18): Unified microarray Expression (UE; where each gene’s expression is a median across three 
individual microarray platforms), individual microarray platforms (Affymetrix U133A), and RNA-Seq. Nearly half  
(46%) of OC patients’ tumor gene expression is assayed using all three datasets. Affymetrix-based expression of 
TCGA OC patients was used to train molecular features used in our score. Comparison to the other expression 
platforms (e.g. RNA-seq) for the same subjects was used to quantify technical reproducibility and robustness.  

TCGA mutations (BRCA1/2 and global mutation status) 

We downloaded the confident somatic mutation calls of the OC patients from pan-TCGA mutation study 
(https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn1461171) (19). BRCA1/2 mutation status of OC patients were extracted 
and organized from previous related TCGA OC studies (1, 20). 

Selection of prognosis-relevant genes 

Cox proportional hazards models were used to quantify the relationship between expression of individual DNA 
damage repair genes and overall survival. The details of DNA damage pathways and related gene enumeration was 
described in (9) and its online supplementary materials. Candidate genes were selected from known DNA damage 
repair pathways. Any gene which exhibited a marginally significant trend with survival (P < 0.15) was included in 
our final score (9). The sign of the cox-regression coefficient was used to classify genes as indicating “chemo-
sensitive” if higher expression values associated with better outcome and indicating “chemo-resistant” if higher 
expression values associated with worse outcome. This classification is based on the assumption that gene 
expression leading to chemo-sensitivity imparts a direct survival benefit, and vice versa.   

Construction of molecular scores for chemo-sensitivity score by eCARD 

Previous studies (9) used binary representations of gene expression, indicating if a gene’s expression is greater than 
the median level across patients, or not. A median-based dichotomized score (MDS) may be sensitive to biologic 
and technical noise, especially for samples exhibiting expression close to the median level. Similar to previous 
studies, the MDS for the k

th subject is the per-subject sum of DNA Repair Genes (G) that are above the median 
expression level: 𝑀𝐷𝑆𝑘 =  ∑ 𝐺𝑘

𝑖
𝑖 ≥ 𝐺 �̃� . 

We developed a single-sample expression scheme named eCARD for quantifying the prognosis value of “chemo-
sensitive” and “chemo-resistant” genes which are learned from a training cohort (see above). Given an expression 
sample of N genes, eCARD computes “chemo-sensitive” and “chemo-resistant” scores, per sample, by summarizing 
rank-transformed gene expression: 

sensitive_score(x) = 1
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In which, ( )irank x
x

 is the relative rank of i-th gene expression value inform among all N measured genes in the 
give sample; the higher expression value of i-th gene 

ix , the higher rank position it has (e.g. the gene with largest 
expression value will be ranked at 1st ). 1(.)CDF  is an inverse cumulative density function (CDF) transformation 
function according to the normal distribution, so that an input will be transformed to a normally distributed signal. 
The purpose of rank-transformation is to improve robustness of expression measurements, so that the scoring 
scheme can be easily generalized across different platforms. For instance, if many genes are expressed at similar 
levels, small amounts of noise or technical variation could significantly change a given gene’s rank, but noise will 
not significantly change the normalized rank. The inverse CDF transformation, 1(.)CDF  , further prioritizes the 
expression changes close to the top or bottom of the ranking list (the highest and lowest genes spread out along the 
tails of the normal distribution), and puts less emphasis for the genes with intermediate ranks. In another word, the 

1(.)CDF   function enforces a nonlinear weighting scheme to highlight genes with large expression changes and 
down-weights moderate changes in expression, within a single sample. The final chemo-sensitivity score for the kth 
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subject is defined as the difference between these two scores; multiplying by an empirically determined constant for 
scale: 

eCARDk = 10 * (sensitive_score(
kx ) - resistant_score(

kx )) 

Application of eCARD Score in Independent Cohorts 

Independent cohorts of patient samples were from GEO (21) and used to evaluate and validate our scoring scheme’s 
generalizability: GSE49997 (22), GSE32062 (23), GSE9891 (24), GSE26712 (25), and Bentink et al. (26). 

Survival Analysis 

In order to focus our survival analysis on the most homogeneous and relevant OC patient population, we limited all 
cohorts to primary high-grade serous OC receiving platinum and taxane therapies, and excluded patients treated in 
the neo-adjuvant setting.  We used overall survival (OS) time as the clinical endpoint in all cohorts. Each cohort is 
evaluated independently using both univariate (eCARD score alone) and multivariate (score and patient age, tumor 
stage, grade, and surgical de-bulking status, when available from each study) Cox proportional hazards models. The 
outcome of Cox regression is reported in terms of a Hazard Ratio (HR). Values greater than 1 indicate increased 
hazard (probability of cancer-related mortality), while values less than 1 indicate decreased relative risk, compared 
to a reference group. In order to summarize across the cohorts, we generate a mixed effects Cox model, adding a 
random intercept variable by cohort membership which models a different baseline hazard for each study. The HR 
reported for each score is the association of the score with OS, independent of baseline hazard and other clinical 
covariates. All analyses were performed in the R programming language version 3.2.0 (18), leveraging the packages 
survival v2.38.3 and coxme v2.2.5. 

Results 

In total, we identified 24 genes for which higher expression levels were indicative of chemo-sensitivity, and nine 
genes for which higher expression levels indicated chemo-resistance. Table 1 lists these genes by which DNA repair 
pathway they contribute. BER and MMR pathways contain genes exclusively associated with better survival 
outcomes, while genes within NER and HR show mixed associations. 

First, we investigated the technical reproducibility of our eCARD score using gene expression across platforms. For 
example, we quantify the extent of agreement between microarray-based expression signatures and RNA-seq 
measurements. The MDS DNA-Damage score (similar to Kang et al. (9)) and our eCARD score were calculated for 
each platform. All datasets correlate well with each other but our eCARD score exhibits consistent gains in cross-
platform reproducibility, increasing the correlation between U133A and RNA-Seq to 0.88 and between UE and 
RNA-Seq to 0.93. Overall, our method achieves better concordance between independent platforms of the same 
patients.  

 

Table 1. Genes and associated pathways chosen in the eCARD model to predict outcome 
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Table 2. Across-platform concordance of median-based and eCARD chemo-sensitivity scores. Gain is the gain in 
performance for our eCARD score over the Median-Dichotomized Score (see Methods). Affy signifies Affymetrix 
U133A; RNA, mRNA-Seq-V2; UE, Unified Expression. These comparisons were made using all patient samples 
common to a given pair of expression datasets. 

 MDS eCARD Gain 

  Affy vs 
RNA 

UE vs 
RNA 

UE vs 
Affy 

Affy vs 
RNA 

UE vs 
RNA 

UE vs 
Affy 

Affy vs 
RNA 

UE vs 
RNA 

UE vs 
Affy 

Cramer's V 0.62 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.72 0.80 0.07 0.10 0.15 

Spearman's CC 0.82 0.80 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.92 0.06 0.12 0.09 

Linear R
2
 0.69 0.62 0.68 0.80 0.86 0.84 0.11 0.24 0.16 

 

While our scoring method is based on only gene expression levels, we further incorporated other genomic 
measurements, such as the number of single-nucleotide variants per sample, into the considerations of chemo-
sensitivity/resistance prediction. Multiple previous studies have demonstrated that mutation burden and 
constitutional mutations, such as BRCA1/2, are predictive of chemotherapy response for OC patients. It is critical to 
investigate if expression-based scores introduce independent predictive information, or if they simply serve as 
surrogates for underlying genomic aberrations. In Fig. 1 (c)), we showed that BRCA1/2 mutation status in 316 
subjects with exome-seq measurements, is highly correlated with increasing mutation burden (t-test p-value = 1.2e-
04); in contrast, BRCA1/2 mutation status only has a marginally significant associations with eCARD score. 

In the same TCGA-OC cohort (316 subjects, 13 removed from missing data, 172 with cancer-related mortality), we 
performed multivariate survival analysis, incorporating expression signatures with genomic information and 
important clinical factors (age, grade, stage). The result is shown in Table 3, from which chemo-sensitivity score 
indeed provides additional independent prediction in multivariate models, where increase of each unit of eCARD 
score is indicative of 20% of risk reduction (HR = 0.78, 95% CI = [0.71, 0.86]). 

In an expanded effort to validate if proposed scoring provided a generalized predictive model for prognosis of OC 
patients. We chose 5 OC cohorts, each with at least 100 patient subjects and expression measurements (22-26). A 
univariate mixed effects model shows a strong relationship between eCARD score across these independent cohorts 
(HR = 0.72; P = 2.1E-3). Similar effects were observed in multivariate mixed-effects models (HR = 0.67; P = 2.4E-
3; see Figure 2). 

 
(a)                                    (b)                                      (c)                                         (d) 

Figure 1. KM-plot of TCGA OC overall survival showing high eCARD scores, computed from expression 
measured by a) Affymetrix U133a microarray platform and b) mRNA sequencing, are associated with improved 
survival. To contrast whether eCARD scores are mainly determined by BRCA1/2 mutation status, (c) and (d) 
display mutation burden (measured by number of SNVs per sample) vs. BRCA1/2 mutation status, and chemo-
sensitivity score vs. BRCA1/2 mutation status, respectively. 

We compare our score to other previously published chemotherapy sensitivity scores. CLOVAR (10) is an 
expression-based score that utilizes a small set of representative genes from multiple DNA damage repair pathways. 
A subset of samples meeting our selection criteria (N = 167) is labeled as “Good” or “Poor” prognosis based on their 
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score (1, 10). We have used this designation to compare the dichotomized CLOVAR score to the dichotomized 
eCARD score. Both show significant association with OS, with eCARD (HR = 0.50, CI = [0.33, 0.77], p = 1.8x10-3) 
exhibiting a more consistent association compared to CLOVAR (HR = 0.58, CI = [0.38, 0.90], p = 1.4x10-2). The 
same trend holds after adjusting for patient age and surgical de-bulking status: eCARD (HR = 0.54, CI = [0.34, 
0.85], p = 8.4x10-3) and CLOVAR (HR = 0.61, CI = [0.38, 0.98], p = 4.1x10-2). PROVAR scores were shown to be 
of greater prognostic power than CLOVAR (11). We calculated PROVAR scores according to the published 
formula (a weighted sum of 9 protein levels) and using the Revers-Phase Protein Array (RPPA) data provided in 
their supplemental data tables (11). For comparisons to PROVAR, only the subset of patients with both Unified 
Expression and RPPA data was used. Within this subset and adjusting for covariates, eCARD is more consistently 
associated with OS (HR = 0.94, CI = [0.91, 0.97], p = 2.6x10-4) than PROVAR (HR = 0.26, CI = [0.09, 0.78], p = 
1.7x10-2). Univariate analyses yield similar estimates (not shown). Our eCARD score also exhibits a more consistent 
association with OS among high-grade OC patients than previously established prognostic scores. 

Table 3: The multivariate cox-regression analysis results of chemo-sensitivity scores, along with age, tumor-grade, 
stage, BRCA1/2 mutation status and global mutation burden, which is measured by total number of somatic SNVs in 
each tumor sample.  

 
multivariate 

p-value HR 95% Conf. Int. 

diagnosis age 1.99E-02 1.017 1.003 1.031 
tumor-grade 
   (grade-3 vs. -2) 2.31E-01 1.383 0.813 2.352 

tumor-stage 
   (stage-III vs. -II) 6.00E-01 1.280 0.509 3.218 

   (stage-IV vs. -II) 3.35E-01 1.612 0.611 4.255 
eCARD score 5.87E-07 0.784 0.712 0.862 

BRCA status 
   (BRCA1/2 vs. none) 2.99E-02 0.629 0.414 0.956 

global mutation burden 
   (N. SNVs per sample) 6.48E-03 0.991 0.985 0.998 

Table 4: Comparison of eCARD and MDS scores across three high-throughput data platforms. Hazard ratios 
(HRs) are presented from multivariate (Multi) and univariate (Uni) Cox regression, and either a single microarray 
platform (U133A), the per-gene median across three microarray platforms (Unified Expression), or mRNA 
sequencing from TCGA. 

 
Affymetrix U133A mRNA-Seq-V2 Unified Expression 

 
Multi Uni Multi Uni Multi Uni 

N 356 386 156 174 319 349 

 eCARD  

HR 0.80 0.79 0.89 0.87 0.94 0.93 

p-value 1.9x10
-7

 2.4x10
-9

 0.4x10
-1

 0.4x10
-2

 1.7x10
-5

 2.2x10
-7

 

95% CI 0.73, 0.87 0.73, 0.85 0.80, 1.00 0.79, 0.96 0.92, 0.97 0.91, 0.96 

  MDS 

HR 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.95 

p-value 2.1x10
-1

 0.6x10
-1

 0.9x10
-1

 1.8x10
-1

 2.7x10
-1

 2.1x10
-2

 

95% CI 0.92, 1.02 0.91, 1.00 0.89, 1.01 0.90, 1.02 0.92, 1.02 0.90, 0.99 

  eCARD (High versus Low) 

HR 0.50 0.47 0.78 0.64 0.58 0.56 

p-value 1.6x10
-5

 0.6x10
-6

 3x10
-1

 0.4x10
-1

 0.7x10
-3

 2.1x10
-4

 

95% CI 0.37, 0.69 0.35, 0.63 0.49, 1.24 0.42, 0.98 0.43, 0.80 0.42, 0.76 
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Fig. 2.  Forest plot summarizing the eCARD scores from multivariate Cox regression of 5 independent validation 
cohorts. A mixed effects model summarizes across the cohorts.  

Discussion 

DNA-Damage scores have been met with mixed reactions (16), partly due to the difficulty of interpreting the results 
given that the observed survival associations show a protective effect of higher scores. Higher scores, indicative of 
greater DNA-Damage pathway activity or capacity (expression of the genes contained), were hypothesized to 
increase the likelihood that tumor cells could repair chemotherapy-induced legions. If this hypothesis were true, 
higher scores would be associated with poorer survival. This may be due to due to tumor cellular mechanisms 
compensating homologue-repairing deficiency (12), which is one of the key characteristics of ovarian tumors (27, 
28). Also, it may be that the DNA-Damage repair pathway activity is more informative of the state of the tumor cells 
and the extent of pre-existing genomic instability, rather than indicative of direct cellular response to cytotoxic 
agents. We hypothesize that tumors exhibiting higher DNA-Damage pathway activity scores have more stable 
genomes, perhaps due to more intact damage monitoring and repair systems. This state makes chemotherapy-
induced DNA damage a more disruptive change for these tumors, compared to tumors which already exhibit high 
instability.  

High reproducibility between technical platforms is a necessity for modern precision initiatives (29). We have 
shown our version of the DNA-Damage score, eCARD, to be more reproducible between two common technology 
platforms. Further, we have not required thorough normalization procedures, favoring a simple data transformation 
that naturally emphasizes the most prominent expression features and de-emphasizes small differences that are more 
likely to be affected by biologic and technical noise.  

A feature of our method is that we have taken into account the sign of each gene; if its expression level is positively 
or negatively associated with survival. This is both a positive feature and a potential limitation. It is positive because 
we are not confounding opposing effects. However, this procedure could potentially limit the generalizability of our 
score. One could argue that because we have chosen the sign of each gene based on its independent association with 
survival, that we are highly biased to a positive result. To address this concern, we have tested our scoring method 
on five independent cohorts which validate its utility.  

Hazard ratios (HRs) are calculated either for one group versus another, or for a unit-increase in a continuous score. 
Thus, when considering the impact of a score, one must also consider the range of values that the score attains 
across a given dataset. For example, the HR of eCARD is 0.94 and of PROVAR is 0.26, for the cohort with both 
Unified Expression and RPPA data. The Inter-Quartile Range (IQR; 75th and 25th percentiles) of eCARD score for 
this cohort is [-3.8, 4.6]. Thus, moving from the first to the third quantile is a difference of more than 8 units, 
indicating a relative risk of 0.61. However, the IQR of PROVAR is [-0.13, 0.08]; a difference of 0.22 units, 
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indicating a relative risk of 0.75. Thus, eCARD has a more consistent survival association, which is more 
interpretable after accounting for their different ranges. 

Previously published prognostic scores were generated after thorough data normalization. While thorough data 
normalization is appropriate for approaching the true expression level, it can be a barrier to reproducibility and 
application to single samples. We have not attempted to fully reproduce all normalization steps for each score. 
Instead, we aim to identify if there is an approach that could be more readily adapted and applied to diverse datasets 
and potentially single samples. Our eCARD score shows significantly more stable cross-platform reproducibility 
and robust survival association. Future work could expand the eCARD score to include representatives from 
additional repair mechanisms and further refine the interplay between these features. 

Conclusion 

In summary, we have proposed a single sample-based scoring method known as eCARD for evaluating OC tumors. 
We have shown the prognostic value of our eCARD score, independent of major genomic features such as BRCA 
mutation, across five validation cohorts. Further, our score exhibits less sensitivity to data assay platform (array 
versus NGS) and normalization method. Finally, it exhibits more consistent association with survival than three 
previously established prognostic scores. 
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and Mayo Clinic Ovarian Cancer SPORE (P50 CA136393). 
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Introduction 

Karyotyping is a common laboratory procedure used to identify cytogenetic aberrations
1
. Currently, cytogenetic 

aberrations are primarily used in the cancer treatment to predict likelihood of or stage disease progression
2
. A 

majority of the rich genetic information contained in the karyotype remains uninterrupted and as a result 
underutilized in biomedical research and clinical practice. This is primarily because karyotypes are stored in a 
syntactic format that is not innately computer-readable and that uses a semi-structured language called the 
International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN)

3
. As such, karyotype data, though structured, is 

too complex to be directly and intuitively processed by humans and inaccessible for computational approaches to 
interpretation. This later issue, namely the non-computability of traditional karyotype data format, prevents the use 
of contemporary data mining and machine learning tools to enable high-throughput interpretation. In our previous 
publication we proposed a new approach to translate karyotypes into a binary vector

4
.  Here, we describe how we 

can use public karyotype data to enable the discovery of previously unknown cytogenetic abnormalities present in 

chronicle lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).  

Methods 

We have previously published on our methodology, shown in Figure 
1, for transforming raw text-based karyotypes into a binary vector called 
the LGF model. With particular importance to this work is that the binary 
output is 2730 units long it is a representation of all cytogenetic bands. 

Each unit indicates either a loss, gain or fusion event at that location. 

We utilized the Mitelman database, a NCI resource that curates all 
published karyotypes

5
, as our primary source of karyotype data for the 

purposes of enabling data-driven hypothesis discovery. We extracted all 
karyotypes associated with Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) from 

the database and parsed them into the LGF model.  

Next we clustered all samples by the aberrations to see if distinct 
clusters can be found against chromosomes where these aberrations 
occur. Since a deletions or fusions are often large aberration events 
involving multiple cytogenetic regions, the hypothesis was that many 
features should likely co-occur since they are all related. E.g. all the 
features on chromosome 12 are gained. The result of the clustering is 
shown in Figure 2. Each of these clusters, on y-axis, was labeled as a 

functional cluster.  

We used these clusters to then observe co-occurrence of different cytogenetic events. This was done using a heat 
map, shown in Figure 3 below. The x-axis has the labeled functional clusters from Figure 2 and y-axis has all the 
2730 elements of the binary vector. A higher intensity indicates that the event occurs more frequently in a particular 

cluster.  

Results 

A summary of the results generated via the preceding methods is shown in Table 1 below. The previously reported 

clinical abnormalities for CLL are present at higher frequencies as expected, those being +12, -14, -6 and fusions 

involving 19
6,7,8,9

. The highest frequency co-occurrence combination found was the co-occurrence of trisomy 18 and 

19 at 4.2% of the population. In addition, we also noted fusion of chromosome 13 at 9.1% and loss of chromosome 

13 at 9%. This is important because fusion event can indicate a loss of genetic information at a breakpoint, meaning 

that the separate events may have the same biological significance in this clinical outcome. This abnormility has not 

been reported in conjunction with CLL. Thus, our method was not only able to find the already characterize so 

generic aberrations related to CLL as well as return some novel abnormalities. Such a method can potentially be 

used for in-silico discovery of novel assotiations between cytogenetic abbreations with other diseases as well. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we describe a methodology for discovering new set of genetic abnormalities related to chronic 

lymphocytic leukemia. This methodology was able to find the clinically known abnormalities as well as discover 
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Automated Disease 
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Figure 0. Steps involved in the conversion of 
raw karyotype text into the LGF model. 
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novel abnormalities. We could also find patterns of abnormalities with a high degree of co-occurrence, which could 

not be done previously. In the future we hope to use this methodology on other hematologic malignancies to see if 

there are previously unknown sender genetic abnormalities common in those diseases. We also plan to test these 

abnormalities to see if they hold clinical importance to assessing the staging, likelihood of progression, and 

treatment response profiles of such disease states. 
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Abstract 

The tumor microenvironment describes the non-cancerous cells present in and 

around the tumor, including mainly immune cells, but also fibroblasts and cells that 

comprise supporting blood vessels. These non-cancer components of the tumor may play 

an important role in cancer biology. However, they also have a strong influence on the 

analysis of tumor samples by genomic approaches, and accordingly may alter the 

biological interpretation of the results of such analyses. Here we present a systematic 

analysis using different measurement modalities of tumor purity in more than 10,000 

samples across 21 cancer types from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). We stratify 

patients according to clinical features to detect differences in purity levels, and 

demonstrate the confounding effect of tumor purity on correlating and clustering tumors 

with genomic data. Finally, using a differential expression method that accounts for 

tumor purity, we reveal an immunotherapy gene signature in several cancer types that 

cannot be detected by traditional differential expression analysis. 

 

 

Figure 2. Tumor purity and mutational burden. Scatter plot of median number of mutations per tumor 

sample for each of the 21 cancer types (in log 10 scale) vs. the median tumor purity as calculated by CPE. 

Pearson coefficient is presented.  

!
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Abstract 

Gene by environment interaction (GxE) studies offer promise to explore these conjoint determinants of phenotypes. 
However, GxE studies suffer from inadequate power and challenges measuring environmental exposures.  One of 
the more impactful exposures negatively influencing health is smoking. Here, we explored use of a large electronic 
health record (EHR) cohort linked to genetic data and natural language processing (NLP) to explore GxE studies 
on known diseases. 

Introduction 

Genotype by environment interaction (GxE) studies have a long history but faces challenges of needing large 
numbers with, at times, difficult to measure exposures1. These studies can help to describe the complex interaction 
between the genetic and environmental factors contributing to disease.  These interactions have been studied for 
specific diseases2–4.  We describe here an attempt to combine disease, genomic, and environmental data to perform a 
large-scale GxE study across all diseases to replicate previously published results and investigate novel associations. 

Methods 

Patients were identified from Vanderbilt University Medical Center's (VUMC) BioVU, a de-identified DNA 
biobank linked to electronic medical record data5.  Approximately 15,000 European ancestry adults with Illumina 
exome array data were selected for this analysis.  We determined smoking status by applying two natural language 
processing algorithms – one that applied NLP and machine learning approaches to determine current/ever/never 
smokers6 and a novel algorithm that quantifies the amount of tobacco exposure (in pack years) using NLP. Diseases 
were determined from PheWAS codes7. 

We attempt to replicate 1750 SNP-phenotype pairs which were previously reported in the NHGRI catalog. We used 
a logistic regression with age and gender as covariates. We then stratified the population based on smoking status 
and re-ran the analysis on the two groups. Finally, to test for smoking x SNP interaction, we modeled the data using 
logistic regression with age, gender, pack years, SNP, and pack years x SNP terms. We then used a two degree of 
freedom (2df) joint test of the SNP and the interaction term, controlling for the main effects of the remaining 
covariates. 

Results 

As expected, smoking was strongly associated with a number of expected phenotypes, such as lung and breast 
cancer. Of the 1750 SNP-phenotype pairs, we replicated (p<0.05) 393 association using the standard logistic 
regression model and 341 with the joint 2df test. Of those significant in the joint test, the SNP-smoking interaction p 
value was <0.05 for 57 SNP-phenotype pairs and <0.01 for 28 (Figure 1). 

Evidence of interaction was seen in several cancers, including cancer of the lung, breast, and prostate, as well as 
nodular lymphoma. There were also three cardiovascular phenotypes that demonstrated interaction: Ischemic heart 
disease, hypertension, and aortic aneurysm; as well as asthma, obesity, type 1 and 2 diabetes, lupus, rheumatoid 
arthritis, hypothyroidism and Crohn’s disease. 
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Figure 1. Significant SNP-smoking replication (SNP-smoking interaction p<0.01) shown by smoking status with 
odds ratio with 95% confidence interval. 

Discussion 

We believe this is the first EHR-based studies of GxE.  We found significant interactions with a variety of cancers 
and have replicated several known associated.  We identified SNP-smoking interactions for a variety phenotypes 
including a modulator of breast cancer risk in which the SNP is protective for nonsmokers, but a risk factor for 
smokers, highlighting a nuance to our understanding of future genomic risk calculations heretofore poorly 
characterized. 
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Introduction 

Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a complex disease with significant morbidity and mortality. Previous studies have 
shown genetic risk for RA1, that genetic risk for RA carries increased risk of anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide 
antibodies (ACPA) in RA patients, a serotype associated with poor prognosis2, and a clinical association between 
ACPA seronegativity and fibromyalgia in RA patients. We use a phenome wide association study (PheWAS) in RA 
cases to demonstrate the expected association between genetic risk for RA and protection for fibromyalgia and then 
construct Bayesian networks to elucidate the risk structure among the many genetic and clinical factors. 

Methods 

We studied a population of 1,984 individuals of 
European descent identified as RA positive from 
Vanderbilt’s Synthetic Derivative (SD), a de-identified 
version of the EHR, with DNA stored in BioVU, a 
biorepository linked to the SD. Further details on the 
population can be found in Table 1. Imputation was 
performed using IMPUTE2, where 99 SNPs of the 101 
known risk variants for RA passed quality control and 
imputation quality measures to be included in this 
study. Using log odds estimates for individuals of 
European descent from a prior published meta-analysis1 
to weight each SNP, we calculated a genetic risk score 
(GRS) for these variants.  

Table 1. Population details. N (%) 
Total population size 1,984 (100%) 

Female 1,488 (75%) 

Age (mean ± SD) 65.1 ± 13.1 

Illumina Omni 2.5 1,252 (63.1%) 

Illumina OmniExpress+Exome 732 (36.9%) 

GRS (mean ± SD) 11.6 ± 0.94 

Measured ACPA status 526 (26.5%) 

ACPA+ (% tested) 272 (51.7%) 

Fibromyalgia  232 (11.7%) 

Fibromyalgia in ACPA tested 92 (17.5%) 
 

We performed a PheWAS using this weighted genetic risk score against ICD-9 derived phenotypes from the SD 
with the PheWAS R package. We additionally employed an algorithm for fibromyalgia identification incorporating 
billing codes and keyword matching shown to have a PPV of 97% in a previous validation study. In order to better 
understand the risk pathways, we evaluated logistic regression models predicting ACPA or fibromyalgia status using 
combinations of the GRS, ACPA status, and fibromyalgia status. To the same end, we built Bayesian networks using 
the bnlearn R package using ACPA status, fibromyalgia status, and either all SNPs independently (blacklisting SNP-
SNP arcs as they are independently inherited) or the GRS and performed 1,000 bootstrap replications. 

Results 

Our PheWAS of the GRS in RA cases identified “Myalgia and Myositis” as the only significant association, with 
p=1.55e-7, odds ratio (OR) = 0.70, and 345 cases. The logistic regression model predicting the refined fibromyalgia 
phenotype showed similar results: p=1.11e-6, OR=0.69, and 232 cases. Table 2 presents the results for the analyses 
done on ACPA tested individuals. For example, the association for ACPA status predicted by fibromyalgia was 
p=8.85x10-6 and OR=0.32. Figure 1 presents the Bayesian networks built using a hill climbing algorithm. The 
primary genetic association with ACPA status was observed in every bootstrap sample of both networks (GRS and 
the HLA SNP rs9268839). The ACPA->fibromyalgia arc was present in 99.2% of iterations. Other SNP arcs varied 
in prevalence across bootstrap samples: up to 94% for ACPA status and 94.7% for fibromyalgia. 

Table 2. Logistic regression results from models built in the 526 RA positive individuals tested for ACPA. All 
models were additionally adjusted for age and gender. Dark cells indicate omitted predictors. 

 Predictors 
Outcome GRS p-value GRS OR ACPA p-value ACPA OR Fibro p-value Fibro OR 
Fibromyalgia 4.56x10-3 0.69     
Fibromyalgia 0.15 0.82 7.37x10-5 0.36   
Fibromyalgia   9.21x10-6 0.32   
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ACPA 2.09x10-12 2.20     
ACPA 2.05x10-11 2.15    1.3x10-4 0.36     
ACPA     8.85x10-6 0.32 

 

Figure 1. Bayesian networks built using the (a) Weighted GRS and (b) all SNPs, with unconnected nodes pruned. 

Discussion 

These results show an association between genetic risk for RA and fibromyalgia, which is the likely driving factor of 
the observed PheWAS association. This association is not surprising given the known associations among genetic 
risk for RA, ACPA status, and fibromyalgia. Determining if the protection for fibromyalgia from RA genetic risk 
factors is due to ACPA status, or an underlying mechanism for which ACPA is a biomarker, is difficult to address 
given the small sample size in individuals measured for ACPA. In this small set of patients (n=526), the 
fibromyalgia-GRS association is already very weak, so its attenuation when adjusting for ACPA is difficult to 
interpret. The logistic regression models together present little statistical evidence that there may be genetic signal 
independently associated with ACPA status and fibromyalgia. The observed Bayesian network suggests that the risk 
for fibromyalgia is independent of the aggregate genetic risk given ACPA status. 

We also considered all measured SNPs and not simply the GRS aggregate in order to investigate the hypothesis that 
variants carry independent risk. This presented a new challenge of interpreting results from 99 component SNP 
evaluations, only one of which meets a Bonferroni corrected (p<0.0005=0.05/100) statistical significance threshold 
for fibromyalgia independently. For this, building a single Bayesian network allowed us to consider the relatedness 
of all SNPs and our clinically observed measures. This network demonstrated that 14 of the 99 SNPs studied were 
correlated with our phenotypes of interest. Five SNPs informed both phenotypes independently, while the other 9 
variants were conditionally independent, 4 dependent on ACPA and 5 on fibromyalgia. These results suggest that 
there is definite evidence for shared underlying genetic risk, but that there is also independent genetic risk for both 
fibromyalgia and ACPA in RA patients. By constructing Bayesians networks, we were able identify potential risk 
signals in a small sample that would yield dimensionality problems for a traditional adjusted regression approach. 
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Abstract 

An end-to-end machine learning platform (SPIRIT-ML 2.0) has been developed with the goal of providing seamless 

experience in building appropriate machine learning models based on raw biomedical datasets routinely 

encountered in translational research. Our platform is designed to provide guidance to the user at various stages of 

their data analysis project. Open source tools are integrated into an existing powerful scientific informatics 

platform to achieve our objective. 

Background and Introduction 

Machine learning algorithms have been applied extensively in biomedical research to build predictive models as 

well as stratify observations into distinct clusters
1
. Multiple technological platforms have evolved to handle these 

tasks. Quite often issues surface with data prior to building any machine learning models. To name a few: not having 

any visual insight into the data, data being messy meaning having multiple data types in a single data field, missing 

data instances, datasets not being identifiable because of not being versioned as well as lack of data collaborative 

tools. SPIRIT−ML 2.0 (Software Platform for Integrated Research Information and Transformation−Machine 

Learning) has been developed to address these issues in a harmonious manner.  

SPIRIT-ML 2.0 is a major enhancement to its previous avatar
2
. It is designed to guide the user during the entire data 

analysis journey. SPIRIT−ML 2.0 incorporates data clean up, data visualization, missing data analysis and deep 

learning algorithms while facilitating an avenue for collaborations. Open source tools that were developed to address 

these individual needs are integrated to our underlying machine learning framework. A broad spectrum of 

supervised, unsupervised and Bayesian network algorithms are available for developing machine learning models 

along with the unique feature of displaying the results summary obtained across algorithms, displayed side-by-side. 

SPIRIT-ML 2.0 can help accelerate the machine learning component of biomedical research projects starting from 

raw data analysis all the way up to sharing results between team members.  

Methods 

Biomedical data sets such as those from a clinical setting like EMR can be messy. Open Refine
3
 is an open source 

tool that can help clean up such data sets and transform it from one format to another. It is a browser based 

application integrated via command line components in Pipeline Pilot
4
, the underlying framework for our machine 

learning platform, SPIRIT-ML 2.0. Pipeline Pilot is a commercial data pipelining and scientific informatics platform 

with a large collection of components available for analyzing biomedical datasets. SPIRIT-ML 2.0 will be made 

available for all registered users as a web based application. We leveraged the data visualization capability of 

Orange
5
, an open source data mining tool. The drag and drop components within the canvas of Orange can help 

build data visualization workflows quickly and help an user decide if the data is messy and/or has missing data 

instances. The missing data component in Pipeline Pilot based on the R library “e1071” is used to perform missing 

data analysis if any. We further enhance the platform by including the R library H2O
6
for invoking deep learning 

algorithms. HubZero
7
 is selected with the purpose of providing a collaborative environment for team members 

working on the same data analysis project. Supervised (artificial neural networks, decision trees, support vector 

machines, random forests, logistic regression as well as naïve Bayes), unsupervised (hierarchical as well as non-

hierarchical clustering) as well as Bayesian Network algorithms in previous version of SPIRIT-ML have been 

updated. Additional pre-processing data options such as normalization and binning have been streamlined along 

with different cross validation methods and reporting metrics numerically and graphically for all algorithms. The R 

and MATLAB scripts will be open sourced.   
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Results 

We have applied SPIRIT-ML 2.0 to disparate scientific data analysis projects. For instance, experimental factors 

influencing the coverage of tumor sites by neural stem cells (NSC) in a 120 mice dataset was considered as a 

classification problem. The dataset contained 12 independent experimental attributes and 1 dependent attribute 

(tumor coverage). Past observations revealed significant variation in NSC distribution among the mice. Supervised 

learning algorithms in SPIRIT-ML 2.0 were used to gain insight into which specific experimental attributes might 

have been influencing NSC distribution. The accuracy as well as the performance measures against the test data 

(based on 15% of total number of data instances) are given in the tables below. Determining the most important 

attributes in high dimensional datasets such as DNA methylation was performed using deep learning algorithms 

implemented in SPIRIT-ML 2.0.  

 

Conclusions 

SPIRIT-ML 2.0 is a powerful yet practical machine learning platform designed with the end user experience in 

mind. Biomedical researchers will find the data analysis process divided into multiple guided steps to be useful, 

starting from raw data processing all the way up to creating validated machine learning models. One of important 

features of SPIRIT-ML 2.0 is the flexibility built into its design. New data pre-processing methods, including 

additional algorithms of choice can be implemented with a quick turnaround. The ability to integrate open source 

tools such as OpenRefine, Orange and HubZero in the existing machine learning framework highlights its in-built 

flexibility. With the extended features, SPIRIT-ML 2.0 continues to aid multiple translational research projects. 
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Learning Objective 

After participating in this session, the learner should be better able to: 

• Gain better insight to processing raw data. 
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• Convert the raw data to a format more amenable to machine learning tasks. 

•  Share the results from machine learning projects between team members on a collaborative environment.  

Keywords 

• Machine Learning, Data Processing, DataVisualization, Analysis Pipeline
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Introduction 

 

Researchers with the Children’s Brain Tumor Tissue Consortium (CBTTC) identified a gap between large 

genomic data sets and the physical biorepositories from which they stem. The CBTTC is a multi-

institutional biospecimen repository with annotated tissue specimens from over 25 pediatric brain tumor 

histology types. The need to integrate vast genomic analysis data with clinical and biospecimen data in 

local repositories increases as sequencing and analytical technologies to detect diseases-associated genomic 

alterations advance. There is an increasing need to integrate vast genomic analysis data with clinical and 

biospecimen data in local repositories. In this work we take an existing state-of-the-art and open-source 

cancer genomic visualization tool, the CBioPortal, developed at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center 

(MSKCC), to visualize and store mutation data on specimens in the CBTTC biobank and integrate local 

data with the large data sets in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). This preliminary developmental 

research is intended to explore the data integration space between public genomic discoveries and that of 

local biorepositories. 

 

Methods 

 

In order to both empower the directed use of rare biospecimens and the associated data, the Department of 

Biomedical and Health Informatics (DBHi) at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) has added 

an additional integration layer of somatic mutation data to clinically annotated specimens in the CBTTC 

biorepository. This additional functionality serves not only to query the alterations found in banked and/or 

available specimens in the biobank, but also to permit pan cancer comparisons throughout the cancer 

genomic research community. Methods encompass two distinct query categories to create a bi-directional 

link between the CBioPortal and the CBTTC biobank.  1) A researcher’s need to query from the point-of-

view of the available clinically annotated biospecimen in the CBTTC Biobank or, 2) from TCGA cross-

study gene-specific mutation data in CBioPortal
1
. 

 

Biobank to Public Data Set 

 

In the biobank-to-CBioPortal query method, researchers are granted the capability to query 

variants/alterations called on physical specimens in the biorepository along with clinical annotation data. 

For example, a query could contain a request for specimens from a specific histology type that have a 

targeted somatic mutation and are available as fresh tissue for research. To do this, the informatics team 

implemented a specific instance of CBioPortal loaded with the TCGA data plus data from analysis done 

locally on CBTTC brain tumor specimens. Nightly, the variant data is loaded into the biorepository 

phenotype and specimen database and linked during the Extract Transform Load (ETL) process to 

specimen collection events. Specimen collection events in the case of the CBTTC are based on surgical 
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events and identified in the enterprise laboratory information management system (LIMS) as such. We 

utilize the Harvest platform both to query and to display integrated data.
2
 During the nightly ETL any new 

genomic data in the local CBioPoral instance is loaded into the biospecimen database and is searchable 

along with phenotype and specimen data. The Harvest application constructs URLS based on CBioPortal 

URL-based endpoints that allow the researcher to then explore/visualize the mutation data in CBioPortal on 

the specific samples selected.  

 

Public Data Set to Biobank 

 

The second query option is to initiate a search using the TCGA mutation or local study mutation data 

loaded into the CBioPortal to find mutations of interest that also occur in physical specimens in the 

CBTTC. For this case we developed and introduced the concept of a “bucket” or shopping cart to the 

CBioPortal. Users can add samples of interest from a mutation search to their “bucket”. The bucket then 

creates a JSON based query context that is passed to the CBTTC Harvest tool. When the user is passed 

back to the CBTTC specimen request tool the query context is based on the specimens in the biobank that 

contain the mutations discovered in the CBioPortal.     

  

Results 

 

Researchers can query by variants, expression, phenotype or specimen in the pediatric cancer biobank or 

take the converse approach and query for variants in the TCGA database across the thousands of studies 

and millions of mutations. The user can locate and request physical specimens in the CBTTC biobank 

containing those mutations. The uniqueness of our approach empowers a researcher to make a request for 

the specific biospecimen and do scientifically vetted research without having to engage the regulatory 

requirements of human-subject research or participate in lengthy data requests. Together, the integrated 

platforms accelerate discovery through the empowerment of both biosepecimens and data that are pre-

integrated and de-identified through an honest brokered institutional biorepository
3
.   

 

Discussion 

 

At time of submission of this abstract, we are able to search the biorepository for specific available 

specimens with somatic mutations and view that specimen’s mutations in the CBioPortal. We are also able 

to create a specimen shopping cart or “bucket” in the CBioPortal based on mutation-based queries. We 

have also developed a method of building a query context based on the CBioPortal bucketed specimens 

within the Harvest-based biorepository. A researcher can make a specimen request based on the cohort 

derived from the CBioportal based query. We are in the process of developing a method to build a 

specimen set in Harvest and pass that set to CBioPortal. Currently, we can only pass one sample analysis 

event from Harvest to CBioPortal by way of constructed URL. By continuing to explore open resources 

and modern web interfaces to close the gap between big data genomic analysis and biological research, we 

believe the bar can be lowered to generate actionable targeted hypotheses in pediatric cancer research in 

support of preclinical therapeutic development. 
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Introduction 

Apolipoprotein L1 (APOL1) risk allele is associated with end-stage renal disease in hypertensive African 

Americans. To determine whether APOL1 was associated with blood pressure traits as predisposing factors for 

kidney disease, we performed a retrospective analysis of longitudinal electronic medical records (EMR) in three 

biobanks in the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) network. 

Methods 

The discovery cohort consisted of 5,204 African Americans from Mount Sinai BioMe Biobank. Replication cohorts 

consisted of an independent set from BioMe (n=1,623), Vanderbilt BioVu (n=1,809) and Northwestern NUgene 

(n=567) biobanks. Median follow-up was of 5, 3, 6 and 8 years, respectively. We genotyped single-nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) comprising the APOL1 G1 and G2 renal risk alleles; rs73885319, rs71785313 and 

rs60910145 in BioMe samples and imputed the genotypes in BioVu and NUgene samples using Illumina 1M data. 

The APOL1 high-risk status (carrying two copies of G1, two copies of G2 or one copy of each) was observed at 

14%-16% frequency. Time-stamped ICD9 codes, medication records, and laboratory values were extracted from 

longitudinal EMR entries. Blood pressure measurements taken during inpatient stays were excluded. Ambulatory 

systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP) values represent the average of all recorded blood pressure 

readings or average of blood pressure readings prior to prescription of antihypertensive medications. 

Antihypertensive medication orders were mapped to their corresponding antihypertensive classes to determine the 

cumulative number of antihypertensive classes (by mechanism of action) prescribed for each participant. 

Results 

The APOL1 high-risk status was associated with younger age at hypertension onset in a Cox-proportional hazards 

analysis based on the first documented hypertension ICD9 code (Pdis=0.04; Prep=3x10
-4

; Pcom=1x10
-4

; with age, sex 

and overall mean body mass index (BMI) as covariates). Median onset of hypertension was 2-5 years younger in 

APOL1 high-risk individuals compared to low-risk individuals (Figure 1). 

To test if there were age-specific associations between the APOL1 risk status and SBP or DBP, we performed age-

specific linear regressions in 20-year age groups (20-39, 40-59 and 60-79). SBP, DBP, body mass index (BMI) and 

estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) values were stratified according to the age of participant at recorded time 

and average values for each 20-year period were calculated. In the 20-39 years old individuals, the APOL1 high-risk 

status accounted for 2-3 mmHg SBP elevation (Ndis=1132; Pdis=7.3x10
-3

; Prep=4.7x10
-4

; Pcom= 1.1x10
-5 

with sex and 

BMI as covariates and Ndis=1022; Pdis=0.08; Prep=0.01; Pcom=2.7x10
-3

 with sex, BMI and eGFR as covariates). 

Further stratification showed that increased SBP in APOL1 high-risk individuals was detected in 20-29 years old 

individuals (Ndis=472; Pdis=0.09; Prep=1.8x10
-4

; Pcom=6.2x10
-5

 with sex and mean BMI as covariates), at which age 

there was no significant association between APOL1 risk status and eGFR (Ndis=403; Pdis=0.96; Prep=0.75; Pcom=0.77 

with sex and mean BMI as covariates). In 20-year age groups analyses combining all individuals prescribed 
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antihypertensive medications from all cohorts, 40-59 years old APOL1 high-risk individuals were more likely to be 

prescribed four or more antihypertensive classes than APOL1 low-risk individuals (P=0.04; Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1. Age at first diagnosis of hypertension stratified by APOL1 low-risk versus high-risk groups. 

 

Figure 2. Antihypertensive classes by APOL1 risk status.  

 

Discussion 

Young African Americans adults with APOL1 high-risk status manifest elevated SBP prior to decline in eGFR and 

are diagnosed earlier with hypertension than low-risk individuals. Compared to other known blood pressure loci, 

APOL1 is a large effect size locus for SBP in young African Americans that may account in part for well-

documented higher blood pressure and health disparities associated with hypertension in younger African 

Americans.
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Introduction 

Electronic health records (EHR) contain a variety of rich information regarding patient diagnoses, treatments, and 
health outcomes.  Analysis of these data using informatics techniques can uncover important information regarding 
drug efficacy, outcomes, and adverse events at both the individual patient and population levels. Extracting 
knowledge from raw data mined from clinical systems requires extensive data wrangling in order to shape, clean, 
validate, and transform the data so that it is in a form which can be readily consumed by downstream analysis 
processes. 

We employ EHR data mining and analysis to address the problem of cardiotoxicity in a real-world cohort of HER2-
positive breast cancer patients treated with trastuzumab.  The monoclonal antibody trastuzumab is among the most 
effective treatments for HER2-positive breast cancer. A recognized potential cardiac side effect of trastuzumab is an 
asymptomatic decline in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) - the fraction of blood that leaves the left ventricle 
during contraction - known as left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD) and an increased risk of congestive heart 
failure (CHF). Here we report on our efforts to extract, integrate, and analyze data from EHR systems at the 
MedStar Washington Hospital Center (MWHC), a hospital in the MedStar Health network.  Patient data including 
demographics, drug administrations, and cardiology information were extracted from MedStar clinical systems and 
prepared for analysis. We then performed data visualization, statistical modeling, and other analysis to identify the 
factors most predictive of cardiotoxic events. We are currently in the process of obtaining data from the Medstar 
Georgetown University Hospital (MGUH) to expand the scope of our analysis. 

Methods 

To address the critical need to use EHR data to better understand trastuzumab-related cardiotoxicity in breast cancer 
patients, we identified patients with available diagnosis, lab, demographic and cardiology information.  This 
required a cohort discovery strategy to identify data sources residing in disparate systems across the MedStar Health 
network.  Specifically, we investigated patients diagnosed with breast cancer who were treated with trastuzumab and 
had valid echocardiogram data from MWHC available for analysis. Figure 1 illustrates our data extraction and 
filtering process. Important data sources were ARIA – the oncology EHR system that contains patient 
demographics, diagnosis, lab results, drug orders, and clinical notes – and the MWHC instance of Xcelera, a multi-
modality image management system that contains echocardiogram data. This project was evaluated by the 
Georgetown-Howard Universities Center for Clinical and Translational Science Institutional Review Board and was 
deemed to be exempt from detailed review. 

Once we obtained a consolidated file containing the study data for downstream analysis, we visualized the data 
using the EventFlow software (http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/eventflow/) and performed statistical analyses using Cox 
proportional hazards with the LASSO approach with the glmnet R package and probabilistic network modeling with 
BayesiaLab (http://www.bayesia.com). 
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We are currently anticipating additional echocardiogram data for female breast cancer patients treated at MGUH. 
This should approximately double the number of patients with complete information that we have available for 
analysis. 

 

Figure 1: Data extraction and filtering workflow. 

Results 

The variables selected by the Cox proportional hazards framework with the LASSO penalty as being most 
associated with time to cardiotoxic event were baseline LVEF and septal thickness. The Bayesian network modeling 
algorithm we employed identified baseline LVEF and left ventricular end diastolic dimension (LVEDD) as 
important factors for predicting cardiotoxicity. After performing 5-Fold CV only baseline LVEF was found to be 
robust as it was included in 4 of the 5 models generated. The model had an in-sample (training) classification 
accuracy of 82% and 5-Fold CV accuracy of 75%.  

Discussion 

A major challenge in using clinical data in Hospital EHR systems is that EHR systems are largely designed for 
single patient clinical care and not for research on large patient cohorts.  The majority of the time spent on this effort 
involved getting access to and wrangling data from numerous clinical systems in order to create a structured dataset 
that could be used for statistical analysis and modeling. A further challenge we faced was incomplete or missing 
data. Many patients were excluded from our analysis because we could not locate valid LVEF measurements for a 
patient or determine a baseline LVEF value. A possible concern is that the patients with measured LVEF may 
represent a biased sub-sample of the total patient population. This illustrates the general problem of incomplete data 
in EHR systems that can be due to patients being seen at outside institutions or being lost to follow-up. 

Once created, the structured dataset proved to be very valuable, allowing us to conduct collaborative data 
exploration and analysis with a multidisciplinary team of clinician researchers and informatics scientists. Our work 
will ultimately lead to development of decision support tools in an oncology setting with the goal of reducing the 
number of cardiotoxic events experienced by patients. 

 
 
 

 

ARIA 

(Medstar) 

  

Consider patients with 

relevant ICD-9 codes. 

Xcelera 

(MWHC) 

  

Query drug administration 

table for trastuzumab aliases 

11,560 female breast 

cancer patients 

702 patients received 

trastuzumab 

Extract echocardiogram 

records for MWHC 

patients 

160 patients have 

echocardiogram data 

Consider patients with at least 

one LVEF measurement within 

the 24 months before the start 

of chemotherapy and at least 

one measurement afterward 

95 patients have 

sufficient information 

to assess cardiotoxicity 

Define cardiotoxic event as a 

drop in LVEF of 16 from baseline 

or drop of 10 and LVEF below 50  

21 patients with event, 

74 patients without event 
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Introduction 

The Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) was established to “provide high quality, curated information on 

clinically relevant genes and variants”
1
. Infobuttons are information retrieval decision support tools addressing the 

need for streamlined, patient-specific access to online knowledge resources. In the clinical setting, infobuttons 

translate the clinical context (i.e., information about the patient, provider, care setting, and clinical task) of a 

particular patient encounter within the EHR into a request for relevant information from web knowledge resources. 

The Health Level Seven Infobutton standard (HL7 IB) aids the integration between EHR systems and online 

knowledge resources.
2
 Further, adoption of the HL7 IB is required for EHR certification in the US Meaningful Use 

program. Here we describe the technical implementation of a genomics search interface, which leverages an open 

source software platform called OpenInfobutton, a reference implementation of the HL7 IB standard. The Genomic 

Resources Search page is the first product of the ClinGen Electronic Health Record Work Group (EHR WG)
3
. 

Specifically, the aims of this work are to: (1) describe the implementation of the HL7 IB enabled search found on 

the Genomic Resources Search page, (2) assess readiness of information resources included in the search page 

towards HL7 infobutton standard compliance, and (3) provide recommendations for resources to achieve 

compliance. 

Methods  

We selected genomic information resources by informally surveying attendees of a ClinGen educational session. 

Implementing the ClinGen Genomics Resources Page involved creating an OpenInfobutton enabled search engine 

and configuring OpenInfobutton to access selected genomic information resources. According to the HL7 IB 

specification, compliant resources should provide a RESTful interface that can receive HL7 IB requests and provide 

HL7 IB responses. Thus, we evaluated resource readiness based on the presence of a URL-based API, support for 

standard terminologies, and response data types returned by the URL-based API. The evaluation was carried out by 

reading the web-accessible documentation for each resource as well as conducting test searches using the resource 

search API. The analysis was confirmed by contacting resource representatives. 

Results 

The ClinGen genomics search interface, at https://clinicalgenome.org/tools-resources/genomic-resources-search/, 

went live on October 2015, and now provides access to genomic resources including those within ClinGen. In brief, 

search parameters are sent to OpenInfobutton using an HL7 IB request. OpenInfobutton matches the context 

parameters with the most appropriate resources for the context, and sends an HL7 IB response in JavaScript Simple 

Object Notation JSON with automatically configured links. The response is then processed and the links to the 

appropriate knowledge content are displayed. Figure 1 provides an overview of how OpenInfobutton was utilized. 

Genomic resources were found to have many foundational features needed for HL7 IB readiness, but none were 

HL7 IB compliant. To become compliant, the resources generally need to adapt their existent interfaces to handle 

the syntax of an HL7 IB request and return an HL7 IB compliant response. A major feature of handling HL7 

requests that resources should adopt, is support of terminologies used in EHRs. Table 1 summarizes key findings. 
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Figure 1. OpenInfobutton context matching to resources. A HL7 IB URL request with context parameters is sent 

from the EHR to OpenInfobutton (a). Resources are selected which match the context parameters (b), and the 

context specific links for the matched profiles are added to the OpenInfobutton response (c). The response can be 

received (d) as XML/JSON, as per the HL7 IB. Additionally, if a resource is HL7 IB compliant, OpenInfobutton can 

send the resource an HL7 IB request (e) and process HL7 IB responses (f). Non-standard resources links use a pre-

configured API URL-requests (g). 

Table 1. Readiness of Genomic Resources for HL7 IB compliance 
 

Resource Response Types 
Specific Terminologies used to 

index the content  

Code based searching 

support for Specific 

Terminologies  

NCBI Resources: ClinVar, 

GeneReviews, Genetic 

Practice Guidelines, Genetic 

Testing Registry, MedGen  

HTML/Text 

XML/JSON (with e-utilities) 

OMIM, HGNC Approved Gene 

Symbol,  UMLS, SNOMED-CT 
OMIM* 

GHR (National Library of 

Medicine) 
HTML 

OMIM, HGNC Approved Gene 

Symbol , UMLS, SNOMED-CT 
OMIM 

OMIM 
HTML/XML/JSON/JSONP 

(with Key) 

OMIM, HGNC Approved Gene 

Symbol, UMLS, SNOMED-CT 
OMIM 

PharmGKB HTML 

OMIM, HGNC Approved Gene 

Symbol, UMLS, SNOMED-CT, 

NDFRT 

None 

CPIC guidelines None None N/A 
 

* While code-based searching with OMIM MIM numbers is supported by the www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov resources, in 

many cases, we choose to use the search term itself to maximize coverage.  

Conclusion 

Any EHR system that is HL7 IB compliant can use OpenInfobutton to access the configured genomic resources, or 

our interface, via context-specific infobuttons. Also, we have been able to provide specific guidance for genomic 

resources to provide access through infobuttons. 
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Introduction 

Drug-perturbed gene expression measurements provide a high-dimensional readout of the effects of a drug on a 

biological system, which can be used for a variety of aims including elucidation of compound mechanism of action, 

prediction of side effects, and identification of drug repurposing opportunities1, 2
. Projects such as the Connectivity 

Map3 and LINCS (http://www.lincsproject.org) have measured drug-perturbed expression data in a variety of 

experimental conditions. However, there are still many gaps in this experimental space, and generating these 

measurements is costly and time-consuming. Furthermore, there are other scenarios in which gene expression is 

nearly impossible to obtain (e.g. human brain tissue expression in vivo). Hence, we asked whether it is possible to 

predict gene expression profiles using expression data from other experimental contexts.   

We apply tensor completion to this problem, by constructing a three-dimensional tensor from the expression data 

and using a low-rank approximation to fill in the missing entries. Low-rank matrix and tensor modeling of gene 

expression has been used in other contexts such as drug repurposing4 and pathway reconstruction5. We test the 

approach on LINCS L1000 drug-perturbation signatures, predicting over 2,000 expression profiles, and evaluate the 

accuracy of the method using cross-validation, comparing to a simple mean-value imputation baseline. Our method 

is also generally applicable to predicting gene expression from one set of conditions to a related set of conditions, 

whenever the expression can be arranged into a tensor of three dimensions or higher. 

Methods 

The L1000 data consists of expression of 978 genes measured in dozens of cell lines exposed to ~13,000 drugs and 

other chemical compounds, sometimes with multiple doses and/or exposure times. The 978 genes were pre-selected 

by the Connectivity Map at the Broad Institute to be maximally predictive of the other genes while being widely 

expressed across many cell and tissue types. Differential expression profiles were computed using the characteristic 

direction method6, resulting in a unit vector in the 978-dimensional gene space characterizing the direction of 

expression perturbation for each experiment. The range of possible values for each gene (we will call this the 

“expression value”) is [-1, 1], with larger magnitudes corresponding to a greater degree of differential expression, 

and a positive [negative] sign corresponding to up- [down-] regulation. The characteristic direction vectors were 

averaged across doses and time points and then renormalized to have unit length, resulting in a single vector for each 

drug/cell combination that was measured. Since not every possible drug/cell combination has been measured in the 

LINCS dataset, our method is developed to impute these “missing” signatures. We constructed a tensor with 

dimensions of genes by drugs by cell types. A subset of the original compounds and cell types (size is 978×746 ×11) 

was chosen to increase the observation density within the tensor to 74%, corresponding to 6,055 measured drug/cell 

combinations, leaving 2,151 profiles to be imputed. Figure 1(b) shows the selected cell types and signature counts. 

Because of its accuracy and efficiency in initial comparisons of various tensor completion algorithms, we selected 

the FaLRTC (Fast Low-Rank Tensor Completion) algorithm7 for the imputation. We compared this to a simple 

baseline where missing values for each compound are replaced by the average expression values from all measured 

cell lines for that compound. A cross-validation experiment was carried out to evaluate the proposed method: of the 

6,055 measured signatures, we randomly selected 20 drug/cell combinations to be held out from the tensor. We 

applied FaLRTC as well as the baseline to the tensor, and compared the estimated and true values for each gene in 

the 20 held-out signatures. We repeated this procedure 10 times for a total of 200 unique held-out signatures. A 

depiction of cross-validation on one signature is shown in Figure 1(a).  Additional analyses (omitted for brevity) 

indicate that the results on the randomly selected 200 signatures are representative.  

Results 

Cross-validation results are shown in Figure 1 (c) and (d). Panel (c) is a scatter plot of the estimated versus true gene 

expression values for the 200 held-out signatures. The Spearman correlation is 0.64 (baseline method 0.48), and the 
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slope is 0.71 (baseline 0.55), demonstrating reasonable accuracy relative to the ideal slope and correlation of 1. 

Panel (d) shows ROC curves demonstrating the ability of the predicted signatures to classify genes as differentially 

expressed. Genes are labeled as differentially expressed if the absolute value of the measured expression values is 

greater than some threshold alpha, and the predicted gene labels are similarly defined by some threshold beta. Each 

ROC curve was generated by varying beta across the range [-1, 1], and this was repeated for 21 values of alpha 

resulting in different percentages of genes being called as differentially expressed, ranging from 0.04% to 9.38% of 

the 978×200 genes. The AUCs of these 21 curves have a mean and standard deviation of 0.92±0.04.  For clarity, 

only 2 of the 21 curves are shown, for both the baseline (mean) as well as the tensor (FaLRTC) imputation methods. 

 

Figure 1. 

 (a) Depiction of tensor completion and 

cross validation setup. The vertical 

dimension corresponds to genes and the 

horizontal dimensions to drugs and cell 

types.  

(b) Cell types used in analysis and number 

of signatures coming from each.  

(c) Scatter plot of estimated vs. true gene 

expression values for 200 held out 

signatures on the LINCS tensor.  

(d) ROC curves demonstrating the ability 

of the predicted signatures to classify 

genes as differentially expressed (DEG = 

differentially expressed genes). See text 

for details. 

 

Conclusion 

We applied a tensor completion algorithm to predict drug-perturbed gene expression profiles in previously 

unmeasured conditions. The imputed signatures achieve very high AUCs for identifying differentially expressed 

genes, providing evidence that these signatures could be useful in downstream analyses, e.g. drug repurposing. The 

high prediction accuracy of the results provides evidence of self-consistency and signal strength within the LINCS 

L1000 data, which is encouraging for this new dataset which has not yet generated scientific findings. 
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Abstract 

Epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA Methylation (DNAm) vary at specific genomic locations in human diseases 

such as cancer and diabetes. Computational and statistical methods have evolved to determine differentially 

methylated regions between normal and disease subjects. We explore the application of deep learning algorithms 

with feature selection to determine the genomic loci that best differentiate patient samples as well as further stratify 

them based on their DNAm profiles.  

Introduction 

Epigenetics involves the study of heritable changes in gene functionality during cell replication that does not involve 

any change in the underlying DNA sequence
1
. DNA methylation (DNAm), a type of epigenetic mechanism, is 

known to change the DNA and chromatin structure among cancer and diabetic patients relative to healthy subjects. 

DNAm is a chemical process that occurs when methyl groups attach to CG dinucleotides (CpGs). In the recent past, 

computational and statistical methods
2
  have been able to determine methylated regions within a genome i.e. groups 

of CpGs that are differentially expressed in unhealthy patients compared to healthy controls. These approaches 

identify CpG regions with significant DNAm variability. However, differences in DNAm profiles within the 

unhealthy patient samples do exist. Deep learning is a branch of machine learning that is based on learning 

representations of data. Deep learning algorithms have been successfully applied to build predictive models based 

on high dimensional datasets
3
. Since DNAm datasets have a large number of features much greater than number of 

observations, deep learning algorithms cannot be applied directly. Deep learning paradigm combined with statistical 

methods for feature selection i.e. CpGs in this context, can be quite powerful though for analyzing datasets such as 

DNAm. Since these datasets are labeled (i.e., unhealthy versus healthy), we can create a predictive model using deep 

learning.  The model can be used to rank the top features. These in turn can help stratify patient samples. The deep 

learning algorithms have been integrated with our machine learning platform, SPIRIT-ML (Software Platform for 

Integrated Research Information and Transformation-Machine Learning) 2.0, a modified version of SPIRIT-ML
4
. 

We will open source the platform to accelerate translational research.  

Methods / Results 

The raw DNAm data provides the levels of methylated and unmethylated DNA at each CpG site across all patient 

samples.  SPIRIT-ML 2.0 is a machine learning platform that furnishes a streamlined approach to process the raw 

DNAm data (if necessary) and computes the M-values of the associated probes for each CpG site. Deep learning 

algorithms provided by the R package, “h2o” was used to analyze DNAm datasets.  The R package provides an 

interface for H2O
5
, the open source math engine for big data that computes parallel distributed machine learning 

algorithms. Infinium HumanMethylation 27K Beadchips generated DNAm datasets obtained from GEO
2
 are used to 

validate our approach. Features with differential variability are identified from the processed DNAm data using 

Bartlett’s test statistic
2
. Those with a p-value <0.05 is used to construct the deep learning model based on training 

data (70%). This model is further tuned for hyper-parameters such as number of hidden neurons and hidden layers 

etc. based on the validation test data (15%). The error rates are reported for the test data (15%).  The features are 

ranked using the variable importance option available in the deep learning model. 

Conclusions 

Our goal is to demonstrate the usefulness of deep learning algorithms for analyzing high dimensional data sets such 

as DNAm. Using multiple datasets from GEO we find that combining statistical and deep learning methods is best 
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suited to address problems involving DNAm where the set of features (CpGs) most critical in differentiating healthy 

versus unhealthy patient samples is of interest. Our preliminary analysis with data from Teschendorff et al. [2] 

indicates that the deep learning models predict the class label (healthy vs unhealthy) with 86% accuracy.  Our 

methods are generalizable to Infinium HumanMethylation 450K Beadchips generated DNAm datasets. Further, the 

top ranked CpG’s identified by the deep learning model can be useful to stratify the unhealthy patient samples. This 

could help us understand the individual differences in complex diseases such as cancer and diabetes. 
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Learning Objective 

After participating in this session, the learner should be better able to: 

•  Process the raw DNA methylation data using SPIRIT-ML 2.0, a computational platform of machine 

learning methods. 

• Select  DNA methylation features that differentiate healthy patient samples from unhealthy ones based on 

statistical tests. 

•  Stratify patient samples based on a top ranked features determined by deep learning algorithms. 

Keywords: 

• Epigenomics, Machine Learning 
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Introduction: Body mass index (BMI) is the ratio of human body weight to squared height and is used as a critical 

trait in clinical research. Vanderbilt’s research data warehouses, identified and de-identified, contain millions of 

weight and height measurements extracted from electronic health records (EHRs). Measurements are often numerous 

per patient record and can span long time periods (20+ years for some), multiple developmental stages (pediatric, 

adult, elderly), life events (pregnant, non-pregnant, amputations), and medical conditions (nutritional disorders, 

dwarfism) which can make simple usage in studies challenging. Inaccuracies in the data are of two types i) implausible 

weigh/height values caused by measurement or data-entry errors, and ii) improbable measurements due to the 

longitudinal nature of the repository (with continual updates, what might appear as erroneous measurements at first 

might be valid measurement based on change in care and circumstance of the patient). While others have attempted 

to address erroneous errors on a project level[1,2], our approach cleans data in the entire all-patient research repository 

and uses a longitudinal perspective to address issues related to both implausible and improbable values.   

Methods: Our approach focuses on weights and heights that are measured when subjects are older than 18, since both 

values change dramatically during one’s childhood and different methods would need to be developed. Similarly, 

weights measured during pregnancy are not cleaned in our algorithm. Weights and heights vary widely from person 

to person, so our approach processes data for each subject individually, instead of the whole population at large.  

All raw data are preserved and available for reuse as more measurements are added over time. Researchers have access 

to cleaned weights, heights, and BMI for their projects or can retrieve original raw values as needed.  

First, values identified as possibly being entered as wrong units are corrected. For heights, if the value is between 0.9 

and 2.3, we assume it is in meters and multiply it by 100; if it is between 3.0 and 7.5, we assume it is in feet and 

multiply it by 30.48; and if it is between 36.0 and 89.9, we assume it is in inches and multiply it by 2.54. For weights, 

if a value is 1.5-fold greater than that subject’s overall median weight, we assume it is in pounds and convert it to a 

value in kilograms. 

For height we remove all implausible height values that are either < 90 cm or > 230 cm. Next, if any height that does 

fall in plausible value range, but when compared against subject’s median height, and values were flagged as invalid 

if it differ more than 3% from the median. This process is applied to all subjects except for those who are identified 

by ICD code to have i) osteoporosis, ii) spinal stenosis, iii) arthroplasty, iv) amputation of a lower limb, or v) is wheel-

chair bound.  For these phenotypes, we have identified that height measurements are measured with extreme variation 

and finding the “correct” baseline is difficult.  If a subject has exactly two height values, we flag instances where the 

two values are larger than 10 standard deviations away from their mean.  

When considering corrected weights, a plausible value range, is established for each patient.  This range could be 

highly affected by one’s health condition. The default weight range is 30 kg to 250 kg. If the subject is diagnosed as 

having dwarfism, anorexia or extreme weight loss (as defined by ICD code), the lower bound is set to 20 kg. If the 

subject is diagnosed with extreme obesity or weight gain as defined by ICD codes or has three or more weights that 

are > 250 kg, the higher bound will be set to 450 kg. Any value outside of one’s plausible weight range is flagged as 

invalid. If a subject has exactly two weight values, we flag instances where the two values are larger than 10 standard 

deviations away from their mean.  Finally, any weight that fluctuates too much compared to the subject’s median 

weights in a certain timeframe is also flagged as invalid. Because a subject’s weight may change dramatically over 

long periods of time, our method looks at discrete time windows around a given value in order to assess accuracy for 

individual measurements.  For each weight measurement, we combine it with all other weights measured within one 

year before or after its observation date, and thus obtain a group of weights observed within a two-year timeframe. If 

a weight measurement is more than 33% different from the median of observed weights within +/- 1 year, it is flagged. 

Similar procedures are processed using 60-day, 30-day and 21-day timeframes against fluctuations greater than 20%, 

14%, and 12% respectively for each weight for each individual subject.  
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Finally, each cleaned weight is paired with the closest clean height to calculate BMI. That target height is chosen from 

heights within one year if the weight is measured at an age less than 20, or among heights within five years otherwise. 

Results:  The implementation of our algorithm is expected to have a robust performance since our data pool contains 

millions of weight and height. Also, there are thousands of new weight and height measurements imported every day 

into our research data warehouse that must be processed quickly. Cleaning BMI measurements on a per-patient, sliding 

time window basis is computationally intense, but feasible using parallel processing methods (leveraging the IBM® 

PureData™ System, we can process 12M values over 700,000 subjects in 7 minutes). 

In a recent analysis, before cleaning, there were 707,539 subjects with over ten million weight and height values, with 

a range of (-210.10, 10,074,788.75) for weights, and a range of (-1295.40, 320,000,000.08) for heights; after cleaning, 

we had 701,454 subjects with a range of (20.05, 408.23) and (90.00, 229.87) respectively. Individual Coefficient of 

Variation improved from (0.0024, 0.17) to (0.0021, 0.10) for weights; (0, 0.033) to (0, 0.016) for heights; and (0.0028, 

0.16) to (0.0025, 0.10) for BMI.  

In Figure 1, a single subject’s weight values are displayed along with the impact of the corrections. When evaluating 

20 subject’s weights with 3,412 weight values against a manually reviewed dataset, our algorithm had a 97.3% positive 

predictive value (PPV) and 97.9% sensitivity.  

In addition, we ran an association test of type 2 diabetes against the full BMI data verses that against the cleaned BMI 

data.  We ran a regression test for 100 subjects, 50 case and controls, and 1000 subjects, 500 case and controls, where 

controls were matched based on diabetes on-set age. We found BMI had a stronger coefficient in both when using the 

cleaned BMI data, 0.0372 verses 0.0314 in the 100 subject regression and 0.0767076 verses 2.952e-05 in the 100 

subject regression. 

Discussion: By considering a growing, continually updating resource of longitudinal data, data cleaning approaches 

require interpretation of existing static project based methods to account for changes that occur over time. Thus we 

needed an evolving model that changes assessment based on new information introduced to provide a better view of 

the subject. Upon implementing this methodology to our databases, we have found at the subject level improved 

representations of BMI over time and a more accurate view of changes as they occur. 

Figure 1: Single subject weight measurements before and after data cleaning.   
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Abstract: Vanderbilt’s research data warehouse stores and regularizes clinical data for clinical, genomics, and 

informatics research. Vital signs are extracted, transformed, and loaded from multiple sources. Data inconsistences 

are inevitable and increase the difficulty of research use. We defined a process to review, evaluate, and correct height 

and weight values as part of regular data updates in order to provide more accurate subject data for research. 
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Summary: Hospitalizations among individuals with cirrhosis are frequent. Accurate assessment of the 
risk of mortality following cirrhosis-related admissions can enable clinicians to identify high-risk patients 
and modify treatment plans to decrease mortality risk. 
 
Methods: 314,292 patients who received care at two urban tertiary care hospitals between 1992 and 2010 
were included. Individuals with cirrhosis were identified using a combination of billing codes and 
mentions of “cirrhosis” in discharge summaries. We developed a prediction model for 90-day mortality 
considering patients who survived a cirrhosis-related admission. We extracted 113 Electronic Medical 
Record (EMR) structured and unstructured variables including demographics, laboratory values, billing 
codes, medications, and liver-related concepts from clinical narrative notes. We calculated areas under the 
receiver operating characteristic curves (AUROCs) to measure model accuracy in derivation and 
validation sets. To select the most informative variables, we used logistic regression with the adaptive 
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO). 
 
Results: We identified 4,781 cirrhosis-related admissions in which all patients survived the admission. 
778 of the admissions resulted in death within 90 days after discharge (16.2%). Twenty seven variables 
were predictors of 90-day mortality (Figure 1). These included the Model for End-Stage Liver Disease 
(MELD) score, white blood cell count, total bilirubin, hepatorenal syndrome, steatohepatitis, 
dyslipidemia, ascites, and hepatocellular carcinoma. Using a cross validation scheme yielded AUROCs of 
0.82 for the derivation and 0.79 for the validation sets. In contrast, the MELD score alone yielded a lower 
AUROC of 0.69. When the MELD score was excluded from the original model the AUROC remained 
superior to MELD alone with an AUROC of 0.79. In addition, when MELD and all components of 
MELD were excluded the model was again superior to MELD alone with an AUROC of 0.77. The 
AUROCs are presented in Figure 2. 
 
Discussion: The cirrhosis mortality prediction model can be used to identify patients at high risk for 
mortality after surviving an admission related to cirrhosis. Further, we demonstrate that our model is 
superior to the MELD score alone. This finding demonstrates that use of an unbiased approach can 
identify unique predictors of death in those with cirrhosis. The MELD score has extensively been adopted 
to predict patient outcomes and is associated with increased mortality and re-admission rates in 
individuals with cirrhosis. We demonstrate, however, that the contribution of the MELD score to improve 
model accuracy considering a large set of cirrhosis-related admissions is minimal when accompanied by 
twenty-six additional EMR variables selected by the adaptive LASSO feature selection algorithm. These 
findings suggest that there is a need to develop new types of cirrhosis-related indexes to predict outcomes 
that rely more extensively on EMR. 
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Figure 1. Variables selected: 90-day mortality prediction. HR = Hazard ratio; CI = confidence 
interval; S = Structured; U = Unstructured. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. AUROCs using varying combinations of variables. 
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Abstract 

The clinical implementation of pharmacogenomics (PGx) guidelines as clinical decision support (CDS) rules is 

becoming widespread, but the effort required to develop and maintain knowledge resources remains significant.  We 

developed a public repository for structured documents that will improve knowledge management in this rapidly-

evolving domain and facilitate the sharing of information related to PGx CDS implementations.  We anticipate the 

increased availability of structured knowledge will lower barriers for future PGx CDS implementations. 

Introduction 

The number of "clinically-actionable" genetic variants is increasing rapidly due to advances in PGx knowledge.  To 

help clinicians use patients' genetic data to inform decisions about drug therapy, PGx clinical guidelines are 

developed1.  These guidelines are written for human consumption and, because the volume of PGx knowledge 

surpasses the capacity of human cognition, they are often used as an authoritative source of knowledge from which 

CDS rules are derived and implemented.  The effort required to extract knowledge from clinical guidelines is 

significant, however, which hinders adoption.  To help overcome this barrier, the Clinical Pharmacogenomic 

Implementation Consortium (CPIC) is developing semi-structured content as a supplement to their guidelines, and 

the Pharmacogenomics Research Network (PGRN) and the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) 

network are gathering information about PGx implementations from participating sites2.  In addition, computable 

representations of PGx guidelines, which are fully structured and coded using standard terminologies and data 

models, are being developed3.  All of these documents were derived from or associated to PGx guidelines, but they 

were developed for different consumers, convey different types of information, and apply in different contexts. 

The Clinical Decision Support Consortium (CDSC) 

proposed a layered framework to illustrate how CDS 

knowledge that is initially represented as human-readable, 

unstructured text (a "Level 1" artifact) could be translated 

into semi-structured and fully structured renderings (Levels 

2 and 3), and finally into executable code (Level 4) (Figure 

1). Sites implementing PGx CDS use this process, 

intentionally or not, to generate local CDS rules (Level 4) 

from PGx guidelines and related resources (Levels 1 and 2). 

As the quantity of publicly available documentation related 

to PGx CDS implementations grows, it will need to be 

stored and organized in a system that enables rapid access 

to precise information and accurately tracks revisions as the 

underlying PGx knowledge evolves.  Furthermore, the 

system must support a variety of documents and formats 

that describe diverse PGx implementations, while 

maintaining relationships between documents that define 

how each was derived, to support traceability. 

We developed a public repository to host a library of structured documents that will facilitate the sharing of 

information related to PGx CDS implementations.  The repository, which was built using open source software 

customized to leverage the CDSC knowledge framework and extended to support structured metadata relevant to the 

PGx domain, represents an important tool to facilitate the collection, organization, and dissemination of PGx 

knowledge and may help lower barriers for PGx CDS implementations. 

Figure 1 - CDSC Knowledge Framework. Examples 

of knowledge artifacts for each level are given in italics. 
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Methods 

The repository was built on the open source Drupal Content Management System (CMS), extended with the 

Filedepot module.  We modified the Filedepot module, which provided a hierarchical document repository, and the 

Drupal core database schema to support custom attributes that captured structured metadata related to PGx 

documents.  Specifically, we added fields to the database that provided support for indexing documents using coded 

terms from standard terminologies and data sources, as well as for capturing relationships between documents.  

Drupal's built-in document versioning system provided support for tracking revisions of knowledge artifacts, and the 

tagging function was used to enhance indexing through the generation of user-defined categories and concepts. 

The repository is hosted on a T2 medium instance of the Amazon cloud that runs Ubuntu 12.04.2 LTSa.    The 

website runs within an apache2 v2.2.22 server and the data is stored in a MySQL v5.6.23 database. 

Results 

The Drupal/Filedepot framework was customized to support structured knowledge artifacts related to PGx 

guidelines and CDS rules.  Our repository captures an extended set of document metadata, including:  bibliographic 

reference, PubMed ID, document URL, HGNC symbol, NCBI Gene ID, RxNorm CUI, NDR-FT NUI, and version-

specific notes (in unstructured text).  In addition, the repository captures relationships between documents (e.g., 

derived from, supplement of) to aid knowledge management by providing traceability among related documents. 

The repository was populated 

with content, including CPIC 

guidelines and supplementary 

material, semi-structured 

documents contributed by 

members of the PGRN and 

eMERGE research networks, 

and fully structured 

representations in Health 

eDecisions format.  The 

repository is available at 

http://gcds.mayo.edu/pgr/ 

(Figure 2). 

Discussion 

We aimed to develop a public repository to host a library of structured documents that will facilitate the sharing of 

information related to PGx CDS implementations.  The system is built on a stable open source framework and is 

designed to allow users to efficiently find documents through both structured, domain-specific metadata and user-

defined tags, and view related files from anywhere along the CDSC knowledge framework.  We anticipate the 

ability to link related knowledge artifacts will facilitate the management of these resources as knowledge evolves.  

Additional content will be added to the repository and a user base will be developed through outreach.  This 

repository represents an important tool to facilitate the collection, organization, and dissemination of PGx 

knowledge and may help lower barriers for PGx CDS implementations. 
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Introduction: Traditionally, clinical decision support (CDS) content is developed by institutions or knowledge 

vendors and delivered by electronic health record (EHR) vendors after undergoing extensive local customizations. 

However, the scale and complexity of dense genomic data highlight the complexity of recreating a program design, 

CDS rule set, and EHR interface for every health system considering a new precision medicine implementation use 

case.  Prior efforts highlight the technical and organizational barriers to coordinating and applying large-scale 

clinical decision support across institutional boundaries.[1]  Difficulties implementing genomic CDS are not limited 

to complexity of the data; general information technology barriers including adoption of national standards are 

shared with other content domains.[2]. Case reports from multiple institutions provide some guidance on how to 

create genomic CDS, but the content of these reports, limited by journal space and formats, are frequently abstracted 

to the point of excluding key implementation content. One step towards a common national CDS infrastructure is to 

encourage the sharing of unstructured documents which convey the design and content of CDS between institutions 

without enforcing a new technical standard[3].  The Clinical Decision Support Knowledgebase (CDS-KB) was 

established to help ameliorate the challenges related to integrating genomic data into electronic health records 

(EHRs), including exchanging lessons learned on establishing an architecture to manage large genomic data sets, 

creating services to distill genetic test results into understandable and clinically relevant representation of genomic 

variation, and designing prescriber and patient facing user interfaces.[4]  

Methods: After design sessions and planning over a 6 month period in early 2015, representatives of the Electronic 

Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) EHR integration workgroup and Implementing Genomics in Practice 

(IGNITE) clinical informatics interest group collected local versions of genomic medicine CDS and the design 

documents that were created during the course of each institution’s implementation.  The accepted artifacts were 

organized into 8 categories: CDS Architecture diagrams, Usage Scenarios, CDS Presentations, Workflow, Mapping 

and translation tables, Algorithms and pseudocode, Patient Materials, and uncategorized. Artifacts submitted by 

consortia members were typically not previously published or shared.   The CDS-KB was created as a light-weight 

repository to easily index and retrieve the artifacts based on coded genomic, medication name, or disease state. 

Access to the website is public, but downloading artifacts requires a user account and acceptance of terms of use to 

restrict re-dissemination.  These terms of use were deemed important to respect the intellectual property of vendors 

and institutions.  In addition, the website facilitates exchanges and discussions between implementers across 

institutions and features a monthly educational webinar.   

Results: Since its creation in the summer of 2015, 29 artifacts have been shared from nine institutions ranging from 

workflow documents, usage scenarios, architecture diagrams, algorithms and pseudocode, to template text.  Artifacts 

range from CDS specific drug, gene, or disease rules to general system documents.    

Discussion: The purpose of the website is to encourage innovation in the genomic medicine space by examining 

implemented examples.    Secondly, through the website we hope to organize a community of CDS experts that can 

share expertise with one another and serve as educational liaisons for others, ultimately advancing the field of CDS 

implementation science in support of precision medicine. CDS-KB has successfully accumulated and indexed new 
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and informative content relevant to developing new genomic medicine programs.  The majority of artifacts currently 

hosted predominately represent pharmacogenomics scenarios, based on accumulated years of experience across the 

two networks within this domain.  However, examples of programs using germline variation to predict disease risk 

are forthcoming.  A public webinar series is a key component of the CDS-KB “Learning” section and leveraging 

synchronicity of multiple networks and consortia, e.g. eMERGE and IGNITE.  The goal is to share lessons learned 

from the daunting task of implementing clinical decision support, particular genomic CDS, into the medical record.   

A repository of implementation artifacts is a potentially valuable resource for those health systems designing and 

implementing a new genomic medicine program.  Shared design may reduce implementation barriers and help 

increase the quality and adoption of genomic CDS.    

 

Figure 1: Library functions of CDS-KB allow searching by contributor, type of artifact, and coded gene or drug 

name.   
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Introduction 
tranSMART is an open source translational and clinical research 
platform that integrates OMICS data with clinical data and 
biological knowledge1. It allows researchers to correlate patients’ 
OMICS data with the phenotypic data of clinical relevance, and 
perform data analysis through simple graphical user interface. To 
take advantage of this platform, tranSMART should be enhanced 
to handle large amount of data and robust analysis algorithms, 
including machine learning (ML), to allow researchers to create 
predictive models for outcome variables such as biomarkers. To 
address these two challenges, we first implemented an ETL 
package to integrate over 115k de-identified patients data from 
our i2b22 cohort identification system with tranSMART.  While 
tranSMART offers some data analysis tools, we integrated 
tranSMART with our extensive machine learning platform 
SPIRIT-ML (Software Platform for Integrated Research 
Information and Transformation – Machine Learning)3. 

Method 
tranSMART’s data warehouse uses the same database schema as i2b2. The cohort data and ontology data in i2b2 based 
cohort management system has been curated, and therefore can be shared with tranSMART. To improve the data 
coverage in tranSMART, we uploaded de-identified clinical data for 115,000 patients from our i2b2 data mart to 
tranSMART using a custom ETL package. The patient data includes complete demographic information, procedure and 
ICD-9 diagnosis data. The data is updated weekly. 

We implemented machine learning analysis feature for tranSMART by integrating with SPIRIT-ML. SPIRIT-ML is a 
synergistic and flexible machine learning component of integrated research informatics platform, SPIRIT, being 
developed at City of Hope. It provides 20 different supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, multiple cross-
validation methods with visualization that allow users to select most suitable algorithm and in turn the model most 
appropriate for their data.  For seamless user experience, we developed a web services based plug-in tranSMART to 
invoke data analysis in SPIRIT-ML. Figure 1 shows our implementation architecture.  

Researchers generate a cohort for machine learning analysis using tranSMART’s data explorer feature. Once the cohort 
is selected, machine learning analysis is performed through Advanced Analysis menu.  The information about dataset for 
analysis is seamlessly transferred from tranSMART to SPIRIT ML with a unique data identifier.  To improve efficiency, 
actual cohort data is not transferred for analysis.  SPIRIT-ML retrieves cohort data using the dataset ID directly from 
tranSMART data warehouse, and generates analysis options depending on the data content. Machine Learning analysis is 
performed using SPIRIT-ML graphical user interface.  

Results: 
We demonstrate the usability of this ML feature with two use cases: predicting tumor malignancy of breast cancer 
patients, and clustering analysis for identifying patient characteristics in a cohort of cancer patients with and without 
diabetes.  

Conclusion 
We integrated i2b2 cohort data with tranSMART platform, to provide a unified platform for cohort discovery, hypothesis 
generation, and hypothesis validation. By integrating tranSMART with SPIRIT-ML, we have significantly enhanced data 
analysis capabilities of tranSMART.  Two use cases demonstrate the usability of this integration solution for translational 
research. 
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Figure 1.  Integrating i2b2 data and SPIRIT-ML with 
tranSMART 
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Introduction  
To identify specific hematological biomarkers 
with their statuses, baseline values, and 
thresholds from large scale of EHR clinical 
documents remains a big challenge for clinicians. 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms 
allow computers to “understand” human written 
language by reducing linguistic structures into 
identifiable patterns and referencing ontology 
databases to find biomarker term variations such 
as synonyms. In this study, they are used to 
automatically extract biomarker information from 
numerous clinical narratives such as pathology 
reports and lab tests, and to investigate specific 
clinical research questions posed by medical 
investigators.    
Methods  
We follow scientific discovery processes with the 
guidance from a COH pathology professor and build NLP algorithms, analytic pathways and pipelines, see Figure 1. 
The major parts of the system include querying EMR data warehouse to collect de-identified patients’ clinical 
reports, diagnosis, demographics and progression information, gathering biomarker synonyms from Unified Medical 
Language System (UMLS), extracting biomarkers from clinical records, performing evaluation procedures, 
reporting, and completing further patient studies. Separate pattern algorithms for the pathology reports and lab test 
identified the biomarker mentions in the records such as CD30, ALK, CD56 and Beta-2-Microglobulin, searched 
relevant position windows for the biomarker statuses (Positive/Negative or High Risk/Low Risk), recognized 
patterns in status placement, identified negations, values, thresholds and reported an output. These narratives for 
each patient are sorted by diagnosis dates or lab report dates. The biomarker statuses for every patient used the ones 
with the earliest dates. To evaluate and improve the algorithms, an iterative process of manual review and 
modification was followed. The algorithms were developed regarding to a training data set of two thousands 
pathology reports, modified continually on separate validation data sets until the precision goal was reached, then 
run on a final independent testing set. Patient studies target specific cancer types with wide usage of the biomarkers 
and generate the biomarker status distributions across age, gender, race, cancer stages and overall survival. 
Results 
The precision in extracting entries of CD30 and CD56 from pathology reports reach 96% and 95% respectively. The 
precision to extract entries of blood lab test statuses, values and thresholds from textual descriptions of lab results is 
more than 99%. Two examples related to Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma (ALCL) and Multiple Myeloma (MM) 
patients demonstrated the values of such approaches to clinical research. For instance, for CD30-positive ALCL 
patients, the distributions of ALK statuses versus age, suggests that in the above-forty age groups, ALK-negative 
status had an increased prevalence compared to ALK-positive status. MM patient groups with high Beta-2-
Microglobulin level in the blood which is above defined thresholds had significantly worse survival. 

Discussion 
The evaluation results of this project demonstrate that NLP can serve as an effective method to extract biomarker 
statuses from large quantities of clinical texts. Clinical and data QA professionals’ expertise and involvements are 
critical to efficiently discover meaningful knowledge. In the coming development stages, these NLP algorithms will 
be extended to study additional biomarkers, explore temporal trends of biomarker statuses, for instance, CD30 status 
shift of ALCL patients after chemo treatments and variation of LFLC/KFLC values and ratios with MM relapse 
events, and examine status distributions for more comprehensive correlative or casual investigations. 

Figure 1: System Components and Workflows of NLP algorithms 
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Abstract 

Drug-drug interactions that prolong the QT interval (QT-DDIs) can lead to potentially fatal arrhythmias but remain 
poorly characterized. To predict new QT-DDIs we created a hybrid feature clustering algorithm that clusters drug 
pairs based on chemical and biological features. We identify clusters significantly enriched for drug pairs that were 
flagged using a separate case-control electronic health record analysis and propose distinct mechanisms for these 
novel interactions. 

Introduction 
Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is a genetic or acquired change in the heart’s electrical activity that can increase risk of 
Torsades de Pointes (TdP), a potentially fatal ventricular tachycardia. More than 40 drugs with both cardiac and 
non-cardiac indications have been found to dangerously prolong the QT interval and increase risk of TdP.1 While 
extensive resources have been curated for linking individual drugs to increased risk of TdP, little remains known 
about QT-prolonging drug-drug interactions (QT-DDIs). Drugs typically prolong the QT interval by blocking the 
hERG channel contributing to ventricular repolarization, but other molecular mechanisms may be at play for QT-
DDIs. While observational data mining can successfully be used to identify novel QT-DDIs,2 chemoinformatics and 
biological network analysis offer a complementary opportunity to predict QT-DDIs and identify their mechanisms. 

Methods 
We created an algorithm called HyFI (Hybrid Features to predict Interactions) clustering. The algorithm predicts 
drug interactions by clustering drug pairs using both their propensity for hERG block and their connectivity to 
known LQTS genes. We obtained chemical structures and molecular descriptors from ChEMBL for every drug 
assayed for hERG block and containing an IC50 value. We converted each drug structure to a FP4 molecular 
fingerprint using OpenBabel (149 distinct bits identified). We also obtained 8 molecular descriptors for each drug 
from ChEMBL (octanol-water partitioning coefficient, molecular weight, # of hydrogen bond donors/ acceptors, # of 
rotatable bonds, # of aromatic rings, # of non-hydrogen atoms, and polar surface area). We used these 157 chemical 
features to train a multi-class (multinomial) Random Forest classifier to predict five classes of hERG (non-)block: 
(IC50 ≤ 100nM), (100nM < IC50 ≤ 1µM), (1µM < IC50 ≤ 10µM), (10µM < IC50 ≤ 40µM), and (IC50 > 40µM). We 
then applied the classifier to all drugs in DrugBank3 to generate five probabilities (one for each class above). 
 We used the Modular Assembly of Drug Safety Subnetworks (MADSS) algorithm4 to identify an adverse 
event neighborhood for LQTS within a human protein-protein interaction network. We scored every protein in the 
network on its connectivity to a “seed” set consisting of the 13 known proteins involved in LQTS.5 Using four 
connectivity functions (mean first passage time (MFPT), betweenness centrality (BC), shared neighbors (SN), 
inverse shortest path (ISP)), we assigned a given drug the score of its most highly connected target (using drug 
targets from DrugBank), resulting in four scores for each drug. 
 We created a matrix of drug pairs with a given row containing 18 features, corresponding to the hERG 
block probabilities and connectivity scores for each drug in the pair. We applied k-means clustering using the default 
8 clusters in Scikit-learn to this dataset. Because no gold standard exists for QT-DDIs, we performed an electronic 
health record (EHR) case-control analysis2 to identify drug pairs for which cases (patients prescribed the drug pair 
within a 7-day window) had significantly prolonged QT intervals (electrocardiogram labs within 36 days of drug 
administration) compared to controls (patients on either drug alone). The study was approved by the CUMC 
Institutional Review Board. For each cluster, we calculated the enrichment for drug pairs flagged using this analysis 
using a Fisher’s exact test. 

Results 

The multinomial Random Forest classifier achieved a micro-averaged area under the receiver operating 
characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.86 (Figure 1A). We obtained three clusters (1, 3, and 7) significantly enriched 
for drug pairs that had significantly elevated QT intervals flagged using the EHR analysis (Table 1). We obtained 
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four c lusters (2 , 4 , 5 , 8)  
significantly depleted for EHR-
flagged drug pairs. We examined 
each cluster and found an 
example for each that represents 
the mechanism of QT-DDI 
suggested by the cluster centroid 
(Table 1, Figure 1B). These 
examples are novel QT-DDIs for 
which neither drug has a known 
link to TdP. 

Discussion 

Prediction of QT-DDIs is of vital 
importance to patient care and to 
better understand mechanisms of 
drug-induced LQTS. While hERG (KCNH2) was one of the seeds used for MADSS, only 20 drugs in DrugBank 3 
(out of a total of 1373 drugs used in this analysis) are listed as binding hERG. Therefore many of the drugs that were 
classified as blocking hERG yet received low MADSS scores represent new predicted hERG blockers. One such 
example, diltiazem (calcium channel blocker), is not listed as a hERG blocker in DrugBank but was predicted by our 
multinomial classifier and shown in the literature to block hERG.6 We independently identified two examples 
(ceftriaxone+lansoprazole and fosphenytoin+metoprolol) using latent signal detection in the FDA Adverse Event 
Reporting System,2 increasing our confidence in these findings. Unsupervised learning methods for clustering drug 
pairs using chemical and biological features provide a novel approach for prioritizing potential QT-DDIs for follow-
up study and experimental validation. 

Figure 1. (A) Receiver operating characteristic curve for multi-threshold hERG block classifier for single drugs. Random 
forest classifier was trained using IC50 values from ChEMBL. (B) Network representation of different mechanisms of QT-
DDIs identified using HyFI clustering. Red nodes represent LQTS seed proteins; blue nodes are non-seed proteins; blue 
nodes with red borders are non-seed drug targets; red triangles are drugs. Blue edges represent protein-protein interactions; 
black edges represent known drug-target interactions; dotted black edges represent predicted drug-hERG binding. Each 
circled drug pair contains a reference to its cluster. 
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Introduction 

The large collection of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues available at most research institutions 

presents an enormous opportunity for retrospective studies of the genetic basis of disease, especially using high-

throughput, genome-wide genotyping technologies. However, due to the highly degraded nature of the genetic 

material in archival samples, there are numerous challenges regarding successful preparation of FFPE samples 

for genome-wide genotyping. In addition, due to the lower-quality nature of the samples, informatics quality 

control and genotyping methods that are calibrated for data from high-quality samples may not be appropriate. 

 

Some studies have attempted genome-wide genotyping from FFPE tissues in the past, but these have focused on 

a small number of samples and present the results as a proof-of-concept
1,2

. Our goal is to formulate a systematic 

set of guidelines for both wet-lab sample processing and informatics data processing. This must include an 

overall assessment of the accuracy of genotype calls from FFPE samples, and a better understanding of the 

trade-offs between including lower-quality samples in the analysis and retaining the reliability of genotype calls. 

 

Methods 

In order to evaluate a broad distribution of sample qualities, we have genotyped nearly 500 FFPE samples, as 

well as nearly 100 matching blood samples and over 50 pairs of technical replicates for validation purposes. 

Using these data, we have comprehensively tested the reliability of genotype calls from FFPE samples, and 

devised a set of best-practices guidelines for sample processing and genotyping. Because all of our samples 

were from African American patients, representative of the underserved population cared for by the University 

of Illinois Hospital and Health Sciences System, we used the Affymetrix Axiom Pan African array for 

genotyping, which contains approximately 2.2 million rare and common variants optimized for coverage of 

individuals with African ancestry. 

 

Quality control (QC) of genotype samples consists of two steps to remove low-quality arrays, controlled by two 

parameter thresholds: dish QC, which measures the signal at a collection of known non-polymorphic sites, and 

sample call rate, which measures the fraction of polymorphisms that are callable for each sample. In general, 

lower QC thresholds include a greater number of samples but may degrade the quality of genotype calls, and we 

wanted to assess at what point the genotype call quality dropped below an acceptable level. We varied these 

thresholds over several settings to assess the effect of inclusion or exclusion of lower-quality arrays on genotype 

calls. Dish QC values and genotype calls were computed using Affymetrix Power Tools3. 

 

In addition to identifying and excluding low-quality samples with the QC steps described above, we also wanted 

to filter the SNPs to determine which were most likely to have reliable calls. For array-based genotyping, this 

typically involves an analysis of the genotype clusters for each SNP: reliable SNPs should have well-separated 

clusters, with identified genotype calls for most samples (i.e., high call rate). For these purposes, we used the 

Affymetrix SNPolisher R package3, which classifies SNPs into seven categories according to observed allele 

distributions (e.g., heterozygosity), as well as flagging SNPs with low call rates or otherwise unexpected 

clustering patterns. We excluded the latter types of SNPs from analysis and deemed the remaining ones 

“recommended” for downstream use. 

 

Results 

After comparing several FFPE DNA purification protocols we found significant differences in DNA quality 

with respect to genome-wide amplification efficiency. We also observed a critical difference in the input 

amounts of DNA on the resulting amplification yield, and found that at least 200 ng of input DNA were 

necessary to produce a sufficient amount of labeled target to hybridize to the array. We developed an in-house 
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DNA purification, amplification, labeling, and hybridization protocol that is applicable to highly degraded 

archival DNA. 

 

We compared genotype calls between FFPE and matching blood samples, and measured their concordance as a 

function of the QC threshold used for FFPE genotyping. On average, less than 1% of genotype calls were 

inconsistent between paired blood and FFPE samples, indicating highly reproducible genotype calls; between 

technical replicates this rate is around 0.02%. This accuracy appears to be consistent for rare variants (minor 

allele frequency < 1%) as well, although we do observe that these are genotyped more regularly if more samples 

are used (otherwise they tend to be no-calls). For our samples, rare variants comprised just under 10% of the 

SNPs. Surprisingly, there was no loss of genotype reproducibility as the QC thresholds were lowered and more 

low-quality arrays were included in the genotyping. 

 

However, when we looked at the fraction of SNPs that were “recommended” (i.e., not excluded due to low call 

rate or unexpected clustering patterns), we did observe a large drop as the QC thresholds were lowered: at high 

QC thresholds, around 90% of SNPs were classified as recommended, whereas at the lowest threshold this 

dropped to 65%. For blood samples about 97% of SNPs were recommended. That is, although the 

reproducibility of the recommended SNPs remained constant, the number of recommended SNPs dropped 

dramatically, indicating that our SNP filtering procedure is a reliable measure of genotype accuracy. 

 

Discussion 

Overall, we found a very high rate of genotype accuracy for our FFPE samples, as typically less than 1% of 

recommended SNPs had inconsistent genotype calls. Furthermore, our results suggest an important trade-off 

between the number of samples and the number of SNPs retained for downstream analysis. Namely, we found 

that more samples can be included by lowering the QC thresholds used in genotyping, at the expense of a lower 

number of SNPs retained as “recommended”. In practice, the desired balance between more samples and more 

SNPs may vary from study-to-study, but regardless of the choice our results highlight the importance of the SNP 

filtering criteria we employ for ensuring high-quality genotypes. 

 

In summary, we have optimized a protocol for both wet lab sample processing and informatics quality control 

and genotyping of FFPE samples, which we have extensively validated on Affymetrix Axiom Pan-African 

arrays. Our bioinformatics approach is based off of Affymetrix software and recommendations for normal tissue 

genotyping, bringing it in line with industry standards and making it accessible to other researchers already 

familiar with these tools and protocols. We expect our recommendations for sample preparation and processing 

to be directly applicable for other Axiom arrays, including the newer BioBank arrays, and pertinent for 

designing sample processing and genotype calling protocols for other platforms as well. However, specific 

details, such as the minimum DNA required, may not be directly transferrable to other platforms, as these 

depend on the sensitivity inherent to the technology; this is particularly true for next-generation sequencing 

genotyping, which requires completely different protocols for both library preparation and bioinformatics 

analysis. We have found the FFPE genotypes to be highly reproducible, highlighting the feasibility of designing 

retrospective genome-wide genotyping studies around archival tissues samples. 

 

This work is supported in part by NIH grant UL1TR000050 (University of Illinois CTSA). 
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Introduction and background: Causal discovery is a challenging and important task. A significant part of human 
endeavor is concerned with the exploration of causes of various phenomena. In the domain of biomedicine, which 
lays the scientific foundation of healthcare, determining the cause of a disease helps in prevention and treatment. 
Researchers have mostly focused on predictive models, association rules and testing for dependence/independence 
between pairs of variables or sets of variables as part of data analytics using observational data. However, there has 
been a surge of interest in developing methods to explore cause and effect relationships from passively collected 
data in various domains including healthcare settings (1-3). Even when experimental studies in the form of 
randomized controlled studies or other types of interventional studies might be needed to confirm a causal postulate, 
methods to infer causal relationships from observational data could be used to narrow the experimental search space 
and channel available resources efficiently. The aim is not to replace experimental studies, which are extremely 
valuable in science, but to complement experimental studies when feasible by performing less invasive and less 
expensive studies using novel computational approaches. Based on meta-analysis of randomized (experimental) and 
nonrandomized (observational) studies in healthcare, researchers have found marked correlation between the 
observational and experimental studies (4, 5). Although biomarkers can play an effective role in early detection, 
diagnostic evaluation, and for assessment of prognosis, a cause-effect understanding is required if biomarkers are to 
be targeted for druggability and eventual use of the biomarkers for therapeutics. 

Methods: For applying our causal discovery methodology 
we focused on two unique and comprehensive pediatric 
infectious disease cohorts: 1) a study on biomarkers for 
neonatal sepsis (from the Bio-signature Study of Neonatal 
Sepsis (NIH 1R44GM082038-01; PI, Ballard) conducted at 
the University of New Mexico Children’s Hospital; and (2) a 
study on biomarkers for pediatric infectious diseases (for 
example, malaria, bacteremia, HIV-1, etc.; Genetic Basis of 
Severe Malarial Anemia and Co-Morbidities, AI051305; PI, 
Perkins) conducted at the Centers for Global Health at UNM 
and the Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI, Kenya). 
We used the Bayesian local causal discovery algorithm 
(BLCD) (6, 7) that conjectures causal relationships between 
pairs of variables that have no common causes 
(confounders) for discovering pairwise cause and effect 
relationships. Instead of using constraint-based 
independence and dependence tests, we scored the models 
by a Bayesian method. For the neonatal sepsis study we enrolled 127 eligible very low birth weight (VLBW) infants 
(gestational age ≤ 32 weeks, birth-weight ≤ 1500 grams, postnatal age ≥ 120 hours) over a five year period from 

2007 to 2012. We had 39 cases (culture positive sepsis) 
with the remaining 88 as controls (sepsis negative). 
Serum samples were collected from each infant over a 
21-day period to perform a focused proteomic assay of 
90 potential biomarkers suspected to play a role in 
infection and/or inflammation. For the pediatric 
infections study we enrolled 1,655 children (< 14 
months) and followed them post-enrollment for 36 
months. A subset of the patients was selected for the day 
0 (enrollment) visit to analyze protein biomarkers using 
a 25-plex human inflammatory array (n=369).  The 
sample sizes for the mono- and co-infected children are 
shown in Figure 1. 

Results: The BLCD algorithm output nine potential 

Figure 1: Disease conditions included in the 
25-plex human inflammatory array. 

Table 1: Neonatal Sepsis Causal Output 
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causal relationships from the neonatal sepsis proteomic 
dataset which are shown in Table 1. Causal relationship 
#8 (TNFR2 causally influencing CRP) is supported by 
(8) with TNFR2 becoming upregulated prior to CRP. 
Causal relationship #9 (IL-15 causally influencing IL-
12p40) is supported by (9). For “causal relationships” #1 
- #7 additional evaluation is needed. The BLCD 
algorithm also output seven causal relationships from the 
pediatric infections proteomic data which are shown in 
Table 2. The first four relationships (#1 - #4 Table 2) 
seem to be biologically meaningful, have been 
substantiated in in vivo and in vitro findings, and 

converged upon our previous studies showing how inflammatory mediators influence disease severity in pediatric 
infectious diseases (for review see (10)). Additional relationships generated (#5 - #7) such as the causal relationship 
between MIP-1B and IL-5, although not previously established, warrant further investigation. 

Discussion and Conclusion: Finding causal biomarkers that aid in defining the immunological changes and inter-
relationships among immune signaling molecules is an important step towards an improved understanding of the 
pathophysiology of neonatal sepsis and other pediatric infectious diseases. For the neonatal sepsis causal discovery 
study we used only data that were collected using samples drawn on and before the time of blood draw for culture 
testing and the causal interactions would thus conform to the causal model prevalent during that time. Such causal 
knowledge will enable exploration of new protein targets for drug development resulting in novel therapeutic 
advances. One common outcome that the three endemic conditions (i.e., malaria, HIV-1, and sepsis) share is the 
development of life-threatening anemia.  We have found that anemia occurs as a result of mono-infection in the 
three diseases and is more profound in the context of co-infection and we plan to explore the causal influences for 
the different diseases and disease combinations as single entities as we assay additional samples. The results 
obtained from the causal output of BLCD are highly encouraging since a number of the cause and effect 
relationships that emerged between the inflammatory molecules are biologically meaningful but further exploration 
and evaluation are needed. 
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Introduction 

Traditional approaches for drug discovery are costly and inefficient. An average of 1 billion U.S. dollars and 15-20 

years is required to bring a new drug from the bench to the bedside (1). As a result there is a growing interest in drug 

repositioning, the identification of new indications for existing drugs, as an approach to reduce cost, decrease drug 

development time frame and improve rates of success in the clinic (2). Drug repurposing is especially promising for 

identifying alternate therapeutic drugs for cancers that do not respond well to standard therapy. Here we have used 

connectivity-mapping approach to identify novel drugs for use as first line therapy in the treatment of hepatocellular 

carcinoma (HCC) or following progression on sorafenib.  

While there are several curative and non-curative options available for treating HCC, late stage diagnosis of the 

disease in a majority of cases precludes them from being eligible for curative therapy. Sorafenib, a multikinase 

inhibitor, is currently the only FDA-approved therapy for advanced HCC (3). However, the average overall survival 

of patients treated with sorafenib is only extended by three months compared to untreated patients (4). There is thus 

a huge interest in understanding the resistance mechanisms and identifying alternative targeted drugs that can be 

used alone or in combination. 

Connectivity mapping uses pattern-matching algorithms to compare genome-wide gene expression changes related 

to biological states of interest: e.g. tumor vs. normal, or drug-resistant vs. sensitive cells against a database of gene 

expression signatures of various cell lines reflecting changes resulting from drug treatments or gene manipulations. 

The two common databases used for connectivity mapping studies include The Broad Institute Connectivity Map 

(CMap) and Library of Integrated Network-Based Cellular Signatures (LINCS). CMap is a collection of 6,100 

reference gene expression profiles of five drug-treated human cell lines (5). The LINCS L1000 database, used in this 

study, consisting of 476,251 gene expression profiles derived from 1,328,098 experiments of drug perturbations as 

well as those of gene over expression and knockdown perturbations.  

By supporting repurposing of FDA-approved drugs or those in advanced clinical trials, this approach to drug 

discovery results in significant reduction in time and cost for bringing promising drugs to the clinic.  

Methods & Results  

Sorafenib resistant Huh7 cells were generated by initially pulsing 

parental Huh7 cells (Huh7-S) with IC50 dose of sorafenib followed 

by continued exposure to an increasing dose of sorafenib. Several 

highly resistant clones (Huh7-R-A7, Huh7-R-E11) were isolated 

from this pool of resistant cells (Huh7-R), all with IC50 significantly 

higher than Huh7-S (data not shown). Microarray analysis was 

performed on Huh7-S, Huh7-R and Huh7-R-A7 using the 

Affymetrix GeneChip Human Transcriptome Array (HTA) 2.0 

platform. Signal intensities were analyzed by Affymetrix 

Expression Console software, and gene expression levels were 

summarized by RMA method (6). A filtering method based on 

percentage of arrays above noise cutoff was applied to filter out low 

expression genes, and a linear model was employed to detect 

differentially expressed genes. To improve the estimates of 

variability and statistical tests for differential expression, a variance 

smoothing method with fully moderated t-statistic was employed 

for this study (7). The significance level was adjusted by 

controlling the mean number of false positives (8). For our 

Fig.1: Drug discovery workflow 
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preliminary analyses (see workflow in Fig.1), we 

used differential gene expression signatures of (i) 

Huh7-R-A7 vs. Huh7-S cells from the microarray 

data; and (ii) a meta-analysis of differentially 

expressed genes across 4 human HCC and normal 

liver tissue microarray studies conducted on the 

same platform (GSE62232, GSE45267, GSE14520 

and GSE14323), corresponding to n=189 HCC 

tumor samples and n=87 normal liver samples. 

Preliminary web-based LINCS drug predictions 

using these genomic signatures, prioritized based 

on negative connectivity scores in the HCC cell line 

HepG2, suggests that several drug classes are 

predicted to possess abilities to sensitize HCC cells 

to sorafenib and/or inhibit tumorigenic phenotypes 

(see Table 1 for a selected list). Therapeutic 

potential of the predicted drugs was validating by demonstrating that the 

expression/activation state of its target is indeed altered in the drug resistant cells 

(Fig.2).   

Discussion 

This study has, for the first time, used connectivity-mapping based drug 

repurposing approach to identify alternate therapeutic strategies for induction 

therapy of HCC or sorafenib-resistant HCC. In spite of the limitation of a single 

HCC cell line represented in the LINCS dataset, demonstration of the alterations 

of the drug targets in the sorafenib resistant cells supports the feasibility of our 

analyses and the strong probability of the success of these candidate drugs in 

validation studies that are currently in progress. Successful completion of in vitro 

and in vivo validations of the FDA-approved agents or drugs in advanced clinical 

trials for other indications will accelerate the clinical trials of these drugs for HCC 

patients. The long-term outcome of this work will be a reduction in morbidity and 

mortality of HCC patients as a result of effective and durable response to the 

drug(s) identified here.  

Acknowledgement: This study was supported by NLM Training Fellowship 
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Fig.2: Validation of selected 

drug targets. Immunoblot 

analysis of whole cell extracts 

with antibodies against either 

direct targets of candidate drugs 

(phospho-GSK, Src, SYK) or 

proteins in the target's pathway 

(phospho-Akt in PI3K pathway, 

RhoC in Rho kinase pathway) 

Note: GSK3 is constitutively 

active in dephosphorylated state.  

 

Table 1: Selected LINCS drug predictions. Candidate drugs identified 

by LINCS analyses categorized into groups (see Fig.1), with known 

mechanisms and FDA approval/clinical trial status indicated. 
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Introduction: Whole genome, exome and RNA sequencing methodologies have been widely accepted in the field 
of biomedical research and will be utilized in greater proportions with the advent of precision medicine. Raw 
sequences generated by these techniques harbor an individual’s genomic signature and is the fuel that powers a 
variety of analytical software packages to find clinically relevant genomic events in human disease and health. 
This requires the raw sequence data to be shared, where the importance of sharing such data is signified by the 
Fort Lauderdale agreement and the creation of International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration 
(INSDC). We have been using traditional DNA banks such as dbGaP Sequence Read Archive, European 
Bioinformatics Institute – European Genome and phenome Archive and DNA Data Bank of Japan created under 
the International Nucleotide Sequence Data Collaboration since early 2000. Such repositories have limited 
capabilities for scientists to search and discover human subject cohorts of interest. The Cancer Genome Hub, a 
repository hosting DNA sequences from The Cancer Genome Atlas project has addressed this need with a 
mechanism to download sequences by a user-defined subject cohort. However, the existing mechanisms are often 
delayed by application processes that can take a number of months for approval, and then by the transfer of 
terabyte scale datasets over the internet, which is difficult for most users (relating to Volume of big data).  

The most common reason for downloading such large datasets is to study raw sequences from select genomic 
loci, validate genomic events for a disease of interest, or add statistical power to research studies. This only 
requires a minor fraction of the downloaded terabyte scale dataset. Latency in downloading terabyte scale datasets 
to share sequence reads will be compounded when the sequence read generation reaches millions of subjects as 
planned with the Precision Medicine initiative (relating to Velocity of big data). To address these issues we 
propose the Digital DNA Repository (D2R), a repository containing raw genomic sequences that reduces delays 
in accessing such data from months to minutes.  

Methods: We propose a two-fold solution providing instantaneous access to sequence reads: novel data 
governance model with a one-time application process, and a technical solution that will enable scientists to 
download sequence reads for specified genomic regions of interest. The one-time application process eliminates 
delays caused by having to submit an application per dataset, which is the current practice. Scientists from 
academic institutions seeking access to the entire repository will submit a one-time application to the D2R Data 
Access Committee (DAC). The DAC will review the one-time application based on pre-defined criteria. The 
DAC will provide a user name, password and an Application Programming Interface (API) key for the approved 
applicants, where they will be able to download any dataset from the repository. Scientists will use the username 
and password to log into the website, and the cloud based applications will use the API key when requesting 
sequences from a programmatic interface. Genomic data files and related metadata will be clear of the 18 Private 
Health Information (PHI) attributes to comply with Health Information Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) 
regulations. These mechanisms will ensure that the privacy of the research subjects will be protected while 
sharing sequence reads for scientific knowledge discovery.  

While the application review process reduces the waiting period significantly, the technical solution allows 
targeted data extraction. It includes a web interface for scientists, an API for cloud based software, and a backend 
architecture that employs a high performance computing cluster for fast retrieval of stored sequences. The 
platform is designed to reduce the magnitude of data downloads from terabytes to megabytes (i.e., a reduction of 
over five orders of magnitude), providing access to the sequence reads in real-time.  
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The D2R website is the gateway to the repository and is guarded by an authentication process. The home page 
links to documents containing instructions, guidelines and application forms for applicants requesting access to 
D2R. Users need approved credentials to log in and access features beyond the home page. Once logged in, users 
select a cohort by family trees, demographics, diagnoses and sequencing type. The next step is for the user to 
specify genomic regions of interest by mRNA accession number, gene symbol, genomic coordinates 
(chromosome, start and end) or by uploading a gene list in the form of a comma separated value file. Once a 
cohort is selected and the genomic regions are specified, the user clicks a button to download the sequences as a 
compressed zip archive. D2R has an imposed constraint where a user cannot specify genomic regions to span over 
5 megabases for one download. This ensures load balancing of IO requests across the cluster. If necessary, a user 
can request multiple genomic regions of the same cohort over multiple requests that will allow a user to access 
sequences in regions greater than 5 megabases. Depending on the size and sequence coverage of the genomic 
regions, and the number of subjects selected, the package to be downloaded will range from megabytes to at most 
a gigabyte. Currently available high internet speeds and readily available computing power on conventional 
desktops and laptops allow users to download this package within minutes.  

There are several cloud based software pipelines currently available to analyze genomic events using sequence 
reads. D2R has an API designed for cloud-based application to query and download sequence reads in real-time to 
identify genomic events. The API requires each automated query to be accompanied with an API key in order to 
process the request. Queries with a valid API key will be processed on the back-end servers and given a link to 
the downloadable package. The downloaded packages will contain md5 checksums to ensure completion and 
integrity of the downloaded data. All communications are encrypted using a Secure Socket Layer link for 
protected transmission.  

The design of the back-end architecture servicing download requests includes a distributed data service supported 
by a high performance computing cluster that is scalable to millions of genomic sequence files. Each file will be 
segmented by chromosome and distributed across multiple worker nodes. The user and API requests are directed 
to a few master nodes. Master nodes “resolve” each request to the worker nodes hosting the sequences using a 
database lookup and delegate requests to the corresponding worker nodes. The worker nodes extract sequence 
reads from the specified genomic region, generates an encryption checksum and copy the extracted data to the 
master node. The master nodes in turn aggregate all responses into a zip archive and provide a package to the 
D2R web server for the user or API request to download.  

Results: We have created a preliminary repository using 300 files of the 1000 exome open dataset that is 
available on the UTHSC intranet. The computing cluster includes a web front-end, a database server, one master 
node and twelve worker nodes. We are expanding the repository to host it on the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
CADES (Compute and Data Environment for Science) computing infrastructure to host the broader 1000 exome 
project dataset to be consumed by a worldwide scientific community. The cluster will be expanded to scale to 
meet the user community’s needs.  

Discussion: D2R advances sequence read repositories with the novel features of (i) allowing the specification of 
genomic regions of interest to download data, and (ii) enabling sequence read downloads that eliminate the need 
to transfer big datasets. The D2R concept exploits focused use of sequence reads which also facilitates a one-time 
application framework. The one-time application process and the targeted approach to data extraction will enable 
the D2R approach to modernize traditional access to a sequence repository. D2R thus increases the efficiency and 
clinical impact of investigating an individual’s particular genomerelated events. Users are shielded from the 
travails of big data since they only access the genomic regions of interest. We are evaluating a scheme where data 
from this repository is linked to repositories such as dbGaP and EBI where the whole genome sequences are 
accessible from such repositories. The use of the high performance data analytics scales to thousands of cores and 
leads us to a robust repository design that is scalable to distribute the genomic sequence data generated in the 
precision medicine era. 
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Introduction 
Molecular mechanisms underlying disease phenotypes capture the biology and have been shown to complement 

traditional clinical characterization. More importantly, such molecular changes can precede clinical manifestation of 

the disease with potential to identify subjects with markedly different disease trajectories for targeted and timely 

intervention. Several studies have investigated variations in molecular profiles across distinct disease groups using 

classification techniques with clinical labels of the samples as the ground truth. However, a majority of these studies 

implicitly assume the samples within each of these disease groups to be relatively homogeneous and use a fixed set 

of features as representative of the samples (i.e. “one-size fits all”). However, such homogeneity assumptions are 

routinely violated across multiple scales and may result in patient-specific variations within disease groups. At the 

molecular scale, variations in DNA sequence composition have been shown to be associated have an impact on 

disease phenotypes [1]. Variations in DNA sequence composition may also contribute to variations in fundamental 

biological processes such as transcription and translation as per the Central Dogma [2]. At the single cell level, 

stochastic variations across isogenic single cells under same environmental conditions have been shown to result in 

markedly distinct phenotypes [3]. At the patient level, comorbidities (e.g. Type II Diabetes), risk factors (e.g. 

smoking), lifestyle and demographic factors (e.g. age) can introduce patient-specific variations [4]. For the above 

reasons and more, patient-specific variations are to be expected in a given disease group and can be thought of as the 

cumulative effect of the complex interplay between the various factors across multiple scales. These in turn demand 

developing novel approaches that provide insights into potential differences between subjects within disease groups 

while discerning the disease groups. This presentation will investigate a novel selective voting ensemble [5] 

classification approach (SVA) [6] for discerning gingivitis and periodontitis while revealing patient-specific 

variations within each of these inexact disease groups using four critical salivary biomarkers (IL-1, IL-6, MMP-8, 

MIP-1) corresponding to fundamental processes such as inflammation, tissue destruction and bone remodeling 

reflective of these oral disease groups. More importantly, SVA has the ability to personalize the features in a patient-

specific manner in contrast to traditional single classifier systems that use a fixed set of features in discerning 

disease groups. 

 

Methods 
Unlike traditional classification that use all the features simultaneously, the base-classifiers in SVA use pairs of 

features rendering its dimensionality relatively smaller than the sample size and encouraging its use in small sample 

size settings. The labels from the base classifiers are combined using a majority voting scheme. Rather than assign a 

sample to either of the disease groups, SVA determines the proclivity [6] of the samples to each of the disease 

groups reflected by their normalized vote counts. Subsequently, Heatmap representation of the consensus between 

the ensemble sets across the samples between and within the disease groups is presented. Performance of popular 

classification algorithms, namely: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naïve-Bayes Classifier (NB) is investigated as traditional single classifier 

systems as well as within the proposed SVA framework.  

 

Data: Protein expression profiles of four critical salivary biomarkers (IL-1, IL-6, MMP-8, MIP-1) were obtained 

across 80 subjects (40 gingivitis) and (40 periodontitis) with protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board 

at the University of Kentucky. Inclusion criteria included subjects older than 18 years of age who were in good 

general health and had a minimum of 20 teeth. BOP (bleeding on probing), PPD (probing pocket depth), and CAL 

(clinical attachment level) were measured using a full mouth periodontal examination at six locations per tooth 

(mesial-buccal, mid-buccal, distal-buccal, mesial lingual, mid-lingual, and distal-lingual). After the measurement of 

PPDs, all sites were observed for bleeding on probing BOP. Two oral disease groups were analyzed. The 40 subjects 

in the gingivitis group (age: 27.5±4.5; 50% female) had BOP at ≥20% of sites (6 sites per tooth), <10% of sites with 

PPD ≥ 4 mm, and no sites ≥ 2 mm.  An equal number of subjects (n = 40) in the periodontitis group (age: 40.8±10.5; 
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43% female) had BOP at > 20% of sites, with >10% of sites with PPD ≥ 4 mm and CAL ≥ 2 mm.  Individuals were 

excluded from either group if there was evidence of general health issues, chronic inflammatory conditions, 

pregnancy, use of antibiotics, or other mucosal inflammatory disease. 

 

Results  
Molecular expression profiles of the salivary biomarkers (IL-1, IL-6, MMP-8, MIP-1) were positively skewed 

with large standard deviations and considerable overlap between the disease groups indicating the absence of a fixed 

threshold separating these two disease groups. Performance measures (ACC, SEN, SPC) estimated with the SVA 

approach and traditional single classifier approach using four different classification algorithms (LDA, QDA, NB, 

SVM) across (Nb=1000) independent realizations and leave-10-out cross-validation assuming clinical labels as 

ground truth were comparable and enclosed in the Table I, below.  

 Table 1 Average performance metrics (ACC, SEN, SPC) of the classification LDA, QDA, NB, SVM along 

 with their SVA counterparts across 1000 independent bootstrap realizations. 

 LDA QDA NB SVM SVA-LDA SVA-QDA SVA-NB SVA-SVM 
ACC 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 

SEN 0.78 0.80 0.77 0.74 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.73 

SPC 0.78 0.72 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.79 

Normalized vote counts from SVA revealed marked differences in the proclivity of the samples to each of the 

disease groups. Mismatch samples (i.e. classification labels and clinical labels did not match) across a majority of 

the (Nb	=1000) independent runs and across the four classification algorithms in the SVA approach consisted of 

gingivitis as well as periodontitis samples. While the mismatch samples exhibited lack of consensus within their 

respective groups, a subset of these samples also exhibited marked consensus between the disease groups. This 

subset included gingivitis samples that shared similarity to periodontitis. While the factors contributing to these 

variations in proclivity were not known, it is expected that such variations may reveal markedly different disease 

trajectories of the subjects within each of these disease groups. 

 

Discussion 
A number of studies have successfully used traditional single classifier systems in conjunction with a fixed set of 

features to discern the “average” behavior between distinct disease groups. However, such an approach “biologically 

homogenizes” the samples within each of the disease groups and may not necessarily provide insights into potential 

variations within them. On a related note, clinical parameters at the point-of-care are often based on pre-defined 

thresholds and also do not distinguish the patients within the disease groups. Understanding patient-specific 

variations falls under the goals of precision medicine and can assist in the development of personalized treatment 

strategies in a timely manner. The proposed ensemble classification approach (SVA) is expected to overcome these 

limitations and provide insights into potential variations within the disease groups in addition to discerning them. 

Each classifier in SVA is accompanied only by pairs of features rendering its dimension much lesser than the 

sample-size potentially encouraging its adoption across small sample size settings. The usefulness of the proposed 

approach is demonstrated in discerning gingivitis and periodontitis from their salivary biomarker profiles. While the 

performance of SVA is shown to be comparable to that of traditional single classifier systems, SVA reveals the 

proclivity of the samples to each of the disease groups reflected by their normalized vote counts. Variations in the 

proclivity may in turn reflect distinct disease trajectories. A prospective longitudinal experimental design in 

conjunction with a broader panel of biomarkers would be necessary to demonstrate the prognostic ability of salivary 

biomarkers to identify the sub-population of gingivitis subjects at greatest risk for progressing to periodontitis. 
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Introduction

The NIH-funded Electronic Medical Records and Genomics Network (eMERGE) has led the development of over 40

electronic health record (EHR) driven phenotype algorithms (https://emerge.mc.vanderbilt.edu), many

of which are publicly available for use by other institutions via the PheKB website (https://phekb.org). How-

ever, most of these algorithms are specified as descriptive text files and flowcharts, which in order to be implemented

locally must first be translated into code by informatics professionals. This is an especially difficult task when the

algorithm depends on natural language processing (NLP) of clinical notes. Several sites within eMERGE have been

exploring tools to help overcome these challenges. We describe here one such effort to develop and port an NLP

algorithm for selecting cohorts of patients who have undergone colonoscopies resulting in the detection of one or

more colon polyps. We relied on a suite of three software tools to develop and share the algorithm: (1) a rapidly

configurable implementation of an NLP pipeline for processing notes, (2) a document abstractor tool to aid creation of

gold standard corpora for validation, and (3) executable workflows to simplify and standardize execution of the NLP

pipeline and evaluation of results.

Methods

To satisfy our research goals with respect to this cohort, we required information both on the histological type of a

colon polyp (adenoma, serrated, hyperplastic), and its anatomic location in the colon (proximal or distal). This in-

formation is not typically stored in EHRs as structured data, but must be extracted from pathology notes using NLP.

The NLP algorithm was implemented as a pipeline of Java components assembled using the Unstructured Information

Management Architecture (UIMA) (https://uima.apache.org/). The pipeline components (Figure 1A) con-

sist of: (a) a document sectionizer, (b) a sentence detector, (c) a concept detector mapping relevant words and phrases

to corresponding SNOMED-CT codes, (d) a negation detector to deal with negated findings, and (e) a relation extrac-

tor to appropriately combine histology and location concepts. Relation extraction relied on recurring regular patterns

of histology and location mentions in the pathology notes, which allowed for a straightforward rule-based approach.

Configuration of these components can be easily accomplished through modification of script files containing regular

expressions and core algorithm logic.

A lightweight abstractor tool (https://github.com/lrasmus/DocumentAbstraction) with a simple

graphical user interface was created to assist the development of gold standard corpora for algorithm validation (Fig-

ure 1B). This tool allows an annotator to rapidly cycle through a corpus of notes, creating document level annotations

(polyp histologies and locations) using selections from drop-down lists. Corpus document annotations are exported to

a plain text comma-separated value (CSV) file.

Finally, we wrapped the NLP library inside an executable workflow based on the open-source and extensible Java-

based KNIME data analytics platform (https://www.knime.org/). This platform enables the graphical creation

and execution of data workflows that can read, transform, visualize, and write data in various formats. It can also

integrate code written in other languages, such as Java and R. KNIME workflows can be exported as zip files and

shared with other users. For our colon polyps algorithm, we developed two exportable KNIME workflows. The first

workflow (Figure 1C) handles execution of the NLP pipeline on data from a local database or file, and exports a

CSV file containing structured data generated by the NLP. The second workflow (Figure 1D) validates the algorithm

by reading in the CSV file exported by the NLP workflow, reading in the CSV file exported by the annotator tool,

and comparing the results. The validation workflow then automatically calculates and displays sensitivity, positive

predictive value (PPV), and F-measure.
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Results

The algorithm was initially developed and validated at Northwestern University.1 Using the annotator tool, we created

an annotated corpus of 200 randomly selected pathology notes. At the polyp finding level (histology + location

match), we achieved sensitivity of 0.95 and PPV 0.95. We also validated the algorithm at a cohort level, counting as

a case anyone with a colon polyp finding. Results of evaluation against a corpus of 50 cases and 50 controls were:

94% PPV (cases) and 98% PPV (controls). The algorithm and tools were subsequently shared with Geisinger to

perform secondary validation. Geisinger’s preliminary validation results on 25 cases and 25 controls were: 100% PPV

(cases) and 96% PPV (controls). In order to achieve this performance, the NLP source code had to be modified to

reflect differences in the structure of Geisinger’s pathology notes. These modifications were confined to script files

regulating the document sectionizer and relation extractor components. Marshfield and Group Health performed a

manual validation on a convenience sample, leading to similar modifications to the NLP pipeline. After running the

algorithm across all four sites, we were able to extract a genotyped cohort of 5839 patients, including 2233 from

Northwestern, 2597 from Marshfield, 609 from Geisinger, and 400 from Group Health.

Discussion

Although porting EHR-driven algorithms across sites remains a difficult challenge, the tools we describe here are an

improvement over sharing non-executable text descriptions and flowcharts. Their use decreased implementation time

and ensured consistency of output across sites, which is especially relevant in the context of eMERGE where patient

results are pooled for genetic analysis. The KNIME platform has proven itself to be a particularly useful mechanism

for sharing algorithms as executable workflows, and has been subsequently used in eMERGE to implement a cohort

selection algorithm for patients with abdominal aortic aneurysm.2 One limitation of the approach taken here is the

necessity of modifying the NLP source code to accommodate differences in note structure across different sites. To

improve this process, we are currently working on extending the KNIME platform with fully integrated support for

clinical NLP, enabling users to configure specified aspects of an NLP algorithm (such as sectioning documents and

specifying relation extraction rules) without the need to modify and re-compile source code.

Figure 1: [A] NLP pipeline; [B] Document annotator tool; [C] KNIME workflow for executing NLP; [D] KNIME

workflow for evaluation of results against gold standard
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Abstract 

The use of a standards-based, modular architecture for the development of phenotype algorithms enhances the 

interoperability of electronic health record (EHR) systems to allow the dissemination of algorithms across 

institutions.  Here we describe the implementation of previously proposed modules of a comprehensive solution for 

the development, validation, execution and dissemination of EHR-driven phenotype algorithms. 

Introduction: The use of electronic health records (EHRs) for research has been a focus of the biomedical 

informatics research community, with many researchers and consortia describing methodologies for effective use of 

EHR data, as well as challenges discovered along the way[1, 2].  To aid in the development of phenotype algorithms 

using clinical data, several software solutions have been provided to the informatics community, including the 

Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2)[3] and Observational Health Data Sciences and 

Informatics (OHDSI)[4]. 

We previously described the Phenotype Execution and Modeling Architecture (PhEMA) – a modular software 

architecture that relies on components that interoperate using standard formats and interfaces[5].  These components 

are logically separated to complete a specific task, such as executing an algorithm and collecting the results.  Having 

referenced existing systems in development of our proposed architecture, we noted limitations and gaps that we 

sought to address –specifically around increasing the use of standards and providing flexibility in configuring 

components to meet each institution’s needs. 

Methods: The PhEMA development team has identified available software systems for many of the proposed seven 

architecture components (Library for Artifacts, Authoring, Clinical Data Repository, Execution, Validation, Data 

Model Services and Terminology Services) for EHR phenotyping, and developed new software in the absence of 

existing solutions.  During development, we designed the systems around concrete interfaces and specifications, but 

were agnostic to the choice of a particular programming language or development environment. 

Results: The PhEMA solution includes one or more implemented components, as shown in Figure 1.   

A demonstration system and 

source code are available from 

the project website 

(http://projectphema.org).  

Briefly, each of the implemented 

solutions is as follows: 

Terminology Services – Our use 

of the Quality Data Model 

(QDM) relies on value sets 

(collections of terms to represent 

concepts, derived from standard 

vocabularies).  We not only 

provide users with read access to 

the NLM-hosted Value Set 

Authority Center (VSAC) for 

existing value sets, but also provide a separate read/write instance of a repository for custom value sets.  Both 

repositories leverage the Common Terminology Services 2 (CTS2) standard[6] (the VSAC CTS2 service utilizes a 

CTS2 wrapper [VSMC]).  The authoring tool may be configured to use one or both repositories during installation. 

Figure 1. Implemented components of the Phenotype Execution and Modeling 

Architecture (PhEMA).  Blue boxes indicate newly developed software, while white 

are existing solutions. 
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Data Model Services – The Data Element Repository (DER) has been developed to provide RDF-based model 

representations via a SPARQL endpoint[7].  A set of REST services were implemented to return the requested terms 

so applications would not have to write their own queries.  Currently, the repository provides computable 

representations of data elements extracted from QDM and HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR), 

and has been extended to also include value set recommendations taken from existing eCQMs. 

Library for Artifacts – Two options are currently available.  The first is a lightweight library component, which is a 

simple MongoDB-backed store.  The second integrates with the Phenotype KnowledgeBase (PheKB, 

http://www.phekb.org/).  The former allows adopters of the architecture to have a standalone library to use for 

internal algorithm development.  The latter facilitates broader sharing and dissemination of algorithm definitions by 

using an established, publicly accessible website.  Both use an API that was defined for this project. 

Authoring – We developed a web application that allows the graphical composition of algorithm logic.  It utilizes the 

Terminology Services and Data Model Services to provide the definitions of the models used in authoring, including 

properties, value sets and terms.  The use of external standard services has allowed the authoring tool to quickly 

include new models, such as FHIR.  Given that the output of the Authoring component is an XML document 

following the HL7 HQMF standard (with HQMF being an instantiation of the QDM), we are also able to support the 

Measure Authoring Tool (MAT) as another Authoring component in this architecture. 

Execution –We position KNIME as a customizable workflow management system for complex phenotype 

algorithms to orchestrate multiple executions, although it also offers execution environments for extracted EHR data 

in the absence of alternatives.  The eM2Kn (eMeasures to KNIME) translator[8] solution provides executable 

workflows for the algorithms, and computes the extracted EHR data in the KNIME environment. 

Clinical Data Repository – The KNIME workflows from eM2Kn offer customizable interfaces for non-standardized 

local data repositories.  This solution still requires a SQL-level mapping in the KNIME workflow to the local 

schema.  Ongoing work will provide a more automated execution service against the i2b2 platform. 

Discussion: The use of multiple solutions for many of the architecture components provides potential users with 

options in how they choose to use and configure the system at their institution.  It provides a balance of using 

publicly accessible components (VSAC, DER, PheKB), obviating the need to install all of these locally.  Likewise, 

the flexibility within the Execution component gives users the option of using an existing data warehouse schema (at 

the cost of requiring mapping to that schema), or leveraging an existing i2b2 implementation (as many institutions 

have already or are in the process of adopting this platform).  Furthermore, the reliance on standards over 

technology allowed teams to work more effectively on solutions while ensuring interoperability. 

Conclusion: The use of a modular architecture based on standards provides not only a software solution that may be 

adopted by institutions to more readily facilitate phenotype algorithm development, but does so in a way that 

collaborates with existing initiatives and solutions.  This allows an institution to optimize their phenotyping 

infrastructure based on their needs and use cases. 
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Introduction 
Provenance can be distilled down to mean ‘lineage of data,’ or more formally, the ordered set of 
influences applied to an entity that resulted in a particular state. Specifications such as W3C 
PROV and Open Provenance Model (OPM) define ontological concepts for modeling 
provenance data and provide semantics for ensuring correctness and enabling inference. A 
prerequisite for using these abstract models is identifying what the entities, agents, activities, 
and various influences are in the target domain so they can be properly expressed in the 
provenance model. In addition, a method for ingesting these data must be established in order 
to reliably collect, process, and communicate provenance to downstream systems and users. 
We discuss a domaincentric approach for satisfying these prerequisites and establishing a 
foundation for provenance integration by leveraging open source software tools and techniques. 
We applied this approach to PEDSnet, a PCORi clinical data research network (CDRN) and the 
ETL component of the Childhood Brain Tumor Tissue Consortium (CBTTC) with target 
outcomes including data lineage, entity versioning, change detection, and monitoring thereof 
 
Methods 
In order to achieve the desired outcomes of lineage, versioning, change detection, and 
monitoring, we standardized how provenance data was transmitted between systems and how it 
was logged. We developed an open source message format for representing the events emitted 
from these systems in a domaincentric way and used Apache Kafka for its robust 
publish/subscribe feature. 
 
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) serves as the data coordinating center (DCC) 
for PEDSnet, an eight site clinical data sharing research network. The DCC is responsible for 
receiving, validating, analyzing, and publishing data on behalf of the submitting sites and the 
project as a whole. The two primary provenance outcomes are 1) the lineage of data as it is 
received and moves through data processing and 2) versioning of the multiple data models, ETL 
conventions, and data quality analytic methods over time. Data lineage is addressed by first 
requesting a set of flat files from sites that describes the steps, people, tools, and systems 
involved in producing the data. Once received, each processing stage in the DCC emits 
additional provenance that is associated with the data including the DQA results. The DCC also 
maintains a Git version history of data model and ETL conventions which are associated at the 
time the data archive was received. 
 
The CBTTC ETL process runs nightly and pulls data from a laboratory information management 
system (LIMS) database. To support change detection, we deployed a service that executes a 
set of queries that pull records from the LIMS and compares the current state with the previous 
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state of the query. Each evaluation is stored with the corresponding event and served up in a 
client that charts the data points over time. When something changes, an email notification is 
sent to the ETL maintainers. 
 
Results 
Since the initial release of the PEDSnet data model, 79 fields have been added, 29 fields have 
been removed, and 28 fields have been changed. The ETL conventions document defines the 
semantics of each field in the PEDSnet data model  and is the primary resource for site ETL 
maintainers. Over the course of 11 months, the discrete components in the document changed 
599 times, with an average of 3.5 changes per field, 11.9 changes per table, and a total of 10 
changes for the model definition itself. Provenance for the DQA results are still in it’s infancy, 
but on average there have been 10.5 issues per field of the top 20 erroneous fields. 14 of the 20 
issues are a result of date formatting issues and invalid identifiers (foreign key references). 
 
At the time of this writing, the CBTTC monitor has been running for several months. The data 
points reflect multiple changes to the data, the majority of which were expected. In one instance 
maintenance was performed on the LIMS involving a drop and reload of data on a few tables 
used by the queries. The monitor happened to execute the query at the time the maintenance 
was being performed and alerted that something was wrong with the data, validating the utility 
of change detection. 
 
Discussion 
The PEDSnet project is particularly challenging due to the multiple concurrent changes 
happening within the DCC and across sites. However, standardizing the way provenance is 
produced and consumed enabled us to build an application that aggregates and displays data 
across components so stakeholders can better understand the state of the system. Future work 
will involve tracking the provenance of the individual entities in the data once persistent 
identifiers have been established. 
 
In the CBTTC project, the LIMS is backed by a relational database which provides no native 
facility for emitting events or notifying clients when a change occurs in an arbitrary query. The 
change detection and monitoring service therefore was necessary to augment this 
“updateinplace” database and act as a trigger for when something in the data changed. Future 
work will involve creating a client for ETL maintainers and researchers to enter additional 
provenance information to explain why these changes occur. 
 
A key aspect of our work is that the provenance methods used were driven solely by 
requirements of the project and domain. More importantly, the output of each technique (e.g. 
change detection) was tailored to the context in which it was applied (e.g. LIMS source data). 
We drive applied provenance by starting with relevant entities in the domain and focusing on 
key aspects of lineage. Supplementary information such as agents responsible for aspects of 
the lineage and interactions with other entities are then included when appropriate granularity of 
provenance information is available. 
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Metabolomics data management: a view from the trenches 
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Introduction 

Though not without its challenges, the use of genomic data standards has evolved and increased over the past 15 years. 
In contrast, the state of the art in metabolomics data standards is still comparatively young. It is also confounded by 
significant technological hurdles not encountered in the orderly base-pairing world of nucleic acids. Examples include 
ambiguity in identification of molecular species using mass spectrometry and the fact that no single platform covers 
the entire metabolome. Other challenges are not unique to metabolomics, for example a surplus of unique identifier 
schemes. This talk will describe challenges of metabolomics data management as exemplified in a specific consortium 
project, how some of these challenges have been addressed, and recommendations going forward. 

The Alzheimer’s Disease Metabolomics Consortium (ADMC) is a large, inter-institutional consortium of experts in 
metabolomics, statistical analysis, and Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative 
(ADNI) consortium facilitates research into the progression of AD using heterogeneous data sources including clinical 
assessments, PET scans, MRIs, genomics and other molecular biomarkers. These two consortia formed a partnership 
to incorporate metabolomics in a systems biology approach to understanding AD. The data are made available through 
a web portal to consortium members and researchers with approved analysis plans. The collaborative nature of ADNI 
makes it particularly important that the data be handled in a way that enables other researchers to access and understand 
the data and associated metadata.  

Methods 

To date, three different laboratories have performed mass spectrometry-based metabolomics profiling assays on 820 
serum samples from the ADNI 1 cohort, representing normal controls, participants with mild cognitive impairment, 
and Alzheimer’s patients followed over time. Data generators and other members of the ADMC were initially blinded 
to participant IDs, and therefore to diagnosis and disease progression. Resulting metabolomics data were transferred 
from the respective labs to the metabolomics data coordinating team at Duke via email. After confirmation that the 
datasets and accompanying data dictionaries complied with ADNI guidelines, those data were uploaded to Box 
(www.box.com) for transfer to the ADNI data management team. The ADNI team then replaced local identifiers with 
participant IDs and published the unblinded data to ADNI’s website. 

Results 

Although some data standards exist in the metabolomics space, significant gaps remain. This is true not only in the 
standards themselves, but also in documentation and discoverability of the standards that do exist.1 In addition, there 
is a dearth of software tools that interact with standards-compliant datasets, both for creation and consumption. 
Existing software is typically platform-specific and uses local conventions for data format, semantic identifiers, and 
associated metadata (Table 1). Relevant standardized identifiers include:  InChI ID, InChI Key, PubChem compound 
ID, KEGG ID, SMILES, ChemSpider ID, LipidMaps ID, and ChEBI ID, among others. InChI Key represents the 
exact molecular structure of a molecule and is somewhat of a gold standard. However, some mass spectrometry 
platforms (a primary technology used for metabolomics) cannot differentiate between certain molecules. For example, 
for two molecules that are largely identical except for the location of the double bonds in a long carbon chain, those 
molecules have unique InChI IDs, but cannot always be differentiated by a given mass spectrometer. In addition, the 
structures of many compounds remain unidentified.  

Members of the Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI) developed the Core Information for Metabolomics 
Reporting (CIMR) specification, analogous to MIAME (minimum information about a microarray experiment). A 
different “flavor” of CIMR was developed for each of several types of metabolomics assays: microbial, environmental, 
plant, mammal, as well as NMR-based studies, data analysis, and chemical analysis, with each of those sub-
specifications described in its own respective publication in the journal Metabolomics.2 But the developers of CIMR 
were, paradoxically, too conscientious.  The level of detail included in each version of CIMR presents a barrier to 
actual standard adoption. Instead, metabolomics data generators capture what they consider to be the relevant 
experimental metadata as free text in Word or PDF documents.  
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Table 1. Submission type, abstract length, and page length maximum for AMIA submissions. 

 Content Semantics Format 
Existing data 
standard 

CIMR InCHI Key ISA-Tab, mzML, 
mzTab 

Reality De facto excel templates- 
different for Metabolomics 
Workbench (US) vs. 
Metabolights (EU) 

InChI ID,  InChI Key, PubChem 
compound ID,  KEGG ID, SMILES, 
ChemSpider ID, LipidMaps ID, and 
ChEBI ID 

Excel, multiple 
worksheets, with 
formatting 

 

Although various relevant exchange formats exist (e.g. ISA-Tab, mzML, and mzTab), mass spectrometry platforms 
are generally not designed to output data in these formats. Instead, delimited text and Excel files are used to store and 
exchange these datasets. Excel offers significant features to facilitate human readability, but use of those features is 
often at the expense of data provenance and machine readability. For example, Excel files may have more than one 
worksheet or use color coding or border formatting to impart semantic meaning (e.g. valid values or groupings of 
columns respectively). In addition, header rows may be used inconsistently. Finally, there does not appear to be an 
accepted standard between labs for the use of columns vs. rows for samples vs. molecules.  

Discussion 

The issues and challenges described above notwithstanding, there is reason for optimism in the metabolomics data 
management space. Metabolomics data standards, and the adoption thereof, are arguably at the point where genomics 
data standards were approximately 10 years ago. The Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI), founded in 2005, 
made significant progress in creating the standards described above. In 2012 an initiative called COSMOS 
(Coordination Of Standards In MetabOlomicS) was funded in the EU to carry on the work that was begun by the 
MSI.3 This group is coordinated by EMBL-EBI and comprises several European metabolomics data providers. They 
too have made additional strides in this area, and are highly receptive to collaboration. With recent increased attention 
to metabolomics in the context of President Obama’s Precision Medicine Initiative (including an April, 2015 tweet 
from Francis Collins that “Metabolomics shows promise to advance #PrecisionMedicine …”) as well as the NIH 
BD2K initiative’s emphasis on tools and data accessibility, the time is right to shift attention back to these obstacles 
to data sharing and reproducible research.  

Conclusion 

In order to achieve collaborative and reproducible research, the maintenance and adoption of data standards in the 
metabolomics space must, and will, improve. But funding for standards development and outreach are limited, and 
maintenance and education are ongoing chores. Until the appropriate incentives are in place for both standards 
developers and would-be standards users, achieving best practices in metabolomics data management faces an uphill 
battle. 
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Background: Rett syndrome (RTT) is a postnatal neurological disorder that affects 16,000 girls in the United States 
[1]. It is the most physically disabling of the autism spectrum disorders and almost exclusively found in infant girls 
[2]. Many girls diagnosed with RTT live into adulthood and still require total 24/7 care [1]. It is diagnosed by a 
blood test which detects mutations in the MECP2 gene [3]. MECP2 is located on the X chromosome making the 
mutation deadly to males who normally die prenatally due to severe encephalopathy [4]. Symptoms of RTT include 
loss of speech and motor control, seizures, severe digestive problems, extreme anxiety, and impaired cardiac and 
circulatory function [1]. RTT is classified by the United States government as an “orphan disease” which means that 
it has afflicted less than 200,000 of its citizens. Since relatively few people are affected, it is difficult for labs to 
research cures and there is not enough genomic data available to use traditional informatics approaches. There are 
currently only four RTT microarray datasets published on GEO that contain aged-matched control samples. Of 
these, only three of the sample sets were collected from the same region of the brain. When using current analytical 
methods, such as limma, on the three sets, no genes are significantly correlated to RTT. Many other orphan diseases 
have the same problem: there is not enough published data to use conventional informatic approaches to help find 
important genes. In order to make the genomic data of RTT and other orphan diseases useful, an algorithm which is 
effective with sparse data must be considered. To analyze, the three available RTT microarray data sets, we have 
developed a novel rank-based algorithm that can select genes which consistently change after the onset of RTT.  
 
Methods: Data from six microarray samples (three RTT brains and three aged-matched control brains) each 
containing the expression levels of 12,625 genes were observed. Genes with values of zero were omitted leaving 
12,595 genes. The selection of the genes was done in two 
steps, filtering for consistent ranks (step 1) and filtering for 
consistent fold change direction (step 2). In step 1, the 
RTT/control fold change was calculated for all genes in each of 
the 3 data pairs. The 12,595 genes were ranked by fold change 
value in ascending order. In order to find consistent ranks, the 
range of rankings for each gene was calculated using the 
highest and lowest intra-sample ranks as shown in figure 1. 
Genes with range values that were less than a threshold were 
selected.  
 
In order to establish a data driven rank change threshold, we 
used a control microarray study from GEO to assess the rank 
changed based on background noise. We used a GEO data set 
with multiple biological replicates on the same platform as the 
RTT samples were sequenced on to best assess the noise in 
ranks. This data was scaled down to 12,595 genes. Three 
duplicate data sets from sample A were randomly paired to 
three duplicate data sets from sample B. After the fold changes 
were calculated, the process shown in Figure 1 was repeated on 
the pairs and the average rank range was calculated. This 
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process was repeated 5 times and the average rank change was calculated to be 837 with a SD of 5.6. Since these 
samples were sequential runs of exactly the same technical replicate, this range was attributed to noise.  
 
In step 2, the consistency of the fold change direction was analyzed. If the gene expression was either always 
increasing or always decreasing, the gene was selected as demonstrated in figure 2.  
In order to test for significance, Matlab was used to run 
50,000 simulated trials. Each trial generated 3 random 
rankings of the genes and a random up/down fold 
change direction. Then the methods described in step 1 
and step 2 were used to select genes. The resulting count 
of selected genes for each simulated trial created a 
normal distribution shown in Figure 3. To test if the 
number of genes selected from the RTT data was inside 
the normal distribution of genes selected at random, a p-
value was calculated. The result of this comparison is 
shown in Figure 3.  
 
Results: Of the 12,595 genes, 415 had a rank range of 
less than the noise threshold of 837. Of those 415 genes, 
169 had consistent fold change directions. MECP2 
appeared on the final list of 169 selected genes and 
consistently increases expression. The final list of 169 
selected genes contains 16 genes known to regulate 
nervous system development, 26 known neurogenesis-
associated genes, and 7 genes that have been linked to Autism.  
 
Conclusion: These results suggest that the rank filter method is capable of selecting genes that are likely associated 
with RTT while no genes are detected using traditional methods. This conclusion is supported because MECP2, 
which was mutated in all 3 samples, was non-coincidently selected out of the 12,595 genes. Also, the final 169 
selected genes have functional enrichment for autistic disorder and other aspects related to RTT. This method has 
the potential to be used to filter other small-scale genomic data sets and select target genes for further research and 
drug repurposing. The method is fast, inexpensive, and can be used to group genes when there isn’t enough data for 
limma, as is the case for many orphan diseases. In the future, the 169 genes from the RTT data will be plugged into 
drug repurposing software, such as LINCS, which generates a list of drugs that are known to impact the genes. 
These drugs can then be used on Mecp2-null mice and the effect on the phenotype can be observed.  
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Introduction: As understanding of the genome and its relation to health and disease increases, the potential to use 
this information to improve patient care is enhanced. However, the complexity and volume of the data exceeds unaided 
human cognitive capacity for decision-making. It is clear that decision aids capable of integrating large amounts of 
data relevant to the clinical context will be necessary. A recent IOM report titled "Improving Diagnosis in Health 
Care" recommended ‘provide clinical decision support’ (CDS) to vendors and the Office of the National Coordinator 
for Health IT. Ideally, decision aids that are contextually aware, which automatically populate data elements from the 
electronic health record (EHR) and generate recommendations that are presented at the point of care within the clinical 
workflow, would be created to support evidence-based precision medicine best practices. Such CDS tools are being 
increasingly used in medical practice for a variety of different indications. Genomic CDS (GCDS) has been proposed 
as a necessary element to fully realize the potential of precision medicine. The NHGRI-funded Genomic Medicine 7 
(GM7) meeting was organized to formulate and prioritize the technical and organizational advancements needed to 
achieve an ‘ideal state’ of GCDS. GM7 convened key thought leaders representing a broad range of stakeholder 
perspectives with interest and expertise in the implementation and application of CDS to integrate genomic medicine 
in healthcare in order to: 

• Compare current state with ideal state of GCDS to define gaps and strategies to close the gaps 
• Identify and engage US and international health IT initiatives that would support recommended strategies 
• Define a prioritized research agenda for GCDS 

Methods: The organizers of the meeting identified two papers that could be used to frame the meeting to accomplish 
the defined objectives1,2. The 
fourteen desiderata (Figure 1) 
from these two papers were 
identified as being key for the 
meeting objectives.  A pre-
meeting survey was sent to 33 
meeting attendees and 25 
completed the survey for a 
response rate of 75%. The 
survey used two ranking 
methods, one that measured 
the respondents’ perception 
of the importance of the 
element and another that 
measured the perceived gap 
between the current state and 
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full implementation. Respondents were also asked to rank the desiderata elements by importance. The top 5 responses 
are listed in Table 1 with the bold representing elements that we ranked highly by both methods.  

Results: The meeting was organized around 5 key questions:  

1. Is clinical decision support an essential 
element in the successful implementation 
of genomic medicine? 

2. What are data issues that impact GCDS? 
3. How do we manage knowledge for 

GCDS? 
4. What are the implementation issues 

surrounding GCDS? 
5. What are areas that should be prioritized 

for the research agenda for GCDS? 

Each of these key questions was addressed in a section of the meeting consisting of several brief presentations 
followed by a moderated discussion. The second day of the meeting was used to synthesize the key issues and to 
propose a preliminary prioritization of the action items. 

After the meeting, a second survey was distributed to participants, the purpose of which was to confirm the 
meeting’s findings and prioritize the action items. The prioritized action items (AI)  were: 

1. Publications and engagement of GM7 activities within the scientific community 
2. Develop GCDS use cases and sandbox 
3. Create an open GCDS knowledge library 
4. Conduct an End to End project based on prioritized use case(s) 
5. Develop a business case for return on investment for GCDS 
6. Specify Use Cases for the Public Health role for GCDS 
7. Explore the role of the patient/caregiver unit for GCDS 
8. Develop a sustainable model for the GCDS group 

Discussion: Since the meeting there are several examples of the prioritized areas of action that have moved forward. 
The Institute of Medicine’s Displaying and Integrating Genetic Information Through the EHR (DIGITizE) project in 
conjunction  with a diverse stakeholder group has completed end-to-end projects for two pharmacogenomics use 
cases that include GCDS and is looking to explore the role of GCDS for a genetic disorder of significant public 
health importance (AI 2,4,6). The Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) and the Implementing 
Genomics in Practice (IGNITE) networks have developed an Open GCDS knowledge library (CDS-KB 
http://cdskb.org) (AI 2,3). A PCORI-funded project at Geisinger Health System is running a prospective 
comparative effectiveness trial to explore the role of patient facing GCDS to improve patient-provider 
communication3 (AI 7).  
This study critically assesses the proposed GCDS elements in order to determine which elements are required and 
which are desirable but not critical. It prioritizes the elements and develops a set of action plans to promote 
implementation of GCDS, which will guide the future of clinical research in this area. Progressing to the ‘ideal state’ 
of GCDS will lower the barriers to the implementation of evidence-based precision medicine in healthcare. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: Precision oncology is an approach that takes into account individual differences, including genetics 

differences, to cancer management. Transcriptomics and proteomics signatures have been shown to predict survival 

outcomes for several cancer types. However, the huge amount of omics information posed an informatics challenge 

in identifying phenotype-associated omics patterns systematically, and there is no general-purpose data-mining tool 

available for physicians or medical researchers without significant training in programming and bioinformatics.  

Methods: We obtained transcriptomics, proteomics, and clinical information from The Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA) and built a web-based data mining system with Ruby on Rails, R packages, and Highcharts. We 

implemented a machine learning framework for phenotype classification, employed regularized Cox proportional 

hazards models for survival prediction, and evaluated the performance of our prediction models with a held out test 

set. Our data analysis system also conducted enrichment analysis on the top predictors. 

Results: Our web-based tool effectively visualized patient characteristics in the dataset (Figure 1) and built robust 

prediction models for different clinical phenotypes. As an illustration, OASISPRO successfully predicted histology 

grade of lung adenocarcinoma (n=480) with area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) more than 

0.85 in the independent test set with 15 gene expression features (Figure 2). Enrichment analysis modules in 

OASISPRO identified important biological processes enriched in the most predictive features, such as mitosis and 

ubiquitin-like proteins conjugation (Table 1). Our system further built a prognostic prediction model with 33 gene 

expression features that classified patients into two distinct survival groups, with statistically significant difference 

in their survival time in the test set (P=0.006; Figure 3). Gene ontology (GO) terms enriched in the survival-

associated genes included extracellular region and cellular defense response. 

Discussion: This user-friendly web-based tool successfully identified the biological processes associated with 

histology grade of lung adenocarcinoma, and accurately predicted patients’ survival outcomes by omics features. 

This data mining system is extensible to other types of tumor and health outcomes. By building accurate prediction 

models for clinical phenotypes, this system will contribute to establishing personalized cancer treatment plans, 

thereby increasing the quality of care and reducing the cost of cancer management. 

Figure 1. OASISPRO effectively visualized the clinical profiles of patients in the TCGA database. Continuous data, 

such as age, were visualized with histograms, and discrete categories, such as gender, ethnicity, anatomic 

subdivisions affected by the tumor, and stage, were summarized by pie charts. Mouse hover highlights the selected 

group and displays detailed information. Examples of (a) age distribution and (b) distribution of the anatomic 

subdivisions affected by the tumor in the lung adenocarcinoma cohort are shown. 
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves generated by the OASISPRO system revealed that 

transcriptomics and proteomics profiles accurately predicted the histology grade of lung adenocarcinoma patients. 

(A) Expression levels of 15 genes selected by information gain ratio predicted histology grade with area under the 

ROC curve of 0.85-0.88. (B) Expression levels of 15 proteins also predicted histology grade with area under the 

ROC curve of approximately 0.7. 

 

Table 1. Gene Ontology (GO) annotation clusters enriched in the genes indicative of histology grade of lung 

adenocarcinoma. Cell cycle-related terms and ubiquitin-like proteins conjugation were among the most enriched 

clusters. 

Rank GO Annotations Clusters Corrected P Value 

1 Cell cycle 9.27×10
-49

 

2 Mitosis 1.34×10
-38

 

3 Cell division 6.29×10
-38

 

4 Kinetochore 4.73×10
-19

 

5 Centromere 6.65×10
-17

 

6 Phosphoprotein 1.41×10
-14

 

7 Cytoskeleton 7.23×10
-14

 

8 Nucleus 1.52×10
-11

 

9 Microtubule 1.07×10
-10

 

10 ATP-binding 1.26×10
-09

 

11 Ubiquitin-like proteins conjugation 2.85×10
-09

 

12 Cytoplasm 3.99×10
-09

 

13 Chromosome partition 5.48×10
-09

 

14 Nucleotide-binding 6.46×10
-08
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Figure 3. OASISPRO generated robust survival 

prediction models with functional omics data. 

Using the gene expression levels of 33 genes, we 

built a regularized Cox proportional hazards 

model that distinguished lung adenocarcinoma 

patients in the held-out test set into two survival 

outcome groups, with statistically significant 

difference in their survival time (P=0.006). 

 

P = 0.006 
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CTOL2 Concept-based Search Using Natural Language Processing 

          Weizhong Zhu, PhD, Tarrah Kirkpatrick, MS, Josephina Lin, Ajay Shah PhD,  
Joyce C. Niland PhD  City of Hope, Duarte, CA 

Summary 
City of Hope (COH) Clinical Trials On-Line (CTOL) is the main Web portal to access COH protocol information. 
This project applied SPRIT-NLP platform to enhance the Meta and keyword search of CTOL2 (next generation 
CTOL) and provide advanced capabilities on concept-based annotation and search.  
Introduction  
Current CTOL protocol narratives do not adhere to standard ontology. Meta search of CTOL brings accurate facet 
search but the search content is limited to a short list of categories.  We propose to utilize SPIRIT-NLP to build 
enriched, standardized and searchable annotations to CTOL unstructured text fields.    
Methods  
SPIRIT-NLP integrates state-of-art open-source NLP systems under the UMLS ontology-supported architecture. It 

has an innovative concept fusion 
annotator which combines 
MetaMap and cTAKES. Besides 
mapping these noun phrases to 
unified UMLS IDs (CUIs) with 
corresponding UMLS semantic 
types, the annotator also extracts 
semantic information such as 
acronym pairs (abbreviation and 
description), negation triggers and 
(subject-predicate-object) triplets. 
Solr search engine is used to 
generate concept-based indexes for 
COH protocols including terms, 
concept descriptions, synonyms of 

concepts across multiple dictionaries, and Meta data. A field re-
weighting strategy signs different priorities to text fields to match user queries. In general, concepts appeared in 
Title fields or Meta data fields are given higher weights in the query-protocol similarity ranking algorithms. User 
Relevance Feedback is rated in four levels and is to evaluate search performance using Precision and Recall.   

Results 
SPIRIT-NLP is applied to automatically annotate, categorize, search and group the textual fields of more than 4000 
protocols in the archive of CTOL. CTOL2 NLP demo site is showed in Figure 1. Testing 44 queries over five 
categories, the average P10 value (precision scores of the top 10 responses) from relevance feedback of two users, 
with different levels of biomedical expertise, reached 0.89 (0.92 and 0.86 respectively). We also studied effects of 
synonym expansion. For instance, Consumer Health Vocabulary (CHV) ontology terms reduced P10 score by about 
10%. CTOL2 NLP search outperformed from many aspects compared to a keyword-based CTOL public search. For 
instance, testing query “multiple myeloma”, NLP search ranked the entire current active multiple myeloma 
protocols in the top versus 75% from the keyword search. Also NLP search understand synonyms of user queries 
such as drug names which isn’t handled by keyword search. For example, using query “PS-341”, CTOL2 NLP 
search returned 7 responses which include the synonyms of the query such as Bortezomib, even none protocol in the 
corpus contains this query term. This search engine has other fundamental capabilities such as concept based auto-
complete, spelling checking, what did you mean, and MoreLikeThis. ͞MoreLikeThis” is applied to identify the 
competitive protocols across organizations to a user-concerned protocol in the search responses. 

Discussion 
Combined with Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems, CTOL2 NLP search will give patient candidates boarder 
access to CTOL protocol information, automate and accelerate cohort identification. ͞MoreLikeThis” protocol 
relevance feedback model is extensible to find similar patients to a patient in a patient cohort for a specific disease 
study if comparing their clinical reports, in other words, “Patient More Like Me”. 

Figure 1: CTOL2 NLP search for PS-341 
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An Ontology-supported OCR Error Correction Platform for Digitized 
Clinical Narratives Using Crowdsourced Responses 

  Weizhong Zhu, PhD, Haiqing Li, PhD  
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Introduction  
One of the main challenges of Big Data to 
Knowledge (BD2K) initiatives is to convert 
patient clinical narratives in scanned documents 
to machine-readable, searchable and human-
intelligible text forms and preserving in EMR. 
Our pilot study shows that the outputs of the 
modern commercial and the start-of-art open-
source Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
engines have significant errors which make 
clinical documents difficult to be interpreted and 
further annotated automatically. There are urgent 
needs of efficient methods to collect human 
efforts to correct these OCR errors in a systematic 
manner. We propose to design and develop an 
ontology-supported collaborative OCR error correction platform which utilizes crowdsourcing and gamification 
mechanisms to boost user engagement and build error correction benchmarks for clinical OCR text.    

Methods 
The proposed crowdsoucing OCR error correction platform (Figure 1) for clincial documents uses human intelligent 
from anonymous volunteers online. The approach uses the power of crowdsource to validate and to interpret 
distorted text images which cannot be recognized exactly by even commercial OCR engines. Using crowdsourced 
response and end users’ feedback, the system creates a virtue learning environment to attract volunteers to correct 
OCR errors collaboratively. Grounded on a cloud-based infrastructure, Hadoop clusters will be used to manage the 
high volume data communication, process and store large scale OCR images with end user annotations. Multiple 
gaming scenarios allow volunteers correct OCR labels from a web browser or a hand hold device.  This gamification 
design will keep the balance of task load, job complexity, and fun in order to motivate volunteers. This system also 
utilizes scores and ranking with social media support features which could increase the crowdsource engagement to 
assigned annotation tasks. Considering the complexity of biomedical terminology, we proposed ontology support 
features using natural language processing (NLP) on-line service. These features such as medical concept auto 
complete will assist volunteers with little biomedical background participate the games and complete the assigned 
tasks. Data privacy and protection is critical for this system and has been addressed by two methods. First, NLP 
filters are utilized to remove Patient Health Information (PHI) information. Second, a tokenize/shuffle method is 
developed to split a whole document image into word level pieces to remove document context and distribute them 
to the crowdsource community randomly.  

Results and Discussions 
Using a commercial OCR engine, our pilot study parsed a set of clinical narratives in PDF format into plain text 
which was annotated by our SPIRIT-NLP platform for search. Each image document is divided into regions using 
layout analysis. The polygons of words positioned in the images are extracted and used to generated small views for 
users. A distributed shuffle algorithm will be testified to deliver these viewers to end users in an Amazon Hadoop 
cluster environment after all PHIs are removed from the send-out list. The digitized clinical narratives corrected by 
this system will enhance the performance of NLP annotations. This platform can be applied to accomplish history of 
patients’ medication and improve outcomes of clinical and translational research. 
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Figure 1: OCR Error Correction System Architecture 
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Purpose 
The Harvard Catalyst’s eagle-i network is a semantic search platform across 38 institutions and contains well characterized 

biomedical collections of human studies, biological specimens, cell lines, microarrays, etc. The objective of the network is to 

enhance resource sharing to potentially speed experimentation, and encourage interdisciplinary collaboration. The information 

in eagle-i is organized via an ontology-centric architecture and available via Linked Open Data. Having a way to visualize the 

eagle-i information in conjunction with public databases dynamically thus building a semantically linked content repositories so 

that a user can ‘hop’ from one data type to another. In that regard, recently eagle-i partnered with ONTOFORCE to embed 

resources information via SPARQL end points within their data visualization tool DISQOVER. DISQOVER is a user-friendly 

semantic search and visualization engine that uses Big Data and semantic web approach to integrate and link life sciences 

data from 60 different public data sources into an information network. Here we present the integration of eagle-i research 

resources data into DISQOVER platform to allow users to search in different data types, follow the links between data 

concepts while the data is being harnessed from different data sources. The results can be visualized as a list, a table of 

items, or in a tree-like structure depending on the organization of the data. Additional filter visualizations are a world map for 

geographical data, a timeline for dates, and a pie chart. All steps to move between data types are stored as a sharable search 

strategy, even going back and choosing another direction during data discovery process. Moreover all results are exportable 

in a comma-separated format. 

Method 
ONTOFORCE have set up an automatic procedure to connect to every eagle-i data source on a weekly basis and retrieve all 

data in RDF format via SPARQL end points. The data is uploaded into the DISQOVER triplestore and combined with other 

public semantic data sources like PubMed, NCBI gene, UniProt, NCBI taxonomy, ClinicalTrials.gov, EPO patents etc. To 

make the data really workable in the application, ONTOFORCE has written an integration ontology describing how to integrate 

data (e.g. organism data from NCBI taxonomy is combined with the organism data provided by eagle-i resulting in a single 

organism holding information from the two sources), how to visualize the data per data type (define a preferred label for a data 

entry, how to order and visualize the different data properties. In addition, this integration ontology is also used to configure 

which data properties are usable as filters. When a user starts a search in DISQOVER, a deep text search is performed in the 

semantic database. The data search and retrieval methodology are independent of the data type and the original data source.    

Result 
As a result of this integration, eagle-i data can be potentially linked to 60 public data sources and about 21 different data types 

housed in DISQOVER platform. This allows a user to seamlessly search across different databases without the need to adapt 

to different database interfaces although access is provided to a multitudes of data types. The filters can be visualized as a list 

of items or in a tree-like structure depending on the organization of the data. Additional filter visualizations are a world map for 

geographical data, a timeline for dates, and a pie chart.  

The eagle-i data are semantically linked to US, European, and other clinical studies, publications, genetic, proteomic, drug, 

and chemical information on the DISQOVER search platform. This results in an overview of the number of results per data 

type. From there on, users can select a data type, select one or more filters, if necessary, and get the results in a list, a table 

or detailed view. The results are semantically linked to data from other data types (e.g. genes are linked to organisms). A 

complex question can be solved by creating a thinking path from one data type to another. As it is possible to dynamically 

navigate through the linked data, the user can narrow a search to get more details or can broaden a search to scan outside a 

niche area etc.  

Future Work 

At this moment, eagle-i provides essential information related to the ‘antibody’, ‘plasmid’ and ‘cell line’ data types and links to 

the ‘publication’, ‘gene’, ‘organism’ and ‘organization’ data types in DISQOVER. In the future, we would like to visualize 

additional resource types from eagle-i like Human study, Reagents, Mouse, Instrument services etc. onto the DISQOVER 

platform. It would be additionally helpful to have an overarching ontology like UMLS to define concepts and synonyms across 

multiple databases in DISQOVER. 
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Abstract 

A critical step in the design of targeted interventions in precision medicine is to identify which patient variables such 
as comorbidities co-occur across patients. However, while several studies have used networks to identify co-occurring 
comorbidities, few of them have replicated those associations across datasets. Here we describe a method for 
comparing the degree of similarity in the co-occurrence of comorbidities between two networks of hip-fracture (HFx) 
patients retrieved from the 2010 and 2009 Medicare Claims Database. We demonstrate a significance test for this 
similarity measure, designed for testing the replicability of variable co-occurrences across networks. 

Introduction 

While networks have been effective in identifying complex associations among subjects and variables1, few of these 
studies have replicated their results in another dataset. Here we demonstrate a method for measuring the degree of 
similarity in comorbidity co-occurrence between two cohorts of 30-day hospital readmitted HFx patients from the 
Medicare Claims Database. 

Method 

We extracted all 30-day readmitted HFx patients without joint replacement from the 2010 and 2009 Medicare 
database, in addition to 69 of their comorbidities determined to be critical2 in the elderly. Next, as the patients had a 
median of 2 comorbidities, we identified all comorbidities that were bivariately significant for 30-day readmission in 
both years, and used bipartite networks and co-cluster modularity1 (representing degree of clusteredness) to analyze 
how those comorbidities co-occurred in 2010, and in 2009. Finally, we measured the similarity of comorbidity co-
occurrence across the two years by (1) using the Rand index which measures the proportion of comorbidity pairs that 
co-occurred and did not co-occur in a cluster in both years (where 0=no inter-network cluster similarity, and 1=total 
inter-network cluster similarity), and (2) testing its significance by comparing it to a distribution of the same measure 
generated from 1000 random permutations of the 2010 and 2009 networks. 

Results and Conclusion 

Co-cluster modularity was similarly high (2010=0.440, 2009=0.444) and significant (2010: p<.001, 2009: p<.001) in 
both years, and the degree of inter-network cluster similarity measured by the Rand index between the two years was 
significant (p<.05, Medicare=0.93, random mean=0.87). An inspection of the two network layouts revealed that 
although the total number of clusters in both years (2010=7, 2009=7) was identical, two co-occurring comorbidities 
(renal failure and diabetes) separated into different clusters across the two years, whereas two (CHF and arrhythmia) 
merged into the same cluster (changed clusters are shown white in Fig. 1). The results pinpoint the similarities and 
differences in the prevalence and co-occurrence of comorbidities across the two years, which enabled domain experts to 
comprehend the nature of replication and therefore interventions to reduce readmission. The results also suggest that the 
approach of combining the Rand measure with the network visualization could be effective for testing the replicability 
of co-occurrences for a wide range of variables ranging from molecules to comorbidities.  
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Figure 1. Bipartite networks showing patient-comorbidity clusters in 2010 (A), and 
in 2009 (B) using an exploded layout which pulls apart clusters identified through 
modularity, while preserving the size and spread of the nodes in each cluster.   
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Abstract 

We present a novel pipeline for Viral RNA detection and quantification in human RNAseq data. Our pipeline tested 

on the TCGA liver cancer cohort, can not only detect the presence of a viral species, but also provide gene level 

read counts for individual viral species.          

Introduction 

Approximately 20% of human cancer types are associated with viral infection that is routinely detected in blood 

samples. However the extend and biological significance of viral presence/infection in actual tumor samples is 

generally unknown but could be measured using existing Human RNAseq data from tumor samples.   

Methods 

A bioinformatics pipeline viGEN has been developed combining existing and novel RNAseq tools that allows 

detection and quantification of viral RNA in human RNAseq data. The pipeline include 3 major modules:  first 

module allows to align and filter out human RNA sequences; second module maps and count (remaining un-aligned) 

reads against reference genomes of all known and sequenced human viruses; and third module calculates quantitate 

read counts at the individual viral genes level thus allowing for downstream differential expression analysis of viral 

genes between experimental and controls groups. To the best of our knowledge there are no publicly available 

pipelines or packages that would provide this type of complete analysis in one package. Customized solutions have 

been reported in the literature however were not made public.  

Results 

Our novel pipeline has been implemented on Amazon cloud via Globus Genomics platform
1
. It has been tested and 

validated in a large-scale case study with nearly 200 RNAseq samples. We used a cohort of TCGA
2
 RNAseq 

samples of liver cancer (HCC, raw fastq files) for detection and quantification of viral RNA.  The results of our 

analysis have shown high level of sensitivity and specificity of our pipeline in detection of Hepatitis B virus (HBV) 

and Hepatitis C (HCV) viral RNA in liver cancer patients with documented infection by either HBV or HCV or by 

both.  Our pipeline also allows conducting quantitative analysis at the gene level for visualization and detection of 

statistically significant differentially expressed viral genes between groups of patients known to be infected with 

both HBV and various subtypes of HCV.  

Conclusion 

We present a novel pipeline for viral RNA detection in human RNAseq data. It has been tested on the TCGA liver 

cancer cohort and has shown high level of sensitivity and specificity in detecting multiple virus species in tumor 

samples. viGEN can not only detect the presence of a viral species, but also enables quantification of  gene level 

read counts for individual viral species. This pipeline can be used on cancer and non-cancer human RNA-seq data 

sets to provide additional insights into the biological significance of viral infection in complex diseases, 

tumorigeneses and cancer immunology.         
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Background 

Evaluation of medication repurposing requires making imperfect estimates for implications of both the base disease 

and the disease of interest on outcome. In type II diabetes mellitus (T2DM) medication repurposing studies for 

potential breast cancer treatment, the medication contains both T2DM and breast cancer implications. T2DM and 

breast cancer severity confound associations and the impact of these medications exclusively on T2DM is likely to 

be poorly estimated utilizing standard approaches. Further, approaches that control for the base disease (i.e. T2DM) 

using the repurposing cohort may be inappropriate and require an external data source to appropriately model 

T2DM. We aim to understand how T2DM severity-related outcomes can be effectively modeled. Further, we aim to 

understand how we can most appropriately stage T2DM-related mortality risk in diabetes medication repurposing 

studies. 

Methods 

3 cohorts were utilized to stage models in this study: an internal primary care cohort (n=5,523), an external primary 

care cohort (n=6,035), and an internal breast cancer and T2DM cohort (n=860). T2DM components selected for 

inclusion in the analysis were the following: T2DM medications (metformin and insulin), hemoglobin A1c, a 

biomarker for glycated hemoglobin and a proxy for T2DM glycemic control, and T2DM comorbidities 

(hypertension and hyperlipidemia) and T2DM complications (congestive heart failure, ischemic heart disease, 

cerebrovascular disease, pulmonary vascular disease, chronic kidney disease, renal failure). Comorbidities and 

complications were defined by their respective ICD-9 codes. Apart from hemoglobin A1c it is feasible to phenotype 

the remaining T2DM complications and medication exposures using clinical data elements contained within a 

typical health insurance claims repository. All T2DM components were captured as accumulation of events for 

T2DM comorbidities and complications and event at index for T2DM medication exposure and average A1c values. 

2-year any cause survival outcomes from the cross section date served as the clinical endpoint. General linear 

regression models were constructed to predict 2-year mortality event given the T2DM components. Model 

performance was evaluated (i) on a training set through bootstrap estimation (with 100 replication) and (ii) by 

applying it to the test set, where no bootstrapping is required. We chose concordance as the evaluation metric.  

Results 

The T2DM components necessary to effectively stage T2DM-related mortality risk in a T2DM cohort must include 

antidiabetic therapies (c=0.811) or T2DM comorbidities and complications (c=0.816). However, for the repurposing 

cohort the combination of antidiabetic therapies and T2DM comorbidities and complications best staged T2DM-

related mortality risk. Further, the coefficients for individual T2DM components were more effectively staged when 

an alternative larger and more stable cohort (c=0.838), containing clinical data elements found in a typical insurance 

claims repository, was utilized to develop T2DM component coefficients. In this work we detail a series of 

methodological steps and corresponding results across the three cohorts that encompass the development, 

portability, and performance of a properly staged T2DM model. Of particular note: models developed without A1c 

measurements performed consistently better across all 3 cohorts than those including A1c measures. 

Conclusion 

The objective of our study was to answer two questions: 1) How can T2DM status be appropriately staged to predict 

T2DM-related mortality, and 2) how can a staged T2DM model be effectively incorporated into a drug repurposing 

study cohort. We developed a reproducible, portable approach that effectively staged T2DM-related mortality risk 

using an alternative cohort consisting of clinical data elements found in a typical insurance claims repository. This 

approach shows great promise in utilizing alternative big data sources to stage base disease severity in drug 

repurposing studies.  
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Introduction 

The analysis of the genetic variants in tumor tissues 
is becoming commonplace and the results are useful 
for guiding targeted chemotherapy.1  However, the 
results are typically provided by laboratories to 
clinical centers in the form of text-based clinical 
documents which are not readily parsable into 
computable forms, such as those used by automated 
decision support.  Instead, clinicians must read the 
documents to identify relevant genetic variants 
described in the text and then base decisions on the 
evidence and recommendations, if any, that are 
included with the text report.  This process is further 
complicated if medical knowledge evolves between 
the time that the report is generated and the time that 
it is read, since the report recommendations are static.  
We are developing a mechanism for the incorporation 
of genomic laboratory results, provided by outside 
laboratories, into a commercial electronic health 
record where they can be processed by decision 
support logic generate automated, up-to-date 
recommendations based on best available clinical 
research evidence and guidelines. 

Methods 

We chose to address task of assisting with the 
selection of chemotherapy for patients with recurrent 
ovarian cancer, a tumor associated with a 1-2 year 
life expectancy when treated with standard, FDA-
approved agents.  We contracted with several 
commercial laboratories to provide genetic profiling 
of tumor biopsy tissue.  Results were universally 
reported as structured PDF (Portable Document 
Format) documents.  One the laboratory provided 
information about variants of interest in comma-
separated-value (CSV) files, from which we extracted 
gene names and variants to create a list of results to 
populate the Clinical Event Table accessible in the 
UAB electronic medical record system (Cerner 
Millennium, Cerner Corporation, North Kansas City, 
MO).  Results are stored in the same manner as 
routein laboratory test resuls. We also constructed a 
table of recommendations for application of specific 
variant results, including FDA-approved therapies 
approved for ovarian cancer with the variant, FDA-
approved therapies approved for other types of cancer 

with the variant, variants of uncertain significance, 
and variants with no established biological impact. 

Results 

The data model developed is capable of representing 
data from two commonly used laboratories, one 
commercial and one university based.  Reports 
include sequencing data on over 65 genes.  Work is 
under way to develop customized data entry forms 
for Cerner (“M pages”) that will include the patient’s 
tumor markers as well as current recommendations 
associated with the markers.  Clinicians seeing the 
patients will document their impressions and plans 
using an M page that includes the specific relevant 
variants from the patient’s original laboratory report 
(drawn from the Clinical Event Table) along with the 
current recommendations (if any) for those variants 
(drawn from the recommendations table).  We expect 
that the data model will be usable for any genetic 
results when the genes and variants can be extracted 
as discreet data elements.  The poster will present 
details of the report transformation, the data interface 
with the Cerner system, the data model of the variant 
and recommendation tables, and the design of the M 
pages for recording interpretations and plans of 
physicians treating patients with recurrent ovarian 
cancer. 
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Molecular profiling is becoming increasingly common in the care of cancer patients. Often, after failure of early 
lines of treatment or the onset of metastatic disease, patients’ tumors may be profiled for actionable or informative 
mutations, protein expression levels, or copy-number variations. These profiles may advance the application of 
precision medicine in the treatment of cancer, and valuable knowledge can be gleaned from the subsequent analysis 
of existing molecular profiling data in the context of phenotype, treatment and outcome data. 

Advanced, metastatic cancer patients seen at the Georgetown-MedStar hospital system are offered tumor molecular 
profiling through CLIA-CAP certified commercial diagnostic labs.  Through a data sharing agreement, we obtained 
and analyzed the test results of over 700 patients from Caris Molecular Intelligence™ service, with the eventual goal 
of informing treatment decisions. Testing is most frequently ordered for patients with diagnoses of colorectal, 
pancreatic, ovarian, uterine, lung, breast, and other gastrointestinal (GI) cancers. Distinct molecular profiles are seen 
within these cancers, though the same genes are often mutated across multiple cancer types, as seen in table 1. Note 
that not all patients are tested for a given marker. We focused on biomarkers from next generation sequencing 
(NGS) and immunohistochemistry (IHC). 

Table 1. Percent of patients with pathogenic or presumed pathogenic mutations in select genes as detected by NGS.  

Gene 
Colorectal 
(N=170) 

Pancreatic 
(N=145) 

Other GI 
(N=95) 

Ovarian 
(N=68) 

Uterine 
(N=64) 

Lung 
(N=31) 

Breast 
(N=25) 

KRAS 45.9 50.3 14.7 7.4 7.8 9.7 0.0 

PIK3CA 13.5 2.1 4.2 4.4 6.3 3.2 12.0 

TP53 47.7 31.7 24.2 25.0 31.3 16.1 20.0 

We further grouped biomarkers into functional categories including, hormone receptor, DNA repair or immune-
related, to identify potential mechanisms involved in cancer development or treatment response. In 71% of the 
profiled colorectal patients, for instance, IHC indicates over-expression in at least one protein related to DNA repair. 

Each marker may also be assessed for levels of therapeutic actionability as per guidelines previously published.1 We 
assigned 18 commonly tested genes to the top two, “highly actionable” categories, which indicate that the genes are 
targets of FDA approved or investigational drugs, respectively. Among the total group of 598 patients that have 
commonly-tested cancers, 18 had at least one NGS biomarker with level 1actionability and 15 had at least one with 
level 2 actionability. Such analysis helps identify therapeutically relevant biomarkers and in turn may support 
clinical decision making. 

For individual cancer patients, molecular profiling has the potential to improve treatment plans, while summary 
views of this data in patient populations may inform knowledge of molecular profiles by cancer type. As this data 
grows, the continued application of informatics methods could yield important insights for appropriate use of 
modern cancer treatments. 
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Abstract 

Although network layouts have enabled the identification and comprehension of complex associations in a wide range 
of biomedical datasets, such layouts often fail to reveal patterns in large and dense networks despite having strong 
clusteredness. Here we describe ExplodeLayout, an algorithm which exploits clustering information to automatically 
“explode” a traditional network layout in order to separate overlapping clusters with the goal of enhancing their 
comprehensibility. We demonstrate the use of this algorithm to visualize a large dataset extracted from Medicare 
consisting of readmitted hip-fracture patients and their comorbidities, which enabled clinicians to comprehend co-
clusters of patients and comorbidities, and to infer mechanisms related to hospital readmission. 

Introduction 

Network visualizations have enabled clinicians and biologists to comprehend complex multivariate associations in a 
wide range of biomedical domains1. However, current layout algorithms such as Kamada-Kawai (KK) often fail to 
reveal hidden structure in networks despite having strong non-random patterns. For example, to help design targeted 
interventions to reduce hospital readmissions in hip-fracture patients, we extracted all 30-day readmitted patients 
without joint replacement from the 2010 Medicare database, in addition to 69 of their comorbidities determined to be 
critical in the elderly based on the CMS-HCC model. As the patients had a median of 2 comorbidities, we identified 
all comorbidities that were bivariately significant for 30-day readmission in both years, and used bipartite networks 
and co-cluster modularity1 (representing degree of clusteredness) to analyze how those comorbidities co-occurred 
across patients. As shown in Figure 1A, the network layout generated by KK is difficult to comprehend due the 
overlapping clusters despite (1) the network having strong clusteredness (co-clustering modularity1=0.440) that is 
significant (p<.001) compared to 1000 random permutations of the network, and (2) the use of distinct colors to denote 
each co-cluster of patients and comorbidities. Here we describe a layout algorithm that exploits information about 
such clusters to enhance their comprehensibility. 

Method and Results 

ExplodeLayout is an algorithm implemented in R, which takes as input (1) coordinates of network nodes generated by 
a traditional force-directed algorithm such as KK, (2) the number and members of clusters generated by a modularity 
algorithm1 (standard in most network applications), and (3) a user-selected circle radius used to determine the distance 
to which the node clusters are moved. These inputs are used to generate an imaginary circle for the given radius with 
n equidistant points, where n=number of the clusters. Next, the nodes within each cluster are moved by the same 
distance and angle such that the centroid of that cluster coincides with one of the points on the circle. As shown in 
Figure 1B, this transformation effectively “explodes” the cluster locations by preserving the distances among nodes 
within the clusters, and by not preserving the distances among nodes across the clusters. This trade-off between not 
preserving inter-cluster node distances and having greater separation between the clusters enables a researcher to 
comprehend the relative size and topology of each cluster. An optimal layout is generated iteratively by the user who 
can optionally modify the radius of the imaginary circle or the location of the cluster centroids so that a balance is 
achieved between cluster separation and layout compactness. The algorithm scales up to handle a large number of 
clusters by laying them out in nested circles and therefore still maintains separation with compactness. Layouts 
generated from ExplodeLayout have enabled important insights2 into the risk factors for heterogeneous subgroups of 
readmitted hip-fracture patients, and therefore could be an important complement to force-directed algorithms such as 
KK. In future research we plan to automatically determine the size of the currently user-defined circle, and generate 

the appropriate number of nested circles to enable 
comprehension of clusters in extremely large networks 
consisting of hundreds of thousands of nodes. 
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Figure 1. ExplodeLayout exploits clustering in dense 
networks (A) by automatically “exploding” the cluster 
locations (B), to reduce overlap and enhance their 
comprehensibility.  
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An individual’s risk of disease is influenced by genetic risks and environmental exposures.  So called gene-environment 
interaction studies require large numbers of cases and controls to detect signals.  National, multi-site studies may provide the 
large numbers necessary for well-powered studies, and allow for greater diversity in geographic/socioeconomic 
measurements, which increases variability in patient data.  However, since patient address data is protected health 
information (PHI), it can be challenging to send geographic data across sites.  US Census and American Community Survey 
(ACS) data has been validated as an acceptable measure for socioeconomic status (SES) in particular settings.  Our study 
proposes to examine the suitability of using ACS data, obtained from geocoding of patient addresses, as a measure of SES for 
use in gene-environment interaction studies for obesity and diabetes. 
 
We have tested our hypothesis that a patient’s genotype and their socioeconomic status will affect phenotypic expression of 
diabetes and BMI on the Northwestern University (NU) cohort of genotyped patients, with geocoded home address, enrolled 
in the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) study.  Patients’ median BMI and Type II Diabetes Mellitus 
(T2DM) status were obtained from their electronic health record.  Initial results of a cluster analysis using Local Moran’s I 
show significant clustering of low BMI in the north-central region, high BMI in the southern and western regions, and high 
percentage of T2DM cases in the southern region of Chicago (Figure 1).  These results are consistent with the well-known 
association between low SES and high BMI and diabetes rates in Chicago.  We subsequently developed, regression models to 
assess the effects of SES (using the ACS variable “% of population below poverty” with three distinct high/low cut-points of 
10%, 25% and 30%) and gene (using SNPs with known association with obesity and T2DM) on phenotypic outcome, 
separately in African (AA) and European Americans (EA).  In the full interaction models, SNP-SES interaction was not 
significant in any model (results not shown), however, we are likely underpowered for interactions using our single-site 
dataset, especially in AA subjects.  Table 1 shows the effect of SNP on outcome by SES group in EA.  Although the effect of 
SNP on outcome was not always significant at p<0.05, SNP appears to have a greater effect on outcome in high SES groups. 
 
Currently, patient phenotypic, genotypic, and associated ACS data is being collected from five additional eMERGE sites and 
will be sent to NU for analysis.  The increase in sample size and diversity of SES measurements gained from adding these 
sites will allow greater power to detect interaction effects and increase variability of ACS measurements in our models.  Our 
future research will explore multi-site results, as well as evaluate other approaches for SES measurement using ACS data. 
 
 
Figure 1: Significant clusters of high BMI and diabetes cases in         Table 1: OR/Estimate of effect of SNP on  
Chicago area        Diabetes/BMI outcome by Poverty Group  
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Introduction 

 

Scientists have used flow cytometry to identify and measure the abundance of cell types linked to certain 

conditions. However because of the limitations and bias of a single flow cytometry experiment, results only 

present a small portion of the cell types within a small group of samples. The immune system is made up of 

an array of cells, so there needs to be a way to identify all cell types linked to a condition. Meta-analysis 

can standardize and combine data to allow scientists to analyze more cell populations across a larger group 

of samples. However, flow cytometry experiments greatly differ from each other with regards to gating 

procedure and diversity of markers, which makes meta-analysis very difficult. We are developing a method 

to analyze multiple flow cytometry datasets in hopes of eventually being applied to identify cell types 

related to disease. 

 

Methods 

  

We are collecting all datasets of interest from Immport [1], a database that houses immunology data 

(https://immport.niaid.nih.gov), using RImmport package. RImmport structures and organizes Immport 

data so that any user can find relevant data through R. The next step is preprocessing to standardize flow 

cytometry for clustering. This includes removing debris, doublets, dead cells and minimizing false positives 

from the flow files. Unfortunately, preprocessing cannot account for how samples were processed prior to 

running on a cytometer. After preprocessing, we will use Citrus [2] to hierarchical cluster the standardized 

flow cytometry data between files then identify the cell clusters that are linked to the phenotypes of interest 

based on statistical methods. Finally, we use Scaffold [3] to identify the cell types of our clusters. Scaffold 

creates a map of known cell types (nodes) and then integrates the clusters around these nodes based on 

similarity. 

 

Results 

 

To validate our method, we are first analyzing data of healthy subjects at a single time point and 

discovering cell types that are linked to sex and age. We have found over 3,300 flow cytometry files spread 

across different datasets. We then ran our pipeline and found significant cell clusters for two groups of 

subjects. The next step is to run more samples and integrate these cell clusters into Scaffold. 

 

Conclusion  

 

This method has the potential to identify and validate cell types across multiple datasets and in doing so 

justifies the importance and utility of publically available flow cytometry data. 
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Introduction  

Association studies have been an important area of research in recent years, contributing to our understanding of 
many diseases.  However, often the association between the genome and the phenome has been weak.  It has been 
suggested that the missing part of this relationship is the environment.  The exposome is defined as all the 
environmental exposures an individual receives from conception, including nutrition, behavior, chemicals, radiation 
and all other non-genetic factors.  Thus the phenome can be considered as the result of the interactions between the 
genome and the exposome.  During the last decade, a great effort has been made in the development of genome-
phenome resources, with an emphasis on the detailed characterization of those elements whereas exposomic data 
have been vaguely addressed and captured in variable amounts and diverse formats and representations.  In the past, 
capturing exposomic data at the individual level was unfeasible but technological advances are rapidly addressing 
this problem.  

Methods 

We reviewed four of the major bioinformatics repositories that have been built to store gene expression and 
genotype-phenotype data.  These databases were dbGaP and GEO (from the NCBI) as well as EGA and 
ArrayExpress (from the EBI).  We analyzed these databases, looking at their structure, their use of controlled 
vocabularies, ontologies and standards that might capture concepts related to the exposome. We also developed a list 
of exposure related keywords to validate that databases contained exposure related data.  This was programmatically 
extracted from PhenX, a set of consensus measures for phenotypes and exposures.  The structure of dbGaP was also 
automatically collected, including the names, comments and descriptions of every field in every study stored.   

Results 

Preliminary analysis of dbGaP suggested that 32.5% of the studies uploaded contained exposure-relevant terms.  
From this we can conclude that exposure data does exist within these databases, however we did not find any 
mechanism for the explicit representation of exposomic data in the four repositories we considered. Although EBI 
encourages the use of EFO (the Experimental Factor Ontology) in its databases, further analysis of EFO revealed the 
presence of only some exposomic-related concepts, which are clearly insufficient to capture the full breadth of the 
exposome. NCBI does not explicitly encourage the use of any particular ontology or vocabulary for this 
purpose.  Analysis of the dbGaP submission package showed no mention of environmental factors.  Despite this, 
some attempts have been made to map dbGaP studies into PhenX. 

Discussion 

Frequently, both gene expression and genetic association studies include external factors - for example, studies of 
the interactions between genes and lung cancer will specify whether the participants smoked - but because the 
process is neither specific nor systematic these data may be captured in a way that makes intercomparison across 
studies challenging.  There already exist some ontologies (ExO, EFO and PhenX) that could help in the development 
of a more standardised method of capturing exposomic data.   

Exposome characterizations or expotypes should be more comprehensively and explicitly addressed.  Whenever 
possible, existing suitable representations should be used or the community should be encouraged to develop new 
exposome knowledge representations if required. 

Our study suggests that in the development of future genotype-phenotype data repositories the capturing of 
environmental factors should be made more explicit and systematic.  Such a process would increase data quality, 
reduce bias and allow for easier intercomparison of results across studies.   
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Background 

Computational modeling of biological cascades is of great interest to quantitative biologists. Biomedical text has 

been the source for quantitative information. Gathering quantitative parameters and values from biomedical text is 

one significant challenge in the early steps of computational modeling as it involves huge manual effort [1]. While 

automatically extracting such quantitative information from bio-medical text may offer some relief, lack of 

ontological representation for a subdomain serves as impedance in normalizing textual extractions to a standard 

representation. This may render textual extractions less meaningful to the domain experts. 

Methods 

Figure 1. System architecture 

In this work, we propose a rule-based approach [2] to automatically 

extract relations involving quantitative data from biomedical text 

describing ion channel electrophysiology. Figure 1 outlines the 

system architecture of the text mining system that we have 

implemented in the current study. We further translated the 

quantitative assertions extracted through text mining to a formal 

representation that may help in constructing ontology for ion 

channel events using a rule based approach. We have developed an 

expert driven ontology for Ion Channel ElectroPhysiology 

Ontology (ICEPO) by integrating the information represented in 

closely related ontologies such as, Cell Physiology Ontology 

(CPO), and Cardiac Electro Physiology Ontology (CPEO).  

Results 

Table 1. Evaluation of relations involving quantitative  

data extraction on a blind data set 

The rule-based system achieved an overall F-measure of 

68.93% in extracting the quantitative data assertions 

system on an independently annotated blind data set. We 

further made an initial attempt in formalizing the 

quantitative data assertions extracted from the 

biomedical text into a formal representation that offers 

potential to facilitate the integration of text mining into 

ontological workflow, a novel aspect of this study.  

 

Conclusions 

This work is a case study where we created a platform that provides formal interaction between ontology 

development and text mining. We have achieved partial success in extracting quantitative assertions from the 

biomedical text and formalizing them in ontological framework.  

Availability: The ICEPO ontology is available at http://openbionlp.org/mutd/supplementarydata/ICEPO/  
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Relation Type Precision  

(%) 

Recall  

(%) 

F-Measure  

(%) 

ReactionP 70.45 60.39 65.03 

Activity 73.24 67.41 70.20 

Property 78.38 65.91 71.60 

PhysProp 66.67 50.00 57.14 

Comparison 50.00 69.23 58.06 

Total 72.34 65.83 68.93 
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Integrating Genomics with Clinical Care : Developing 
A Pharmacogenomics Decision Support System 

Eric LaRose, BS1, Murray Brilliant, PhD1, Peggy L. Peissig, PhD, MBA1 
1Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation, Marshfield, WI;

Introduction 
As the call for Precision Medicine grows, so does the 
need for tools to succinctly and effectively store and 
present genomic results for use in clinical care.  One 
practice of Precision Medicine known as 
Pharmacogenomics (PGx), or drug therapy based on 
genotypic information, is no different in the need for 
such a suite of applications.  The resulting system would 
need to parse, store, and interpret genetic data.  It will 
also need to present results to clinicians at the time of 
patient care in an actionable form rather than raw omics 
data[1].  The concept isn’t a new one, but 
implementations, though largely successful, have been 
limited[2]. 

Methods 
The goal of this project was to implement a clinical 
decision support system based on genotype and drug 
interactions.  This work was approved by the Marshfield 
Clinic Institutional Review Board.  Recruitment, consent, 
and sample collection was completed for 750 
participants with a high likelihood of being prescribed at 
least one of the following drugs: simvastatin, 
clopidogrel, or warfarin.  An application was developed 
to parse, store, and interpret the genomic data received 
from both Johns Hopkins and Marshfield Labs.  The 
Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium 
(CPIC)[3] guidelines for the genotype/drug combination 
for simvastatin, clopidogrel, and warfarin were evaluated 
by the Marshfield Clinic Pharmacogenomics Committee 
prior to being applied in the PGx Application.  The 
interpreted results were barcoded, scanned into the EHR, 
and made available for use when a physician prescribed 
one of the drugs.  A subset of the results was manually 
reviewed for accuracy with no errors found.  This model 
for genetic interpretation and result handling is shown in 
Figure 1.  Interpreted results were physically mailed to 
both subjects and primary physicians. 

Results 
For each of the 750 participants, the genomic variants 
were saved to a PGx Variant Repository.  Those results 
were successfully interpreted and coded for entry into the 
existing laboratory systems.  A total of 1,167 actionable 
alerts were identified for the 750 participants.  This can 
be broken down further to 219 alerts for simvastatin, 198 
alerts for clopidogrel, and 750 alerts for warfarin.  As of 
November 2015, there have been 22 actionable alerts 
displayed to prescribing physicians.  Ten of those alerts 
were followed, 8 alerts were ignored due to prior 
prescriptions, and 4 were not followed. 

Variant Data ETL

(PGx Application)

PGx 

Repository

Clinical 

Data

Repository

Research

Interpretation

(PGx Application)

Prescribing 

Application

Actionable 

Alert?

Finish Prescribing

       Present Alert
Yes

No

 

Figure 1. Method Workflow Overview.   
The figure shows an overview of the PGx workflow.  It 
also displays the interaction between the PGx 
Application and the existing Electronic Health Record 
system. 

Discussion 
This is an example of a Pharmacogenomics clinical 
decision support system that is currently in use.  The 
system architecture can be used for both research and 
patient care.  Other possible adaptations might include a 
dynamic model for interpretation which would allow for 
quicker updates and implementation of the decision 
support logic for existing or new genotype drug 
combinations. 
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A Synthetic-Data-Creation Tool Based on Cross Sectional Panel Data 

Guru M., Tanmay Gupta, Julianna Kohler, MHS, Gerardo Soto-Campos, MS, PhD 

ConvergeHealth by Deloitte, Deloitte Consulting LLP, Newton, MA 

Abstract 
Combining seven cross-sections of the NHANES dataset1 spanning the years 1999 to 2012, we built an initial cohort of 4321 
people with diabetes and 95 data fields. Empty fields were imputed using the Amelia R package2. Each subject in the set was then 
identified as a normalized vector. New subjects were created by inserting randomness between any two close individuals3 in the 
original set. The process was automated to run with shiny in RStudio4 on an internet browser. 

Introduction 
Many different scenarios, from software development to biomarkers trending, requires available data for customization. This 
becomes particularly challenging in the context of health software, since health data—even de-identified—is typically restricted. 
In this poster we introduce a methodology to synthetize new individual health-records without destroying the correlations in the 
original, publically available, dataset. 

Methods 
We used seven cross-sectional data releases from NHANES. The diabetics in each cross-section were merged by sequence 
number (SEQN), generating an original set with 4321 records and 95 fields including demographics, biomarkers, medication 
utilizations, etc. This is the set that we utilized to derive our data-creation methodology. 
After imputing important empty fields2, we summarized the information in an array of 4321 records by 95 fields. Each record, 
representing a patient, was identified as a vector of variables. These vectors were normalized, and the resulting array was then 
used to generate new subjects by inserting small random noise between two actual people.  

Results 
Starting with 4321 diabetic subjects from NHANES, we created two new data sets: one set of 1.1 million subjects and the other 
10 million subjects. Table 1 shows the comparison of mean values for biomarkers between the synthetic and original data sets. 

Table 1. Comparison of the mean values for the original 4321 cases versus the newly generated 1.1 million cases. 

 

The poster will show snapshots of a GUI tool created using Shiny in RStudio4, which allows the user to create large data sets by 
resetting a few parameters. 

Discussion 
We developed a versatile methodology to create new clones of people starting from readily available cross-sectional data. 
Furthermore, we developed a GUI tool allowing a user to generate new data by resetting values in an internet browser.  
Our approach is subject to limitations when the original sample size is too small. A really appealing potential application of our 
approach is that one could create clone-data which retains the original flavor of real sets, but it is completely virtual. In further 
refinements of our technique, we will develop an approach to show the time variation of biomarkers.  

References 
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     Gene variants may cause deleterious effects via many mechanisms including: gene 

transcription & splicing; protein translation; and disruption of protein structure & function. 

Understanding the effects of polymorphisms on protein function is a key component of gene & 

variant curation but much of this information is not readily available. UniProtKB contains 

decades of literature-based and semi-automated curation describing protein function including 

variation. Standard NGS annotation tools identify simple effects like translation stops & 

missense mutations, but more subtle effects like disruption of an enzyme active site, protein-

binding site or post-translational modifications are often not included. There is a need to make 

this valuable information available to the genomic community to connect DNA variation to the 

protein and the biological consequence. 

      To integrate UniProtKB, information needs to be mapped from the multi-dimensional space 

of protein structural features into the coordinate space of transcripts and genomic sequences. 

UniProt has now mapped protein feature annotation in the human proteome to the GRCh38 build 

of the human genome. Twenty-seven structural and functional features are currently provided 

including: enzyme active sites; modified residues; protein binding domains; protein isoforms; 

protein variations; and more. The mappings and related annotation are available as BED files and 

BigBED files for use on most genome browsers and programmatically via a data API. UniProt 

feature and variation data is also being loaded into the ClinGen Knowledge Base using document 

models created for protein sequence features. Annotated protein variations are loaded as simple 

allele documents and 

evidence documents are 

provided for use in the 

ClinGen Pathogenicity 

Calculator. Results from 

a test set of genes will 

be presented and 

illustrated by examples 

where genomic variants 

are aligned with 

UniProt features such as 

Active Sites, Domains 

and other features that 

could explain a 

variant’s pathogenicity. 

Also presented are 

novel disease associated 

protein variations with 

published evidence not currently in other variation resources (see figure 1). The results suggest 

that this integration can help the classification of pathogenic variants that ultimately will support 

decisions on actionability. 

!

Figure 1. UniProt variants associated with Fabry's disease and active site 

annotation for GLA gene on the NCBI Genome Viewer. 
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Biorepository and Integrative Genomics (BIG): Logistics of Building a large scale Biorepository 

Naga Satya V Rao Nagisetty MS, Rony Jose MPH,  Teeradache Viangteeravat PhD,  Robert Rooney PhD, 
David Hains MD 

Department of Pediatrics, The University of Tennessee Health Science Center, 470 Research Tower, Memphis, 
TN 38103 

Abstract: Healthcare organizations are moving towards personalized medicine and integrating genomic 

information into day to day clinical decision making. At UTHSC we have established an infrastructure to support 

all aspects of building a hospital-wide DNA repository linked to a de-identified EMR DataMart (Pediatric 

Research Database).There are a few other research organizations that have implemented similar initiatives, but 

our focus on the child health sphere in a diverse population, containing large numbers of patients with chronic 

conditions such as asthma and obesity, makes this initiative innovative and unique. We believe that other 

research facilities can benefit from our experience and adopt this system for their own uses. 

Background:  Emphasis on precision medicine and recent advancements in biomedical informatics research at 

UTHSC created the necessity to build a biorepository of DNA samples that can provide to investigators at 

UTHSC and its affiliates genomic and phenotypic information related to a wide range of research interests. We 

consulted with management teams at several institutions that implemented similar facilities, e.g., Vanderbilt 

University’s BioVU repository and St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital’s Biorepository, to understand their 

experiences in building biorepositories and with that shared knowledge have built an agile and streamlined 

infrastructure, addressing various 

logical complications during the 

process.   

Methods: As there are several 

components that need to work 

cohesively to establish a 

biorepository, we identified and 

addressed a number of challenges 

that led to a streamlined process from 

establishing IT (Information 

Technology) infrastructure to patient 

enrollment and sample archiving in 

the biorepository. Some of the  key 

challenges included establishing a 

multi-disciplinary governance model, 

informed consent in accordance with 

IRB guidelines, a patient-centered 

consenting process, methods for the 

protection of human subject data, and in-house development of a flexible template-based LIMS specifically 

designed for biorepository management with functions like fine-grained auditing, batch-mode sample collection 

management, custom workflow creation, QA/QC, strong one-way hashing and HL7 interface from Cerner EMR 

for real-time recruitment and interfacing with commercial automated equipment. The figure depicts the overall 

technical implementation of the biorepository.    

Results and Discussion: After intensive testing of the system, we successfully implemented all components of 

the biorepository indicated above, launched the biorepository at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital for active patient 

enrollment, and will discuss the outcome of our efforts to-date. We believe that through our experiences, plan, 

and documentation, this system can easily be adapted to other organizations seeking to establish their own 

biorepository.  
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A Comparative Analysis of ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM
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Introduction and Background: World Health Organization (WHO) has published International Classification of
Diseases version 10 (ICD-10). The Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has modified the WHO's ICD-
10 and published them.(1) This modified version is called ICD-10-CM. In both cases, the Alphabetical Index and
Tabular list are required for coding(2).

Methods: CMS published ICD-10-CM files in xml format in addition to pdf format. We could not obtain WHO's
ICD-10 in XML format in any publicly available domain. However we were able obtain the XML version of WHO's
ICD-10 by downloading the html version of the file and then converting it to XML format. Because of time
constraints we only did a spot check and compared it with CMS ICD-10-CM. We compared not only the terms and
the codes but also their corresponding instructional notes.

WHO's ICD-10 CMS ICD-10-CM

M32.0

M32.lt

M32.8

M32.9

Systemic lupus erythematosus
Excludes: lupus erythematosus (discoid) (NOS) (L93.0)

Drug-induced systemic lupus erythematosus
Use additional external cause code (Chapter XX). if desired, to identify drug.

M32 Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)

Excludes 1: lupus erythematosus (discokl) (NOS) (L93.0)

M32.0 Drug-Induced systemic lupus erythematosus
Use additional code for adverse effect, if applicable, to identify drug (T36-T50 with fifth or sixth character 5)

M32.1 Systemic lupus erythematosus with organ or system involvement

M32.10 Systemic lupus erythematosus, organ or system involvement unspecified

Systemic lupus erythematosus with organ
Libman-Sacks disease (139.-*)
Lupus pericarditis (132.8*)'
Systemic lupus erythematosus with:
• kidney involvement (N08.5*. N16.4*)
• lung involvement (J99.1 *)

Other forms of systemic lupus erythematosus

Systemic lupus erythematosus, unspecified

______ ——*> M32.11 Endocarditis in systemic lupus erythematosus
Libman-Sacks disease

M32.12 Pericarditis in systemic lupus erythematosus
Lupus pericarditis

, M32.13 Lung involvement in systemic lupus erythematosus
Pleural effusion due to systemic lupus efythematosus

^ M32.14 Glomerular disease in systemic lupus erythematosus
Lupus renal disease NOS

M32.15 Tubulo-interstitial nephropathy in systemic lupus erythematosus

M32.19 Other organ or system involvement in systemic lupus erythematosus

M32.8 Other forms of systemic lupus erythematosus

M32.9 Systemic lupus erythematosus, unspecified
SLE NOS
Systemic lupus erythematosus NOS
Systemic lupus erythematosus without organ involvement

Results: We noticed there was lot of post-coordination in the ICD-10-CM files. For example, WHO instructs
'Systemic lupus erythematosus with organ or system involvement with endocarditis (Libman-Sacks disease)' to be
coded as M32.1+ 139.0. However CMS instructs it to be coded as M32.11. When we checked 'Endocarditis and heart
valve disorders' in ICD-10, it includes 'Libman-Sacks endocarditis' where as in ICD-10-CM, the corresponding code
excludes 'Libman-Sacks endocarditis'. We also noticed that several types of instructional nodes were added in ICD-
10-CM namely codeFirst, codeAlso, and useAdditionalCode. In addition, new chapters and codes were added in ICD-
10-CM.

WHO's ICD-10 CMS ICD-10-CM
and heart valve disorders in diseases classified elsewhere
mlocarJial involvement in:

Candida! infection (B37.6+)

gonococcal infection«.\54.8t)

Libman-Sacks disease (M32.11) ^- _

mcningococcal infection (A.*9.5i)

rheumatoid arthritis (M05.3+)

syphilis (A52.0f)

tuberculosis (A I8.8t)

typhoid fever (AOl.Ot)

139 Endocarditis and heart valve disorders in diseases classified elsewhere

Code first underlying disease, such as:
Q fever (A78)

raccludesb endocardial involvement in:
v candidiasis (B37.6)

>^ gonococcal infection (A54.83)
~ ^ Libman-Sacks disease (M32.11)

listerosis (A32.82)
meningococcal infection (A39.51)
rheumatoid arthritis (M05.31)
syphilis (A52.03)
tuberculosis (A18.84)
typhoid fever (A01.02)

Discussion and Conclusion
In our analysis, we are limited to our comparison to WHO's and CMS Tabular files, and not Index files.
Documentation and publishing of how CMS has modified WHO's ICD-10 and developed ICD-10-CM would be
very helpful. Currently there is no such documentation available in the public domain. It allows experts to evaluate
the benefit of these clinical modifications. There are several questions to be delved into and find answers to: Did
post-coordination simplify one area but complicated another area? Do the instructional notes simplify one code but
make cumbersome another code? Since the transition to ICD-10-CM coding standards happened on October 1st,
2015 in U.S, more data and finding will be available to determine the benefits of these clinical modifications.

References:
1. 2015 ICD-10-CM and OEMs - Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services [updated 2015/03/09/22:47:57]. Available from:
http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/ICD10/2015-ICD-10-CM-and-GEMs.html.
2. International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems. Tenth Revision. Volume 2 Geneva: World Health
Organization; [updated 2015/03/09/22:46:24]. Available from: http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/ICD-10 2nd ed volume2.pdf.
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Background: Over 7,000 orphan diseases have been described, while treatments exist for fewer 

than 400 due to their limited prevalence, lack of research resources and reduced commercial 

potential. Thus, drug repurposing represents an ideal alternative in order to circumvent the high 

costs and inefficiencies of the current drug discovery pipeline. Connectivity mapping is a 

computational drug repurposing system that takes advantage of the observation that changes in 

gene expression patterns can reflect different conditions in human cells, such as exposure to 

drugs, gene-modifying agents and disease processes. In many applications, these gene expression 

patterns are analyzed using rank-based statistics to match the drug or genetic perturbation agents 

that can reverse the genomic signals produced by the disease.  

 

Methods: We obtained orphan disease-gene relationship data from the Orphan Disease Network 

and Orphanet databases. Functional implications of orphan disease gene mutations were 

confirmed using the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database. We specifically 

focused on disease-causing germline mutation genes corresponding to reduced gene protein 

product and/or function in order to align with LINCS gene knock-down database elements. 

Herein we refer to these as orphan disease genes (ODG). We obtained gene expression profiles 

corresponding to knock-down conditions of the ODGs from the Library of Integrated Network-

based Cellular Signatures (LINCS) database. LINCS is comprised of 476,251 gene expression 

profiles characterizing genetic and drug perturbation experiments across 77 cellular contexts. In 

order to assess relationships among different orphan diseases, we focused on orphan diseases 

contained in Orphanet with a minimal of 4 ODGs that were also contained in the LINCS 

database. Correlations among ODG-associated gene expression profiles were measured using the 

weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic.  

 

Results: In order to establish the suitability of the LINCS drug repurposing framework for orphan 

diseases, we sought to determine if LINCS-based connectivity scores could recapitulate known 

associations between casual germline-mutated orphan disease genes between and across orphan 

diseases. For the 26 orphan diseases included in the study, a total of 123 ODGs were identified 

with an average of 5.4 ODGs per orphan disease. Overall, we observed that ODG LINCS gene 

expression profiles were more highly connected if they represent the same orphan disease. We 

next sought to determine the distribution of LINCS candidate drug predictions across orphan 

diseases. We averaged gene expression profiles across different human cell lines per each ODG 

LINCS knock-down condition, and selected the top and bottom 250 genes in these rank-ordered 

lists for LINCS queries. We employed a cutoff of > 90 for positive and negative connectivity 

scores, and obtained statistically significant drug predictions based on random permutations of 

query gene list rank ordering (n=10,000, p-value < 0.05). Interestingly, we observed common 

drug predictions for distinct orphan disease that shared common causal, germline-mutated genes.  

 

Conclusions: To our knowledge, this study represents the first systematic application of gene 

expression-based connectivity mapping of orphan diseases for drug repurposing. We observed 

congruency among LINCS-based connectivity scores for ODG-associated gene expression 

profiles representing the same orphan disease, as well as common drug candidates predicted to 

reverse orphan disease-induced gene signatures. Future work will expand this analysis to other 

orphan disease genes following other modes of inheritance. We will also perform network 

analysis of protein-protein interactions and functional enrichment among highly connected 

orphan disease genes in order to examine this paradigm at higher orders of biological 

mechanisms. 
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Description 
  
BioVU1-2 enables research through DNA biobanking from discarded 
blood samples collected as part of routine clinical care. Samples are 
identified as eligible for BioVU through an established informatics 
pipeline resulting in one DNA sample banked per consented individual 
(unless the sample requires replenishment). On average, 38,436 ± 4826 
blood samples are scanned on a monthly basis leaving ~30% of samples 
eligible for plasma biobanking through BioVU., leaving approximately 
11,000 unused, BioVU-eligible auxiliary samples per month. Unlike 
DNA, plasma samples are sensitive to the time at which they have been 
collected and thus can be collected repeatedly. Plasma collection 
enables measurement of numerous other analytes and potential 
identification of circulation biomarkers not possible with DNA.  
Because of the targeted nature of plasma collection and the dependence 
on multiple factors, use cases for plasma use are extremely specific.  
For this reason, we have developed a phenotype-driven approach to 
plasma collection making use of the numerous BioVU discards while 
balancing cost3. To be accepted, samples must meet sufficiency criteria 
including 1) patient consent status, 2) the presence of an existing DNA 
sample in the bank and 3) meeting clinical phenotype algorithm criteria (Figure 1). In average, we scan 38436 ±4826 blood samples 
monthly, and ~30% of samples have enough blood to plasma extraction. So far, we haved implemented five phenotype algorithms, and 
their complexity and scope vary: 1) biomarker discovery in pediatric kidney function; 2) biomarker discovery in cardiovascular disease; 
3) response to medication in breast cancer patients; 4) a demographic distribution sampling by age group, race and gender to provide a 
general population of samples for unbiased prospective collection and discovery; and 5) patient adherence to prescribed medications. 

Therefore, the accrual rates also vary (Figure 2). 
Each algorithm can be uniquely modified for 
rapid on/off switching at the production level 
and/or weighted prioritization of sample 
collection based upon factors such as potential 
cohort size and phenotype prevalence in the 
deidentified EMR database. Phenotype 
algorithms are refreshed daily across the entire 
subject population for flagging in real time 
contrary to the “all comers” approach to DNA 
collection. Moreover, plasma collection supports 
serial sampling across multiple clinical events 
providing an additional dimension to research 
projects related to disease progression and 
outcomes. To date the 3,321 plasma samples 
collected are being assessed via standard 
proteomic methods establishing a foundation for 
future projects in proteogenomics. In summary, 
we demonstrate that our approach is an efficient 
strategy of data mining and resource building.   
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Figure 1: Sample Acceptance Logic in BioVU 

Figure 2: Plasma Sample Accrual over Time by Phenotype 
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Abstract 
Adherence to treatment guidelines has been shown to be suboptimal in the setting of multidisciplinary oncology care 
(40-80% compliance). Lack of a technology supported method of presenting case information at multidisciplinary 
conferences (MDCs) contributes to missing guideline based decision-relevant information (DRI) at the point of 
decision which may contribute to lack of compliance. We hypothesize that the presentation of DRI based on 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines will improve MDC’s compliance with NCCN 
guidelines.  

Introduction and Background 
Clinicians depend on complete, accurate, reliable, up-to-date, and decision-relevant information to make effective, 
evidence-based decisions in the best interest of the patient. Evidence-based patient centered decisions, however, are 
less likely if this information is not easily accessible or missing at the point of decision-making. Several studies 
examine the impact of missing information on an electronic medical record (EMR), but there is little data examining 
the problem and impact of missing information on MDCs decisions. Several studies point to suboptimal compliance 
of MDC decisions with standard guidelines and of attending MDs with MDC recommendations. Other studies have 
indicated the need for standard case presentation practices at MDCs.  In this research we posit that a lack of a 
standard way of presenting case information based on decision relevant guidelines contributes to suboptimal 
compliance.  In our previous research we developed a MKMS to support MDCs’ activities. We add capability to 
highlight decision relevant information based on NCCN guidelines and study its impact on compliance.      
 
Methodology 
Based on a detailed review of NCCN guidelines, we identified decision relevant information applicable to clinical 
scenarios faced by MDCs.  Then, using key clinical pathologic characteristics indicated in the NCCN guidelines 
such as diagnosis, stage, hormone receptor status, primary treatment, post-surgical treatment, systemic adjuvant 
treatment, and preoperative systemic therapy, and NCCN decision trees (e.g. tumor size, operability, etc.), we 
developed a set of templates containing stage appropriate DRI and decision rules, (e.g., IF: clinical presentation or 
symptoms, tumor limited to 1 ovary, capsule intact, no tumor on surface, and negative washings, THEN: use 
Clinical Stage IA- Template 1). The template 1 highlights the information element relevant to this scenario.  Several 
such rules and templates were developed and implemented in MKMS.  This system was successfully adopted by the 
gynecologic oncology MDC at Roswell Park Cancer Institute as part of a prospective study. Prior to an MDC, case 
data were manually entered by the fellows into MKMS using the data input master template, which included all of 
the data fields necessary to generate any of the templates contained in a template library. Case summaries reflecting 
the NCCN based template described above were displayed at MDCs via MKMS on a screen. Furthermore, case 
specific NCCN based DRI was automatically highlighted by MKMS for decision support.  
 
Results 
Preliminary results show less missing DRI, less background questions, more foreground questions, and more 
frequent references to guidelines at the MDC using MKMS compared to those that did not.  
 
Conclusion 
Using the NCCN guidelines as a basis for standardized MDC case presentation has caused an observable decrease in 
missing DRI and background questions during case discussion at MDCs and shifted discussion time to 
foreground/care planning questions. Use of this system has aided by easing and standardizing the process of case 
preparation and presentation and providing decision support during case discussion.  Further work to be 
accomplished using this framework includes assessment of the compliance of MDCs with NCCN guidelines and of 
case attending MDs with MDC recommendations. 
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Abstract  

Prenatal and perinatal exposures vary seasonally (e.g., sunlight, allergens) and many diseases are linked with 

variance in exposure. Epidemiologists often measure these changes using birth month as a proxy for seasonal 

variance. Likewise, Genome-Wide Association Studies have associated or implicated these same diseases with many 

genes. Both disparate data types (epidemiological and genetic) can provide key insights into the underlying disease 

biology. We developed an algorithm that links 1) epidemiological data from birth month studies with 2) genetic data 

from published gene-disease association studies. Our framework uses existing data repositories – PubMed, 

DisGeNET and Gene Ontology – to produce a bipartite network that connects enriched seasonally varying 

biofactorss with birth month dependent diseases (BMDDs) through their overlapping developmental gene sets. As a 

proof-of-concept, we investigate 7 known BMDDs and highlight three important biological networks revealed by 

our algorithm and explore some interesting genetic mechanisms potentially responsible for the seasonal 

contribution to BMDDs. 

1. Introduction and Background 

Since antiquity [1], the relationship between disease and birth seasonality was described, pondered and studied. Of 
particular interest to modern researchers is the relationship between developmental seasonality (using birth month as 
a proxy) and disease risk. The recent expansion in Electronic Health Records (EHRs) usage throughout the United 
States of America has enabled researchers to conduct diverse high-throughput exploratory analyses [2-5]. Recently, 
we developed and conducted a Season-Wide Association Study (SeaWAS), to systematically identify dependencies 
between birth month and disease risk using EHRs [6]. The initial study found disease-birth month associations [6], 
however it did not provide any molecular explanation for the dependency.  

Recently, Dopico et al. demonstrated that gene expression can vary seasonally [7]. Additionally, we know that many 
biological compounds can vary seasonally in humans [8-11]. Therefore, we decided to develop an algorithm that 
uses existing data repositories containing genetic information for various disease states and Seasonally Varying 
Biofactors (SVBs) to find genes potentially responsible for reported birth month dependent diseases (BMDDs). We 
hope to use these genes to uncover mechanisms behind birth month-disease relationships. 

One well-studied BMDD is asthma. Several studies have linked asthma risk to birth month [6, 12] where birth 
month is a proxy for a perinatal environmental exposure. Environmental factors play a key role not only in asthma 
development but also in its progression. Others have demonstrated that asthma flare-ups are seasonally dependent 
[13, 14] and that genetic mechanisms are involved in this seasonal dependency [15]. Despite all the knowledge 
behind asthma seasonality and the role of perinatal exposures in regards to disease risk, we cannot easily point to a 
biological mechanism behind the birth month association. In part, the difficulty lies in the fact that >1,200 genes 
have been implicated in asthma disease progression [16]. Because of the plethora of genes implicated in certain 
diseases, finding the potential genetic mechanisms underlying birth seasonality associations is non-trivial. This 
formed the motivation for our current study. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Our framework combines data from three public data repositories: PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), 
DisGeNET (http://www.disgenet.org) [16] and the Gene Ontology (GO - http://geneontology.org). Figure 1 

illustrates the overall framework approach. Each step is described in more detail in the sections that follow. 
2.1 Assembling Data Sources from Existing Data Repositories 

2.1.1 Develop List of Seasonally Varying Biofactors (SVBs) 

Using PubMed, we searched for SVBs in humans (Homo sapiens). All non-humans (e.g., rats, geese, and even non-
human primates) were excluded. While we required that the studies involve humans, we ignored the human state 
(e.g., post/pre menopausal, old/young). Figure 2 contains an example of two SVBs extracted from a study by Meier 
et al. [17] demonstrating the seasonality of parathyroid hormone (PTH) and vitamin D (specifically calcifediol). In 
Figure 2, we can see that PTH tends to be higher in the winter months (Jan-Mar) while vitamin D is noticeably 
higher in the late spring / summer months (Jun-Aug).  
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To develop a list of literature-backed SVBs, we first queried PubMed with the query: 

 (human) AND "seasonal variation" 

returning 4,091 articles. We then added a 
species filter (humans) and a language filter 
(English), which reduced the results set 
down to 3,627 articles. 
We are interested in SVBs and not disease 
flare-ups (e.g., asthma exacerbations occur 
seasonally). Therefore, we decided to modify 
the query to also include the compound. We 
then ran this for a large variety of 
compounds (e.g., vitamin D, lactic acid, 
eosinophils, neutrophils, estrogen, 
testosterone) to retrieve articles related to 
their seasonality or lack thereof.  
We then read through the resulting abstracts 
to determine if the compound was accurately 
found, and to remove any non-human studies 
that managed to pass the earlier filter. After 
these initial checks, we determined if 
seasonal variation was found or not found by 
the study. 

2.1.2 Develop List of Birth Month Dependent 

Diseases (BMDDs) 

Previously, a curated reference set of BMDDs was assembled to assess the quality of SeaWAS results [6]. To derive 
this reference set, we extracted all articles from PubMed using the term “birth month” and one additional article 
referenced from a located article (156 articles total). After manually reviewing all articles, we identified 92 relevant 
articles where birth month was used to study disease risk as a proxy for an environmental exposure. Each article was 

manually classified regarding whether they found or failed 
to find an association between the disease of interest and 
birth month. We then mapped these diseases to EHR-
extractable conditions and found that 19 diseases reported in 
the literature could be mapped including 16 positively 
associated and 3 not associated with birth month (<50% 
literature support for an association with birth month). 
Because we wanted a list of BMDDs with at least 1 
publication supporting the relationship between birth month 
and disease risk, we extended the original list to include the 
12 novel findings from SeaWAS [6]. We provide this list 
with the supplemental information available on figshare. We 
will use the phrase ‘see supplement’ throughout this paper 
and we are referring to figshare accessible via: 
figshare.com/s/b47610ea62d111e5b56406ec4bbcf141 

2.1.3 DisGeNET 

We mapped each SVB to a disease involving dysregulation 
of a SVB because DisGeNET only contains genes 
associated with disease states. For example, vitamin D is an 
SVB. Hence vitamin D deficiency was used as one of the 
diseases involving the SVB vitamin D. All genes implicated 
via association studies in the disease of vitamin D 

deficiency were used as vitamin D genes. To match SVBs to diseases in DisGeNET, we performed substring 
matching to the SVB query term. In some cases, we had to modify the SVB search term used. We also did this to 
ensure that SVBs such as vitamin C (also known as ascorbic acid) were mapped properly. A list of SVBs and the 
exact query terms used for extracting genes from DisGeNET is included with the supplement. We include examples 
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Figure 2. SVBs (parathyroid hormone and 

calcifediol) measured by Meier et al. 2004. 

Best-fit lines were applied and slight non-

significant anti-correlation was observed (r=-

0.303, p=0.338). 

Figure 1. Overview of Our Method Designed to Locate Genes 

Potentially Responsible for Seasonal Contribution to BMDD. 
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in Table 1 for explanatory purposes along with example diseases and example genes implicated in those diseases for 
each SVB in Table 1. However, these examples are not exhaustive. 
Table 1. Examples of SVBs and DisGeNET query terms used to extract SVB-related diseases and genes potentially 

involved in perturbation of SVBs 

SVB SVB query term used Example Disease Names  Example Genes Implicated  

Vitamin D “Vitamin_D” Vitamin D Deficiency, Rickets Hereditary 
Vitamin D-Resistant 

DHCR7, VDR 

Parathyroid 
hormone 

“Parathyroid” Pseudo-hypoparathyroidism, Parathyroid 
Neoplasms 

GNAS, CDC73 

Vitamin C “ascorbic_acid” Ascorbic Acid Deficiency GSTK1, HP, SLCO6A1 
Vitamin K  “Vitamin_K” Vitamin K Deficiency, Vitamin K Dependent 

Clotting Factors Combined Deficiency  
GGCX, VKORC1, F7 

Neutrophil “Neutrophil” Neutrophil Actin Dysfunction, Hereditary 
Neutrophilia 

PARP1, CYBA, CSF3R 

Eosinophil “Eosinophil” Eosinophilia, Hyper-eosinophilic Syndrome IL5, FIP1L1, PDGFRA 
Hemoglobin “Hemoglobin” Hemoglobinopathies, Methemoglobinemia HBB, CYP1A2, HBA1 
Estrogen “Estrogen” Oestrogen deficiency, Estrogen Resistance  ESR1, RBBP4, BCAR1, PPP2CA 
Additionally, we mapped our list of BMDDs to diseases in DisGeNET. We did this using approximate string 
matching similar to above. As this is a proof-of-concept of our framework, we randomly chose 7 BMDDs for this 
analysis provided they spanned the distribution of number of distinct genes. The seven BMDDs and their query 
terms used in DisGeNET are given in Table 2. We only used 7 BMDDs because we wanted to test the feasibility of 
our framework and algorithm. Note the number of distinct genes involved in each disease varies largely from 21 
genes (reproductive performance) to 1253 genes (asthma). We randomly selected the BMDDs with this one 
constraint. 
Table 2. BMDDs included in proof-of-concept along with query terms, example genes implicated and counts of genes 

involved in BMDD 
BMDD BMDD query term used Example Genes Implicated No. Distinct 

Genes 

Asthma “Asthma” SCGB1A1, TNF, CCL11 1253 
Attention Deficit 
Disorder 

“attention_deficit_disorder” COMT, LPHN3, GRM5 338 

Atrial Fibrillation “Fibrillation” ACE, NOS3, KCNE2, SELE, VWF 318 
Reproductive 
Performance 

“Reproductive” BRCA1, BRCA2, TLR4, ESR1, MBL3P 21 

Cardiovascular 
Disease 

“Cardiovascular” ACE, APOB, LPL, MTHFR 775 

Cardiomyopathy “Cardiomyopathy” CSRP3, TTN, DES, TMPO, VCL 717 
Mitral Valve Disorder “mitral_valve” FBN1, AGTR1, FBN2, NPPB, PLAU, COL3A1 82 

2.2 BMDD-SVB Pair Enrichment Algorithm 

We developed an algorithm to uncover BMDD-SVB pairs that were enriched using their respective gene sets. The 
first step was the creation of an empirical null distribution for each disease. For each BMDD, we randomly extracted 
genes from DisGeNET (of the same size as the number of genes for that BMDD). Therefore, 1,253 distinct genes 
would be randomly pulled from DisGeNET for the empirical null distribution for asthma. However, for reproductive 
performance only 21 genes would be randomly pulled. We calculated the overlap between the SVB and the random 
gene set. We iterated through this sampling protocol 100 times and then an overall average overlap was computed. 
Fisher’s exact test was performed between the true BMDD-SVB pair and the random average overlap computed 
above (Table 3). Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust for multiple comparisons since each SVB was 
compared to each BMDD.  

2.3 Restrict to Genes Involved in Developmental Processes  

We aim to explore the contribution of birth month variance on lifetime disease risk. We are especially interested in 
genes involved in developmental processes, as these are most likely to contribute to a prenatal/perinatal contribution 
to increased disease risk due to environmental exposures around birth month. Using the Gene Ontology (GO), we 
restricted the gene set to only include those genes involved in developmental processes. We retained only those 
genes with at least one GO term containing ‘develop’ in its annotation term description. So for example, if a gene 
contained the term ‘positive regulation of hair follicle development’ or ‘embryonic placenta development’ it was 
retained in our analyses. This further reduced the gene set to about 30% of the size (for asthma, 439 asthma genes 
were enriched in asthma-SVB pairs and only 140 of those genes also had at least 1 developmental GO term). 
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Table 3. The Structure of the Enrichment Algorithm: Each BMDD-SVB Pair was Compared Against a Randomly 

Generated BMDD-SVB Pair Specific for that BMDD 

 No. of BMDD Genes Per SVB No. Genes Per SVB – No. 

BMDD Genes Per SVB 

Actual BMDD-SVB Pair A B 

Randomly Generated* C D 

* Random was the average across 100 random gene set extractions from DisGeNET using the same number of genes as 

the BMDD 

2.4 Construct Bi-Partite Networks 

To visualize the results, we created bi-partite networks [18] for each SVB. BMDDs are included if they are enriched 
for overlapping genes with the SVB of interest. Each SVB (shown on the left side of the network) is linked to 
BMDDs (shown on the right side of the network) that are enriched in overlapping genes that are depicted in the 
middle portion of the graph. Only genes with a developmental GO process are included in the graph. We used 
DAVID [19, 20] to annotate the genes and identify functional gene modules. Network visualization was performed 
using Cytoscape [21].  

3. Results 

3.1 Using Existing Data Repositories to Assemble Key Datasets 

3.1.1 Seasonally Varying Biofactors (SVBs) 

Our original search returned 3,627 articles related to seasonal variation in humans. Therefore, we included 
additional query terms for biological compounds such as hormones, vitamins, and immune-related cells that are 
thought to vary seasonally. This allowed us to identify 22 SVBs that are known to vary seasonally in humans. We 
also found 2 compounds (Homocysteine and Glutaric acid) that are not known to vary seasonally and one that varies 
seasonally in animals (Corticosterone) but with no human studies currently. We focused on the 22 SVBs that are 
confirmed to vary seasonally in humans by published studies indexed by PubMed. We used these as input for the 
enrichment algorithm. Table 4 contains the references supporting the seasonal relationship and references that refute 
the relationship, if any exist. 
3.1.2 Birth Month Dependent Diseases (BMDDs) 

We combined results from our SeaWAS study with a carefully curated set of diseases related to birth month that we 
developed previously. This file is available with the supplement and includes the PubMed ID, publication year, 
disease area (high-level disease category), and a binary variable indicating whether the study found or failed to find 
the association. In this feasibility study of the algorithm’s framework, we used 7 randomly chosen BMDDs with one 
constraint: that the number of distinct disease genes differed largely. For example, 21 genes were implicated in 
reproductive performance while 1253 genes were implicated in asthma.  

3.1.3 DisGeNET 

SVBs and BMDDs were mapped to DisGeNET to extract genes associated with each SVB and BMDD. Examples of 
the extraction process are given in methods Tables 1 and 2. For this proof-of-concept, we ran the DisGeNET 
extraction on 7 random BMDDs with different gene set sizes. We also used DisGeNET to extract the genes related 
to the 22 SVBs given in Table 4 (folate and folic acid are counted as separate SVBs but merged under vitamin B9 in 
Table 4).  

3.2 Enrichment Results 

Our enrichment algorithm investigates the overlap among gene sets from the BMDD and each SVB. It compares this 
overlap to an average across 100 randomly generated gene sets of the same size (i.e., number of genes) as the 
particular BMDD of interest. The average overlap score from the 100 random sets is compared against the actual 
number to determine significance using Fisher’s exact test. We adjusted the p-values using the Bonferroni correction 
method. We then ranked each significant BMDD-SVB pair by the ORs. Results are shown in Table 5 with the top 
three associations in bold. 
The top SVBs associated with each BMDD are biologically intuitive. Cardiovascular disease is known to involve 
vitamin K regulation with the anti-coagulant drug warfarin targeting the well-studied vitamin K gene: VKORC1. 
The two top SVBs related to asthma (a known immune-related condition) are also immune related: eosinophils and 
neutrophils [22]. Atrial fibrillation’s top hits are calcium related and atrial fibrillation is associated with increased 
calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum [23]. 
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Table 4. Biofactors With Seasonal Dependencies Extracted from the Literature 

  Seasonal Relationship 

Biofactor Notes Reference 

Supporting 

Reference 

Refuting 

Hormone    
Parathyroid Hormone (PTH)  PTH and vitamin D are slightly anti-correlated  [17, 24]  
Estrogen (modulated through Vitamin D) [25]  
Estradiol   [26]  
Testosterone  (modulated through Vitamin D) [25]  
Progesterone  (modulated through Vitamin D) [25]  
Vitamins/Minerals    
Vitamin A (retinol, beta-carotine)  Bitot eye spots are a sign of vitamin a deficiency [9, 10, 27, 28]  
Vitamin B9: Folate and Folic Acid   [11, 29]  
Vitamin B12  [30]  
Vitamin C (Ascorbic acid)   [9, 31, 32]  
Vitamin D   [17, 24, 33]  
Vitamin E  [9]  
Vitamin K  Vitamins K and D regulate osteocalcin [33, 34]  
Calcium  [17, 24, 33]  
Phosphate  [33]  
Immune Cells    
Neutrophil  [35, 36]  
Eosinophil  [35, 37, 38]  
Basophil  [38] [37] 
Other Cells/Metabolites    
Hemoglobin  [39]  
Uric Uric acid [40]  
Creatine  [41]  
Lactic   Lactic acid [42]  
3.3 Restrict to Genes Involved in Developmental Processes  

We reduced the number of genes in our results set by restricting the gene sets to only include those involved in at 
least one developmental process using GO annotations. This was primarily because of our interest in genes that are 
involved in developmental processes and therefore may play a role in birth month associations. This drastically 
reduced our results set as shown in Table 6.  

Table 6 illustrates how the algorithm started with 1,253 genes associated with Asthma as extracted from 
DisGeNET. Because asthma is also known to be associated with birth month and a BMDD, we ran our algorithm to 
find overlapping genes between asthma and SVBs where the overlapping genes were enriched. This reduced the 
number of genes potentially involved in a seasonally varying process at birth down to 439 genes from 1253. We 
then restricted these 439 genes to only include genes known to be involved in some developmental process using 
GO term annotations. This further reduced the number of genes down to 140. Therefore, only 11.2% of asthma-
related genes are potentially involved in developmental processes related to SVBs that could potentially lead to birth 
month-related effects. 
3.4 Developmentally Expressed Genes Link SVBs to BMDDs in Biological Networks 

Our algorithm produces output containing each BMDD, the enriched SVBs and the overlapping genes that are 
developmentally expressed between the BMDD and the SVB. A file containing tuples of BMDD, SVB, and gene is 
available in the supplement. 

For illustrative purposes, we show three SVB networks from our feasibility study: two immune cells  (eosinophil 
and neutrophil) and one hormone (parathyroid hormone). Full resolution images are available with supplemental 
information on figshare at figshare.com/s/b47610ea62d111e5b56406ec4bbcf141. The immune cells are shown in 
Figure 3, the SVB is represented by a triangle, the BMDD is represented by a square and circles represent the 
overlapping genes. Cluster annotations from DAVID are shown above or near each cluster. In the neutrophil 
network (Figure 3A) there are clusters involving blood vessel development, response to an organic substance, 
positive regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic processes, regulation of cell proliferation and embryonic 
development / birthing. In Figure 3B, the largest cluster includes genes related to the immune response (as 
expected). Other clusters are for neuron development, tube development (e.g., neural, endothelial tubes), response to 
sterol hormone synthesis and insulin stimulus. The same 5 BMDDs are involved in both: attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), cardiomyopathy, atrial fibrillation, cardiovascular disease, and asthma. Eosinophils 
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and neutrophils are in the top 3 most enriched SVBs for both asthma and ADHD (Table 5). Its possible that the 
genes involved in neuron development is responsible for the ADHD – Eosinophil relationship (Figure 3B).  

Table 5. BMDD-SVB Enriched Overlapping Gene Sets Sorted by OR 

BMDD Disease Enriched SVB OR -log(p) * 

Asthma Eosinophil 23.545308 92.3610942 
 Neutrophil 7.608800 41.7971736 
 Vitamin D 7.597455 4.9508901 

 Phosphate Gene Set 1 (Phosph) 6.787030 36.4156313 
 Hemoglobin 6.684969 19.1382008 
 Uric 5.672420 12.1008132 
 Calcium Gene Set 2 (Calcinosis) 4.085383 5.4623019 
 Calcium Gene Set 1 (Calci) 3.511367 9.7828493 
 Phosphate Gene Set 2 (Phosphate) 5.095905 10.1171083 

 Parathyroid Hormone 4.494405 23.8948578 

ADHD Eosinophil 3.805091 5.2892789 

 Parathyroid Hormone 3.553309 11.9138662 

 Neutrophil 3.308624 9.2041648 

 Phosphate Gene Set 1 (Phosph) 3.302909 9.7728579 
 Calcium Gene Set 1 (Calci) 2.679110 7.5585981 
 Calcium Gene Set 2 (Calcinosis) 2.043983 7.1930726 
Fibrillation Calcium Gene Set 2 (Calcinosis) 12.287454 7.1930726 

 Phosphate Gene Set 1 (Phosph) 6.440454 9.7728579 

 Parathyroid Hormone 6.437664 11.9138662 

 Calcium Gene Set 1 (Calci) 6.380333 7.5585981 
 Neutrophil 6.252987 9.2041648 
 Eosinophil 6.242087 5.2892789 
Reproductive - - - 
Cardiovascular Vitamin K 45.187116 5.8861829 
 Folic Acid 14.548556 6.5377502 
 Vitamin D 13.319860 6.1949509 
 Phosphate Gene Set 2 (Phosphate) 11.560768 23.1079644 

 Phosphate Gene Set 1 (Phosph) 9.246976 39.8563236 

 Uric 9.174204 17.0939677 
 Calcium Gene Set 2 (Calcinosis) 8.543921 13.0824611 
 Calcium Gene Set 1 (Calci) 8.492730 28.6820297 
 Neutrophil 7.892360 28.6839072 
 Eosinophil 6.946996 19.5349288 
 Hemoglobin 6.384460 11.7733926 
 Parathyroid Hormone 4.149517 13.8335245 
Cardiomyopathy Vitamin D 10.145258 3.851662 
 Eosinophil 8.923802 25.690966 

 Lactic 8.159469 6.974233 

 Hemoglobin 7.666338 15.743251 

 Calcium Gene Set 2 (Calcinosis) 7.616024 10.981833 
 Neutrophil 6.468582 21.428566 
 Phosphate Gene Set 1 (Phosph) 6.284259 22.014083 
 Calcium Gene Set 1 (Calci) 6.049040 16.056148 
 Uric 5.784556 6.909913 
 Parathyroid Hormone 4.781197 16.279232 

 Phosphate Gene Set 2 (Phosphate) 4.342993 3.422636 

Mitral Valve Phosphate Gene Set 1 (Phosph) 16.780523 5.1995428 

 Calcium Gene Set 1 (Calci) 13.587347 3.2560223 

* greater than 3.0 is significant after Bonferroni correction 
Figure 4 shows the network for parathyroid hormone (PTH). There are three main genetic processes involved: 
positive regulation of the development process, receptor linked signal transduction, and response to hormone 
stimulus. Not only is parathyroid hormone a hormone, but it also is involved in regulation or other hormones. 
Figure 2 illustrates the somewhat anti-correlated relationship PTH has with vitamin D that has been described by 
others [17]. Both PTH and vitamin D are hormones that regulate each other through complex mechanisms. Positive 
regulation of the development process to also be enriched in this network connecting PTH and BMDD this fits with 
the involvement of this SVB with a contribution to disease risk that is due to birth month.  
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Table 6. Number of Genes Involved in BMDD That Are Potentially Involved in Birth Month Contribution to Disease is 

Drastically Reduced After Framework Is Applied 

BMDD No. Distinct 

Genes  (A) 

No. of Overlapping 

Genes from Enriched 

BMDD-SVB Pairs (B) 

No. of Genes from B 

Involved in 

Developmental Processes 

(C) 

% of Genes Potentially Involved 

in Birth Month Contribution Out 

of All BMDD Genes (C / A) 

Asthma 1253 439 140 0.112 

ADHD 338 63 18 0.053 

Fibrillation 318 105 45 0.142 

Reproductive 21 - - - 

Cardiovascular 775 302 109 0.141 

Cardiomyopathy 717 250 89 0.124 

Mitral Valve 82 24 15 0.183 

A. Neutrophil Network B. Eosinophil Network 

Figure 3. Immune Cell Bi-Partite Networks Connecting SVBs to BMDDs Via Overlapping Genes Involved in 

Developmental Processes. Full resolution images are available on figshare. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Value of a High-throughput Birth Month-Disease Dependency Genetic Algorithm 

The relationship between genes, environment and disease has been discussed by medical researchers since the early 
days of genetics [43]. Because the relationship between genes and the environment is complex, researchers 
originally investigated single environmental exposures and how those exposures influenced disease risk via genetic 
changes [44]. An improvement on this original concept was the development of the Environment-Wide Association 
Study (EWAS) that explored a large variety of environmental exposures (not just one as was done previously) and 
then explored how those exposures effected one single disease: Type 2 Diabetes [45]. While an improvement over 
the work that was conducted previously, EWAS was still limited to exploring one disease at a time. 
Our SeaWAS study revealed multiple birth month-disease dependencies (called BMDDs). Additionally, 92 other 
articles revealed additional information on BMDDs. None of these epidemiological studies sheds light on the 
genetic underpinnings of BMDDs as they focus primarily on observational data. Therefore, a method was required 
that could investigate diverse environmental triggers across a plethora of diseases and disease types (e.g., 
reproductive, mental, immune, and respiratory diseases). To address this gap, we developed an algorithmic 
framework to uncover enriched SVBs related to BMDDs.  
In addition to finding SVBs enriched in BMDDs, we also explore the overlapping genes implicated in both the SVB 
and the BMDD. We limit our investigation to only those genes that are known to be involved in developmental 
processes to hone in on those genes that are potentially responsible for birth month disease dependencies. We 
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describe in this paper our exploration of 7 BMDDs and we highlight 3 biological networks related to key SVBs and 
the BMDDs they potentially modulate. 

4.2 Highlighting One Well-Studied Disease: Asthma 

The top SVBs enriched for asthma were eosinophil (OR=23.545), neutrophil (OR=7.601) and vitamin D 
(OR=7.597) (Table 5). The relationship between eosinophils (key cells in the immune response) and asthma is well 
known and studied [46]. At the same time asthma exacerbations and underlying gene expression changes are also 

known to vary seasonally [15]. As 
revealed by our framework, there is 
also literature support for a 
relationship between eosinophil 
changes and season [35, 37, 38]. Our 
framework revealed 42 genes in 
common between asthma and 
eosinophils that are also involved in 
developmental processes (the entire 
eosinophil network is shown in 
Figure 3B). The immune response 
was the key functional process 
involved in this network along with 
neuron development (which could 
help to explain the interesting 
relationship between eosinophils and 
ADHD in our network). 
Table 5 reveals an interesting 
relationship between asthma and 
ADHD: they both share eosinophils 
and neutrophils among their top 3 
SVB enrichments (asthma also has 
vitamin D and ADHD has 
parathyroid hormone—which are also 
related to each other). When we 
investigated the biological network 
(Figure 3B), the enrichment in 
neuron development genes is 

revealed. Importantly, asthma patients are known to be at increased risk for developing ADHD and this increased 
risk was observed even after adjusting for urbanization and comorbid allergic diseases suggesting an underlying 
etiology behind the two diseases [47]. Others have also studied the relationship between asthma and ADHD [48] 
without uncovering a clear genetic/biological mechanism for the relationship.  
Studies show that fetal outcomes following an environmental exposure can vary based on the trimester of exposure. 
Specifically there have been studies related to famine [49] and air pollution [50]. Our SeaWAS study found both 
ADHD and asthma to be associated with birth month, but the relative risk curves were different (ADHD risk peaked 
in Nov. while asthma risk peaked in Sept.) [6]. These differences in birth month risk suggest the possibility of a 
trimester effect (if the exposure is constant for both diseases). Gelardi et al. found that eosinophil cell counts 
increased almost four-fold in March when compared to any other month (data from Southern Europe) [35]. Hence, 
babies born in November would be experiencing their first trimester during March while babies born in September 
would be in their second trimester and a trimester-exposure effect of eosinophils on development could be partially 
responsible. Importantly, our framework enables researchers to construct biological networks that connect complex 
associations between SVBs and BMDDs through their shared underlying genetic pathways. This enables researchers 
to formulate and test hypotheses behind disease etiology and progression. 
4.3 Limitations and Future Work 

Our study is limited by the information contained and available on PubMed regarding biofactors that vary seasonally 
(SVBs) and BMDDs. Therefore, neither of these lists is fully complete as there may be other studies not reported in 
PubMed, studies not translated into English and so forth that would prevent us from using their findings in our 
framework. Our initial query to PubMed returned 3,627 articles related to seasonal variation in humans. Because we 
were primarily interested in biological compounds that vary seasonally (such as hormones, vitamins, immune cells), 
we added additional query terms (as specified in the methods section of the paper). Ideally we would manually 

Figure 4. Network Connecting Parathyroid Hormone with BMDDs 

Via Overlapping Genes Involved in Developmental Processes. Full 

resolution images are available on figshare. 
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review all 3,627 articles but this was not feasible, therefore we may be missing some lesser-known SVBs. Future 
work includes expanding this work beyond the proof-of-concept presented here to all BMDDs and SVBs. This 
includes developing a master list of biofactors. Additionally, the fetal-maternal barrier warrants further investigation 
as the placenta is known to be susceptible to environmental effects [51]. Incorporating knowledge on the epigenetics 
of the placenta could help with understanding the underlying disease mechanism [51].  
5. Conclusion 

We present a framework that combines existing data repositories (PubMed, GO, and DisGeNET) to uncover 
biological mechanisms underlying birth month – disease dependencies (BMDDs) using known Seasonally Varying 
Biofactors (SVBs). Our framework allows us to link 1) epidemiological data on birth month-disease relationships 
and 2) genetic data on gene-disease associations recorded in existing public data repositories. Our algorithm finds 
enriched BMDD-SVB pairs using the genes involved in both the disease and the SVB. We then investigate the 
overlapping genes in these enrichments and trim away genes not known to be involved in developmental processes 
using GO annotations. Our framework produces a bipartite network that connects enriched SVBs with BMDDs 
through their overlapping developmental gene sets. Thus allowing us to form biological hypotheses around the 
genetic mechanisms underlying birth month-disease dependencies. As a proof-of-concept, we present results from 7 
BMDDs across all identified known SVBs. We show biological networks from 3 SVBs while highlighting asthma. 
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Abstract 

Metadata are critical in epidemiological and public health research. However, a lack of biomedical metadata 
quality frameworks and limited awareness of the implications of poor quality metadata renders data analyses 
problematic. In this study, we created and evaluated a novel framework to assess metadata quality of 
epidemiological and public health research datasets. We performed a literature review and surveyed stakeholders to 
enhance our understanding of biomedical metadata quality assessment. The review identified 11 studies and nine 
quality dimensions; none of which were specifically aimed at biomedical metadata. 96 individuals completed the 
survey; of those who submitted data, most only assessed metadata quality sometimes, and eight did not at all. Our 
framework has four sections: a) general information; b) tools and technologies; c) usability; and d) management 
and curation. We evaluated the framework using three test cases and sought expert feedback. The framework can 
assess biomedical metadata quality systematically and robustly.   

Introduction 

Metadata describe the data and the process through which they were collected. The use of metadata standards 
promotes a systematic approach to describing metadata elements and their structure. Metadata support researchers in 
making robust inferences and quickening the process of translating research findings into recommendations for 
change in policy and practice.  

Metadata are handled by stakeholders in epidemiological and public health research across the stages of the research 
data lifecycle. For example, data sharing practices vary amongst researchers and access to good quality metadata 
inclusive of data models can help researchers to better understand the data1, 2. At the data integration and 
harmonization stages, metadata can provide contextual information which enables the semantic alignment of 
disparate biomedical datasets3. Having a robust and standardized approach to metadata markup can help better 
support the documenting of research studies4. The quality of metadata is critical in enabling discoverability, data 
sharing and reuse as they often provide the contextual information needed to understand how the data were, for 
example, collected and when. 

The inherent complexity and heterogeneity of clinical information can lead to difficulties when trying to process 
these data. Identifying and characterizing certain research datasets such as linked clinical data as potential additional 
data sources, remains a challenging aspect of epidemiological and public health research5. Metadata, in many 
instances, are not subject to the same level of the scrutiny as the research data to which they are associated. 
Inconsistencies between steps taken to manage and curate research data can potentially reduce the extent to which 
these data may be combined and used as part of more complex research inquiries6. A potential consequence of this is 
reduced accuracy in meta-analyses as researchers are unable to analyze all potential datasets for inclusion in their 
study7. A lack of uptake of standards coupled with inconsistent quality of metadata can render analyses of 
epidemiological research data problematic8. Given that metadata are key to the research process, there is a need to 
develop and integrate metadata quality assessment into the daily routines of stakeholders in epidemiological and 
public health research.   

The aim of this work was to review different methods of metadata quality assessment and improve understanding of 
current practices in epidemiological and public health research. This study has four objectives: a) describe the 
current state of the art in metadata quality assessment of epidemiological and public health research data; b) identify 
key relevant metadata quality assessment dimensions; c) create a novel framework for assessing metadata quality for 
epidemiology/public health research data; and d) evaluate framework using test cases and engaging with 
stakeholders. 
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Methods 

Literature review of biomedical and computer science databases 

We performed a literature review in July 2014 using cross-disciplinary databases to identify literature focusing on 
the assessment of biomedical metadata quality. The aim was to establish the current state of art and identify which 
formalized techniques are available to guide the assessment. We used the following biomedical and computer 
science databases, ACM Digital Library, BioMed Central, CINAHL Plus, Cochrane Library, EMBASE, Lecture 
Notes in Computer Science, JSTOR, PubMed, SCOPUS and Web of Science. The range of databases chosen 
included some not specific to public health and epidemiology to help capture literature which may be categorized 
into other fields of research such as librarianship or archive management. We included Google and Google Scholar 
to identify gray literature and reports. We also used forward citation tracking9 to systematically check through 
reference lists to help source other literature. 

To be included in the review, the literature had to available in English and be accessible openly or through use of 
institutional login. The manuscript had to describe clearly the method used to assess metadata and ideally provide 
examples of where the method has been applied. The searches were not restricted in any way in terms of publication 
date, format or location. In the review we recorded: a) title; b) aim; c) conclusion; d) method of quality assessment – 
a brief description of the approach to quality evaluation; and e) identified metadata quality dimensions. We used the 
following search terms: ‘epidemiology’, ‘metadata’, ‘metadata quality assessment’, ‘metadata quality dimensions’, 
‘metadata quality evaluation’, ‘public health’, ‘public health and epidemiology’, ‘quality assessment’, ‘quality 
evaluation’.  

Online stakeholder survey 

We collected qualitative data on how metadata are currently handled across the research data lifecycle and by 
whom. We targeted the online survey at stakeholders using epidemiological and public health metadata. We invited 
stakeholders to share the perceived challenges associated with creating, using and assessing metadata and indicate 
which quality dimensions were of importance to biomedical metadata. We also wanted to identify how metadata are 
currently assessed in public health and epidemiological research settings.    

The online survey ran for four months between November 2014 and February 2015 with a set of reminder emails 
sent two weeks before the survey was due to close. The survey had five sections: demographics, metadata, tools and 
technologies, metadata usability, and quality assessment. In the tools and technologies section, the list of metadata 
standards was partially based on a list from the Digital Curation Centre’s website10. Within the context of 
epidemiological and public health research, participants were asked to: a) indicate the technologies, tools and 
frequency of usage of metadata, b) identify and rank by importance key metadata usability dimensions, c) identify 
metadata quality assessment dimensions, and d) describe the main barriers in assessing metadata quality. We chose 
the themes and questions of our survey based on a combination of the review findings and current understanding of 
the role of metadata in epidemiological and public health research.  

The survey was designed and developed using Research Electronic Data Capture11 (REDCap) version 5.7.5, a web-
based data capture tool enabling development of survey instruments and collection of data in a secure environment. 
We included open-ended questions in the survey to facilitate the capture of qualitative data12. 

Framework definition and evaluation 

To analyze the qualitative results, we adopted a hermeneutic approach; grounded theory was applied and the themes 
were collated inductively and iteratively. The initial high level metadata quality assessment framework consisted of 
four sections: a) general information; b) tools and technologies; c) usability; and d) management and curation. 

We evaluated the framework in two steps. Firstly, by applying it to the metadata from three established cohort 
studies as test cases – the Millennium Cohort Study13 (MCS), Midlife in the United States14 (MIDUS) and Danish 
National Birth Cohort15 (DNBC) studies. In doing so, we were able to test how fit for purpose the high level 
framework was and identify its strengths, weaknesses, and areas of improvement. We iteratively revised the created 
framework based on results from the evaluation process.  Secondly, we engaged with stakeholders in 
epidemiological and public health research. This helped us to identify further areas of improvement and consider 
potential implications associated with implementing the framework into stakeholders’ daily routines.  
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Results  

Literature review 

The literature review identified 11 studies16-26 and nine dimensions of quality. These included accessibility, 
accuracy/correctness, completeness/totality, conformance, interoperability, consistency, frequency, timeliness, and 
meta-metadata. The most commonly occurring dimension was completeness/totality with all studies incorporating 
this dimension. The review also identified several studies16, 21, 22, 25 that had divided their indicators of quality 
according to different criteria, such as structure21. In another study23, a series of logic rules categories had been used. 
These were: a) rules of inclusion; b) rules of imposition; and c) rules of restriction. In two studies19, 20, simple Dublin 
Core27 elements had been incorporated into the method of quality assessment. We did not identify any studies 
specifically aimed for epidemiological and public health data. 

Online stakeholder survey 

96 individuals globally submitted data using the survey; most of whom indicated they were employed by a 
university and located in Europe. The most commonly indicated role in public health and epidemiology was “Data 
User”. Most of the respondents used metadata in the analysis stage while the fewest respondents used metadata in 
the data destruction phase. Regarding the granularity of the metadata, ‘Research study level’ was most popular 
followed by ‘Variable level’. The most commonly selected type of metadata was descriptive with a total of 37 votes 
followed by administrative with 30. Results also show, of those that submitted data, the most common format of 
metadata was PDF(s) with 27; the least commonly indicated was the Resource Description Framework28 (RDF).  

The perceived barriers to creating and/or using metadata can be categorized into the following: a) awareness of the 
issue of metadata quality and requiring the training and guidance to address these issues; b) inconsistencies in the 
formatting of metadata; c) inadequate tool availability which limited the ability to create research artefacts such as 
data dictionaries, and ability to extract metadata from older, previous versions of software; d) a lack of metadata 
quality standards; and e) inadequate resource availability, in terms of finances and time. 

Of those who submitted data, most respondents, 46%, selected tools and technologies for use based on ‘standard 
practice’. The clinical terminology most respondents had utilized was the International Classification of Diseases29 
followed by Medical Subject Headings30. The perceived difficulties when using clinical terminologies included: a) a 
lack of medical knowledge increasing the time taken to understand the terminology before use; and b) ease of use – 
the volume and complexity of clinical terminologies plus the potential for inaccurate clinical coding can sometimes 
render clinical terminologies difficult to use.  

The most commonly used metadata standard by the respondents was the Data Documentation Initiative 231 
(Codebook) followed by Data Documentation Initiative 332 (Lifecycle). A total of 11 people indicated that they used 
metadata catalogues to help improve the discoverability of their research. Of those who shared their experiences of 
using catalogues to improve discoverability, one of the challenges faced was the catalogue not being fit for use. The 
majority of those who submitted data, 20, viewed the metadata being available in an open access repository as being 
essential to usability whilst 17 people viewed being the metadata being standards-based as extremely important.   

Perceived challenges respondents associated with assessing metadata quality in epidemiological and public health 
research can be categorized as follows.  Firstly, there was felt to be a lack of guidance and awareness of metadata 
quality assessment. Several participants commented on the lack of guidance to assist quality assessment with one 
respondent commenting that one of the problems is identifying, “…the best way to determine quality” while another 
wrote, “I haven’t thought about this”. Secondly, there was a lack of knowledge - a total of three people commented 
on use of domain-specific terminology impacting how well they understood the metadata; for example, one 
respondent commented on a “lack of experience and knowledge of the area”. Thirdly, respondents highlighted issues 
with knowing what software and other such tools were available to assist with quality assessments, and how to 
access these. Finally, the need to find the time needed to assess metadata quality was also identified33.  

‘Accuracy’ or the correctness of the metadata was deemed by respondents to be the most important metadata quality 
dimension. The least important quality dimension was ‘Meta-metadata’ with one respondent commenting, “before 
meta metadata let’s get metadata clear and well understood” (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Dimensions of metadata quality for public health and epidemiological data as identified by the international 
stakeholder survey. 

Dimensions of metadata quality Responses 
N Percent CI 

Accuracy (correctness of the metadata) 35 14.9% 10-20 
Accessibility (extent to which the metadata can be accessed) 34 14.5% 10-20 
Discoverability (how visible the metadata are - can it be easily found) 33 14.0% 10-19 
Appropriateness (extent to which the metadata are relevant) 24 10.2% 7-15 
Comprehensiveness (extent to which the metadata are complete) 24 10.2% 7-15 
Interoperability (extent to which metadata can be exchanged and used 
without problems) 

21 8.9% 6-13 

Timeliness (is the metadata current, inclusion of temporal information) 20 8.5% 5-13 
Versionability (extent to which a new version may be easily created) 18 7.7% 5-12 
Extendibility (extent to which the metadata may be easily extended) 14 6.0% 3-10 
Meta-metadata (metadata about the metadata) 10 4.3% 2-8 
Other 2 0.9% 0-3 
Total 235 100.0%  

 

Results of the survey show that most people, 19 out of the 37 who provided a response, sometimes assess the quality 
of the metadata they routinely handled; whilst, eight people never do so. Results also showed only one person out of 
the 28 who provided a response indicated they used some kind of metadata assessment criteria; this was a built-in 
diagnostics tool as part of a metadata editor.  

Framework definition 

We created a high-level metadata quality assessment framework for use in epidemiological and public health 
research settings.  

The framework is composed of four sections: a) general information – to assess provision of the types, formats and 
granularity of the metadata available; b) tools and technologies – to assess the structure, application of clinical 
terminologies, indexing in catalogues, and use of Semantic Web technologies; c) usability – to assess presence in 
repositories, application of metadata standards, and provision of cross-walks or other semantic mappings; and d) 
management and curation- this refers to how the metadata were created and provision of and access to other 
metadata versions. Each section has three parts: 1) area of the framework; 2) associated quality dimensions; and 3) 
headings. Headings can have a basis in more than one quality dimension and the quality dimensions can be linked to 
more than one model (many-to-many relationships).  

In the ‘General information’ section, completeness refers to how comprehensive the metadata are while granularity 
looks at the level at which the metadata are available, e.g. research study level. The types of metadata includes, 
administrative, descriptive, microdata and semantic. The formats include PDF, Spreadsheet, Word-processed 
document, XML, RDF and HTML. In having access to metadata in different formats, the discoverability and 
accessibility of research data may be potentially enhanced. Metadata provided in RDF for example, can be published 
on the World Wide Web and its inherent scalability can be harnessed facilitating the integration of multiple disparate 
resources in support of clinical research34, 35.  

In the ‘Tools and technologies’ section, accuracy refers to the use of clinical terminologies and in particular the 
provision of codes and category lists. Specifically, it suggests stakeholders look at the way in which the process of 
using clinical terminologies to encode clinical information is described. Structure refers to how the metadata are 
presented; for example, sweep-level metadata may be presented in tables with downloadable data dictionaries. 
Access to clearly structured and unambiguous metadata can help stakeholders to navigate through the metadata more 
easily. Accessibility can also be enhanced by including metadata in public facing, searchable catalogues such as the 
CALIBER portal36. Portals and catalogues can provide searchable, and where possible downloadable, records of 
metadata from different epidemiological and public health studies. The use of Semantic Web technologies such as 
biomedical ontologies can potentially enhance the interoperability, extendibility and discoverability of research data. 
Additionally, by using mechanisms such eXtensible Markup Language (XML), there is the potential to create newer 
versions of the metadata whilst referencing previous versions; an example of where this is possible is using the Data 
Documentation Initiative Lifecycle32 metadata standard.  
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In the ‘Usability’ section, standards can refer to metadata standards such as Minimum Information for Biological 
and Biomedical Investigations37 (MIBBI) or exchange standards such as Health Level Severn38 (HL7). Cross walks 
refers to mappings between metadata standards such as Data Documentation Initiative 231 to Data Documentation 
Initiative 332. In having cross walks between metadata standards, the metadata’s interoperability could potentially be 
enhanced. Cross walks also refers to mappings between clinical terminologies such as MeSH and ICD. In providing 
these details, researchers wanting to run queries using multiple terminologies from disparate datasets could 
potentially identify which clinical codes are equivalent in support of clinical cohort phenotyping for example. The 
use of repositories acts as a mechanism to enhance discoverability and provide meta-metadata. Meta-metadata are 
metadata about the metadata; for example, date when metadata were created, the version number and by whom. 

In the ‘Management and curation’ section, inclusion of the ‘dates’ and ‘versions’ headings encourage stakeholders 
to look at the meta-metadata and encourages them to assess how timely the metadata are. Provision of this meta-
metadata also helps to support version control, and scope for extension. (Figure 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Sections of the high level quality assessment framework for metadata in epidemiological and public health 
research settings 
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Framework evaluation 

We firstly evaluated the high level framework by applying it to three test cases: Millennium Cohort Study (MCS), 
Midlife in the United States (MIDUS), and the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) study through an iterative 
process. After each iteration we revised the framework and re-applied it to the test-case studies.  

When we applied the first version of the framework to the MCS study metadata; we noted that the ‘General 
information’ section did not include a mechanism to specify which artefacts were reviewed and where these can be 
found. To work around this, this information was placed under the ‘Missing or incomplete metadata’ section where 
the completeness of the metadata were reviewed. Though not ideal, we were able to record the artefacts reviewed 
and describe any difficulties experienced. In the second version, we added mechanisms to specify which documents 
were reviewed and in doing so, were able to record our findings more clearly. We also added sections for variable 
descriptions, online data visualization tools, links to other studies, sweeps or publications, and an ‘other’ section. By 
making these adjustments, we were able to record our findings more clearly. For example, we were able to record 
links to publications at sweep and study level for the MIDUS study, and links to all four sweeps, NCI indexed 
publications and a list of theses using DNBC data for the DNBC study. 

In the ‘Tools and technologies section of the first version of framework, we found that assessment findings could be 
recorded in different places due to the inherent links between headings and quality dimensions. For example, clinical 
terminologies can be structured using ontologies. Recording this information using the first version of the 
framework can use the ‘Presence of clinical terminologies’, ‘Application of Semantic Web technologies’, and 
‘Method of application and reason(s) for use’ headings. We designed the framework to guide stakeholders when 
assessing metadata quality and not be a ‘question and answer’ style exercise; stakeholders are encouraged to record 
findings wherever they deem is most appropriate. In the second version, by adding the heading, ‘Presence of code(s) 
and category(ies)’ this enabled us to record the variable coding conventions for the MIDUS study, and the locations 
of the codebooks for interviews for the DNBC study. By merging the catalogues and repositories sections together, 
we were able to group this information together and record where metadata had been sourced.  

In the ‘Usability’ section of the first version of the framework, we identified the need for a mechanism to record 
details of any caveats potentially impacting use of catalogues or repositories. Having access to this kind of 
information could help stakeholders better understand how research data could be accessed. We also identified the 
need to add a mechanism to record provision of the underlying metadata model; access to this kind of information 
could potentially enhance scope for metadata exchange – interoperability. We also recognized the potential for 
repetition in the first version of the framework by having separate ‘repositories’ and ‘catalogue’ headings. Hence in 
the second version, these headings were combined to reduce the potential for redundancies in the framework. In the 
second version we also added a mechanism to record metadata models. In making this change, we could record 
findings relating to how potentially interoperable the metadata are. For example, we could record that metadata for 
the MIDUS study were compliant with the, DDI, DC, MARC21 and Datacite metadata standards; metadata for the 
DNBC study were compliant with the DDI metadata standard.     

Lastly, having applied the first version of the framework to the first test case, we decided that the ‘Management and 
curation’ section should be divided into two sections: a) the creation and version information of the metadata being 
reviewed; and b) the creation and version information of the review itself. In differentiating between these two types 
of meta-metadata, stakeholders can potentially see how up-to-date the metadata are, and how current the quality 
assessment is. Having implemented these changes, using the second version of the framework we were able to 
record the meta-metadata of the quality assessment itself and have a basic versioning system of the assessments 
using version numbers and dates. In having this meta-metadata, there is the potential to monitor metadata quality 
across assessments, and potentially identify any necessary corrective action. 

Stakeholder engagement 

We engaged with three stakeholders to obtain feedback and identify any further areas of refinement. It was noted by 
one stakeholder that the framework does not have a column for assessment findings. The framework should be 
viewed as a reference document and an altered version of the framework with a ‘findings’ column should be used 
when assessing metadata quality. The suggestion was also made to include potential answers for the headings; for 
example, for the heading, ‘Indexing in catalogues/repositories’ potential answers could include INDEPTH Data 
Repository iSHARE239 and IPUMS40. It was also unclear to a stakeholder which clinical terminologies were being 
referred to. The clinical terminologies heading was included in the framework to establish if clinical terminologies 
have been used and the version e.g. ICD 10. This could potentially support stakeholders in tracking any version 
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changes e.g. ICD 9 to 10 and how these changes were managed. There is also the possibility to better support 
stakeholders in identifying any potential harmonisation work to enable continued use of these encoded research data. 
Therefore, we refined this area of the framework to better guide stakeholders when assessing metadata. Furthermore, 
a comment was made that finding metadata at a range of levels complete with links to publications is unrealistic and 
increased support for stakeholders is needed when assessing metadata. Whilst we acknowledge that the framework 
may provide a somewhat idealistic expectation of metadata, the framework was designed to provide a non-
exhaustive list of headings to guide stakeholders. Context needs to be taken into consideration when assessing 
metadata quality as the granularity of metadata available may differ across the epidemiological and public health 
research domains. 

Discussion  

Literature review 

In using a mix of computer science and biomedical databases we identified a range of literature for potential 
inclusion in the review.  This was advantageous as in areas such as e-libraries and archive management, a lot of 
work had been done on metadata quality assessment and we were able to identify literature which, though not 
included in the review, provided useful contextual information. The literature review did not identify a method of 
metadata quality assessment designed specifically for use in an epidemiological and public health research setting. 

However, given the methods identified were from research domains other than epidemiology and public health, the 
extent to which lessons learnt may be applied to epidemiological and public health research is inherently limited. 
This is because the methods identified lacked quality dimensions such as ‘Extendibility’; potentially as this level of 
functionality was not required. Nevertheless, the review did identify quality dimensions, such as accuracy and 
accessibility, which at a high level are applicable to biomedical metadata. By combining quality dimensions such as 
these, with the dimensions we identified through the survey as important to biomedical metadata, such as 
‘Discoverability’, we were able to produce a novel list of biomedical metadata quality dimensions.    

Online stakeholder survey 

Most of the respondents indicated they used descriptive metadata to some extent. This outcome could potentially 
reflect the respondents’ roles in public health and epidemiology research and by extension their daily routines. 
Given that most of the respondents were data users employed by a university, and that metadata often accompanies 
epidemiological and public health research datasets, this could explain why descriptive metadata was the most 
popular. Results also showed that PDF was the most commonly handled format of metadata. This could be because 
organizations such as the Health & Social Care Information Centre provide the metadata for certain datasets as PDF 
documents. Given the proclivity of researchers to use these clinical data for research purposes, familiarity with this 
type of metadata is ameliorated. 

The identified barriers to creating and/or using metadata in epidemiological and public health research could 
potentially be explained through a previous lack of focus on the importance of metadata; possibly contributing to the 
subsequent lack of training and support. Knowledge of the role of metadata across the stages of research data 
lifecycle is increasing as is familiarity with metadata standards. Stakeholders have a tendency to refer to best 
practice guidelines to inform the undertaking of research. This could explain why most respondents selected tools 
and technologies based on standard practice. This is important to the implementation and use of our novel 
framework in epidemiological and public health research as, integrating regular metadata quality assessments into 
work routines through inclusion in best practice guidelines, is a future goal of this work.  

Regarding use of clinical terminologies, ICD was initially developed to encode clinical information for death 
certificates; whilst terminologies such as Read Codes and SNOMED CT were designed to encode information for 
clinical care. Both sources of data are routinely harnessed in public health and epidemiology research for secondary 
use but the current popularity of using ICD to encode clinical information could explain our survey findings. Of 
those who shared challenges experienced with using clinical terminologies, most respondents were data users, only 
nine were ‘clinician/clinical advisor’. This could potentially explain why problems such as a lack of medical 
knowledge and ease of use were experienced. Having medical knowledge can potentially help when undertaking 
tasks such as clinical phenotyping, and often researchers work in multidisciplinary teams including clinicians to 
determine which clinical codes are needed.  

Issues associated with the use of metadata catalogues could possibly be attributed to the lack of academic incentives 
to use this kind of catalogue coupled with limited knowledge of the existence of such platforms. Metadata 
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catalogues can enhance the discoverability of research data and support stakeholders in identifying and 
characterizing data without accessing the research data directly. Of those who submitted additional aspects of 
importance for metadata usability, suggestions included having multiple formats of the metadata and semantic 
mappings. As metadata standards such as DDI are being continuously developed, semantic mappings or cross-walks 
between the different schemas are needed to support interoperability.  

There are a number of strengths and weaknesses of the online survey. In using an online survey, we were able to 
contact and request participation from stakeholders globally within a relatively short period of time. We also 
requested the invitational email be forwarded to any interested parties potentially missed. However, this approach to 
recruitment rendered it infeasible to calculate a response rate and track to whom the survey was sent. There was also 
the potential for incorrect email addresses to limit the extent to which the invitational email was circulated.  

Following the cross-disciplinary literature review and comprehensive online stakeholder survey, we identified a lack 
of formalized quality assessment methods for metadata in epidemiological and public health research settings. 
Through the literature review, we did not identify a framework specifically geared to epidemiological and public 
health research datasets and most approaches originated from information studies or other scientific domains. The 
stakeholder survey revealed that this lack of standardized methods for assessing metadata quality was acting as a 
barrier to assessing quality of metadata in epidemiological datasets in a systematic manner.  Our novel framework is 
the first of its kind aimed specifically for use in epidemiological and public health research settings.  

Framework 

Our results show the five dimensions of most importance are: accuracy, accessibility, discoverability, 
appropriateness, and comprehensiveness.  

To assess accuracy, stakeholders could establish how timely the metadata are and when the metadata were updated. 
To assess accessibility and discoverability, stakeholders could determine how well structured the metadata are and if 
they are available through a catalogue. Stakeholders are advised to establish whether encoding standards such as 
ICD and/or exchange standards such as HL7 have been utilized. It is also possible to assess how well knowledge has 
been managed through effective application of biomedical ontologies and whether these can be viewed. To assess 
appropriateness, stakeholders could determine whether necessary details have been provided to enable other 
stakeholders to understand and potentially reuse the research data. More specially, stakeholders are advised to 
determine how comprehensible the metadata are at different levels; for example, stakeholders could assess whether 
sufficient descriptions have been provided of variables to enable potential secondary researchers to characterize the 
dataset. Comprehensiveness could be determined by establishing how encompassing the metadata are and if the 
metadata contain gaps. For example, stakeholders could assess whether details of changes made to a sweep of data 
have been communicated effectively.  

However, the definitions and recommendations presented are generic and potentially applicable across all aspects of 
public health and epidemiology research. For example, accuracy of metadata associated with electronic health 
records may not necessarily be the same as that of metadata associated with cohort studies; nor is the approach to 
quantifying accuracy of the metadata and the mechanism through which it may be tested. The difficulty remains in 
being able to deliver pragmatic quality dimensions whilst being mindful of the intricacies of the sub-domains of 
epidemiological and public health research.   

Framework evaluation 

Metadata standards such as DDI are commonly applied to metadata indexed in repositories/catalogues. Though this 
is beneficial as the metadata elements are standardised, and there is scope to download the DDI compliant XML, 
this does emphasize the need for increased application of metadata standards across epidemiological and public 
health research regardless of whether metadata are indexed. However, this in itself presents challenges such as 
having access to the necessary resources and assigning responsibility for ongoing maintenance.  

Furthermore, for each test case, we were unable to find the method of application and reason(s) for use of Semantic 
Web Technologies; potentially as it does not seem commonplace to provide this kind of information. We had 
decided to include this section in the framework as we wanted to see if the method of application is linked in some 
way to the quality of the metadata. As stakeholders are able to customize the framework to suit local needs, we 
decided to keep this section as it is not a mandatory field in the assessment.  

A potential weakness of the framework is that given multiple research artefacts may need to be sourced before 
quality can be assessed, the question of how much metadata is needed is raised. Another potential weakness of our 
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framework is the lack of quantitative analysis; all assessments are manual/qualitative which are inherently 
subjective.  

Conclusions  

The use of clinical data for research purposes to better inform the development of clinical policy and practice is 
critical in public health and epidemiological research. One of the main challenges in assessing quality in 
epidemiological and public health research is a lack of awareness of the issue of poor quality metadata and the 
potential implications this can have on research data discoverability. Improved awareness of the issue of metadata 
quality is needed, as are mechanisms to integrate metadata quality assessments into daily routines of stakeholders in 
epidemiological and public health research.  

We created and evaluated a novel framework as a platform-independent method of assessing metadata quality, with 
the goal of improving metadata in epidemiological and public health research settings and enhancing the potential 
for data discovery and reuse in the context of epidemiological and public health research studies. 

Our next steps include engaging with stakeholders to establish a set of requirements for a series of computational 
metrics. Our short term goal is to identify a set of quantitative measures of quality to compliment the framework. 
The longer term goal is to use these metrics to increase objectivity and automate/quicken the overall assessment 
process. 
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Abstract 

Venoms and venom-derived compounds constitute a rich and largely unexplored source of potentially therapeutic 

compounds. To facilitate biomedical research, it is necessary to design a robust informatics infrastructure that will 

allow semantic computation of venom concepts in a standardized, consistent manner. We have designed an ontology 

of venom-related concepts – named Venom Ontology – that reuses an existing public data source: UniProt’s Tox-Prot 

database. In addition to describing the ontology and its construction, we have performed three separate case studies 

demonstrating its utility: (1) An exploration of venom peptide similarity networks within specific genera; (2) A broad 

overview of the distribution of available data among common taxonomic groups spanning the known tree of life; and 

(3) An analysis of the distribution of venom complexity across those same taxonomic groups. Venom Ontology is 

publicly available on BioPortal at http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/CU-VO. 

1. Introduction 

Venoms are complex mixtures of biological macromolecules and cofactors used for either offensive or defensive 

purposes. In contrast to poisons (which are harmful only when swallowed), venoms can be introduced to their targets 

via injection, surface abrasion, or topical application. Most known venoms exert their effect using specialized proteins 

that have a strong and specific effect on target cells[1]. A vast array of animal species is known to be venomous, and 

many more are predicted to be venomous. Additionally, individual venoms usually consist of a diverse array of many 

components. As an example, many species of cone snail (genus Conus) are known to contain upwards of 100 

individual peptide components in their venoms. 

Although venoms are intended to cause harm to a prey or a potential threat, humans have used specific venoms for 

therapeutic purposes for millennia. Since the advent of modern medicine, researchers have validated many of these 

uses and have begun to uncover the fundamental mechanisms by which they treat diseases and aid in diagnoses. Some 

examples of successful venom-derived pharmaceuticals are: Ziconotide (from the cone snail Conus magus – treats 

severe chronic pain)[2], exenatide (from the Gila monster, Heloderma suspectum – treats both noninsulin-dependent 

diabetes mellitus and obesity)[3], and bombesin (from the European fire-bellied toad Bombina bombina – treats many 

gastrointestinal illnesses and, interestingly, sudden deafness)[4]. 

Venoms and their therapeutic uses represent a major unexplored frontier in computational and systems biology. While 

some studies have successfully characterized and assessed the biodiversity of venom components in a highly limited 

context (e.g., the diversity of ω-conotoxins in species of genus Conus [5,6], or the evolution of certain protein classes 

among closely related snake species [7-9]), these studies are limited. There is a severe lack of studies that analyze and 

assess the properties between – and the relationships among – venoms and their components on a large scale (e.g., 

across the entire tree of life). Better methods that allow researchers to extract generalizable knowledge about venoms 

from existing data would enable researchers to discover novel therapeutic uses for them in a systematic and data-

driven way. 

The most fundamental issue standing in the way of such studies is the almost complete lack of an informatics 

infrastructure uniting our existing knowledge on venoms. In this study, we present a novel ontology of venoms and 

related concepts that addresses this problem systematically. Biomedical ontologies allow for consistent and 

unambiguous naming of entities (in this cases, venoms, venom components, and the species from which they are 

sourced) and how they are interconnected. We also present a number of initial investigations regarding venom 

biodiversity across the tree of life, and explore how they can inform the discovery and refinement of novel therapeutic 

uses for venom compounds.  
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2. Methods 

2.1 Building “Venom Ontology” 

We used Protégé (ver. 4.2) [10] to create the class structure of the Venom Ontology using domain knowledge: By our 

definition, every venomous species has exactly one venom, and every venom has one or more molecular components 

that can be classified by the class of molecule they are (e.g., peptide, carbohydrate, inorganic cofactor). Recent reports 

suggest Conus geographicus modifies its venom based on whether it is used defensively or offensively [11], but for 

the purposes of this ontology they can be grouped together as a single venom. If a venom component is a peptide, it 

has a canonical amino acid sequence. Each of the entities may have one or more other pieces of metadata, including 

links to other ontologies and structured terminologies. After defining the class structure of the ontology, we populated 

the ontology with individuals (specific instances of the ontology’s classes) sourced from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot’s 

Tox-Prot database [12]. This database is a manually curated list of venom peptides containing numerous annotation 

tags including species of origin, amino acid sequences, full taxonomic lineage, and automated cross-mappings to other 

online resources. However, the structure of Tox-Prot does not support semantic reasoning. Due to the large number 

of individual records in the Tox-Prot database (6,092 at the time of creating the ontology), we added the contained 

information programmatically by first exporting the ontology from Protégé to an RDF-formatted XML file [13], and 

then using Apache’s Jena framework [14] to parse the venom records and insert relevant data into the appropriate spot 

within the ontology’s class hierarchy. 

2.2 Exploratory analysis of Venom Ontology data records 

To demonstrate some potential applications of Venom Ontology, we performed three exploratory analyses of its 

contained data. The first of these involved assessing the similarity of amino acid sequences for venom peptides 

produced by species of the same genera. To accomplish this, we grouped species (stored as “Organisms” in the 

ontology) by genus, along with their derived peptide compounds. We then selected 2 genera that are well represented 

in the data set, and built “sequence similarity networks” for each of them. In selecting these genera, we looked for 

ones that are prolific enough within the ontology to generate informative (non-trivial) networks, yet not so prolific as 

to be unwieldy in terms of visualization or computation. In practice, we looked for two genera with approximately 20 

species in the ontology. For each genus selected, we used BLASTp [15] to align all pairs of peptides within the genus. 

We constructed the networks using peptide sequences as nodes, and the alignments between them as edges. We 

transformed the BLAST scores (which represent the percent coverage of the alignments; denoted !) for alignments 

using the following equation: 

!" #
$

%&
 

which allows us to define a “distance” between two peptide sequences (i.e., smaller values of !' indicate higher 

similarity), used as edge weights in the final networks. !' is a value in the interval [0,1), and is generally very small 

(e.g., < 1*10
-15

). Finally, we filtered edges by setting a maximum expect value (“e-value” – a normalized p-value 

defining confidence that the alignment is non-random) threshold of 1*10
-50

. Alignments that fell below this maximum 

cutoff almost certainly signify evolutionarily related sequences, and are therefore informative for the purposes of 

constructing these networks. For visualization purposes, we rendered the networks in Cytoscape [16] using the Prefuse 

force-directed layout [17], and colored nodes (individual peptides) by the species from which those peptides were 

sourced. 

Our second analysis was a basic exploration of the distribution of both species and individual peptides in the ontology 

across the tree of life. We defined common groupings of animals (cnidarians, molluscs, insects, arachnids, fish, 

amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals) that may contain venomous species. From these large classes, we used 

NCBI’s Taxonomy database [18] to determine the highest-level taxa common to all members of those groups 

(grouping multiple taxa for paraphyletic groups, such as “fish”). For each of these taxa, we searched for their frequency 

of occurrence in the set of all species present in the database. We also enumerated the number of total sequences in 

the database for the groups listed. 

The third and final analysis consisted of observing the complexity of venoms within the ontology. In this context, we 

simplistically define complexity as the number of distinct peptide components within the venom (e.g., a venom 

containing 20 peptide components is more complex than a venom containing only 10). We investigated the 

distributions of venom complexity for each of the taxonomic groups mentioned in the previous paragraph, making 

note of features such as mean number of peptide components per venom, standard deviation, and skewness (i.e., lack 

of symmetry, computed as the estimated third standardised moment ()*+,). It should be noted that the results of these 
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analyses are subject to systematic biases depending on how well the data in Tox-Prot is representative of the totality 

of venoms that exist in nature (refer to §4.5 for further discussion). 

3. Results  

All code and data files used in this study are available for public use on GitHub at 

(http://github.com/JDRomano2/venom_ontology_code). The ontology is available online, hosted both on BioPortal 

(http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/CU-VO) and on the project’s homepage, at 

http://venomkb.tatonettilab.org/ontology. A visualization of the ontology’s class hierarchy and object property 

associations is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of classes and class relationships in the Venom Ontology. Blue arrows denote “is_a” relationships, 

while other colors denote object property relationships. Diagram automatically generated by the Protégé plugin “OBO Graph 
View”. 

3.1 Venom Ontology 

Venom Ontology presently contains 614 known venomous species, and 6,092 curated peptides, each of which has a 

known amino acid sequence. There are correspondingly 614 “whole venom extract” entities, arising from the 

following axiom: 

-./012345657$58039:1;4<=8;>:?9:1;4?@AB.0CB5D5E$58039:1;4<=8;>:?9:1;4?@AB.0CB 

which states that every organism has exactly one whole venom extract. Due to our data source being peptide-centric, 

each whole venom extract (and, correspondingly, each organism) currently included in the ontology has at least one 

peptide, although this is not defined as necessary (i.e., the ontology allows for whole venom extracts to contain zero 

or more peptides). We added a small number of synthetic venom compounds (all clinically approved drugs) to the 

ontology by manually entering them as individuals for the “Synthetic_Venom_Derivative” class. This is a tractable 

approach presently, but as venom-derived therapeutic agents continue to be discovered and are coerced into a 

structured format, an automated means for adding them will become necessary – this point is elaborated on below, in 

§4.5. Venom Ontology was validated using the FaCT++ reasoning engine [19]. 

3.2 Analysis of the ontology’s contained data 

Our analysis of venom peptide sequence similarity for a number of well-represented genera highlights some 

noteworthy features of venoms that have significant implications for drug discovery. In Figure 2, we show two 

sequence similarity networks – one for genus Loxosceles (widow spiders) and one for Bungarus (kraits – a genus of 

venomous snakes) – yet our methods could be applied to any other taxonomic group that is present in the ontology. 

Since we only kept alignments with strong statistical support (low e-value – see §2.2 for details), the graphs are not 
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fully connected. Small connected components (e.g., the “islands” seen around the periphery of the networks) as well 

as clusters within larger connected components can be interpreted as groups of peptides that are likely to be closely 

related on a structural level. Although we originally expected sequences from a given species to segregate together, 

there are clusters in each of the networks that contain a diverse mixture of sequences from numerous species (denoted 

in the Figure 2 by red arrows). The smaller connected components tend to be more homogeneous in terms of their 

species composition (e.g., they have higher cluster purity). Subjectively, it is also noteworthy that the networks do not 

display the properties of “scale-free” networks (characterized primarily by few nodes of very high degree, and many 

nodes of very low degree), which are arguably the most prevalent family of networks that arise from biological 

phenomena [20]. While speculation as to why this occurs is beyond the scope of this exploratory analysis, it would be 

an interesting topic to pursue in a follow-up study. 

The distribution of species and sequences by higher taxonomic groupings is shown in Table 1. Both “fish” and 

“reptiles” are common names that consist of multiple clades (i.e., they are paraphyletic). It should be noted that 5 

species, containing a total of 1,348 sequences, are not classified within any of these groups. While this only makes up 

0.81% of the total number of species, it contains 22.13% of the total number of sequences found in the ontology. This 

seems to be the result of numerous sequences that have poorly formed or absent “taxonomic lineage” annotations in 

Tox-Prot (meaning that some of the ‘orphaned’/unclassified sequences likely come from already classified species 

that are included in the larger taxonomic groups). 

After looking at properties of venoms exposed by the ontology at the genus level, we investigated the distribution 

more generally across the tree of life. Distributions of venom complexity are shown in Table 2. In this portion of the 

data analysis, we only show the common taxonomic groups from Table 1 that have at least 1 venom and 1 peptide. 

The final row of the table shows the distribution across all species present in the ontology. Additionally, Figure 3 

shows a graphical representation of these distributions, drawn as violin plots with a logarithmic scale on the vertical 

axis. 

 

Table 1. Distribution of species and sequences in Venom Ontology across common taxonomic groups. Some 

groups with no species or sequences are included for completeness. 

Common 

Name 

Taxonomic 

group(s) 

# species in 

ontology 

% total 

species 

# sequences in 

ontology 

% total 

sequences 

Cnidarians Cnidaria 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

Molluscs Mollusca 97 15.80% 1089 17.88% 

Insects Insecta 79 12.87% 245 4.02% 

Arachnids Arachnida 183 29.80% 1089 17.88% 

Fish Actinopterygii 4 0.65% 12 0.20% 

 Coelacanthimorpha 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

 Chondrichthyes 1 0.16% 2 0.03% 

 Cyclostomata 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

 Dipnoi 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

Amphibians Amphibia 2 0.33% 3 0.05% 

Reptiles Archelosauria 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

 Squamata 242 39.41% 2298 37.72% 

Birds Aves 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

Mammals Mammalia 1 0.16% 6 0.10% 

Other/unclassified 5 0.81% 1348 22.13% 

Total   614   6092   
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Figure 2. Two sequence similarity networks for venom peptides within the same genus. a.) shows peptides from species in genus 

Loxosceles, and b.) shows peptides from species in genus Bungarus. Relative node size is based on the degree of the node, and 

length of the edges is based on the inverse BLASTp score (see eq. (1)). Nodes of the same color are peptides from the same species 

of animal. Red arrows indicate “clusters” with high species diversity (i.e., similar peptides found in a number of closely related 
species). 
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Figure 3. Violin plots showing distributions of venom complexity in 7 common taxonomic groups. Numeric summary statistics are 

listed in Table 2 for each of the groups shown. Complexity is measured as the number of venom peptides in Venom Ontology for a 

single species – the vertical axis is the complexity measure for a given species, and the widths of individual plots correspond to the 

density of the distribution at that complexity measure. Individual species are shown as transparent dots – they are spread 
horizontally (“jittered”) to better visualize dense groups of data points. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Some ontology classes possess no individuals, yet are still informative 

The Venom Ontology contains a number of terminal classes that do not currently have any members (“individuals”), 

including the venom component subclasses “Biological_Macromolecule/Carbohydrate” and “Inorganic_Molecule”. 

The main rational for their inclusion is threefold: (1) The ontology is meant to convey computable semantic knowledge 

of venoms, and with the current structure ontology reasoning software is able to understand that venoms may contain 

a number of different components, of which only some may be peptides. (2) Since future revisions to the ontology 

may incorporate new data sources, we hope to be able to populate these classes with informative instances in a future 

release. (3) We hope to be able to generate members for these classes using machine learning methods that don’t 

require a curated dataset of venom components (such as “ontology learning from text” [21]). Another class – 

“Synthetic Venom Derivative” – seems to be specific enough to allow for manual population using domain knowledge 

of existing synthetic versions of venoms used as pharmaceuticals. However, existing synthetic venom derivatives are 

more numerous than it would initially seem. For example, a number of conantokins (a specific sub-class of conotoxins 

– sourced from snails in the genus Conus) have been modified and produced synthetically, yet none have received 

approval for clinical use [22,23]. For this reason, a potential follow-up to this study would be a comprehensive survey 

of synthetic derivatives of venom peptides. 
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4.2 Grouping venom peptides by genus reveals clusters of similar venoms across species 

As briefly alluded to in §3.2, the networks in Figure 2 show clusters of venom peptides that contain members from a 

number of closely related species. This suggests a novel approach for discovering libraries of therapeutic venom-

derived peptides with a similar therapeutic effect. During drug development, having a large number of drug candidates 

available improves the likelihood of finding a molecule that simultaneously has the greatest therapeutic effect while 

minimizing toxic effects (a notoriously challenging obstacle in repurposing venoms for clinical use). This proposed 

approach provides a data-driven framework for discovering venom-derived therapeutic agents, which is an 

improvement over traditional methods that are almost entirely based on serendipitous discovery or borrowed from 

ancient traditional medicine [24].  

4.3 Non-reptile venomous species are underrepresented in existing data 

Recent analyses of venom biodiversity reveal surprising patterns, including that the prevalence of venomous fish is 

far higher than in any other major taxonomic group, including reptiles [25]. Table 2, however, shows a strong bias 

towards venomous reptiles in available data (fish peptides make up only 0.23% of venom sequences in the Tox-Prot 

dataset, while reptilian peptides make up 37.72%). Other discrepancies are also apparent: for example, only one 

venomous mammal is included in the database: Ornithorhynchus anatinus (duck-billed platypus). While it is 

uncommon for mammals to be venomous, reviews on the subject have identified numerous others aside from O. 

anatinus, including multiple shrews, bats, and certain species of loris (taxonomic family Lorinae). 

By knowing about these discrepancies, we can prioritize future venom research to include presently underrepresented 

categories of animals, which should in-turn increase the likelihood of discovering novel compounds that have diverse 

therapeutic effects.   

Table 2. Distribution of venom complexity across the tree of life, by common taxonomic groups. A venom’s 

complexity is defined as the number of distinct peptide components it contains. 

Common Name Minimum Median Mean Maximum Skewness
* 

Molluscs 1 4 11.230 118 3.638 

Insects 1 2 3.101 15 2.211 

Arachnids 1 4 13.020 293 6.576 

Fish 1 2 2.800 6 1.517 

Amphibians 1 1.5 1.500 2 n/a 

Reptiles 1 4 9.496 64 2.271 

Mammals 6 6 6.000 6 n/a 

All Species 1 4 9.922 293 7.987 
* Skewness is the estimated third standardised moment of the empirical distribution. Higher skewness indicates greater lack of symmetry about the 

mean 

 

4.4 Apparent complexity of venoms varies across the tree of life 

Venoms usually consist of a complex mixture of organic and inorganic molecules, each of which has a particular 

effect. If we define “complexity” as the number of distinct peptide components in a venom, our results show that 

venom complexity is highly variable across the tree of life. In Table 2 we list summary statistics for venom complexity 

distribution across 7 common taxonomic groupings. These data are additionally visualized in Figure 3 as a violin plot. 

The plot, shown with number of peptides per venom on a logarithmic scale, highlights that there are many outliers in 

the dataset – species with extremely complex venoms compared to the mean of 9.922 peptides per venom. 

Furthermore, each of the taxonomic groups has its own unique distribution. Although the sizes of some groups in the 

ontology are too small to result in viable statistical inferences (e.g., mammals and amphibians), variable distributions 

of venom complexity suggest that complexity is regulated in some manner that is conserved by evolution – otherwise, 

all of the distributions would converge. In particular, insects seem to have venoms that are relatively simple compared 

to arachnids, molluscs, and reptiles. Interestingly, arachnids have the largest number of outlier species that have 

extremely complex venoms. Reptiles, by far the most well-represented group in the dataset, have notably fewer highly 

complex outliers than either molluscs or arachnids. As an example of a quantitative approach to comparing these 

distributions, Table 3 shows the p-values of the Mann-Whitney U test applied pairwise to all of the distributions 

shown in Figure 3. These observations may be an artifact of data completeness (see §4.6), but if not, they can help to 

guide research towards more rich libraries of venoms that may include important therapeutic compounds. 
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Table 3. Mann-Whitney U test results for all pairs of venom complexity distributions. A p-value of less than 0.05 

signifies that two distributions are statistically different. 

 Arachnids Fish Insects Mammals Molluscs Reptiles 

Amphibians 0.1165 0.417 0.4389 0.6667 0.1669 0.1262 

Arachnids  0.1554 1.85E-07 0.8424 0.9086 0.7252 

Fish   0.732 0.3657 0.2162 0.1701 

Insects    0.1935 2.74E-05 2.20E-07 

Mammals     0.8584 0.8128 

Molluscs           0.8778 

 

4.5 Using Venom Ontology in conjunction with VenomKB to support drug discovery  

In a previous study, we describe VenomKB – a knowledge base cataloguing putative therapeutic uses of venoms and 

venom-derived compounds, constructed via manual literature review and automated knowledge discovery techniques 

applied to MEDLINE[26]. Linking these two separate data resources may optimize the process of computational drug 

discovery by implying a polyhierarchical structure on many of VenomKB’s data records (specifically, ones that map 

to instances in Venom Ontology). For example, if a record in VenomKB describes the therapeutic effect of a 

compound produced by species “X”, we may be able to find highly similar (and possibly more efficacious) molecules 

by using Venom Ontology to identify venom peptides from species that are in the same genus as species “X”. In the 

future, we intend to add a component to the ontology that resolves venom names with their synonyms, which could 

allow us to identify venoms with multiple therapeutic effects, as well as increase confidence in therapies when multiple 

studies corroborate the same effect. We plan to fully integrate these two resources, so that VenomKB can be browsed 

by navigating the hierarchical structure of Venom Ontology, and vice versa. 

4.6 Limitations – Structured data on venoms are largely incomplete 

One of the most important features of this set of investigations is that it is not based on a complete survey of venoms 

across the tree of life. Since we only have discovered a small handful of the vast number of venomous species believed 

to exist (and have actually studied even a smaller number), we treat the Tox-Prot dataset as a “best approximation” of 

venom diversity based on available data. This obviously introduces various sources of systematic bias into the 

inferences that are made from the ontology’s contained data.  

In §2.2, we mention this limitation in regards to our definition of venom complexity (the relative number of peptide 

components contained within a venom). We analyze our data under the assumption that the Tox-Prot data set does not 

prioritize certain species for “completeness” – in other words, that the ratio of the actual number of peptides to the 

number that are in the data set remains consistent for all species. However, this may not be the case. The available 

data for some species may be substantially more complete than for others. Also, it may be more challenging to run 

proteomic analyses on some species than others. Each of these factors would affect the consistency of completeness 

across the dataset. A future goal that could help eliminate these potential sources of bias would be only to populate 

the ontology with complete proteomic surveys of species’ venoms. 

We intend for the Venom Ontology to be one of the first major steps towards systematically and consistently coercing 

newly discovered venoms and venom components into a standardized format. The ontology’s structure suggests 

numerous ways to define a consistent vocabulary for these semantic concepts. 

5. Conclusion 

Although the study of venoms traditionally falls into the fields of biological systematics, toxicology, biodiversity, and 

ecology, they constitute a largely untapped library that could be useful for drug discovery purposes. Recently, venoms 

have piqued the interest of researchers from diverse fields, including both translational bioinformatics and systems 

pharmacology. Additionally, venom research requires a substantial amount of informatics infrastructure to support 

rigorous and informative computational and data-driven analysis. In this study, we provide a novel ontology of venom-

related concepts that facilitates many of these analyses. In demonstrating possible uses for the ontology, we have 

discerned several important features of venoms that suggest promising areas to study in the future, including studying 

venomous species that are underrepresented in existing data sets, and using peptide sequence characteristics to build 

libraries of related venomous compounds that may improve on existing drugs derived from venoms. As the ontology 

grows in future releases, we expect to discover many more ways the ontology can facilitate data-driven research of 
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venoms, greatly advancing knowledge and available methodology in a diverse range of medical and biologically based 

fields. 
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Abstract 

PAtients Like My gEnome (PALME) is a webservice that matches patients based on their genome and healthcare 
profiles. We support two types of inputs: (1) dual query (a variant + phenotype), and (2) genome sequences. For the 
first type of queries, we will show the patient profile matching the inputs. For the second type of queries, we will 
calculate similarity (based on Hamming distance) and show the distribution of phenotypes of similar patients given 
the input sequences of a target patient. Using the publicly available Personal Genome Project (PGP) dataset, we 
retrieved 4,360 patients’ profiles along with their genome data, medical conditions, and treatments. We used a 
subset of these profiles to build PALME to be an interactive system to support healthcare profile matching. PALME 
is designed not only for biomedical researchers to support their studies on human genome  but also for individuals 
to explore their own genetics and health. The webservice is accessible at (http://pgp.ucsd-
dbmi.org:3838/GenAnaly/PatientGen/#) and the demo videos are available at (https://youtu.be/ycP0rXQizlc) 

Introduction 

Progress in the understanding of human genome variation identifies rare single nucleotide variants as the most 
prevalent form of genetic diversity1. The accumulation of rare variation in the population results from the recent 
population expansion and insufficient time for purifying selection. Evolutionary theory indicates that a proportion of 
those rare variants may carry some fitness cost. However, to this date, there has been limited research on the 
phenotypic consequences (e.g., traits, diseases, etc.) of the bulk of the observed variants. Genome wide association 
studies2 analyzed the phenotypic consequences of common variants (in general, allele frequency 𝑓 > 0.05) by 
relying on large cohorts providing sufficient statistical power. It is highly unlikely that such statistical approaches 
will be applicable at very low allele frequencies (e.g., 𝑓 < 0.001), including situations of 𝑛 = 1 patient. Some 
approaches have explored the use of rare variant gene collapsing strategies3, the use of biological gene/pathway 
information, the use of conservation parameters, or other metrics of gene and sequence biological importance. In 
many cases, only the ingenuity of the researchers can solve the identity of the causal rare variant of a given trait or 
disease. Increasingly, the biomedical researchers confront the challenge of systematically attributing phenotypic 
relevance to rare variants (Variants of Unknown Significance, VUS) outside of the setting of a particular trait or 
clinical disease. Here, each variant needs to be linked with full range of possible phenotypes: PheWAS4. The rarest, 
and thus possibly the variants most likely to carry functional consequences, may fail to be identified through such 
systematic approaches. The considerations above call for specific solutions to identify the few individuals that may 
share a rare variant (e.g., 5 individuals among 100,000 or 1 million population). These individuals are likely to be 
found across different studies, populations, and countries. The required tools are those that search for those rare 
variants, recover and condense available metadata, and trigger additional phenotyping.  

There are a few existing efforts on connecting rare VUS. Geno2MP5, which stands for Genotype to Mendelian 
Phenotype browser, allows one to query a gene, chromosomal position or HPO term separately in a centralized 
database with aggregated variants. GeneMatcher6 uses a different mechanism, which connects investigators who 
post the same gene of interest (by gene symbol or base pair position). The Beacon project7 is another attempt to 
solve the issue of matching based on one genetic variant but no subsequent phenotype matching is provided. The 
proposed PALME framework aims to solve rare phenotype/genetic association by allowing comparison and 
annotation of a large number of rare VUS. Aggregating and sharing data is not the only purpose that PALME 
intends to achieve. Most significant part of our interests lie in organizing data in a meaningful way and providing 
*Address correspondence to Yong Fang at the College of Information Engineering, Northwest A&F University, Yangling, Shaanxi, 712100, 
China. Tel: +86 02987092619; Fax: +86 02987092353; 
E-mail: yfang79@gmail.com. 
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tools for users to perform genome comparison and relevant statistical analysis. In PALME, clinicians and 
researchers may deduce potential correlation features of health conditions and rare VUS by analyzing the 
comparison results. PALME contains not only genome sequences of patients but also related observational 
healthcare and medication data. These resources enable PALME to serve as a prototype for searching patients like 
my genome.  

Methods 

PALME is built on the latest technology advances in R, Rshiny, HTML5, JS, and CSS, which enable webservice to 
deal with clients request promptly. To utilize the great advantages of statistical and graphical functionalities in R, the 
backend of our webservice is running on the R Shiny-server8, which also allows us to adopt R-Shiny to provide an 
interactive user experience. We use MongoDB, an open source and Non-SQL database, as the backend database to 
store large-scale genome data and healthcare data in the consideration of irregularities of the datasets. It offers 
scheme-free feature to developers, by which various formatted data can be dumped into a BSON format (similar to 
JSON format) without having to be transformed into a table-based representation. All genome data and healthcare 
data used in our demo webservice are retrieved from the Personal Genome Project (PGP)9, where over 4360 
individuals were available in the PGP, but only 22% of them have complete medical records. We identified over 
1000 medical conditions and 430 treatments in the prepressed database. We selected a subset of patients with both 
genome and medical profiles from 23andMe. 

In PALME, four major operations, including search, statistical comparison, match, and statistical analysis, are 
available for users. As illustrated in Figure 1, datasets with genotype data, gene summary information, condition 
information, and medication records are stored in a MongoDB database. PALME provides multiple web interfaces 
to present these pre-organized datasets from the backend. Additionally, we also integrated the Systematized 
Nomenclature of Medicine--Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT)10 into our system. In PALME, we provide an interactive 
interface for browsing through SNOMET CT for any given record. As aforementioned in this paper, PALME, in 
particular, aims to develop effective scientific webservice for identifying patients with a similar genetic profile and 
for revealing the correlation between rare variants and certain phenotype conditions. In the comparison process, we 
leverage Hamming distance11 as a metric to quantify the similarity among genome sequences. By uploading genome 
profiles in Variant Call Format (VCF)12, PALME service can evaluate the Hamming distance between the querying 
VCF file and those of participants in our database. Based on Hamming distance, PALME returns sorted list of 
similar participants in ascending order. Besides, the corresponding conditions and medications will also be presented 
as outputs through interactive graphic interfaces with both tables and charts. Detailed descriptions of each module 
will be presented in the next sections.  

 
Figure 1. Workflow and key components of the proposed PALME webservice. 

Results 

Data Organization in PALME 

    Condition             Medication  
 HuID   Condition     HuID   Medicine  Dosage   
 hu3B    dizziness      hu3B      celexa     20mg  
 huEF    depression    huEF      celexa     35mg 

Snomed CT 
   Concept       Description        Relationship 
  70875005     breast cancer        116680003 
  279001004  depression             116680003 

        Genome               Gene Info 
HuID  Chr  Pos   ALT      Gene        Summary 
hu3B  chr1  2658   G      Asp41Gly  This gene…  
huEF  chr2  4535   A      Ser19Trp   This gene…  
     

MongoDB database Server Backend 
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pos:condition 

huId: rsId 

Search 
Engine 

 
 
 

  Analysis 
 
Comparing Hamming Dist  
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Chr    Pos     Snct      Gene 
chr3  2654  cancer    Asp2G 
chr6  4767  lesion    Gln9A  
chrX 2654  pain        Pro127   
  

  HuID      Hamming Dist   
 Hu23BF            183 
 Hu47EA            345 
 

User data 
contributing upload 

Browser 
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Flexible and effective data query is essential for large-scale data. PALME stores datasets as collections using the 
MongoDB and creates some necessary collections to represent correlations between datasets to facilitate database 
access. To take advantages of the index mechanism in the MongoDB, we established several associated indices on 
attributes that will be frequently requested to remarkably improve the query throughput, where all the indexing 
processes are handled by mongoDB automatically. With above optimizations, most query results can be returned 
onto web pages within one second. 

Multiple criteria-based searches were also supported by our service to meet different demands of different users. For 
example, users may have an interest in querying genome sequence by participant ID or by certain variants. To query 
the sequence of a specific participant in the PGP database, one needs to input participant ID (i.e., huID in PGP 
project) in the search field. In the same way, relevant information (e.g., summary, computational evidence, 
functional evidence, published research, etc.) of a gene can be returned from PALME by searching with Gene ID. In 
searching a gene, system will also match the rsID of SNPs that locate on the gene. In practice, researchers are more 
likely to deduce statistical conclusions based on several criteria. Searching across multiple criteria can be achieved 
by using ‘colon’ to connect the values of these fields. For instance, in Figure 2, the query of 1:75714554:C indicates 
that a user would like to search records with an allele C at the position 75714554 of chromosome 1 in the database. 
Furthermore, by selecting the Advanced Search option, users can search both genome data and conditions at the 
same time. The backend service will automatically generate the corresponding results (like JOIN statement in SQL 
databases) and display them on the web page as shown in Figure 2. In PALME, we adopted the standard VCF 
format to organize genome sequences in our database. Users can also check medication information of participants 
by selecting the related huID in the result table.   

 
Figure 2. Example of PALME search engine and its results.  

SNOMED CT browser 

PALME provides the SNOMED CT browsing module with the aims of mapping condition information in our 
database onto standard clinical terms and further augmenting practicability for healthcare professionals. SNOMET 
CT has an acyclic taxonomic hierarchy structure, which categorizes all clinical terms and relevant processes in 
concept. There are four core components in SNOMED CT including concepts, descriptions, relationships, and 
references. Each component is represented as a text file or a relational table in SQL schema (shown in Figure 3(a)). 
The concept file defines numerical codes of clinical concepts while description file includes the term of each 
concept in Fully Specified Name (FSN) or Synonym, where negated concepts are also considered in the SNOMED 
CT database. The directed hierarchy structure is recorded in the relationship, to identify that one concept ‘|is a|’ type 
of another concept. One concept may have more than one parent concepts. Similarly, one concept can possess one or 
more children concepts. As illustrated in Figure 3(b), concept with ID 53430007 is the common child of concepts 
with IDs 29857009, 279001004, and 290078008. On the other hand, it is a higher level abstract of concepts with IDs 
225573003, 237453001, 247415009, and 5522007. 

In our database, each personal condition was mapped onto a unique SNOMED CT concept ID (i.e., the SnoctID 
column in Figure 2(a)). When users search for a condition, the system will match it to the concept automatically. 
SNOMED CT browser will be invoked, when a concept ID is selected by a user. First, PALME searches the 
Relationship database of SNOMED CT to find records, whose source ID and destination ID match the concept ID. 
Source IDs and destination IDs are set to concept IDs in the concept file, identifying the concepts that start and end 
certain types of relationships. Currently, the platform only supports the ‘|is a|’ relationship in the terminology 

(a) 

(b) 
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hierarchy structure. Second, PALME returns descriptions of source concepts and destination concepts from the 
Descriptions database. Finally, the results will be rearranged and presented to users on a web page. Figure 3(c) is an 
example of the SNOMED CT hierarchy in PALME. The green node (i.e., Breast pain) is the target disease while the 
red nodes represent the synonyms that can be classified as Breast Pain, and the blue nodes are parent concepts of 
Breast Pain in broader clinical scopes. By clicking the tree nodes, users can traverse the whole SNOMED CT 
terminology database along with the hierarchy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. SNOMED CT Browser: (a) the actual representation of the hierarchy in SNOMED CT files; (b) an 
example of hierarchy structure of concept IDs; (c) the user interface in PALME. 

Similarity measurement based on Hamming distance 

PALME utilizes Hamming distance to measure the similarity between different genome sequences. To reduce 
database access and redundant comparison, as shown in Figure 4, we align all SNPs’ locations in genome datasets to 
the same reference human genome V3 from 23andMe13. Then, we encode the REF and ALT pairs with numerical 
values according to the Coding table in Figure 4. We also map all columns of these numerical values to one 
collection in the database to speed up data query and analyses. The coding table in Figure 4 covers all cases that 
would occur in REF and ALT pairs, such as insertion in which ALT is a dot while REF is not, or deletion with a dot 
in both ALT and REF fields. The system will return ranked results based on Hamming distances. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Coding REF and ALT pair according to Coding table and V3 reference table. 

Getting Hamming distance is the first step to enable similarity comparison in our framework. PALME provides an 
analytical process by combining genome similarity results with patient-level observational healthcare data to reveal 
the potential relation between genome and health conditions. When Hamming distance between querying sequences 
and those of participants in our database are calculated, a sorted list of similar patients based on Hamming distance 
in ascending order will be presented to users. We implemented an interactive graphic interface for users to evaluate 
the distribution of conditions. For example, as shown in Figure 5, depression has the highest frequency (about 77 
patients) among all conditions based on a certain user’s query, which may imply that the genome data in the query 
may more likely be shared by patients with depression. In other words, the person with the querying genome 
sequence may be more susceptible to depression. Furthermore, we also integrate medication datasets in our database. 
Therefore, through the medication information on those people with depression symptoms, the potential chronic side 
effects of some medications frequently used by these patients may be identified by integrating more data.      

(a) 

225573003 

  55222007 

237453001 

247415009 

|is a| |is a| 

|is a| 

|is a| 
290078008 

29857009 

279001004 53430007 

|is a
| 

|is a| |is a| 

Concepts 
        Id 

225573003 
237453001 
247415009 
55222007 

53430007 

29857009 
 279001004 
 

Descriptions 
  conceptId            term      
225573003   Nipple Pain 
237453001   Cyclical mastalgia 
247415009   Painful lactation 

55222007     Breast tenderness 
53430007     Breast pain 

29857009     Chest pain 
279001004   Depression 

Relationship 
  sourceId     destinationId               typeId 

  225573003    53430007       116680003  |is a| 
  237453001    53430007       116680003  |is a| 
  247415009    53430007       116680003  |is a| 
  55222007      53430007       116680003  |is a| 
  53430007     29857009        116680003  |is a| 
  53430007     279001004      116680003  |is a|  
 

(b) 

(c) 

REF and ALT pair coding table 
     POS              hu004512        hu204B25       hu8E4A51       huFE653A 
    225573003                 2                      4                     1                     3 
    256736706                 3                      4                     2                     4 
    3445566635               4                      1                     5                     2 

    45005655655             6                      6                     7                     6 
    56760067607             6                      7                     7                     7 
    96768786654             4                      2                     5                     3 
    96768786654             5                      3                     1                     5 

 

Coding table 
     REF         ALT         CODE      
  A|G|T|C         A                 1 
  A|G|T|C         G                 2 
  A|G|T|C         T                     3 
  A|G|T|C         C                       4 

  A|G|T|C          .                      5 
        .           A|G|T|C               6 
        .               .                         7                                 

 

V3 reference table 
     REF                        ALT          
   225573003                   G                       
   256736706                   T                      
   3445566635                 A                       

   45005655655                .                       
   56760067607                .                                
   96768786654               C                            
   96768786654               A 
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Figure 5. Histogram of health conditions given a certain query. 

Discussion and limitations 

In this paper, we proposed a PALME webservice to enable users to query similar patients based on their genetic 
profiles and healthcare data. The proposed PALME framework was evaluated with public data from the Personal 
Genome Project. In PALME, users can query genome data, patient-level health data, medication data, and 
SNOMED CT terminologies. The similarity of genetic profiles in PALME is measured by Hamming distance. 
Interactive graphic interfaces enable researchers to reveal potential correlations among similar genomes, 
observational healthcare data, and medication data. The proposed PALME service has several limitations. Currently, 
the PALME prototype only supports small datasets based on the PGP for the initial testing phase. To include more 
data into PALME, we plan to incorporate publicly available datasets such as the 1000 genome project and HapMap. 
We highly encourage users to contribute their own data to our platform anonymously. However, it takes time and 
effort to accumulate additional data. As healthcare data contain sensitive personal information, they can lead to 
patient re-identification and cause negative impact. This is a major challenge that very limited publicly datasets 
contain comprehensive patient information, including genomic data, medication records and treatments of the same 
patients. Another challenge is about the integration of heterogeneous data from different sources. We need to 
develop specific interface and methods to preprocess heterogeneous datasets using a common data model. The 
performance of PALME in handling certain queries still needs to be improved. We only considered the Hamming 
distance for quantifying the similarity. In our future study, we will support other distance measurements. To make it 
more user-friendly and useful, we will simplify the operations and develop more visualization modules in future 
work. In this study, we evaluated the PALME webservice with public dataset from PGP without considering the 
potential privacy risk14,15, when involving private data. It is important to enhance the privacy protection16,17, which 
warrants the further investigation along this line.  

Conclusion 

In this study, we present a PAtients Like My gEnome (PALME) webservice, which can match patients based on 
their genotype and phenotype data. Both dual query (a variant + phenotype), and genome sequence based query 
were supported in PALME. Given a dual query, PALME can output exactly matched patient profiles in the PGP 
database. For genome sequence based query in VCF file, PAMLE returns matched patient profiles based on 
Hamming distance similarity in an ascending order, as well as, the distribution of phenotypes of these similar 
patients. PALME is designed not only for biomedical researchers to support their studies on human genomes, but 
also for individuals who want to explore their own genetic profiles. 
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Abstract 

Recommendation of related articles is an important feature of the PubMed. The PubMed Related Citations (PRC) 
algorithm is the engine that enables this feature, and it leverages information on 22 million citations. We analyzed 
the performance of the PRC algorithm on 4584 annotated articles from the 2005 Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) 
Genomics Track data. Our analysis indicated that the PRC highest weighted term was not always consistent with the 
critical term that was most directly related to the topic of the article. We implemented term expansion and found that 
it was a promising and easy-to-implement approach to improve the performance of the PRC algorithm for the TREC 
2005 Genomics data and for the TREC 2014 Clinical Decision Support Track data. For term expansion, we trained a 
Skip-gram model using the Word2Vec package. This extended PRC algorithm resulted in higher average precision 
for a large subset of articles. A combination of both algorithms may lead to improved performance in related article 
recommendations.  

 

Introduction 

PubMed®/MEDLINE® provides access to over 22 million citations in the biomedical literture1. One feature of 
PubMed is the recommendation of related articles that may be of interest to users.  When a user examines a MEDLINE 
citation, PubMed suggests five related articles and displays them at the right side of the abstract. More related articles, 
ranked by relevance, are available on demand. Lin and Wilbur2 developed the PubMed Related Citations (PRC) 
algorithm, a topic-based content similarity technique that underlies this feature. The PRC algorithm considers term 
frequency (modeled as a Poisson distribution), inverse document frequency and document length when computing the 
similarity between two articles. A brief introduction to the PRC algorithm is available in the methods section. For 
more details, please refer to Lin and Wilbur2 and PubMed Help3. 

However, the PRC algorithm may not always recommend desired articles to the reader. In particular, when the 
distributions of term counts are similar, the PRC algorithm is likely to conclude that the articles are similar, even 
though they may be about different topics. For example, if two articles detailing the mechanisms of different diseases 
describe similar techniques and mention related genes, they may have a large number of terms in common. On the 
other hand, when two articles discuss the same topic but use different terms, the PRC algorithm is likely to miss this 
recommendation. 

Our objective was to modify the PRC algorithm and improve the selection of articles related to the same research 
topic. This was not the first attempt to do so and much effort has been spent to improve the retrieval performance of 
related MEDLINE citations.  For example, Fontaine et al.4 developed MedlineRanker, a system that identified the 
most discriminative words in query articles and then used these words as query terms to retrieve related citations. 
Poulter et al.5 developed a system named MScanner that trained a naïve Bayes classifier on MeSH® terms and on 
journal identifiers extracted from a set of user provided articles and then used the classifier to select and rank related 
citations. Both performed well when compared on nine topics, in terms of the area under the ROC curve4. However, 
these approaches were not very practical because they both required users to provide a set of articles related to a query 
topic rather than a few keywords or a short description. eTBLAST6 is a method similar to PRC but it determines 
similarity based on word alignment. Therefore, the length of the query text has significant impact on the retrieval 
performance. Boyack et al.7 investigated the accuracy of five similarity metrics (PRC, BM258, topic modeling, latent 
semantic analysis, and term frequency-inversed document frequency) for clustering over two million biomedical 
articles. They concluded that PRC generated the most coherent and most concentrated cluster solution. Aside from 
suggesting related articles to PubMed users, the PRC algorithm is used for other purposes as well. For example, Huang 
et al.9 collected Medical Subject Headings (MeSH terms) from articles recommended by the PRC algorithm for 
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assignment of MeSH terms to a new article. Lu et al.10 used the PRC algorithm to recruit negative instances and balance 
the positive/negative instance ratio in a protein-protein interaction prediction task. Our goal was to explore extensions 
to the PRC algorithm that could produce an accurate short list of related articles. 

Methods 

a. A brief review of the PRC algorithm 

The PRC algorithm2 predicts the conditional probability that a reader will be interested in unseen article c given that 
this reader shows an interest in article d. Every term in the text is associated with a unique topic and vice versa. The 
weight of a term t in a particular article d is defined as   

𝒘𝒕,𝒅 =
𝒊𝒅𝒇𝒕

𝟏 + 𝝁
𝝀

𝒌-𝟏
𝒆- 𝝁-𝝀 𝒍

										 𝟏  

where 𝒊𝒅𝒇𝒕 is the inverse document frequency of term 𝒕, 𝒌 is the term frequency of t in article d, 𝒍 is the word count 
of 𝒅.  𝝀 is the expected occurrence of term 𝒕 when this term is the topic of article 𝒅. Additionally, 𝝁 is the expected 
occurrence of term 𝒕 when 𝒕 is not the topic of article	𝒅. 𝝀 and 𝝁 were calculated using an extensive tuning approach. 
Based on the exactly matched terms (i.e., the same term appears in two articles) and term weights, the similarity score 
of two articles 𝒄 and 𝒅 is defined as, 

𝑷 𝒄 𝒅 = 𝒘𝒕,𝒅 ∗ 𝒘𝒕,𝒄

𝑵

𝒕5𝟏

															 𝟐  

where 𝑵 is the number of matched terms in 𝒄 and 𝒅.  

b. An extension of the PRC algorithm 

Our approach extends the PRC algorithm by considering similar terms. In the PRC algorithm, a topic is associated 
with a single unique term. We relaxed this assumption in the modified algorithm and allowed a topic to be associated 
with multiple similar terms. Similar terms were considered as important as the original term. We prepared similar 
terms for the vocabulary of TREC data using Word2Vec11, a package based on the Skip-gram model12. We trained 
distributed vector representations of terms with Word2Vec (vector size 100, minimum word count 40, window size 
10) on three million MEDLINE citations that are available from the 2014 BioASQ challenge13, and then derived similar 
terms by comparing cosine distances between associated vectors. Training takes a few hours on a computer with four 
2.67GHz processors and 16 GB of RAM. This trained model and derived similar terms can be reused for other PubMed 
article retrieval tasks.  

We expanded terms in the query article to a set that includes the original term and the five most similar terms according 
to the trained Skip-gram model. The expansion allows approximate term matching: for a particular term in the article, 
if one of its similar terms occurs in a candidate related article, then the similar term is treated as the original one, and 
the contribution of this pair of terms is included in the similarity score. Therefore, articles that focused on the same 
topic but used different terms had a higher chance of being connected. 

Given an article 𝒄 for a particular query article	𝒅, in the term weight function 𝒘𝐭,𝐜 we changed the term frequency 𝒌 
to 𝒑 𝒌𝒊𝒊 , where 𝒌𝒊𝒊   is count of term 𝒕 and its similar terms in article 𝒄, and 𝒑 is the ratio of the count of term 𝒕 in 
article	𝒅 over the count of all terms in article 𝒅.  

𝒘𝐭,𝐜 =
𝒊𝒅𝒇𝒕

𝟏 + 𝝁
𝝀

𝒑 𝒌𝒊𝒊 -𝟏
𝐞- 𝝁-𝝀 𝒍

										 𝟑  

The term weights in article 𝒅  are not changed. Therefore, the similarity score 𝑷 𝒄 𝒅 = 𝒘𝒕,𝒅 ∗ 𝒘𝒕,𝒄
𝑵
𝒕5𝟏  is 

asymmetric, and it depends on the set of terms in query article	𝒅.  

c. Experimental design 

We evaluated the performance of our eXtended PRC algorithm (XPRC) on two datasets separately: (1) 4584 articles 
(utilizing only title, abstract and MeSH terms)  from the TREC 2005 Genomics Track evaluation dataset (Genomics 
data)14 (http://skynet.ohsu.edu/trec-gen/data/2005/genomics.qrels.large.txt), and (2) 3034 articles (utilizing only title 
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and abstract)  from the TREC 2014 Clinical Decision Support Track evaluation dataset (CDS data) (http://trec-
cds.appspot.com/qrels2014.txt). Among the 4584 Genomics articles, we identified 4234 valid ones for evaluation [1]. 
These articles were assigned to 50 TREC official topics (i.e. information needs); 3034 CDS articles were assigned to 
30 topics; one article could be assigned to multiple topics. If an article was labeled as “possibly relevant” or “definitely 
relevant” to a topic, we assigned it to that topic. If two articles had topics in common, we considered them “similar” 
in our evaluation (the similarity measure is described later in the text).  

In the evaluation step, within each dataset, each article served as a query article and the remaining articles were ranked 
according to the PRC or XPRC similarity (Code available from https://github.com/w2wei/XPRC.git). For every query 
article, the PRC algorithm recommended articles that were assigned into the true positive (TP) group or the false 
positive (FP) group according to the TREC gold standard. If the recommended article and the query article shared the 
same topic, this was considered a TP result. If the recommended article and the query article had no topics in common, 
this was considered a FP result.  

We processed all text following NLM Help3. For example, we split the abstract and title of each article into terms 
following the PRC tokenization rules. In addition, terms were stemmed using the Porter stemmer. To understand why 
the PRC algorithm had false positives, we compared the number of matched terms in the sets of TP and FP articles 
under multiple conditions, and measured the Kullback–Leibler divergence (K-L divergence) of normalized weight 
distributions between articles and corresponding recommended articles obtained using the PRC algorithm. The term 
matching was based on string comparison, and the weights were calculated using the formula described in the NLM 
fact sheet1. When comparing two articles, matched terms were kept and their associated weights were normalized. 

d. Evaluation measures 

We used precision at the threshold of five articles the same way as described for the development of the PRC 
algorithm. In addition, we also measured average precision (AP) and mean average precision (MAP) at the same 
threshold. Precision, macro-average precision, AP and MAP are defined as 

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =
𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓	𝒐𝒇	𝒔𝒊𝒎𝒊𝒍𝒂𝒓	𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔
𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓	𝒐𝒇	𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒆𝒗𝒆𝒅	𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆𝒔

										 [𝟒] 

𝑴𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒐 − 𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆	𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 	
𝟏
𝑵

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒊 										[𝟓]
𝑵

𝒊5𝟏

 

𝑨𝑷 =
𝟏
𝑲

𝑷 𝒌
𝑲

𝒌5𝟏

∗ 𝑰(𝒌)										[𝟔] 

𝑴𝑨𝑷 =
𝑨𝑷𝑵

𝑵
										 [𝟕] 

where 𝒊 is the index of an article, 𝑵 is the total number of articles in the corpus; macro-average precision is the average 
of the precision for all the articles; 𝑨𝑷 is the average precision on an article; 𝑲 is the number of retrieved articles 
(𝑲=5 in this study); 𝑷(𝒌) is the percentage of correct articles among the first 𝒌 recommendations in this article; 𝑰(𝒌) 
is an indicator function (𝑰 𝒌 = 𝟏 if the k-th retrieval is correct, otherwise 𝑰 𝒌 = 𝟎). 

Results 

a. Evaluation of the PRC algorithm 

We recorded some characteristics of TP articles and FP articles. First, as expected, the average number of matched 
terms in TP articles is different from the number in FP articles. The average number of matched terms in TP was 29, 
and the average number in FP was 24. We used an independent two sample t-test on the 4234 Genomics articles to 

                                                             
1 Among the 4584 PMID in the TREC evaluation dataset, 92 PMID appear multiple times, 1 PMID no longer exists, 
248 PMID have no abstract, 6 PMID have problems with PRC (i.e., the most similar article is not itself), 2 PMID 
has problems with Lucene, the indexing software (i.e., Lucene cannot retrieve similar articles for these two articles 
using the BM25 algorithm). Both PRC and XPRC were built on top of BM25 results. After removing all these 
articles, 4234 articles were used for the experiments. 
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test the null hypothesis that the average number of matched terms in TP was equal to the number in FP. The p value 
was 9e-139 hence the hypothesis was rejected, as expected. 

Next, we considered the normalized weight distributions of matched terms in TP and FP articles. The average K-L 
divergence between a query article and the TP articles from the PRC algorithm recommendations was 0.18, while this 
statistic was 0.21 between a query article and its FP recommendations. Using an independent two sample t-test and 
the Genomics dataset, we tested the null hypothesis that the average K-L divergence between query articles and their 
TP articles was equal to the average K-L divergence between query articles and the FP articles. The p value was 3e-
93 hence the hypothesis was rejected, as expected. 

Finally, we analyzed PRC’s capability to match high-weight terms in TP and FP articles. We used a series of 
independent two sample t-tests to test the null hypothesis that the count of matched high-weight terms in the set of TP 
articles was equal to the count of high-weight terms in the set of FP articles at different weight thresholds on the 
Genomics dataset. As we increased the threshold from 0 to 1.8, there was a significant change in the counts of matched 
high-weight terms in the two groups (Figure 1), except for a small region in which the null hypothesis of equal counts 
could not be rejected. When the weight threshold was lower than 0.75, TP articles matched significantly more high-
weight terms than FP articles. However, when the threshold was over 0.8 (i.e., only terms with weight over 0.8 were 
considered in computing the similarity score), FP articles matched significantly more terms than TP articles. This 
conflicts with our intuition that TP articles should share more meaningful and important terms with the query article 
than FP articles. In the experiments, we observed that PRC high-weight terms were not necessarily the critical terms 
(i.e., terms directly related to the focus of the article, such as disease names, gene names) in an article. High-weight 
terms were often general terms such as “gene”, “protein” and “disease”. When critical terms are missing from matched 
terms, terms that are less relevant to the focus of the article make major contributions to the similarity score. If there 
are a large number of such high-weight matched terms, a FP article is recommended. For example, the PRC algorithm 
recommends article PMID11480035 as related to article PMID10226605, although they are not under the same topic 
according to the TREC evaluation dataset. They match high-weight terms such as “mucosa”, and “mRNA”. But 
PMID11480035 lacks critical terms such as “APC”, “colon” and “colorectal”. 

 
Figure 1. A comparison of the number of matched term counts at different PRC weight thresholds. The red curve is 
the smoothed trend of matched terms in TP articles. The blue curve is the smoothed trend of matched terms in FP 
articles. The two curves cross between X= 0.76 and X=0.8. The green curve illustrates the p-value of the difference 
between TP and FP for the null hypothesis that the count of matched terms in TP is equal to the count of terms in FP 
above different weight thresholds. When 0.76<X<0.8, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of equal counts.  Only 
0.14% of all term occurrences have weights over 1.8. Therefore, we do not show these special cases in this figure. 

 

b. XPRC: eXtended PRC algorithm 
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Term expansion is an effective approach to improve the performance of the PRC algorithm. The expansion helps the 
PRC algorithm recognize articles on related topics, even though they do not have matched critical terms. We wanted 
to understand in which situations XPRC could potentially enhance the results of PRC. First, we stratified the articles 
according to precision and AP of the PRC algorithm. After that, we ran XPRC on every stratum of data and compared 
its performance with PRC. The results of XPRC and the comparisons stratified by precision and AP are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, and in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. The results show that the XPRC algorithm achieves better performance 
than the PRC algorithm for certain categories of cases. 

 

 
Figure 2. A comparison of PRC and XPRC at five precision levels determined by the PRC algorithm on the Genomics 
dataset and CDS datasets. For the Genomics articles in which PRC does not achieve perfect precision, XPRC has 
better overall performance in every group. For the CDS articles, XPRC achieved better performance in PRC’s low 
precision articles. Values associated with every data point are available in Tables 1 and 2. The error bars indicate 
standard errors.   
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Figure 3. A comparison of PRC and XPRC at five average precision (AP) levels determined by the PRC algorithm 
on the Genomics dataset and CDS dataset. For the Genomics articles in which PRC does not achieve perfect AP, 
XPRC has better performance in every group. For the CDS articles, XPRC achieved better performance in PRC’s low 
precision articles. Values of every data point are available in Tables 3 and 4. The error bars indicate standard errors. 
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Table 1. A comparison of PRC and XPRC at different precision levels determined by the PRC algorithm on the 
Genomics dataset. The cumulative article count is the number of articles with PRC precision below a given precision 
level. For example, there are 158 articles that result in PRC precisions lower than 0.2. PRC has precision 0.0 on all 
the 58 articles in the 0.0 group, so its macro-average precision and standard error are also 0. XPRC has better 
performance on these articles. p-value shows the significance of the difference between PRC and XPRC at different 
precision levels.  

Precision levels 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Cumulative article counts 58 158 314 603 1215 4234 

PRC  
macro-average precision 0 0.127 0.262 0.424 0.613 0.889 

standard error 0 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.007 0.003 

XPRC  
macro-average precision 0.338 0.443 0.523 0.614 0.705 0.864 

standard error 0.048 0.028 0.019 0.013 0.009 0.004 

p-value 3e-09 3e-21 3e-30 2e-31 2e-16 4e-07 

 

Table 2. A comparison of PRC and XPRC at different precision levels determined by the PRC algorithm on the CDS 
dataset. The format of this table is the same as that of Table 1.  

Precision levels 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Cumulative article counts 87 268 539 1000 1670 3034 

PRC  
macro-average precision 0 0.135 0.268 0.421 0.573 0.765 

standard error 0 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005 

XPRC  
macro-average precision 0.172 0.248 0.315 0.410 0.509 0.645 

standard error 0.024 0.015 0.011 0.009 0.007 0.005 

p-value 2e-10 2e-11 3e-4 0.294 4e-12 6e-57 

 

Table 3. A comparison of PRC and XPRC at five average precision (AP) levels determined by the PRC algorithm on 
the Genomics dataset. The cumulative article count is the number of articles with PRC AP below the given AP level. 
XPRC has better performance at all levels except for 1.0. p-value shows the significance of difference between PRC 
and XPRC at different AP levels. 

Average precision levels 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Cumulative article counts 58 231 420 687 1215 4234 

PRC  
MAP 0 0.09 0.198 0.324 0.504 0.858 

standard error 0 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.004 

XPRC  
MAP 0.274 0.417 0.493 0.555 0.633 0.827 

standard error 0.045 0.024 0.018 0.014 0.01 0.004 

p-value 1e-07 8e-31 2e-45 2e-45 2e-25 1e-07 
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Table 4. A comparison of PRC and XPRC at five average precision (AP) levels determined by the PRC algorithm on 
the CDS dataset. The format of this table is the same as that of Table 3.  

Average precision levels 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Cumulative article counts 87 363 663 1079 1670 3034 

PRC  
MAP 0 0.094 0.201 0.325 0.471 0.709 

standard error 0 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 

XPRC  
MAP 0.103 0.181 0.253 0.317 0.408 0.565 

standard error 0.020 0.011 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.006 

p-value 2e-6 3e-12 8e-6 0.446 2e-10 6e-62 

 

c. The scalability of XPRC 

We compared the time and memory usage for running queries using PRC and XPRC (Table 5). We ran queries on 
different sizes of corpora and recorded the time and maximum memory usage. The algorithm and its implementation 
can still be further optimized. 

Table 5. Time and memory usage of PRC and XPRC. The corpora were randomly selected from the Genomics dataset. 
For each algorithm, we ran 10 queries on every corpus. The time shown in this table is the average value of all queries 
on every corpus. The memory in this table is the maximum value for all queries on every corpus.  

  PRC XPRC 

Corpus 
Size Time (s) 

Maximum 
Memory (MB) Time (s) 

Maximum 
Memory (MB) 

10 0.08 65 2.1 590 

100 0.15 68 2.2 591 

1000 0.7 144 2.6 601 

Discussion 

Expansion of terms in query articles using the five most similar terms found using the Skip-gram model significantly 
improved PRC performance in a subset of the articles.  In addition to the XPRC algorithm, we explored other 
modifications and compared their performance against the PRC and the XPRC algorithms. One attempted solution 
was to filter out terms that were not in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus15. Another 
attempted solution was to increase the weights of major (starred) MeSH terms and of terms that were present in titles. 
These solutions did not achieve better performance than XPRC.  

The gold standard is critical in the measurement of model performance. In this study, the gold standards were provided 
in the 4584 annotated articles in the TREC 2005 Genomics Track data and the 3034 TREC 2014 Clinical Decision 
Support Track data. One issue with the gold standard is that there were a large number of articles under every topic. 
The average number of articles per topic in the Genomics dataset was 815 and this number was 1264 in the CDS 
dataset. This issue sometimes makes PRC and XPRC indistinguishable in terms of precision and AP: PRC and XPRC 
make different recommendations for the same query, but all of their recommendations are true positives. A second 
issue was found by our physician reviewers (RM and SS). They manually reviewed the PRC and XPRC outcomes and 
found cases in which similar articles were not annotated in a way that they could be categorized under the same topic, 
and this could cause the precision to appear lower than it actually was. 

Our data-driven approach provided similar terms that could not be found in traditional synonym dictionaries. One 
limitation of the XPRC algorithm is that the expansion was applied to every term in the query article. This may 
introduce undesired expansion to non-critical terms. In addition, the parameters were not yet optimized for our 
experimental setting. We used the 𝝁	and 𝝀 proposed by Lin and Wilbur2. To further improve the performance of the 
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XPRC algorithm, we will develop targeted term expansion and optimize the parameters on the TREC evaluation 
dataset. However, the algorithm needs to be applied to more corpora so we can confirm our results and evaluate its 
scalability. From the analysis of the PRC algorithm, we confirm that TP articles and FP articles have different 
distributions of term weights, and that the majority of articles achieve perfect precision, but a significant number of 
them still result in low precision, leaving some room for improvement.  

We are exploring heuristic methods to select when to use the PRC or XPRC results, but there is no simple solution. 
An empirical method16 achieved good performance on the Genomics dataset (i.e., better performance than PRC in all 
conditions) but it did not perform as well on the CDS dataset.  

The principle of extending a set of terms to assess similarity can be utilized in other problems in which the goal is to 
find related objects. For example, XPRC can be used to find a set of articles that report on analyses on a particular 
data set of interest (i.e., articles that are related to the one that first described or utilized the data set). These articles 
may point to derived data or new and related data sets of interest. Term expansions could also be used for meta-data 
in the same way we used them for embedded terms in titles and abstracts. In future work we will investigate the use 
of extended algorithms to retrieve related data sets.  

Conclusion 

Term expansion is an effective approach to improve the performance of the PRC algorithm for finding related articles 
in PubMed for cases in which PRC precision is low. The Skip-gram model and the Word2Vec package provide a data-
driven solution to term expansion. An extended PRC algorithm utilizing term expansion resulted in higher precision 
and higher average precision for cases in which there were low precision assignments by the original PRC algorithm.	 
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